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cause far-reaching impacts on environment such as
ecosystem service loss [2], and enrichment of nutrient elements (N, P, K, etc.) in the adjoining seawater
body [3]. Additionally, geological hazards, including coastal erosion [4], land subsidence, and seawater intrusion, may also result from dense human
development within coastal region [5].
Water is an important natural resource that supports the development of human societies [6].
Throughout most of China’s coastal region, especially the North China, most of freshwater is supplied by groundwater [7]. Owing to the fast growth
of China’s population and economy, large amounts
of groundwater have been extracted for irrigation, industrial production, and drinking for humans and
livestock, exceeding the natural groundwater recharge rate [5]. As a result, the groundwater level in
these regions declined dramatically [8], and this
caused serious geological hazards such as seawater
intrusion [5]. A review of the extent of seawater intrusion in China [7, 9]found that this phenomenon
occurred widely, and the most serious situation occurred in Shandong Province, especially the Laizhou
Bay Area. Up to now, great advances in knowledge
of seawater intrusion in Laizhou Bay Area have been
made [6-7, 9-17]. Even so, comprehensive documentation of engineering control and economic countermeasures of seawater intrusion in this area is still
lacking.
Hydro-geological and hydraulic methods could
be adopted to control and prevent seawater intrusion
hazard. As Werner et al. [18]perceived, hydro-geological methods include the construction of a subsurface barrier [19-21], whereas hydraulic countermeasures consist of a hydraulic barrier[22-23] and
negative hydraulic barrier [24-26]. A subsurface barrier, i.e., a groundwater permeation cut-off wall, is a
typical hydro-geological engineering method used to
control seawater intrusion. The hydraulic barrier is
formed by recharging fresh groundwater with
wastewater or floodwater. If the recharge continued
long enough, the fresh groundwater level will rise,
and then the pressure balance will be restored. A
negative hydraulic barrier is formed by extraction of
salt groundwater on the seawater side. If the extraction continued, the salt groundwater level will decline, and the pressure balance between seawater and

Laizhou Bay coast is a typical region of seawater intrusion in China. Laizhou City, an important
city in the region, is located in the transition zone
from modern seawater intrusion in the east to paleoseawater intrusion in the west. By 2010, the total
area of Laizhou City affected by seawater intrusion
has amounted to 228.5 km2, about 12.17% of the city
area. Many efforts were made to control seawater intrusion, including the building of a subsurface barrier, and a freshwater lake in the intertidal region,
which created a hydraulic barrier. These two engineering control projects were intentional countermeasures against seawater intrusion. On the other
hand, the extraction of underground saltwater for turbot aquaculture and brine for salt production unintentionally created a negative hydraulic barrier, as a
result of human economic activities that utilized inferior groundwater resources with high salinity.
Huge environmental and economic benefits came
from these intentional and unintentional seawater intrusion control projects. Although the selection of
these countermeasures is influenced by regional hydro-geological conditions and economic activities,
the valuable experiences acquired in Laizhou City
may also be useful for other coastal regions all over
the world.



&$ 
Seawater intrusion countermeasure, Coastal groundwater
reservoir, Artificial recharge, Subsurface barrier, Economic activities, Laizhou City
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The coastal zone is situated at the multi-level
interface of ocean, land, air, and biosphere and plays
a key role in the development and maintenance of
human society because of its location (convenient
access), suitable natural condition (flat terrain), and
rich natural resources. This zone is home to more
than 50% of the world’s population, which lives
within 60 km of the shoreline [1]. However, ill-considered human intervention in the coastal zone may
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(:,80(29 The following datasets including
seawater intrusion area during the period 1979-2010,
and annual precipitation during the period 19522013 were collected from the hydraulic bureau of
Laizhou City. The data on groundwater resource extraction amount was acquired from relevant literatures in Chinese. The parameters of the subsurface
barrier, groundwater reservoir, and intertidal freshwater lake project were obtained from relevant literatures in Chinese and English. Information on greenhouse numbers and area of turbot aquaculture was
acquired from relevant literatures in Chinese.
Remote sensing data was used to analyze
changes in the area of salt pan. This dataset was gathered from Landsat TM/ETM/OLI images in 1995,
2002, 2013. All of the satellite images, whether acquired in summer or autumn, were cloud-free. GDP
and crude salt yield data were acquired from the Statistical Yearbooks of Yantai for 1995, 2003, 2005,
and 2014.

,:/5+9 The UTM zone 51N and WGS 84
datum was chosen as the project standard. ERDAS
Imagine (version 9.2) and ArcGIS Desktop (version
9.3) were used for data preparation. Supervised classification, with maximum likelihood algorithm, was
used to interpret the images, along with visual interpretation. The land-use classification system used
was adapted from Zhuet al. [30]and consisted of ten
types: cultivated land, woodland, grassland, construction land, fresh-water body, saltern, shrimp
pond, barren land, tidal flat, and seawater body. Salterns, in particular, have specific textural features and
geographical positions. For example, the sedimentation and evaporation ponds are usually square in
shape, whereas the crystallization ponds are bright
white in the Landsat images allowing them to be easily distinguished with high accuracy. Classification
accuracy of saltern was tested and all patches incorrectly classified were corrected then. The post-classification change detection pixel-by-pixel method
was used to analyze the land use transitions at last. 


 "! 

<52;:054 5- 9,(=(:,8 04:8;9054 04 (0@/5;
0:? The change of area of seawater intrusion in
study region (1979-2010) was shown in Figure 2.
The development of seawater intrusion in Laizhou
City could be divided into several sub-phases as follows: (1) 1979-1984, the initial development period;
(2) 1984-1997, the severe development period; (3)
1997-2010, the fluctuation period, when a slight decline in the area of seawater intrusion in Laizhou
City happened. Even so, the total area of seawater
intrusion still amounted to 228.5 km2, about 12.17%
of the area in 2010.

freshwater will be restored finally. All these kinds of
control countermeasures have been realized through
engineering projects and human economic activities
in Laizhou City, China. So, this article aims to depict
the development process and countermeasures of
seawater intrusion provided by hydraulic projects
and human activities in the Laizhou Bay Area.
!"&
The location of Laizhou city is shown in Figure
1. The coastal substrate to the west of Hutouai is
mainly composed of mud and silt, whereas to the east
it is mainly composed of coarse and fine silty sand.
The Hutouai coast is typical rocky coast in Northern
China. Owing to differences in material composition
and geological evolution history, the hydro-geological condition of the coastal region to the west of Hutouai is different from that to the east. To the east of
Hutouai, fresh groundwater connects directly with
modern seawater through a sandy beach with high
hydraulic conductivity, and there is a dynamic equilibrium between the two. When the pressure balance
is broken and overexploitation occurred, the interface between modern seawater and fresh groundwater would advance landward. To the west of Hutouai,
quaternary brine, formed since the Late Pleistocene
period, is found between the modern seawater and
fresh groundwater. The Laizhou Bay Area’s brine
originated from paleo-seawater [27-29], and was
formed by evaporation in tidal flats [28]. In the Laizhou Bay Area, the brine could be concentrated with
level of dissolved solids as high as 170 g/L [28],
about 5 times higher than that of typical modern seawater. In this situation, overexploitation of fresh
groundwater often leads to the landward encroachment of the interface between the brine and fresh
groundwater.

"
5*(:0545-:/,9:;+?(8,(
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groundwater which could be mined during the period
1976-1989 was about 1.62 ×109 m3, whereas the actual amount of fresh groundwater exploited was
2.458 ×109 m3, with the over-exploitation rate of
about 52% [31]. In the 1990s, the quantity of fresh
groundwater exploited in Laizhou City fluctuated,
but still amounted to 0.15 ×109 m3/a [32]. Owing to
the drought hazard and severe exploitation of
groundwater resource in 1980s, the development of
seawater intrusion in Laizhou City was fastest in that
period.

The extent of seawater intrusion is determined
by three factors basically, i.e., the rate of groundwater recharge from precipitation, the permeability of
the hydro-geological system, and the groundwater
extraction rate [7]. Since the permeability of substrate could not change in the short term, the amount
of fresh groundwater recharge is mainly influenced
by precipitation and groundwater exploitation.
Precipitation in Laizhou City (1952-2013) was
depicted in Figure 3. Since the mid-1970s, Laizhou
City experienced drought. Before 1979, the average
annual precipitation of Laizhou City was 651 mm,
whereas during the period 1980-1989, the average
annual precipitation was only 473.9 mm, 72.8% of
that before 1979. The periods 1981-1984 and 19861989 were the severest drought phase, with average
annual precipitation only 345.7 mm and 412.5 mm,
respectively. Influenced by the serious shortage of
rain in 1980s, the rate of seawater intrusion development in that decade was highest.
Since the early 1980s, because of population
growth, the “reform and opening-up policy”,
“household-responsibility system", investment
growth, boom in township enterprises, and improvement in living conditions, the groundwater resource
in the coastal region of Laizhou City were exploited
severely. It was estimated that the quantity of fresh

5;4:,83,(9;8,9 5- 9,(=(:,8 04:8;9054.
;)9;8-(*, )(880,8 (4+ (--020(:,+ .85;4+=(:,8
8,9,8<508In Laizhou City, a subsurface barrier was
built using high-pressure jet grouting and vibration
and the sinking-mold method in the lower reach of
the Wang River. The Wang River Subsurface Barrier
consisted of three parts, i.e., the north barrier, west
barrier, and an additional barrier, and the total length
of them was about 13,593 m. Since the construction
of the subsurface cut-off wall, seawater intrusion
was pushed back dramatically. For example, the area
of seawater intrusion after the subsurface barrier declined from 78.69 km2 (before construction) to 25.36
km2 (after construction), whereas the groundwater
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encroachment seaward of the freshwater-seawater
interface. To achieve this goal, seawater pumping
wells were built to lower the salt groundwater level
and ultimately push the fresh groundwater-seawater
interface seaward.
A typical negative hydraulic barrier in Laizhou
City was created unintentionally through salt
groundwater extraction for turbot aquaculture. Turbot (     ) originated from the
North Atlantic around Europe and was introduced to
China in the early 1990s. More than 99.4% [35] of
turbot production was realized through industrial aquaculture in thousands of greenhouses. Laizhou City
is the birthplace of this successful mode of turbot industrial aquaculture in China and main base for the
breeding and production of turbot. Both the number
of aquaculture greenhouses and the cultivating area
of turbot in Laizhou City increased during the period
2000-2010.
In the industrial aquaculture mode of turbot,
underground saltwater was used owing to its constant temperature throughout the year (14-18 °C). It
was estimated that every cultivating greenhouse extracting about 700-800 m3/d of salt groundwater
[32]. So, in 2010, the total extraction of salt groundwater in Laizhou City ranged from 398.6 ×106 m3 to
455.5×103 m3, an enormous amount that dramatically reduced the level of underground saltwater and
ultimately pushed back the interface of seawater and
freshwater, like the situation the Zhujiacun Village
Profile showed.

level rised up at an average rate of 3.31 m, with the
highest elevation rate of 4.44 m [33].
?+8(;20* )(880,8 *8,(:,+ )? 04:,8:0+(2
-8,9/=(:,8 2(1, A subsurface barrier cuts off
groundwater exchange between fresh groundwater
and seawater hydro-geologically, but almost needs a
suitable place for construction. So, a hydraulic barrier was adopted in coastal region of Laizhou City.
The project included artificial recharge wells, infiltration basins, and infiltration trenches, etc. Through
these recharge enhancements, the recharge rate and
fresh groundwater level were raised and the fresh
groundwater-seawater interface were pushed seaward to a great extent. The hydraulic barrier was
formed by constructing an intertidal freshwater lake
[7]in Zhujiacun Village, located about 10 km to the
north of the Laizhou City seat. First, a 3700 m Ushaped dam was built in the intertidal zone, and the
sea-land boundary was pushed seaward about 1300
m [7, 34]. Then, in the newly reclaimed area between
the dam and the former coastline, a freshwater lake
of 0.33 km2 and fresh aquaculture ponds of 2 km2
were constructed to store surface water and enhance
the rate of groundwater recharge [7]. Additionally, a
canal of about 1200 m [7] was built to collect and
transport surface freshwater into the freshwater lake
and aquiculture ponds. These surface-water collection and recharge enhancement projects essentially
created a hydraulic barrier between fresh groundwater and seawater. After finishing of these comprehensive treatments, groundwater salinity in Zhujiacun
Village dropped down dramatically from 12.7‰ (before comprehensive treatment) to 7.8‰ (after comprehensive treatment) [34]. The fresh groundwater
environment and farmland productivity all recovered
finally. 
,.(:0<, /?+8(;20* )(880,8 *8,(:,+ )? ,>
:8(*:04.;4+,8.85;4+9(2:=(:,8-58:;8)5:(7;(
*;2:;8, Negative hydraulic barrier is another kind
of countermeasure against seawater intrusion. The
formation of a negative hydraulic barrier requires a
decline in salt groundwater level and then



,.(:0<, /?+8(;20* )(880,8 *8,(:,+ )? ,>
:8(*:04. ;4+,8.85;4+ )804, -58 9(2: 685+;*:054
Another negative hydraulic barrier in Laizhou City
was created unintentionally by underground brine
extraction for salt production. Owing to its higher
salt concentration, usually 2-6 times that of modern
seawater [28], the underground brine in the coastal
region to the west of Hutouai was used to produce
salt. The variation tendency of crude salt yield and
GDP in Laizhou City during the period 1993-2013
was depicted in Figure 4. There was a strong correlation between the salt yield and GDP. 
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negative effects because of the poor lateral seepage
capacity of fresh groundwater. Once the fresh
groundwater within the groundwater reservoir is polluted, the elimination of the pollution may be very
difficult. The polluted groundwater then has to be
extracted perpendicularly and transported through
special pipes to the sea, at considerable expense. To
tackle this negative effect of subsurface barriers, the
top of the subsurface needs to be lowered a little so
that the lateral seepage capacity of fresh groundwater will be enhanced. Alternatively, the base of the
subsurface barrier may not be terminated in bedrock
directly, with some space left for fresh groundwater
seepage out to sea. Of course, all these improvements of a subsurface barrier have to be implemented based on the realization of seawater intrusion
prevention and control function.
The hydraulic barrier caused by surface recharge enhancements, such as trenches, basins, and
wells in Zhujiacun Village, is still in an early stage
of development. Only shallow aquifers, such as the
top two layers [7], are used to construct this hydraulic barrier. In the future, the American experience of
taking advantage of deep aquifers, especially confined aquifers, can be applied in this region. A successful hydraulic barrier needs lots of surface freshwater for recharge. The construction of the South-toNorth Water Diversion Project will increase the
availability of surface water in Laizhou City, through
the east route of the project and the diversion canal
of the Eastern Shandong Water Introduction Project
from the Yellow River. This may promote the development of recharge enhancement projects and improve the efficacy of the hydraulic barrier in this region.

As a result of increased demand for crude salt,
salt pans expanded dramatically in this region. The
distribution of saltern in Laizhou City in different
years was shown in Figure 5.
As shown in Figure 5, most salterns were distributed to the west of Hutouai. The calculation result shown that the saltern area of Laizhou City in
1995, 2002, and 2013 was 65.3, 62.8, and 99.8 km2,
respectively, with a tendency of augment. Most of
the increase occurred to the west of Hutouai, by occupation of shrimp ponds and seawater bodies. During the period 1995-2002, the saltern area decreased
and was transformed mainly into shrimp ponds (3.53
km2), whereas during the period 2002-2013, the saltern area increased and was transformed mainly from
shrimp ponds (15.61 km2) and seawater bodies
(27.75 km2).
In line with the augment of salt pan area, the
salt yield in Laizhou City was 1.99×106 t in 2011,
2.16×106 t in 2012, and 2.30×106 t in 2013, respectively. To produce this large amount of crude salt,
large amount of underground brine was withdrawn.
This salt production project, with brine exploitation,
ultimately formed a negative hydraulic barrier, albeit
unintentionally.
 "





Seawater intrusion has seriously interfered with
the economic development and environmental protection of coastal region. Several kinds of engineering countermeasures can be applied to control this
hazard, of which the building of a subsurface barrier
is most invasive [18], and may result in some
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The constant effect of the negative hydraulic
barrier unintentionally formed by extraction of salt
groundwater for turbot culture and salt production
needs to be verified in the future. Moreover, the excessive exploitation of salt groundwater may lead to
the exacerbation of seawater intrusion [25], and the
waste of underground saltwater and brine resources.
Thus, the realization of the negative hydraulic barrier
and the rational utilization of underground saltwater
and brine resources need to be considered together.
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contents, acids, polyphenols and aromas of the
harvested grapes and therefore positively affected
wine quality [3, 4].
Researchers also pointed out that postflowering cluster thinning at 29th and 31st phenological stages of Eichhorn-Lorenz (at berry sizes of
4-7 mm in diameter) [5] or at verasion period [6]
yielded better outcomes.
Regional differences also affect the development of the grapevine, the ripening of the grape, the
composition and sensory properties of the grape
and wine. Quality wines take the characteristics
from the cultivation region. Terroir (soil, climate,
topographical characteristics) of the grapevine
designates the quality and style of the wine. Wine
chemical compounds and the differences between
them are significant indicators for the origin of
wine [7].
Phenolic compounds not only designate the
nutritional and sensory properties of the wine, but
also characterize wines according to geography and
grape variety. The polyphenol composition of a
cultivar indicates its genetic potential due to the
enzymatic reactions involved in the biosynthesis.
The enzymatic activity largely depends on environmental factors, such as sun-exposure, temperature, water deficiency, degree of ripening, berry
size or vegetative vigor. All these parameters vary
from one region to another [8].
Gumus and Gumus [9] indicated the most
widely preferred grape varieties for wine production in Turkey as Sultaniye, Emir, Semillion and
Narince for white wine production. Narince is a
native grape variety of      which is originating from Tokat province. It is widely used for
the production of semi-dry and dry white wines.
These wines are suitable for aging and could be an
important competitor of the European counterparts
[10].
There aren’t any studies in literature about the
effects of yield restriction on grape, grape juice and
wine quality of Narince grapes. The present study
was conducted to investigate the effects of cluster
thinning on yield and chemical composition of

The present study was conducted to determine
the effects of 4 different cluster thinning treatments
(CTT) [control (C), 15% (12000 kg/ha), 30% (9000
kg/ha), 60% (6000 kg/ha)] on grape juice and wine
quality of Narince grape cultivar grown in Tokat
province (Turkey) in 2014-2015 growing seasons.
The grapes harvested at technological maturity
stage were processed into wines. The pH, total
soluble solid contents, titratable acidity, specific
gravity, ethyl alcohol, volatile acid, reducing sugar,
total sulphur dioxide, total phenolics, total flavonoids and some phenolic compounds of the grape
juice and wines were determined. Sensory evaluations revealed that cluster thinning applications
increased wine quality. The greatest sensory evaluation score was obtained from 30% cluster thinning treatment and these wines were classified as
“excellent quality wines”. As a result, according to
analyzes performed in grape juice and wines, 30%
(9000 kg/ha) cluster thinning treatment was found
to be the most suitable thinning practice in Narince.



,+#&':
Cluster thinning, wine, grape juice, quality, phenolic,
flavonoid

"(&#)(#"
The biochemical compositions of grapes are
influenced by various environmental and cultural
factors such as the variety, training system, maturation time, biotic and abiotic stress conditions, crop
loads, irrigation, fertilization, summer pruning and
others [1].
Quality has recently become the prominent
factor in wine production. Proper technology and
low product ratios are the primary parameter for a
quality wine production [2].
Several researchers indicated that cluster thinning enhanced berry ripening and influenced sugar
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Total phenolics of the grape juice and wines
were determined with Folin-Ciocalteu method.
Then, sample absorbances were read in a spectrophotometer (HITACHI U-2900) at 760 nm. Conclusions were expressed in gallic acid equivalent
(mg/L) by using a calibration graph prepared with
distinct concentrations of gallic acid standard [14].
Total flavonoids, sample absorbances of the
grape juice and wines were read in a spectrophotometer at 415 nm. Conclusions were expressed in
quercetin equivalent (mg/L) by using a calibration
graph prepared with distinct concentrations of quercetin standard [15, 16].
For phenolics composition of the grape juice
and wines, cinnamic acids (coumaric acid, caffeic
acid, ferulic acid), benzoic acids (vanillic acid and
gallic acid), flavonols (catechin, epicatechin and
quercetin) were quantitatively determined with a
Shimadzu Prominence brand high pressure liquid
chromatography device (HPLC) in accordance with
the method developed by Lee and Scagel [17].
Quantitative analyses of phenolics acids were applied with UV-Vis/ DAD detector at 280 nm by
using internal standards. Calibration curve was
drawn for these standard compounds and sample
quantities (mg/L) were determined based on this
calibration graph (Table 1).

(  
=-051:?>D>?199;.581<4->128;B
/;:/1:?=-?5;:

grape juice and wines of Narince grapes with sitespecific characteristics of Tokat ecology.
!(& '"!(#'

C<1=591:?-8 -=1- <8-:? 9-?1=5-8 -:0 1C
<1=591:?-8 01>53: Experiments were managed in
a producer vineyard established with Narince/1103P in Tokat central town (40°19’59’’ N,
36°15’48’’ W) of Turkey during 2014-2015. Narince is a white wine and table grape cultivar grown
in Kazova/Tokat region [11]. Experimental vineyard is located at 677 m altitude, founded in 1989
with 3.0 m x 1.75 m planting intensity. Grapevines
are cultivated in bilateral cordon system and spur
pruned through leaving 1-2 buds over annual canes
(20±2 bud/vine) in winter pruning of both years.
There are 190 grapevines in the vineyard. Four
levels of cluster thinning [0% (control), 15%
(12000 kg/ha), 30% (9000 kg/ha) and 60% (6000
kg/ha)] were practicaled at the berry set phenological stage in 2014 and 2015. Each treatment had 3
replications and each replication included 10 grapevines.

=-<1 4-=A1>? -:0 B5:1 <=;0@/?5;:. The
grapevines exposed to different applications were
harvested between the dates 12-17.09.2014 and 1519.09.2015 by taking their total soluble solid contents (TSSC), titratable acidity, maturation index
and ecological factors into account and they were
processed into wine in the same day. In each year,
wines were produced from 24 different samples in 3
L Erlenmeyer.
Wines were produced by supplementing
commercial wine yeast to the grape juice through
microvinification method. The grape juice obtained
after stalk separation, crushing and pressing was
filled into 3 L Erlenmeyer at 80% and each flask
was then added with 30 ppm SO2 and 20 g/100L
wine yeast (        , Oenobrands, Montpellier, France). When the specific
gravity dropped to 1.045 g/cm3, 20 g/100L yeast
feeding (Nutristart, Laffort, France) was applied.
Fermentation was finished when the specific gravity decreased below 1 g/cm3 and clarification was
carried out by supplementing 50 ppm SO2. During
the clarification process, wines were added with 0.3
g/L bentonite and they were transferred 10 days
later.

=-<1 6@5/1 -:0 B5:1 /4195/-8 /;9<;>5
?5;: The grape juice and wine produced from the
harvested grapes were exposed to pH, TSSC (%),
titratable acidity (g/L), specific gravity, ethyl alcohol (%), volatile acid (g/L), reducing sugar (g/L)
and total sulphur dioxide (mg/L) analyses [12, 13].
Analyses on wines were made 2 months after bottling.

!5:@?1>

B-?1=
"
B5?4  2;=95/-/50
95:
100
0
95:
100
0
95:
85
15
95:
75
25
95:
74
26
95:
0
100
 95:
100
0
Flow rate: 1 mL/dk; Column temperature: 40oC, Column
Characteristics: Prontosil C18-EPS 3µm Reversed-Phase
HPLC Columns (Reverse phase HPLC column), Dimensions: ID * Length = 4.6* 150 mm


13@>?-?5;: -:-8D>1> A degustation panel
was formed with 5 panelists for sensory analyses of
the wines. The method of scoring out of 20 full
score developed by International Organization of
Vine and Wine (OIV) was used [18].

'?-?5>?5/-8 -:-8D>1> Experiments were conducted in randomized plots experimental design
with 3 replications. Data were exposed to variance
analysis and Duncan’s multiple range test was used
to test the differences in treatment means at 5%
significance level. Analyses were made with SAS
software. Experimental conclusions of both years
were separately assessed and presented.
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(=1-?91:?>
;:?=;8
((
((
 ((

73 4-
73 4-
73 4-

=-<1=1>4,518073 4-


1 4531±28.11 a
1 3999±3.51 a
1 2063±22.01 b
1 1928±5.06 b
9859±8.83 c
9408±7.57 c
6275±0.63 d
6522±1.87 d

@:/4B1534?3


204.0±6.9 c
333.3±2.6 b
293.0±4.0 a
339.0±1.7 b
282.3±1.5 a
347.0±2.3 a
262.3±0.9 b
348.2±1.5 a

1==DB1534?3


190.5±2.28 c
409.9±0.98 b
200.4±1.62 b
414.8±3.09 b
231.3±0.64 a
425.6±4.97ab
234.4±2.77 a
445.3±10.91 a

Mean ± SD. The means indicted with different letters in the same column are significantly different based on Duncan’s multiple range test at P<0.05. CTT: Cluster Thinning Treatment



(  
221/?>;2/8@>?1=?45::5:3?=1-?91:?>;:3=-<16@5/1/;9<;>5?5;:;2"-=5:/13=-<1/@8?5A-=
:-8D>1>
<
(''
(5?=-?-.81/505?D
3 
'<1/525/=-A5?D
(;?-8$41:;85/>
93 
(;?-88-A;:;50>
93 

,1-=













;:?=;8
3.37±0.03 a
3.50±0.00 a
22.07±0.47 b
21.93±0.47 b
7.180±0.043 a
7.376±0.028 a
1.0923±0.0033 a
1.0981±0.0032 b
73.378±3.89 b
147.156±0.87 b
18.222±4.29 a
31.489±3.02 a

((
73 4-
3.37±0.03 a
3.50±0.00 a
23.47±0.33 a
21.87±0.38 a
7.226±0.075 a
7.254±0.078 a
1.0977±0.0029 ab
1.0961±0.0020 a
91.911±13.97ab
172.511±9.82 a
21.378±6.31 a
30.333±2.11 a


((

73 4-
3.33±0.03 a
3.50±0.06 a
23.13±0.18 a
21.43±0.28 a
7.247±0.038 a
7.186±0.087 a
1.0993±0.0024 ab
1.0962±0.0038 a
113.622±3.67 a
154.689±1.79 ab
30.467±0.93 a
27.044±2.00 a

 ((

73 4-
3.37±0.03 a
3.50±0.00 a
24.10±0.25 a
21.60±0.31 a
7.274±0.047 a
7.235±0.064 a
1.1025±0.0014 a
1.0927±0.0032 a
107.933±5.01 a
153.622±9.66 ab
31.156±2.55 a
27.511±0.56 a

Mean ± SD. The means indicted with different letters in the same row are significantly different based on Duncan’s multiple
range test at P<0.05. CTT: Cluster Thinning Treatment, * as tartaric acid equivalent, ** as gallic acid equivalent, *** as
quercetin equivalent.


&') ('

=-<1 D5180 <-=-91?1=> Yields of cluster
thinning treatments are provided in Table 2.
Grape yields decreased with increasing thinning levels. As compared to the control treatment
without any thinning, grape yields in 15, 30 and
60% cluster thinning treatments decreased respectively by around 15, 38 and 80%. Cluster and berry
weights increased with increasing thinning levels
and such increases were more distinctive in the
second year. While cluster weights increased about
30-40% with thinning treatments, the increases in
berry weights varied between 5-23%.

=-<1 6@5/1 /;9<;>5?5;: Grape juice compositions of cluster thinning treatments are provided
in Table 3. Grape juice pH values varied between
3.33 - 3.50; titratable acidities varied between
7.180-7.376 g/L and TSSC varied between 21.6024.10%. While significant differences were not
observed in pH and titratable acidity of thinning
treatments, there were significant differences in
TSSC of the treatments in both years (P<0.05)
(Table 3). Since the grapes were harvested when
they reached to a TSSC of 22% (in other words, at
technological maturity stage), they were harvested
in different times and distinctive differences were
not observed in investigated parameters of the
treatments.
Cluster thinning treatments generally increased total phenolics of the grape juice. The differences in total phenolics of the cluster thinning

treatments were found to be significant in both
years (P<0.05). The increase in total phenolics was
parallel to increase in thinning treatments in the
first year, but the increases in the second year had a
fluctuating trend.
There was a significant relationship between
cluster thinning and total flavonoids. Treatments
increased total flavonoids in the first year and decreased in the second year (Table 3).

+5:1 /;9<;>5?5;: The results on the effects
of cluster thinning treatment on physical and chemical composition of the wines produced from Narince grapes are provided in Table 4. Significant
differences were observed in pH and reduced sugar
contents of thinning treatments in both years
(P<0.05). Thinning treatments did not have significant effects on titratable acidity, total SO2 and total
phenolics of the wines. There were significant differences in wine volatile acids of the thinning
treatments of the second year (P<0.05) and significant differences were also observed in density and
total flavonoids of the treatments in both years
(P<0.05). As compared to the control treatment,
cluster thinning treatments generally reduced wine
pH, total phenolics and total flavonoids. Alcohol
content of the wines increased in the first year, but
the differences in alcohol content of the treatments
were not found to be significant. Effects of the
treatments on the other parameters varied with the
years (Table 4).
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3.07±0.033 b
3.47±0.033 b
7.3172±0.092 a
7.5466±0.024 a
13.23±0.318 a
12.73±0.268 b
0.180±0.014 a
0.451±0.0141ab
0.633±0.033 c
3.867±0.120 c
4.00±0.00 a
157.33±0.67 a
0.9914±0.0003 c
0.9966±0.0006 a
77.444±6.40 a
162.533±5.63 a
12.289±1.66 b
13.522±1.18 a

((

73 4-
3.27±0.033 ab
3.43±0.033 a
7.3307±0.073 a
7.6240±0.041 a
13.37±0.260 a
12.60±0.202 a
0.257±0.016 a
0.379±0.0082 bc
0.867±0.120 ab
4.033±0.338 a
4.33±0.33 a
154.67±1.76 a
0.9920±0.0003 a
0.9960±0.0003 a
77.867±1.08 b
169.511±3.48 a
10.422±2.17 b
14.378±0.24 a

((

73 4-
3.30±0.100 a
3.53±0.033 a
7.4302±0.041 a
7.4457±0.078 a
13.80±0.306 a
12.67±0.448 a
0.188±0.044 a
0.369±0.0082 c
0.767±0.088 b
3.200±0.289 ab
4.67±0.33 a
155.33±1.20 a
0.9931±0.0002 bc
0.9966±0.0006 a
92.000±0.15 a
170.444±7.12 a
14.744±0.46 ab
14.167±0.76 a

 ((

73 4-
3.30±0.058 a
3.50±0.000 a
7.4002±0.019 a
7.5034±0.060 a
13.97±0.120 a
12.80±0.087 a
0.199±0.008 a
0.420±0.0141ab
1.067±0.088 a
2.433±0.240 b
4.67±0.33 a
151.00±4.36 a
0.9943±0.0003 c
0.9976±0.0006 a
81.956±0.36 ab
168.911±5.70 a
16.022±1.42 a
13.978±0.46 a

Mean ± SD. The means indicted with different letters in the same row are significantly different based on Duncan’s multiple
range test at P<0.05. CTT: Cluster Thinning Treatment, * as tartaric acid equivalent, ** as acetic acid equivalent, *** as
gallic acid equivalent, **** as quercetin equivalent.
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0.332±0.
024 b
0.047±0.
005
4.090±0.
160 b
0.051±0.
009 b
0.169±0.
028
0.076±0.
010 a
0.413±0.
021 b
0.426±0.
003 a
0.241±0.
077 b
0.261±0.
003 b
9.004±0.
241 a
4.245±0.
209 a
1.284±0.
0239 c
1.634±0.
091 b
0.000
0.000

((
73 4
-
0.170±0.01
3c
0.108±0.01
9a
1.219±0.12
3d
0.170±0.01
2a



0.000
0.118±0.01
6a
2.542±0.17
7b
0.495±0.01
5b
0.262±0.06
8a
0.272±0.00
6a
2.952±0.39
1d
4.262±0.22
1b
1.296±0.02
5b
1.992±0.09
3b
0.000
0.000

((


73 4-
0.580±0.02
2a
0.077±0.00
6 ab
5.466±0.16
2a
0.142±0.02
2a
0.232±0.02
0a
0.084±0.00
9 ab
3.982±0.12
0a
0.327±0.01
1d
0.276±0.01
8a
0.201±0.00
7b
13.075±0.1
20 a
4.201±0.07
1b
1.565±0.05
3a
1.481±0.06
5c
0.000
0.000

+5:1

 
((


73 4-
0.585±0.0
49 a
0.000
2.447±0.1
41 c
0.143±0.0
26 a
0.155±0.0
55 a
0.054±0.0
03 b
0.752±0.1
10 c
0.757±0.0
26 a
0.409±0.0
18 a
0.057±0.0
05 c
7.671±0.0
76 c
7.616±0.2
61 a
1.648±0.0
44a
2.767±0.0
49 a
0.000
0.000

#"
(&# 
0.356±0.01
5a
1.309±0.03
9a
3.691±0.15
7a
0.497±0.01
7a
0.898±0.03
9a
0.383±0.02
20 a
3.087±0.04
5a
1.272±0.01
4a
0.637±0.03
9b
0.000
14.166±0.7
04 a
13.779±0.3
98 d
0.969±0.05
3c
1.470±0.07
4b
0.000
0.000



((
73
4-

0.000
0.122±0.0
047 c
2.242±0.1
56 c
0.407±0.0
20 b
0.000
0.322±0.0
17 b
1.442±0.0
34 c
1.145±0.0
56 b
0.556±0.0
26 a
0.158±0.0
01 c
10.342±0.
658 b
14.251±0.
401 a
1.042±0.0
44b
1.204±0.0
08 b
0.000
0.000

((


73 4-

 ((


73 4-

0.000
0.044±0.00
45 d
4.214±0.16
5a
0.156±0.00
6c
1.183±0.06
6b
0.196±0.00
8c
3.384±0.38
3a
0.951±0.00
6c
0.599±0.00
6a
0.176±0.00
2b
10.953±0.0
20 b
14.692±0.1
14 a
1.231±0.04
5a
1.114±0.01
9b
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.338±0.01
89 b
3.956±0.05
1 ab
0.192±0.00
5c
1.688±0.12
0a
0.186±0.00
9c
2.119±0.04
4b
0.822±0.01
8d
0.633±0.02
1a
0.315±0.00
5a
9.668±0.64
9b
14.193±0.0
37 a
1.014±0.02
0b
1.088±0.01
0b
0.000
0.000

Mean ± SD. The means indicted with different letters in the same row separately for grape juice and wine are significantly
different based on Duncan’s multiple range test at P<0.05. CTT: Cluster Thinning Treatment

$41:;85/> /;9<;>5?5;: ;2 ?41 3=-<1 6@5/1
-:0 B5:1> The effects of cluster thinning treatments on 8 different phenolics compound of the
grape juice and wines are provided in Table 5.
Phenolic compounds of the grape juice and
wines varied with the years and treatments. Except

for quercetin, all phenolics compounds were detected in the grape juice and wines. Treatments generally provided statistical differences in investigated
phenolics compounds (P<0.05). The values obtained from the control and the greatest cluster
thinning treatment (60%) should be interpreted for 
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221/?>;2/8@>?1=?45::5:3;:>1:>;=D/4-=-/?1=5>?5/>;2"-=5:/13=-<1/@8?5A-=
(=1-?91:?>

,1-=

;8;=
  $


1.89±0.11

2.00±0.00
((

1.77±0.11

73 4-

1.89±0.11
((

2.00±0.00
 73 4-

2.00±0.00
 ((

1.11±0.11
 73 4-

1.78±0.22
Mean ± SD. CTT: Cluster Thinning Treatment
;:?=;8

8-=5?D
  $

#0;=
 $

1.89±0.11
2.00±0.00
2.00±0.00
2.00±0.00
2.00±0.00
2.00±0.00
2.00±0.00
2.00±0.00

3.33±0.19
3.89±0.11
3.11±0.55
3.89±0.11
3.44±0.22
4.00±0.00
3.33±0.19
3.33±0.33



better comprehension of the effects of thinning
treatments on distribution of phenolics compounds.
The -coumaric acid, caffeic acid, ferulic acid,
gallic acid and catechin content of the control and
60% cluster thinning treatments of grape juice were
lower but vanillic acid and epicatechin contents
were higher in the second year than in the first year.
Gallic acid content of the control treatment of grape
juice was higher in the second year than in the first
year. But gallic acid content of 60% cluster thinning treatment was lower (Table 5).
In our study, wine -coumaric acid and epicatechin contents of both control and 60% cluster
thinning treatment were increased in the second
year than in the first year. Caffeic acid, ferulic acid,
vanillic acid and gallic acid were also identified in
wine samples. Catechin contents of the year 2015
decreased in control treatment and increased in
60% cluster thinning treatment of 2014 (Table 5).
As compared to the control treatment, grape juice
vanillic acid and gallic acid contents of 60% cluster
thinning treatments decreased in both years and coumaric acid and epicatechin contents increased in
the first year and caffeic acid contents increased in
the second year. As compared to the control treatment, wine caffeic acid, ferulic acid and epicatechin
contents of 60% cluster thinning treatment increased in the first year and catechin and gallic acid
contents increased in the second year (Table 5).

(->?1-:01:1=-8
9<=1>>5;:
  $
10.00±0.19
10.00±0.19
10.66±0.19
10.22±0.11
11.33±0.19
11.88±0.22
10.77±0.11
10.66±0.19

(;?-8
17.10±0.29
17.88±0.22
17.54±0.61
17.99±0.34
18.77±0.11
18.88±0.22
17.21±0.29
17.77±0.44

the greatest total score (18.88 points) and these
wines were also classified as “excellent wines”. The
lowest score (17.88 points) was obtained from
control wines and these wines were classified as
“high quality wines” (Table 6).


')''#"

=-<1 D5180 <-=-91?1=> According to OIV
523, cluster weight was classified as small-medium
and berry size was classified as small-medium
(Table 2). In a previous study with the same cultivar, cluster weight was reported as 227 g and berry
weight was reported as 3.34 g [19]. Cluster weight
and berry size may vary based on climate and care
conditions [5]. However, cluster and berry size of
the present study were close to original values of
the cultivar. In previous studies, decreasing grape
yields per grape vine and yields per decare and
increasing cluster and berry sizes were reported
with increasing cluster thinning levels [20, 21, 6].

=-<1 6@5/1 /;9<;>5?5;: The grape juice
TSSC and pH values of the second year were higher than the first year. The pH values increased with
cluster thinning treatments in both years (Table 3).
Košmerl et al. [22] reported insignificant relationships between cluster thinning levels and the grape
juice pH values of Krstač and Žižak white wine
cultivars. King et al. [6] reported for Merlot grape
cultivar that cluster thinning practices at berry set
period increased pH values of the grape juice, but
there were not any significant differences in pH
values of cluster thinning treatments. Present findings on pH values of the grape juice comply with
the findings of the previous studies.
The differences in titratable acidity values of
the grape juice in different thinning practices were
not found to be significant. Titratable acidity should
be between 0.65-0.85% for white wine cultivars
and between 0.60-0.80% for colored wine cultivars
[23]. Almanza-Merchán et al. [20] reported that
there were not a linear relation between total acidity
of the grape juice and 33-66% cluster thinning

'1:>;=D1A-8@-?5;:;2B5:1>Sensory evaluation results for wines produced from the grapes
with cluster thinning treatments are provided in
Table 6.
Panelists grouped the wines according to OIV
classification (1–12 points: poor quality wines, 13–
15 points: good quality wines, 16–18 points: high
quality wines, 19–20 points: excellent quality
wines) [18]. Sensory evaluations revealed that increasing wine quality was observed with increasing
thinning levels. Considering the first year evaluations, it was observed that 30% thinning wines had
the greatest total score (18.77 points) and these
wines were classified as “excellent quality wines”.
In the second year, again 30% thinning wines had
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practices in Riesling × Silvaner grapes. King et al.
[6] reported for Merlot cultivar that cluster thinning
treatments at verasion period decreased total acidity
of the grape juice in both years and differences in
acidity levels of the treatments were significant
because of the higher yields of the second year.
Cluster thinning practices in berry-set period
increased TSSC in the first year. Similar findings
indicating increasing TSSC with cluster thinning
practices were also reported in previous studies
[20, 6].
In a study carried out in Bogazkere grape cultivar, the total phenolic compounds of the control
group vines were reported as 106.51 µg GAE/mg in
the skin, 517.00 µg GAE/mg in the pulp and 323.59
µg GAE/mg in the seed [24]. Red wine cultivars
generally contain greater phenolics compound
quantities than the white wine cultivars [25]. In
present study, cluster thinning treatments increased
total phenolics of the grape juice (Table 3). Similarly in previous studies, increasing total phenolics
compound quantities were reported with cluster
thinning treatments in different grape cultivars [6,
4]. Cooler conditions of the 2015 vegetation period
than 2014 resulted in greater phenolics compound
quantities in 2015 since cooler conditions and cluster thinning practices increase total phenolics of the
grapes.
Flavonoids are the most common polyphenols
of the food stuffs and there are about 6500 different
flavonoids [26]. While cluster thinning treatments
of the present study did not have significant effects
on flavonoid quantities, increases were observed
with the treatments in the first year (Table 3). Pehlivan and Uzun [4] reported total flavonoids of
cluster thinning practices as to have 8, 16, 24 and
32 clusters per grape vine respectively as 100.68;
85.15; 71.82 and 86.61 mg CTE (catechin equivalent)/100 g. In another study, the total flavonoids of
the control group vines were reported as 2.08 µg
GAE/mg in the skin, 24.27 µg GAE/mg in the pulp
and 7.71 µg GAE/mg in the seed [24].
Higher TSSC and lower total acidity, total
phenolics and total flavonoids of the first year were
mostly because of hotter condition of the first year
than the second year. The response of organic acids
and phenol concentrations to thinning showed important seasonal variations [27]. Increased temperature, either through direct heating by incident radiation or increased air temperature, would increase
the rate of metabolic processes in plants with an
associated increase in metabolite accumulation
[28].

+5:1/;9<;>5?5;:Wine pH values increased
with cluster thinning treatments. The pH should be
less than 3.5 in white wines. Increasing pH levels
may result in oxidation reactions, undesired color
changes, protein instability and bacterial degenerations in wines. Increased pH levels also impair SO2

efficiency in wines [23]. Košmerl et al. [22] reported increasing wine pH levels in Krstač and Žižak
white wine cultivars with cluster thinning practices.
Increased wine pH levels were also reported with
cluster thinning practices in Chardonnay grape
cultivar [29]. Both 2014 and 2015 pH values of the
present study comply with the earlier findings (Table 4).
Total acidity has great impacts on taste and
durability of the wines and brings in a freshness to
wines [30]. Total acidity of dry wines should be
between 4.5 – 9.0 g/L tartaric acid equivalent [31].
Košmerl et al. [22] reported decreasing titratable
acidity levels with cluster thinning treatments in
Krstač and Žižak white wine cultivars. However, in
present study, cluster thinning treatments did not
have significant effects on titratable acidity of the
wines. It was indicated in Wine Communique of
Turkish Food Codex that total acidity of wines in
tartaric acid equivalent should be minimum 3.50
g/L or maximum 46.60 meq/L [32]. Present total
acidity values were within this range (Table 4).
It was indicated in Wine Communique of
Turkish Food Codex that wine alcohol content
should be minimum 9.5 and maximum 15% [32].
Present alcohol contents varied between 12.6013.97%. Increasing ethyl alcohol contents were
reported with cluster thinning treatments in Chardonnay grape cultivar [29]. Alcohol contents of the
present study increased with increasing thinning
levels in the first year (Table 4). Increasing alcohol
contents with cluster thinning practices were also
reported in previous studies [29, 21].
Acetic acid is a significant acid in wines. It reveals information about the microbiologic stability
of the wines. Wines cannot be marketable when the
volatile acid content exceeded 1 g/L (in acetic acid
equivalent) [33]. Wine volatile acidity increases
with increasing acetic acid contents. Increasing
volatile acidity creates a stringent and nuisance
flavoring in wines. Present wines were not considered under risk of microbiological instability. Present findings were complying with the standard
values specified in Wine Communiques of the European Union and Turkish Food Codex [34, 32]
(Table 4).
Reduced sugar contents may vary based on
function of commercial yeasts used in wine production and fermentation conditions. As compared to
the control treatment, reduced sugar contents increased in the first year and decreased in the second
year. Increasing reduced sugar contents were reported with cluster thinning practices in Chardonnay grape cultivar [29]. According to Wine Communique of Turkish Food Codex [32], present
wines were classified as dry wines in both 2014 and
2015.
Density of red and white wines (at 20 °C)
should be maximum 0.996 g/mL [10]. Present density values were within specified ranges.
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As compared to the control treatment, total
phenolics and total flavonoids increased with cluster thinning treatments. In previous studies carried
out with Merlot cultivar [6] and Vranac and Cabernet Sauvignon cultivars [21], increasing total phenolics were reported with cluster thinning treatments. In a study carried out in Aglianico red
wines, the phenolic content were ranged from 49.7
to 68.6 mg/L [35].

$41:;85/> /;9<;>5?5;: ;2 ?41 3=-<1 6@5/1
-:0B5:1>The grape juice gallic acid, ferulic acid,
quercetin and caftaric acid contents increased, but
caffeic acid contents decreased with increasing
cluster thinning treatments. In a previous study,
ferulic acid content of the grape juice in control
treatment was reported as 1.09 mg/L, gallic acid
content as 10.15 mg/L and caffeic acid content as
0.23 mg/L [36].
In present study, while catechin and caffeic
acid were the greatest phenolics compounds identified in grape juice and wines, catechin, caffeic acid
and vanillic acid were the greatest phenolics in
wines. In another study, of the phenolic compounds
identified, catechin was the most abundant in three
cultivars (Emir, Narince, and Sultaniye), with the
highest found in Narince grown in Tokat. In a previous study, catechin content of Narince grape was
reported as 36.25 mg/kg; gallic acid content as 6.98
mg/kg; epicatechin content as 1.01 mg/kg; caffeic
acid content as 0.11 mg7kg and ferulic acid content
as 0.34 mg/kg [37].
In another study, the antioxidant activity of
grape bioflavonoid and some flavonoid standard
(unsubstituted flavone, apigenin, fisetin, morin,
quercetin and dihydroquercetin) samples have been
studied. The order of antioxidant activity in hydrophilic and lipophilic system were reported nearly
the same. In the study, the maximum quercetin
(83.7 % in the control) was determined [38].
Kumšta et al. [39] indicated regional changes
in grape phenolics. In some other studies, significant effects of “terroir” on grape phenolics were
pointed out [40, 41]. A linear relation was not observed between the treatments and phenolics distribution of the grape juice. However, significant
differences were observed in the grape juice phenolics composition of the treatments (P<0.05) (Table 5).
Quantity and composition of wine phenolics
may vary with the grape cultivar, cultural practices,
climate conditions, aging durations and temperatures [42]. Significant differences were also observed in wine phenolics composition of the treatments (P<0.05) (Table 5).

'1:>;=D 1A-8@-?5;: ;2 B5:1> Damcı [43] investigated the effects of different fruit loads (created through 0, 20, 40 and 50% cluster thinning) on
grape yield and quality, grape vine development

and wine quality of Carignan wine cultivar and
reported the greatest sensory evaluation score for
405 cluster thinning treatment. As also supported
by literatures, cluster thinning treatments to a certain level increase wine quality parameters. A similar outcome was reached in Narince grapes with
cluster thinning treatments and 30% cluster thinning treatment had the greatest sensory evaluation
score (9000 kg/ha) (Table 6).


#" )'#"
Cluster thinning treatments generally reduced
grape yields, but increased cluster and berry
weights. Cluster thinning treatments increased wine
pH levels, total phenolics and total flavonoids, but
didn’t affect total acidity and alcohol content of the
wines. Catechin and caffeic acid were the greatest
phenolics in wines. Phenolic composition and contents of the wines varied with the years. Higher
total phenols and flavonoids of the grape juice and
wines of the second year than the first year were
mostly related to lower air temperatures at during
maturation period of the second year.
Considering the entire results on berry, grape
juice and wine quality parameters together, it was
concluded that 30% (~9000 kg/ha) cluster thinning
was the most suitable thinning practice for Narince
grape cultivar.
"#+ !"('
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is only possible by obtaining more crops per unit water per unit area. Yield and quality increase in crop
production depends mainly on the application of the
right amount of irrigation water to meet the crop water requirements and the irrigation of greater area by
existing water resources. In order to achieve the expected benefits from irrigation, it is necessary to select the appropriate irrigation method, to design and
install the irrigation system as required by this
method, and to meet the water needs of the plant on
time by appropriate operation of the system in accordance with the conditions and the goals. Irrigation
without considering the physiological development
of the plant may lead to significant yield reductions.
Turkey is in the fourth place in the world in
terms of eggplant production with 854 049 tonnes on
24 773 ha area [1]. Water is key input for eggplant
production. Yield and quality of eggplant are adversely affected due to improper irrigation applications and the lack of appropriate agricultural techniques in areas where eggplant is grown. Since the
amount of water needed by the crops from sowing
till harvest is quite different for various crop types
and their growth stages, it is very important to irrigate the crops at the right time and quantity. Crop
growth and yield are decreased as well as bitterness
is begun in eggplant when the irrigation is not done
at the right time and the quantity. The irrigation more
than needed causes the flowers to fall and the plants
to grow thin, long and rough.
Karam et al. found that deficit irrigation decreased yield by 35% and increased WUE and dry
matter content of fruit in their study which was carried out to determine the yield and evapotranspiration (ET) of eggplant under open field conditions in
Lebanon [2]. The authors reported that it is advisable
to apply the deficit irrigation two weeks before flowering. Many researchers have shown that water stress
reduces the average fruit weight, volume, length and
diameter [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Linsalata and Caro have
shown that fruit length, fruit yield, number of fruit
and marketable fruit were all increased by irrigation
as a results of 3-years research in southern Italy [8].

This study was carried out to investigate the relationship between irrigation water applied at different growth stages and yield/yield components of the
eggplant (cultivar Pala 49) and to determine the most
critical growth periods of the plant as a response to
irrigation during 2016 and 2017 years under the subhumid conditions of Yalova, Turkey. Growth stages
of eggplant are vegetative (V), flowering (F), yield
formation (Y), and ripening (R). Experimental treatments were determined as non-irrigation (control),
full irrigation (VFYR) and 14 different deficit irrigation treatments (V, F, Y, R, VF, VR, YR, FY, VY,
FR, FYR, VYR, VFR, VFY). The highest seasonal
evapotranspiration (average 735 mm) was obtained
from the VFYR treatment. Deficit irrigation practices applied during different growth stages have different effects on yield and yield components. The
highest water use efficiency (WUE) (average 6.35 kg
m-3) was obtained from V treatment. The highest
plant height (96.5 cm) and plant diameter (14.9 mm)
were obtained from the VFYR treatment as average
numbers of two experimental years. Since fruit
length (average 22.5 cm), fruit diameter (average
63.4 mm) and maximum yield (average 4143.2 kg)
were obtained from the VFYR treatment, it was concluded that this irrigation treatment would be the best
choice under local conditions. Since VFY treatment
which gave the best statistical results following
VFYR, it may also be recommended as a good option for water short areas.
'& "#
Eggplant, deficit irrigation, evapotranspiration, growth
stages, yield and yield components
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Agriculture is major water user in Turkey and
in the world. Therefore, the conservation, development and sustainable use of soil and water resources
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54.9,73(;,7(.,8    04'(25;($:71,>
Mean Temperature (oC)
Total Precipitation (mm)
Months
2016
2017
1931-2016
2016
2017
1931-2016
May
17.1
17.4
17.0
56.1
57.2
35.2
June
21.7
22.5
21.4
29.4
86.2
38.2
July
25.0
24.7
23.7
4.6
11.0
23.2
August
24.0
24.7
23.6
52.9
38.4
28.9
September
20.7
21.6
20.0
39.6
21.2
54.0
October
16.0
14.8
15.7
34.1
120.2
83.5

Depth
0-30
30-60

Depth
0-30
30-60

EC25
1:2.5
(dS m-1)
0.06
0.06
EC25
1:2.5
(dS m-1)
0.264
0.287

pH
1:2.5
7.1
7.3
pH
1:2.5
6.9
6.6

$ 
#5026756,790,85-,=6,703,49(2(7,(
 
Organic
Field
CaCO3
Total P Total K
Matter
Capacity
(%)
(ppm)
(ppm)
(%)
(%)
0.40
1.41
21
243
34.06
0.40
1.21
21
208
33.64
 
Field
Organic
Total P Total K
CaCO3
Capacity
Matter
(ppm)
(ppm)
(%)
(%)
(%)
0.40
1.22
30
228
18.63
0.40
0.74
17
165
18.48

The effects of irrigation practices based upon
crop growth stages on the yield and yield components of the eggplant have been investigated very
limited in previous studies. The aim of this study is
to determine the effects of deficit irrigation on yield
and yield components of eggplant at four different
crop growth periods.


$"#$ #

=6,703,49(2#09, This research was carried
out at experimental area of the Atatürk Horticultural
Central Research Institute (40 ° 39'17 "N latitude,
29 ° 17'3" E longitude and altitude of 2 m above
m.s.l) under sub-humid climatic conditions of
Yalova, Turkey. The climate of Yalova province
takes place in a transitional zone between the Mediterranean and Black Sea climates as a type of macroclimate, and it also reflects continental climate
characteristics in some periods. Summers are hot and
dry, winter is warm and rainy. Total amount of precipitation was measured as 802 mm in 2016 and 771
mm in 2017. The average of long year’s precipitation
is 749.8 mm in the region. The climate in this part of
the country is classified as sub-humid according to
the Thornthwaite climate classification system [9].
The average monthly climate data for Yalova province were given in Table 1 for a long year’s average
(1931-2016) and research years (2016-2017). Meteorological data were obtained from the Yalova

Permanent
Wilting
Point (%)
18.29
18.27

Bulk
Density
(g cm-3)
1.32
1.37

Permanent
Wilting
Point (%)
9.19
9.51

Bulk
Density
(g cm-3)
1.42
1.4

meteorological station which is 250 m away from the
study site.
The land of research area is generally located in
alluvial large soil group and colluvial soil group. Soil
depth is 150 cm on average. The slope in the test area
is 1%. The color of soil is brown, light brown and
dark brown. Eggplant were sown at different sites
subsequently to avoid diseases and pests and weak
soil structure due to nutrient depletion of the crop.
The trial plots were established in different parts of
a field plots with a size of 1 ha in 2016 and 2017.
Soil textural classes of the experimental site were
clay loam (CL) and silty clay loam (SCL) in 2016
and 2017, respectively. The soil properties of experimental site for the experimental years were given in
Table 2.
The irrigation water required for the irrigation
of the experimental plots in this research was obtained from the wells previously opened in the institute’s experimental site. As a result of the water quality tests, pH value of irrigation water was 7.04 and
EC value was measured as 1.032 dS. m-1. Irrigation
water is classified as C3S1 based on USSL diagram
for classification of irrigation waters [10].

.75453> The cultivar Pala 49 which was rehabilitated by Ataturk Horticultural Central Research Institute in 1975 was used as variety of eggplant (    L.) in our research. It is
medium early (75-80 days) and the standard eggplant variety in open field conditions. The
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where ET is evapotranspiration, I is the depth
of irrigation water (mm), P is the precipitation (mm),
ΔS is the change in the soil water content (mm/60
cm), D is the drainage below the root zone (mm), and
R is the depth of runoff (mm). In the equation, I was
measured using water meters, and P was observed at
the meteorological station of the institute. Because
controlled application of irrigation water was done
by drip irrigation and the plants were surrounded by
earthen embankments, run-off was supposed to be
zero.
Seven harvests were made every two years,
from 18 August to 27 September in 2016 and from
21 August to 5 October in 2017, once a week. All
treatments were harvested at the same time. The
measurements of 36 plants were taken into consideration for the experiment while excluding the border
effects of the plots containing 80 plants in each. Plant
height was accepted as the length from the root collar
of the main stem to the tip of the growth point and it
was measured by a tapeline at ripening period. The
plant diameter was measured with the help of calipers at the last harvest between the first node and the
second node. Fruits harvested from the treatments
were weighed to determine the total yields. The average fruit lengths of 36 samples per plot taken on
each harvest are measured with a ruler and the fruit
diameters are measured with calipers.

&(9,7%8,--0*0,4*0,8 Water use efficiency
(WUE) was determined to evaluate the efficiency of
irrigation in the experimental treatments. WUE and
Irrigation Water Use Efficiency (IWUE) are two
terms mostly used to promote the efficient use of irrigation water in crop production phases [13]. WUE
was calculated as the efficiency ratio of yield (YLD)
to ETa, given as WUE = YLD/ETa (kg ha-1 mm-1).
IWUE was estimated by following equation:

experiment was started by seeding seeds in the
greenhouse on April 1 and April 7 in 2016 and 2017,
respectively. Each experimental plot was 2.7 m x 10
m (27 m2) in size. The replicates were separated from
each other by 2 m blank space to eliminate the edge
effect. A total amount of 3 840 seedlings were sown
to the plots on June 3 and May 25 in 2016 and 2017,
respectively. Experimental design was a randomized
complete blocks (RCB) with three replications. 80
eggplant seedlings were planted manually in four
crop rows of a plot with row width 0.70 m and a 0.50
m spacing between plants within row.
Based on soil analysis, fifty kilograms of N, P
and K ha-1 were applied as bottom fertilizer prior to
sowing. An additional 40 kg ha-1 33% N fertilizer
was applied when the crops reached to the flowering
stage. 25 kg ha-1 21% N fertilizer was added to the
soil surface 30 days after sowing. Pesticides were
sprayed to the experiment fields as a chemical drug
against diseases and insect pests such as Lygus spp,
red spider, and green worm.

770.(9054 $7,(93,498 The experimental
treatments were determined based on crop growth
stages of eggplant. All plots were subjected to full or
deficit irrigations for four different crop growth
stages (Vegetative (V), flowering (F), yield formation (Y) and ripening (R) as given in Table 3).
Full irrigation treatment (VFYR) is designed to replenish the soil water content to the field capacity
when the 50 % of available water is depleted at 0.60
m soil profile throughout the growing season of eggplant. Drip irrigation method was employed to irrigate the plants. A polyethylene lateral drip line was
designed for each row. The spacing between the lateral pipes was 0.70 m with 4 L h-1 in-line drippers
spaced at 0.25 m.

,(8:7,3,498 Volumetric water contents of
0.6 m soil depth were monitored gravimetrically in
30 cm depth increments prior to and after irrigation
at all crop growth stages. The amount of irrigation
water was calculated based on the available soil water content (SWC) in 0.6 m soil depth according to
the following equation (Eq. (1)) [11]:
d = (FC − SWC)/100 x γi x D x P

IWUE(kg ha-1 mm-1) =

(3)

Where YLD is yield value of each treatment
plot (kg ha-1), YLDrainfed is the yield obtained from
the rainfed treatment (kg ha-1) and IRGA is the seasonal irrigation water amount (mm).

(1)

(9(4(2>808 All data were subjected to analysis of variance for each character using JUMP 7.0
software. The significance of irrigation treatments
were determined at 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels
with F- test. The F-protected least significant difference (LSD) was calculated at 0.05 probability level
according to Steel and Torrie [14].

Where d is the amount of irrigation water
(mm); FC is the soil water content at field capacity
(%); SWC is available soil water content (%), γi is
soil bulk density (g cm-3), D effective rooting depth
(mm), and P is the wetting percentage (%).
The seasonal ET of each treatment was determined as the soil water balance residual (Eq. (2)) as
it was given in Garrity et al. [12]:
ET = I+P+ΔS−D−R


 −   inf


(2)
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Treatments
FYR
VYR
VFR
VFY
VF
VR
YR
FY
VY
FR
V
F
Y
R
Non-irrigation
VFYR

$ 
0895-,=6,703,49(297,(93,498(4++,8*70690548
Description
Irrigation applied only at stages of flowering, yield formation and ripening
Irrigation applied only at stages of vegetative, yield formation and ripening
Irrigation applied only at stages of vegetative, flowering and ripening
Irrigation applied only at stages of vegetative, flowering and yield formation
Irrigation applied only at stages of vegetative and flowering
Irrigation applied only at stages of vegetative and ripening
Irrigation applied only at stages of yield formation and ripening
Irrigation applied only at stages of flowering and yield formation
Irrigation applied only at stages of vegetative and yield formation
Irrigation applied only at stages of flowering and ripening
Irrigation applied only at vegetative stage
Irrigation applied only at flowering stage
Irrigation applied only at yield formation stage
Irrigation applied only at ripening stage
Irrigation applied none of the growth stages (no irrigation)
Irrigation applied at all the growth stages (full-irrigated). No water stress


"#%$#

'0,2+Average yield values were summarized
in Table 4. The highest yield in the study (4143.2 kg
da-1) was obtained from the VFYR treatment. The
lowest yield (327.2 kg da-1) was obtained from the
control (non-irrigated) treatment. In all vegetative
stages, yield values of VFYR treatment which was
fully irrigated were found to be 92.1% higher than
those of rainfed (non-irrigated) treatment. It has been
observed that as the amount and the frequency of irrigation decreases, the yield generally decreases.
When the yield values are taken into consideration;
it was observed that the eggplant was more susceptible to water stress during vegetative, flowering and
ripening than the yield formation period. While VFY
treatment in which irrigation water is not applied
only at yield formation stage has given 90.1% more
yield than non-irrigated treatment, 89.2-85.9% more
yield than non-irrigated treatment was observed at
the treatments which were not irrigated at various
vegetative growth stages such as FYR, VYR, and
VFR treatments. This result shows that the plant is
not much affected by water stress during the yield
formation period due to climatic conditions such as
rainfall and temperature.
Ertek et al. found that the highest yield was
found as 21.14 t ha-1 from the treatment with 0.90
pan coefficient under Isparta conditions [15]. Pirboneh et al. found that the highest yield was realized
as 51.1 t ha-1 in the case of 6 days irrigation interval
and 2 cm of mulch applied in eggplant [16]. In other
study, it was found that the highest yield as 48.2 t ha1
from the treatment where ET was maximum [17].
Although there are some differences in yield due to
location and climate conditions, the results of our
work are compatible with other researches.
Crop growth and yield were always affected by
deficit irrigation in the experiments [18, 19, 20, 21].
Yield was decreased with water stress in eggplant [7,

17, 22]. When the yield values obtained from this
study were taken into consideration, our results were
agreed with those of above mentioned studies. Relationships between yield - evapotranspiration and
yield - applied irrigation water amount were given in
Figure 1.
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Treatments
FYR
VYR
VFR
VFY
VF
VR
YR
FY
VY
FR
V
F
Y
R
Non-irrigation
VFYR
Mean
LSD (0.05)
CV

Plant Height**
(cm)
86.54 d
89.25 cd
91.83 bc
94.5 ab
86.81 d
81.46 ef
79.78 fg
88.22 cd
80.20 fg
85.45 de
73.4 h
78.76 fg
76.82 gh
61.66 ı
58.16 ı
96.58 a
83,15
4.23
3.10

Plant Diameter**
(mm)
13,5 bc
12,7 c
11,1 de
13,9 b
10,6 def
11,5 d
10,2 efg
12,7 c
9,6 gh
10,5 defg
11,0 def
10,1 fg
10,4 efg
8,9 hı
8,4 ı
14,9 a
11.29
0,96
5.11

Fruit Length**
(cm)
22.0 a-c
21.4 a-d
21.0 cd
22.3 ab
20.5 de
18.4 gh
19.7 ef
21.6 a-d
21.2 b-d
18.9 fg
15.4 ı
17.6 h
18.3 gh
18.0 gh
14.4 ı
22.5 a
19.66
1.25
3.82

Fruit Diameter** (mm)
60.7 ab
56.7 c-e
57.6 b-d
62.6 a
54.7 c-f
52.9 fg
54.0 d-f
53.3 ef
57.4 b-d
58.1 bc
55.2 c-f
58.2 bc
55.1 c-f
49.3 gh
48.9 h
63.4 a
56.17
3.72
3.97

Yield**
(kg da-1)
3040,28 c
2321,18 d
2335,55 d
3332,59 b
1627,15 gh
2007,97 e
1445,16 hı
1928,23 ef
1784,56 e-g
1429,61 hı
1700,56 fg
1335,79 ı
1426,84 hı
1035,86 j
327,25 k
4143,25 a
1958,48
251.47
7.70

** 1% Significance level

'0,2+53654,498. The results of the statistical analysis for plant height (cm), plant diameter
(mm), fruit length (cm) and fruit diameter (mm) values are also given in Table 4. Based on statistical
analysis done, the effect of the treatments on plant
height and plant diameter was statistically at 1% significance level. As a result of LSD grouping, the
highest plant height was obtained in VFYR (96.6
cm) and VFY (94.5 cm) and the lowest plant height
was obtained in non-irrigation (58.1 cm) and R (61.6
cm) treatments. The highest plant diameter was
found in VFYR (14.9 mm) and the lowest plant diameter was found in non-irrigation (8.4 mm) and R
(8.9 mm) treatments. Our results obtained from two
years study show that full and deficit irrigation practices affect plant height and plant diameter during
four crop growth stages (vegetative, flowering, yield
formation and ripening). The highest plant height
was obtained at VFYR (full irrigation) and VFY
treatments (96.58-94.5 cm). The smallest plant
height was measured at non-irrigation and R treatments (58.16-61.66 cm). The highest plant diameter
was obtained at VFYR (full irrigation) treatment
(14.9 mm). The smallest plant diameter was measured at non-irrigation and R treatments (8.4-8.9
mm).
The highest fruit length (22.5 cm) was measured at full irrigation treatment (VFYR) followed by
VFY, FYR, VFR, and FY (22.3-21.6 cm) treatments.
Our results about fruit length were in agreement with
ideal fruit size of this variety (22-30 cm) [23]. The
lowest fruit length was measured at non-irrigation
treatment in both experimental years (14.4 cm) followed by treatment in which irrigation applied only
at vegetative (V) stage (15.4 cm). The results related
fruit length were summarized in Table 4 as an average of both experimental years. Linear relationships
between irrigation water applied-fruit length and

irrigation water applied-fruit diameter were illustrated in Figure 2.
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Treatments
FYR
VYR
VFR
VFY
VF
VR
YR
FY
VY
FR
V
F
Y
R
Non-irrigation
VFYR
Mean
LSD (0.05)
CV

Total irrigation
water amount (mm)
592
461
592
525
432
349
325
442
306
509
139
335
178
216
0
658

Seasonal Evapotranspiration
(ET, mm)
676
546
676
666
586
433
406
572
423
589
271
462
285
289
146
735

The highest fruit diameter was obtained at
VFYR (full irrigation) treatment followed by VFY
and FYR treatments (63.4-60.7 mm). Our results
were similar to the mean values of fruit diameter (5060 mm) in this cultivar [23]. The smallest diameter
was measured at non-irrigation and R treatments
(48.9-49.3 mm).
These results indicated that the fruit length and
diameter were significantly influenced by irrigation
application in eggplant. Our findings in the experiment showed that the fruit length and diameter were
more sensitive to water stress at flowering and yield
formation stages of crop. Higher fruit length and diameter values were obtained when water deficit level
was generally small. Our results were in agreement
with the findings of some researches on the response
to water deficit of some vegetables [2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8]

WUE
(kg m-3)
4.51 cd
4.25 de
3.46 fg
5.01 bc
3.08 f-h
4.83 cd
3.56 e-g
3.35 fg
4.23 de
2.42 hı
6.35 a
2.92 g-ı
5.03 bc
3.67 ef
2.23 ı
5.68 ab
4.03
0.74
11.02

IWUE
(kg m-3)
5.15 de
5.03 d-f
3.95 g
6.34 c
4.18 e-g
5.98 cd
4.47 e-g
4.35 e-g
5.90 cd
2.79 h
12.23 a
4.02 fg
8.10 b
4.78 e-g
0.0 ı
6.34 c
5.22
1.02
11.71

Our results are compatible with the results of those
studies [2].
WUE and IWUE values were mostly influenced by climate, soil conditions, and also the cultivar of eggplant used in research. The highest and the
lowest WUE values were ranged from 6.35 kg m-3 at
V treatment to 2.23 kg m-3 at non-irrigation treatment as an average value of both years (Table 5).
More likely, IWUE values ranged from 0 kg m-3 to
12.23 kg m-3 at V and non-irrigated treatments, respectively. Our results were in agreement with the
findings of other studies [17, 25, 26, 27].
#%##  %# 
Our results obtained from both years (2016 and
2017) showed that full and deficit irrigation practices
affect fruit yield, fruit length, and fruit diameter during four growth periods (vegetative, flowering, yield
formation and ripening). The highest yield (4143.2
kg da-1) was obtained for full irrigation (VFYR) in
each growth stages and the lowest yield (327.2 kg da1
) from the non-irrigation treatment. In all vegetative
periods, it was observed that full irrigation treatments increased the productivity by 92.1% compared to the non-irrigation treatment. Compared to
the non-irrigation treatment, more yield loss was experienced at the treatments with no irrigation application in three growth stages (R, F, Y) than the other
treatments. Among the treatments that were non-irrigated in one growth stage, treatments with no irrigation applied at flowering (VYR) and yield formation (VFR) suffered more yield losses than the
others. Relatively high yields were observed in the
treatments where no irrigation water was applied

$59(2 770.(9054 &(9,7 35:49 #,(854(2
;(6597(48607(9054 (4+ &(9,7 %8, --0*0,4*>
Total amounts of rainfall were measured as 66 and
84 mm during vegetative season of both experimental years, respectively. 658 mm of irrigation water was applied on average in 2016 and 2017 for the
treatment of full irrigation in each crop growth stages
(VFYR treatment). Seasonal ET was measured as
734.6 mm for full irrigation (VFYR) and 146.1 mm
for non-irrigation (control) treatment (Table 5). As
the amount of water applied to the treatments increased, ET was also increased. In their study, Stanley and Maynard found that the ET of the eggplant
was 450-895 mm depending upon different treatments [24]. In another study, Karam et al. have found
ET values ranged from 150 to 570 mm in eggplant.
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during the vegetative (FYR) and the yield formation
period (VFY) due to relatively sufficient moisture in
soil profile. It may be concluded that the flowering
and yield formation periods are critical crop growth
stages for eggplant.
The highest fruit lengths (22.5, 22.3, 22.0, 21.6
and 21.4 cm) were observed at VFYR, VFY, FYR,
FY, and VYR treatments, respectively and the largest plant diameter values (63.4, 62.6 and 60.7 mm)
was found at VFYR, VFY, and FYR treatments.
When WUE and IWUE values are taken into account, VFYR treatment (full-irrigation) in which the
highest yield was obtained has high values of those.
As a result, we may conclude that the full irrigation
treatment (VFYR) would be the best practice in
terms of yield and quality. However, VFY treatment
in which no irrigation applied at ripening period may
be suggested in areas or in the periods where seasonal irrigation water is limited.
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ment, they are particularly toxic to animals [3]. In
recent years, natural geochemical cycles have been
disrupted by industrial activities, and some studies
have found the concentrations of these pollutants to
have increased in many types of habitats. The accumulation of toxic contaminants at the different
levels of the food chain in fishponds can ultimately
be dangerous to people, since carp are farmed
mainly for human consumption. It is estimated that
fish aquacultures in central and eastern Europe
produce about 170 000 t of carp each year [4].
Although the fishpond environment is significantly modified by human management, it remains
favourable to wetland organisms. Birds, especially
piscivorous species, are an important assemblage of
such organisms that use fishponds throughout their
annual cycle (except in winter) [2]. High levels of
some heavy metals like mercury in the central
nervous system can impair visual-motor coordination and spatial orientation in birds, and poisoning
is manifested by a lower breeding success [5]. For
the purposes of ecotoxicological studies, birds are
better bioindicators of environmental pollution than
plants or invertebrates, because they are widely
distributed, have a relatively long life, occupy a
high position in the food web and feed on a variety
of food [6, 3]. Bird feathers appear to be a particularly convenient material for monitoring heavy
metal pollution in food webs [7, 8].
The main objective of this study was to determine the concentrations of the most toxic heavy
metals in fishponds in eastern Poland using the
aquatic bird – Eurasian Bittern    
(henceforth bittern) as the bioindicator species. As
duck shoots take place regularly in the study area,
bittern feathers from the study population were
expected to contain high levels of lead. The contamination of bottom sediments by lead from spent
shot is a serious problem in many countries of Europe and North America. The bittern’s main food in
the study area is carp [9]; as this fish feeds on benthic organisms, it can absorb lead from pond bottoms. We tested the following hypotheses: 1) that
heavy metal levels do not differ between young and
adult birds, and 2) that birds nesting in different
fishpond complexes do not differ in their heavy
metal contents.

The accumulation of toxic pollutants in fishponds can be dangerous to many organisms, including humans. In this study, the piscivorous heron
was used as a bioindicator species to determine the
level of heavy metals on fishponds in eastern Poland. Concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, lead and
mercury were determined in the feathers of Eurasian Bittern    by atomic absorption
spectrometry. The mean values were in the order:
Hg > Pb > As > Cd. Low levels of lead, arsenic and
cadmium were detected in only 17% of the samples, but all the feathers contained elevated levels
of mercury; these were higher in adult birds than in
chicks. The analysis also revealed significant differences in mercury levels in the feathers of Eurasian Bittern chicks from different fishpond complexes.


$# 
Pollution, Heavy metals, Biomonitoring, Trace elements


 ! 
Common Carp   (henceforth
carp) farming is widespread and has a long tradition
in Europe and Asia [1]. The fish are bred in shallow, artificial ponds which, in areas without large
natural water bodies, are the equivalent of eutrophic
lakes. In Europe, the carp breeding cycle is relatively long, usually lasting three years. It is a key species in such semi-natural ecosystems: because of
the high density of the fish and its specific biological characteristics, it significantly affects other
aquatic organisms living in this habitat [2]. Carp
feed mainly on benthic organisms, which leads to
considerable water turbidity and alters the parameters of the biotic and abiotic environments [1].
Numerous studies have shown that because of
the small depth of carp ponds, water pollution,
eutrophication and duck shooting, anthropogenic
pollutants can have a significant negative impact on
such water bodies [2]. Although heavy metals have
always been a natural component of the environ-
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days). During the nestling period, the nests were
usually visited three times (range: 1-5): the first
visit took place immediately after the chicks had
hatched, then 2-10 days and 10-20 days later.
Breast feathers were taken from 55 chicks aged
from 1 to 16 days. In addition, adult birds were
trapped and ringed within their breeding territories
(at active nests), and samples of flight and breast
feathers were taken from 21 adult birds. Some of
the feathers embedded in nest structures were also
taken.
Levels of heavy metals (Hg, Pb, As, Cd) in the
feathers were determined using atomic absorption
spectrometry (AAS) in Main Chemical Laboratory
of Institute of Soil Science and Plant Cultivation in
Puławy and expressed as mg / kg d. w. The distributions of mercury concentrations differed from the
normal, so these data were log-transformed to meet
the assumptions of normality (KolmogorovSmirnov test, p > 0.20). Differences in Hg levels
between young and adult birds were analysed using
Student's test, the variability in metal concentrations between samples derived from different fishpond complexes using ANOVA. Tuckey test was
used in  analyses. The two-sided tests assumed a critical area, and the results were statistically significant, such that the probability of error
of the first kind was equal to or less than 0.05. The
averages are presented together with the standard
deviation ± SD.

67(; 53)'-)5 The bittern is a medium-sized
member of the heron family Ardeidae with the
following dimensions: weight from 700 to 2060 g,
height from 64 to 80 cm and wingspan from 125 to
135 cm [10]. The nominative subspecies breeds
throughout Eurasia, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
In Europe, the bittern nests in lowland areas in
eastern England, central Europe, southern Scandinavia, the Baltic states and southern Russia. In the
Mediterranean region, its populations are few and
highly fragmented. It winters in western Europe,
the Middle East, Mediterranean and Africa. Recent
studies have shown that it inhabits a wide range of
environments and feeds on a variety of food [10,
11]. The bittern breeds in stands of reed  
 , reedmace    , saw-sedge
     and bulrush   ,
but also in rice fields, wetland willow scrub 
sp, and even fields of barley. An opportunist feeder, it forages mostly on littoral fish, but also consumes amphibians, mammals, reptiles and invertebrates [9].
67(; %4)% The study was carried out on
eight fishpond complexes (total area 457 ha) in the
following towns and villages in Lublin province
(eastern Poland): Samoklęski (N 51 ° 27 ', E 22 °
26'), Garbów (N 51 ° 21 ', E 22 ° 21'), Kraśnik (N
50 ° 55 ', E 22 ° 12'), Czesławice (N 51 ° 19 ', E 22
° 16'), Niedrzwica (N 51 ° 08 ', E 22 ° 26'), Chodel
(N 51 ° 07 ', E 22 ° 08 '), Opole Lubelskie (N 51 °
09', E 21 ° 59 ') and Antopol (N 51 ° 17', E 22 °
10'). They ranged from 15 to 185 ha in area. Most
of the complexes are located in the farming landscape of the Lublin Upland, where agriculture is
intensive, deforestation is significant and the human
population density is high. The fishponds are situated near national (Garbów, Niedrzwica) or regional
(Samoklęski, Chodel, Opole Lubelskie) roads with
heavy traffic (> 10 000 vehicles per day). Carp
production in the study area is extensive, typically
200-300 kg per ha; this is low compared to other
regions such as Silesia and central Poland where
production is much higher – 1000-3200 kg / ha [2].
Carp is by far the most numerous species bred in
these ponds, making up 95-100% of the total biomass of fish. Other fish farmed there include pike
 , catfish   and tench  
 .

! !
Mercury was detected in all the feather samples from both chicks and adults. Table 1 lists the
mean, maximum and minimum Hg levels. The
difference between Hg concentrations in young and
adult birds was statistically significant (t-test; t =
3.78; p < 0.005): they were higher in adult birds
than in chicks. The analysis also revealed a statistically significant difference in Hg levels in the
feathers of bittern chicks from different fishpond
complexes (ANOVA; F 6.48 = 7.79; p < 0.01): they
were the highest at Samoklęski and Niedrzwica
(Fig. 1). Arsenic, cadmium and lead were detected
only in feathers from 13 adult birds; none of these
elements were detected in the other samples obtained from 8 adults and 55 juveniles in concentrations above the detection limit adopted. Table 2
lists the mean, maximum and minimum levels of
arsenic, cadmium and lead in the samples where
they were detected.
Recent studies have shown that the contents of
some heavy metals in feathers are caused by exogenous deposition and birds can absorb xenobiotics
for a long time [5, 6, 8]. Nestlings are useful models for examining concentrations of heavy metals
present in a region, because young birds are entirely
reliant on food collected by parents in the immedi-

)6,2(5 The materials for this study were
collected during intensive fieldwork during the
breeding seasons from 2003 to 2007. Each fishpond
complex was monitored regularly from March to
July. Bittern nests were located by systematically
searching all potential breeding sites in the emergent vegetation. The broods were monitored from
early April to early July (at least once every ten
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biotic and abiotic processes in the terrestrial and
aquatic environments, mercury is converted into
organic forms, the most toxic one being methylmercury (MeHg). Mercury biomagnification causes
fish-feeding birds to accumulate more methylmercury than organisms absorbing Hg directly from the
water or consuming plant food. It is assumed that a
Hg level in the feathers of > 5 mg/kg has an adverse
impact on the health and condition of birds [5];
three of the adult bitterns examined in this study
had concentrations above this threshold value.
In the present study, mercury levels in adult
feathers were higher than in nestling feathers. Many
studies have shown that Hg concentrations are
lower in young birds than in adults: being smaller,
the former accumulate less mercury than the latter.
Birds can eliminate a substantial proportion of their
bodily load of toxins, however. Heavy metals, like
many other toxins, are stored in tissues and organs,
but birds rid themselves of toxins accumulating in
feathers when these are lost during moulting [8].
Feathers contain the highest concentrations of
heavy metals, which may be as much as 90% of the
mercury accumulated in a bird' s body [5]. In addition, during migration and wintering in Europe and
Africa, adult bitterns eat different foods and/or feed
in different areas, where they may come across high
environmental concentrations of heavy metals.

ate vicinity of the nest; hence, the concentrations of
toxins in their tissues are a good reflection of local
contamination levels, especially in aquatic environments [6]. In the present study, the mean concentrations of heavy metals in analysed samples can
be ordered as follows: Hg> Pb> As> Cd. Low levels of lead, arsenic and cadmium were detected in
only 17% of samples. Contrary to expectations,
lead levels in the feathers were not high. None of
these three heavy metals were detected in the samples from bittern chicks in concentrations above the
detection limit adopted. Nestlings reflect short-term
exposure to heavy metal contaminants such as lead
and cadmium [3]. Compared to populations of
herons in various parts of the northern hemisphere,
the bittern population nesting on fishponds in eastern Poland had low levels of lead, arsenic and cadmium [3]. However, as [7] and [8] demonstrated,
the lead and cadmium contained in bird feathers are
largely superficial, having been absorbed from the
air and water or from secretions of the uropygial
gland smeared onto the feathers during preening.
This research showed that mercury was present in all the samples, and some feathers contained
elevated levels of this metal. Biomagnification of
mercury in the tissues and organs of birds is closely
related to diet, as food is the main route by which
mercury is absorbed into the body. As a result of

!
)4'74;'21')164%6-215-1*)%6,)452*74%5-%1-66)411)56/-1+5*4208%4-275*-5,321('203/):)5-16,)
7&/-14)+-21
1 – Samoklęski, 2 – Chodel, 3 – Kraśnik, 4 – Niedrzwica, 5 – Opole Lubelskie, 6 – Garbów, 7 – Antopol. Tukey’s Test * – p
< 0.05, ** – p < 0.0005.
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)4'74;'21')164%6-2150-//-+4%053)4.-/2+4%0(4;9)-+,6-16,)*)%6,)452*%(7/6%1(;271+74%5-%1
-66)415&4))(-1+21*-5,321(5-1)%56)412/%1(
Age
Mean ± SD
Median
Minimum
Maximum
Nestlings (n = 55)
1.54 ± 0.74
1.31
0.51
4.10
Adult birds (n = 21)
3.43 ± 2.33
3.10
0.21
10.00
 
21')164%6-2150-//-+4%053)4.-/2+4%0(4;9)-+,62*%45)1-''%(0-70%1(/)%(-16,)*)%6,)452*
%(7/674%5-%1-66)415*420)%56)412/%1(
Heavy metals
Mean ± SD
Median
Minimum
Maximum
As (n = 18)
0.98 ± 0.98
0.66
0.19
3.50
Cd (n = 18)
0.11 ± 0.10
0.09
0.03
0.42
Pb (n = 18)
1.43 ± 0.48
1.40
0.74
2.32
!
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sary that the precautions that should be taken
against the stresses such as drought and saltiness
should be able to solve the problem within a short
period of time and they also should have long-term
impacts [2]. These factors are inevitable and the
performance of some applications that will increase
the tolerance of the plants to stress conditions has a
great significance. In modern viticulture, it is obligatory to increase the resistance of the rootstock
forming the part of the plant under the soil to the
stress conditions. One of the important applications
in gaining tolerance to the stress conditions regarding the plants is mycorrhizal fungus application [3].
Mycorrhizas are seen in almost all the earth plants
including the cultivars. It has been detected that
mycorrhizas show versatile positive impact on the
plants in which they are host [4]. It is known that
mycorrhizas increase the tolerance of the plants
against the stress environment. There are studies
regarding the fact that mycorrhiza both being able
to expand the root surface area and to increase the
water and nutrient intake power of the plants by
approximately 5-7 times more could be a solution
for the drought problem. The mycorrhizal fungi
making the plants resistant to environmental stress
increase the strength of the plant against drought by
regulating the relation between the plant and water
with some mechanisms in dry areas, help the formation of a healthy and strong root structure in the
plants and also increase the strength of the plants
against pathogens. Besides; it has been determined
that the activities of mycorrhizas occur more especially under negative conditions (drought, saltiness,
heavy metal accumulation, etc.) [5, 6].
The approaches that will ensure the correct
management of the natural mechanisms and genetic
potentials of the plants against the stress factors
such as drought as a result of the global climate
changes have a great importance. If the fact that the
water resources have recently decreased day by day
is taken into consideration, it is considered that the
environmentalist, natural and practical applications
such as mycorrhizal applications will gain more
importance under these stress conditions. Also in
this study, it has been aimed to determine the impacts of the mycorrhizal fungus applications on
some physical and biochemical properties against

In the present study the determination of the
effects of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi on antioxidant enzyme activities and some biochemical
changes under drought stress on Kober 5 BB and
110 R grapevine rootstocks was aimed. Cuttings
were planted into the media containing perlite and
turf (1:1) and irrigated regularly. After one-month
mycorrhizal fungi as a liquid formulated were applied at 0 (control), 10 and 20 g/L concentrations.
The cuttings have been kept for approximately one
months and then they were subjected to drought
stress. After one-month treatment injury degree,
shoot length, shoot weight, average leaf number per
shoot, leaf area, rooting ratio, root length, number
of roots and membrane injury, leaf proportional
water content, chlorophyll, proline, lipid peroxidation, hydrogen peroxide, total phenolic compound,
soluble protein content and antioxidant enzyme
activities (superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase
(CAT) and ascorbate peroxidase (APX)) were determined. As a conclusion, it was demonstrated that
mycorrhizal fungi had positively effect on plant
development, biochemical characters and antioxidant enzyme activities of grapevine rootstocks in
drought stress conditions.


(&!"
American Grapevine Rootstock, Drought Stress, Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi, Antioxidant Enzyme Activity,
Biochemical Changes
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Drought stress is the main stress factor increasing all over the world. Global warming has
become more obvious in the current century and the
earth temperature has increased by 2,6 - 4,8 °C [1].
Climate changes cause the water resources to decrease and this situation leads to drought, desertification, saltiness and erosion. Drought stress is ultimately important in terms of the growth and development of the plant and the increasing drought has
started to threaten the plant production. It is neces-
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sessment of the damage states of the plants against
stress factors. In this respect, the degree of damage
(OIV 403) has been determined by scoring between
0-5 in terms of the symptoms as follows:
0: No exposure; 1: Slow-down in growth; 2:
Starting of paleness in the lower leaves; 3: Rolling
and paleness in the upper leaves; 4: Acute paleness
and yellowing in the leaves, starting of drying in the
leaf sides; 5: Paleness in the plants and drying in
the lower leaves. All the plants within the same
repetition have been scored, proportioned to the
number of the plants in the repetition and the average degree of damage in each application has been
detected.

the drought stress in Kober 5 BB and 110 R American grapevine rootstocks.
#!"#"
In this study, 110 R (     
) (Drought sensitive) and Kober 5 BB (5
BB) (    !    ) (Drought
resistant) have been used as plant materials. The
materials have been supplied from Cetin Fidancilik
(Ankara/Turkey). The preparates including the
species       
       
       
          prepared in cocktail and covering 23,5% living organism have been used for mycorrhiza applications and
they have been supplied from the company Bioglobal A.S. (Antalya/Turkey).
The cuttings belonging to the grapevine rootstocks have been prepared in a way that they will be
in 35-45 cm length, 7-10 mm thickness and there
will be 3-5 buds on them and other buds except for
the one on the top have been blunted. The cuttings
prepared for the planting in this way have been
planted to the polyethylene bags with the dimensions of 12 cm x 25 cm and containing perlite: turf
by the ratio of 1:1 inside themselves. Research has
been established according to the random parcels
experimental pattern with 3 repetitions and in a way
that there will be 15 cuttings in each repetition.
Mycorrhiza application has been conducted to
the rootstock cuttings 1 month after the planting in
cocktail form in 0 (control), 10 g/L (approximately
500 spores for each pot) and 20 g/L (approximately
1000 spores for each pot) concentrations. After that,
all of the cuttings inoculated for 1 month or noninoculated have been left for incubated at 25°C in
climate room in 16/8 hour light/dark period. All the
plants have been regularly irrigated within this
period as much as 50 mL a week.
The plants continuing their maturation in this
way have been subjected to the drought stress at the
end of the following 1 month. Regular irrigation
has been sustained in the plants taking place in the
group assessed as the control group of the drought
stress. Irrigation has been reduced in the stress
plants (20 mL a week). Following the performance
of the stress application for one month in this way,
the plants have been extracted from their environments, cleaned; some of them have been immediately used for the analyses while they are fresh and
others have been put in deep freeze for usage in the
next analyses.

"188< 5.70<1 Shoots have been measured
with the help of a ruler and calculated in cm.

"188<?.201< Shoots have been weighed with
the help of scales precise to 0.001 g and the results
have been given in g.

>.:*0.5.*/7=6+.:9.:;188< "The
leaves on the shoot have been counted and average
leaf number per shoot (piece) has been determined.

.*/ *:.* Leaf has been measured with the
area meter (ADC BioScientific Area Meter AM
300) and its average value has been determined
in cm2.

!88<270 :*<28 The rooted plants attained
from different applications have been counted and
the rooting ratio (%) has been determined.

!88<5.70<1 The length of the roots has been
measured with the help of a ruler and determined in
cm.

=6+.: 8/ :88<; Roots have been counted
and determined in pieces.

.6+:*7. 273=:2<A 27-.@ Membrane injury
index (MII) has been calculated with the measurement of the electrolyte given from the cell to the
outside [8]. EC values have been measured after
keeping the discs taken with help of cork borer with
17 mm diameter from the third last leaves of the
shoots within de-ionized water for 5 hours and the
EC value of the solution has been measured again
after keeping the same discs for 10 minutes at
100oC. MII value has been determined in percentage (%) from the attained value with the help of the
following formula.
MII=(Lt-Lc/1-Lc) x 100
Lt: EC value of the leaf within drought stress
before the autoclave/after the autoclave
Lc: EC value of the control leaf before the autoclave/after the autoclave

#1.-.0:..8/-*6*0. The scale used by International Plant Genetic Resources Institute [7] has
been used in the determination of the damage level.
This scale is the one most widely used in the as-
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.*/ 9:898:<287*5 ?*<.: ,87<.7<  &
Fresh weights of the leaf have been weighed; after
that, kept in pure water for 4 hours and their turgor
weights have been detected. Afterwards, the dry
weights of the samples have been taken after they
have been dried in the drying oven at 65 ºC for 48
hours. The attained fresh and dry weights have been
proportioned with the help of the following formula
and the leaf proportional water contents (%) have
been calculated [9].
LPWC (%): (FW-DW)/(TuW-DW)x100
FW: Fresh Weight
DW: Dry Weight
TuW: Turgor Weight

Ciocalteu colorimetric method [14] and the samples
have been calculated in gallic acid as mg/g.

"85=+5. 9:8<.27 Protein extraction has been
conducted according to Ozden et al. [15]. Samples
taken have been homogenized in 4 mL 50 mM Kphosphate buffer solution (ph=7.0) containing 2
mM Na-EDTA and 1% PVP and after that, the
homogenates have been centrifuged at 4 °C at
10.000 rpm for 10 minutes. The attained supernatants have been used for the protein analyses. Protein content has been determined according to the
Bradford method [16]. Samples have been measured at 595 nm and calculated as mg/g.

7<28@2-*7< .7BA6. *7*5A;.; The enzyme
extracts have been prepared according to Ozden et
al. [15] for the purpose of determining the antioxidant enzyme activities.

"=9.:8@2-. -2;6=<*;. "     
*,<2>2<ASOD enzyme activity has been determined
according to the method of Gong et al. [17]. The
absorbance values have been measured at 560 nm
in the spectrophotometer. Results are given in
unit/mg protein. Here; one unit is defined as the
enzyme amount necessary for the inhibition of 50%
of the photoreduction of NBT within the existence
of SOD activity, riboflavin and light [18].

158:891A55 Chlorophyll analyses have been
calculated as SPAD with the use of Konica Minolta
SPAD-502 Plus Chlorophyll meter device.

:8527. Proline amount has been determined
according to Bates et al. [10]. Firstly, the samples
have been homogenized with 3% sulphosalicylic
acid, acid ninhydrin and glacial acetic acid have
been added on it and they have been taken to the ice
bath after keeping them for 1 hour at 100oC in the
water bath. The absorbance of the toluene fraction
taken after the extraction of this mixture with toluene has been read in 520 nm wavelength in the
spectrophotometer. Calculations have been determined in μM/g.

*<*5*;.#    *,<2>2<A Catalase enzyme activity has been determined according
to Cakmak et al. [19]. Results are given in unit/mg
protein.

292-9.:8@2-*<287 For the calculation of the
lipid peroxydation; the value determined at 600 nm
has been subtracted from the absorbance value
determined at 532 nm and the amount of
malondialdehyde (MDA) which is the indicator of
the lipid peroxydation has been given in nM
MDA/g FW [11].

;,8:+*<. .:8@2-*;. '    
*,<2>2<A Reaction mixture (2 mL) consists of 50
mM K-phosphate buffer solution (pH=7.0), 0.5 mM
ascorbic acid, 1 mM EDTA-Na2, 0.1 mM hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) and 50 μL enzyme extract. The
oxidized ascorbate amount has been calculated by
using the extinction coefficient as 2,8 mM/cm. The
amount of the ascorbate oxidized by the enzyme per
1 mg total protein per minute has been calculated as
one unit and the results have been given in unit/mg
protein [20].

"<*<2;<2,*5 *7*5A;2; In this research, the experiment has been established according to random
block experimental pattern with 3 repetitions and in
a way that there will be 15 plants in each repetition.
The statistical analyses have been assessed according to SPSS Statistics 20 program for the purpose
of the interpretation of the attained values and the
differences between the averages have been determined according to Duncan multiple comparison
test.



A-:80.7 9.:8@2-. Hydrogen peroxide
amount has been determined according to Velikova
et al. [12]. Leaf sample (0.5 g) has been homogenized with 0.1% trichloroacetic acid and centrifuged at 4000 rpm and at 4oC for 15 minutes. The
amount of H2O2 has been spectrophotometrically
determined in µM/g fresh weight.
1.7852, ,8698=7-; The extraction has
been conducted according to Kiselev et al. [13].
Leaf sample (1 g) has been taken, 10 mL 96% ethyl
alcohol has been added on it and it has been crashed
for 2 minutes in homogenizer. After that, it has
been kept in water bath at 45ºC for one night. At
the end of this period, the samples have been centrifuged for 5 minutes at 4000 rpm, the liquid part
containing the phenolic compounds has been taken
and evaporated. Afterwards, the extracts have been
solved in 1 mL methanol and used in the phenolic
compound analyses. Total phenolic compound
amounts have been conducted with the use of Folin
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Shoot
weight
(g)
3,20 b
3,17 b
3,65 a
2,40 c-e
2,70 bc

Leaf area
(cm2)

Rooting
ratio (%)

 

Shoot
length
(cm)
24,86 bc
27,96 a
26,60 ab
19,70 f
22,30 de

LNPS
(piece)

0
10
20
0
10

Degree of
damage
(scale)
0,33 d*
0,33 d
0,00 d
4,67 a
2,67 b

3,67 ab
4,33 a
3,67 ab
3,00 a-c
2,33 bc

465,58 a
345,35 ab
264,30 bc
204,23 bc
193,71 bc

20

1,67 c

24,00 cd

2,67 c-e

1,67 c

 

# 
#1..//.,<;8/<1.6A,8::12B*87;86.91A;2,*5,1*70.;27<?80:*9.>27.:88<;<8,4;=7-.:<1.-:8=01<
;<:.;;

0
10

0,00 d
0,33 d

20,80 ef
21,17 ef

2,79 bc
2,53 c-e

20

0,00 d

22,03 d-f

0
10

2,67 b
1,67 c

11,93 h
15,90 g

20

1,33 c

19,80 ef





Mycorrhiza
(g/L)

44,44 bc
58,27 b
66,67 a
50,00 b
50,00 b

Root
length
(cm)
8,74 cd
9,18 cd
8,43 de
7,81 ef
5,67 g

Root
number
(piece)
6,17 c
4,86 cd
5,63 c
4,00 de
3,00 e

168,83 c

62,50 a

8,74 cd

10,00 a

3,67 ab
3,33 ab

456,42 a
236,67 bc

33,33 d
33,33 d

7,00 f
12,50 a

6,33 c
2,00 e

2,82 bc

4,33 a

225,76 bc

41,67 b-d

9,58 c

8,00 b

1,50 f
2,16 e

3,00 a-c
2,33 bc

176,10 bc
243,67 bc

16,67 e
33,33 d

10,50 b
6,33 g

6,00 c
1,33 f

2,24 de

3,00 a-c

245,60 bc

37,50 cd

10,78 b

5,00 cd

*differences between means indicated by the same letters are not statistically significant (P≤0.05)
LNPS: Leaf number per shoot

!"$#""$""

mycorrhiza applications in drought stress in 5 B
genotype and 10 g/L mycorrhiza applications in
drought stress in 110 R genotype (Table 1). In
terms of the leaf area, it has been detected that
widest leaves have been observed in the leaves
belonging to the plants to which regular irrigation
has been conducted and mycorrhiza has not been
applied in both genotypes (465,58 cm2 and 456,42
cm2) and in the plants to which regular irrigation
has been conducted and also 10 g/L mycorrhiza has
been applied (345,35 cm2). Here; it is seen that the
application of irrigation is at the forefront in terms
of the leaf area. It has been determined in the general assessments regarding the shoot development
that the mycorrhiza application has statistically
positive impacts on the parameters such as shoot
length, shoot weight and average LNPS.
It is understood that 5 BB genotype has shown
a better performance in terms of the rooting ratio
determined by percentage (%). In this genotype, the
highest rooting ratio has been attained from 20 g/L
mycorrhiza application with or without the drought
(66,67% and 62,50%) and in this way, the impact of
mycorrhiza could be observed more obviously. In
110 R, it catches the attention that the rooting percentage is in the lowest levels (16,67%) in the rootstocks under the drought stress, but not inoculated;
and, this value has increased more than twice with
20 g/L mycorrhiza application (37,50%).
In 110 R genotype to which regular irrigation
has been conducted and also 10 g/L mycorrhiza has
been applied have the longest roots (12,50 cm). In
contrast; it has been detected that the shortest roots
have occurred in the plants to which 10 g/L mycorrhiza has been applied and which have been exposed to drought stress in 5 BB and 110 R genotypes with respectively 5,67 cm and 6,33 cm.
The plants belonging to 5 BB genotype, under
the drought stress and to which 20 g/L mycorrhiza

The impacts of the mycorrhiza applications in
5 BB and 110 R rootstocks on some physical
changes under drought stress are given in Table 1.
Mycorrhiza applications have generally shown
positive results on most properties. It is seen that
5BB rootstock determined as scale, non-inoculated
in terms of degree of damage and exposed to stress
has been damaged at highest level (4,67). In contrast; it is also seen that the least damage has occurred in the regularly irrigated plants of the same
rootstock. Regarding 110 R genotype; it catches the
attention that the least damage has statistically
occurred in the control group and there has not been
any damage (0,00) in 0 and 20 g/L mycorrhiza
applications.
It is seen that in terms of the shoot length, the
longest shoots have been observed in 5 BB genotype and they have been attained from the (control)
plants (27,96 and 26,60 cm) to which 10 and 20 g/L
mycorrhiza has been applied and which have been
irrigated regularly. It is understood that the shortest
shoots have been attained from 110 R genotype
(11,93 cm) exposed to drought stress without any
mycorrhiza application. In terms of shoot weight;
similar to the shoot length, while the shoot weight
has reached the highest values (3,65 g) in the control plants belonging to 5 BB genotype to which 20
g/L mycorrhiza has been applied, it has been detected that the shoots belonging to 110 R genotype
exposed to drought stress without any inoculation
have the lowest weight (1,50 g).
Higher results have been numerically attained
from the applications in which regular irrigation has
been conducted in both genotypes (4,33 ea.) for the
average LNPS. In addition; as a result of the conducted statistical analysis, it is seen that LNPS is in
high values in all the applications except for the
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decrease in the intake of the food substances such
as magnesium affects the chlorophyll and photosynthesis. In this study, it has been detected that in
terms of the chlorophyll content determined as
SPAD, this value is in the lowest levels in all the
plants of 5 BB genotype under drought conditions.
However; here, the impact of inoculation shows
itself in a more obvious way under stress in 110 R
genotype. While the chlorophyll levels are at high
amounts in the plants which have been inoculated
under drought stress, it has been determined in low
levels in the plants without mycorrhiza (Table 2).
One of the most frequently examined parameters in the studies conducted for the purpose of
determining the impacts of different stress resources on the plants is the changes in proline
amounts. Proline is accumulated in the plants for
the purpose of gaining tolerance to stress as an
osmoprotectant. As a result of the study, it has been
detected that the proline scope is in serious level
(11,95 µM/g) in 5 BB genotype in the plants under
drought stress and to which 20 g/L mycorrhiza has
been inoculated when compared to others. In 110 R
genotype, it has been determined that the proline
content is in lower levels in the rootstocks under
drought stress and to which no inoculation has been
conducted when compared to those to which 20 g/L
mycorrhiza application has been conducted
(Table 2).
The level of lipid peroxydation defined as the
oxidative fracture of the unsaturated lipids in the
cell membranes shows the intensity of the oxidative
damage and the sensibility of the plants to the
stress. It is known that mycorrhiza inoculation is
efficient in decreasing the lipid peroxydation, in
other words, increasing the tolerance of the plant to
stress. In this study; while the lipid peroxydation
has been at the highest level in the stress plants to
which mycorrhiza application has not been conducted in 5 BB genotype (72,08 nM MDA/g FW),

has been applied are in the forefront (10,00 ea.) for
root number. It is understood in this genotype that
the mycorrhizas have encouraged the root branching and ensured the increase in the root number. It
is seen that the plants which belong to 110 R genotype, which are under stress and to which 10 g/L
mycorrhiza has been applied have formed the least
roots (1,33 ea.) (Table 1). In the general assessments regarding the root development, it draws the
attention that mycorrhiza application has statistically positive impacts on the root length, root number
and rooting ratio. Mycorrhiza applications have
positive impacts on the majority of the examined
properties and mycorrhiza applications are also
efficient in the alleviation of this stress in two rootstocks.
In the drought stress, the insufficiencies of the
plants in the intake of water and nutrient element
trigger oxidative stress, membrane lipids are damaged under these conditions and the tolerance levels
of the plants decrease. In this study; it has been
observed that the membrane injurity index (MII) is
generally lower in the inoculated plants under stress
(Table 2). It has been determined that the least
injurities have been observed in 110 R genotype in
the plants to which 20 g/L mycorrhiza has been
applied without considering the irrigation conditions (67,41% and 70,36%). This situation shows
that mycorrhiza application is effective in the alleviation of membrane injuries.
It has been detected in terms of the leaf proportional water content (LPWC) that variable results have been attained in general depending on the
mycorrhiza application and genotype. However; it
draws the attention that 20 g/L inoculation amount
is the application in which the highest LPWC scope
has been provided in both species without considering that it is control or under stress.
One of the metabolic processes mostly affected from the drought stress is photosynthesis and the

 





0
10
20
0
10
20
0
10
20
0
10
20

76,54 a-e*
74,24 c-f
77,96 a-c
79,31 ab
75,80 a-e
73,35 d-f
72,61 ef
77,30 a-d
67,41 g
79,97 a
75,41 b-e
70,36 fg

77,46 b-d
78,61 a-c
78,82 ab
77,00 cd
76,02 d
79,57 a
78,61 a-c
77,61 b-d
80,23 a
77,64 b-d
76,92 cd
80,09 a

23,74 a-c
23,75 a-c
25,56 a
20,43 d
21,26 cd
20,58 d
26,04 a
24,61 ab
25,02 ab
22,52 b-d
23,50 a-c
26,04 a

2,48 de
2,80 de
2,29 de
4,60 c
5,04 c
11,95 a
2,42 de
3,97 cd
2,12 e
3,59 c-e
4,99 c
6,74 b

42,60 d
51,56 c
39,57 d
72,08 a
64,74 b
53,49 c
25,28 f
41,74 d
33,93 e
61,20 b
55,51 c
54,66 c

125,23 de
108,53 ef
104,22 fg
223,45 a
158,03 c
139,90 d
88,52 gh
90,34 f-h
81,18 h
180,89 b
130,20 d
130,31 d

*differences between means indicated by the same letters are not statistically significant (P≤0.05)
MII: Membrane injurity index; LPWC: Leaf proportional water content
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1,42 ab
1,47 ab
1,38 b
1,38 b
1,28 b
1,75 a
1,19 b
1,27 b
1,27 b
1,34 b
1,48 ab
1,55 ab

Soluble
protein
(mg/g)

Total phenolic compound (mg/g
GAE)

H2 O2
(µM/g)

Lipid
peroxydation
(nM
MDA/g)

Proline
(µM/ g)

Chlorophyll
(SPAD)

LPWC
(%)

MII
(%)

Mycorrhiza
(g/L)




# 
#1..//.,<;8/<1.6A,8::12B*87;86.+28,1.62,*5,1*70.;27<?80:*9.>27.:88<;<8,4;
=7-.:<1.-:8=01<;<:.;;

0,25 bc
0,16 cd
0,22 bc
0,04 d
0,08 cd
0,47 a
0,15 cd
0,11 cd
0,13 cd
0,14 cd
0,17 cd
0,32 ab
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it has been realized in the lowest level in 110 R
genotype to which regular irrigation has been conducted and mycorrhiza has not been applied (25,28
nM MDA/g FW).
Hydrogen peroxide causes to oxidative injury
in the membrane lipids and increases the intensity
of the stress in the cells. It has been determined that
H2O2 level has been found in the highest amount
(223,45 µM/g FW) in 5 BB genotype in the group
under drought stress and to which mycorrhiza has
not been applied. While the highest amount in 110
R genotype has been detected in the same group
with 5 BB genotype, the lowest hydrogen peroxide
amount, in other words, the lowest injury in terms
of this property has been found in the plants (81,18
µM/g FW) has been found in the plants to which
mycorrhiza has been applied in the highest concentration and to which stress has not been applied.
One of the most important defense mechanisms in the plants under biotic and abiotic stress
conditions is the synthesis of the phenolic compounds in high amounts. It is known that mycorrhizal fungi have an important role in the protection of
the plants against biotic and abiotic stress conditions. In the study, the occurrence of the highest
phenolic compound content in both genotypes in
the stress plants to which 20 g/L mycorrhiza has
been applied draws the attention in terms of seeing
the impact of the mycorrhizas in this aspect
(Table 2).
Another cellular damage caused by the reactive oxygen types under stress is the damage on the
proteins. It is known that the damage could be alleviated as much as the plant tolerates. In the study, it
is seen that the soluble protein content is in higher
levels in 5 BB genotype in the plants to which
drought stress and 20 g/L mycorrhiza have been
applied. Therefore; it is seen that mycorrhizas have
positive impacts also on this parameter in terms of
increasing the tolerance in the host plant.
It is known that cells tend to balance the oxidant and antioxidant molecules in the plants toler-

ant to stress or not under any stress. Antioxidants
are the substances preventing or being able to delay
the oxidation and they are examined in two groups
as enzymatic and non- enzymatic. Enzymatic antioxidants consist of superoxide dismutases, ascorbate peroxidases and catalases. There are studies
regarding the fact that mycorrhizas affect the antioxidant enzyme activities in various plants. In this
study, it has been determined that the highest SOD
amount is with 206,26 unit/mg protein in the plants
in 110 R genotype exposed to drought stress and to
which 10 g/L mycorrhiza has been inoculated (Table 3). The attainment of the lowest SOD activity in
5 BB genotype from the group which is regularly
irrigated and to which 10 g/L mycorrhiza has been
inoculated. It has been determined that in terms of
CAT being another antioxidant enzyme, the highest
value (46,33 unit/mg protein) has been attained
from 10 g/L mycorrhiza application under drought
conditions in 5 BB genotype. In this respect, it is
seen that the lower values have been attained again
from the irrigated plants of the same genotype.
When the performance shown by 110 R genotype in
terms of CAT activity is generally assessed, it is
seen that when compared to 5 BB genotype, it takes
place statistically in the same group without showing any change between the application groups. In
terms of APX being the last antioxidant enzyme
examined in the study, the highest activity values
have been attained again from the drought conditions in parallel to the tendency in SOD activity in
110 R genotype. In this genotype, the plants to
which 20 g/L mycorrhiza which is a high concentration under drought conditions has been applied
have shown the highest APX activity (68,67
unit/mg protein) (Table 3).
Irrigable agricultural areas are limited around
the world and it is known that these areas are decreasing day by day together with the changing
climate conditions. This situation that is known as
drought is the greatest stress resource in agricultural
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#
(unit/mg protein)
(unit/mg protein)
0
115,04 e*
6,33 f
10
94,953 f
10,90 ef
20
126,11 de
14,80 de
0
113,31 e
36,67 b
10
116,23 e
46,33 a
20
133,30 cd
23,67 c
0
181,20 b
23,03 c
10
110,56 e
26,33 c
20
143,10 c
24,60 c
0
116,78 e
20,83 cd
10
206,26 a
23,50 c
20
166,76 b
24,20 c
*differences between means indicated by the same letters are not statistically significant (P≤0.05)
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production and it firstly causes to the decrease in
the yield and quality of the product and after that, it
may cause to the loss of the life of the plant in the
next stages.
One of the first impacts of the stress in plants
is the decrease in growth and there are many studies
in the literature showing that growth of especially
the sensitive plants are negatively affected under
stress conditions [21, 22]. However; in the study
conducted by Nayyar and Gupta [21] regarding the
determination of the impacts of the drought stress
on the wheat and corn plants, it has been specified
that the decrease in growth is more eye-catching in
the wheat plant known to be sensitive under stress.
It is also expressed that under drought stress; the
shoot and root dry weight decrease [22], root hairs
decrease, branching weakens, root morphology
changes, transition of the nutrient substances to the
roots decreases [23] and as a result, the growth of
the plant slows down [24]. Furthermore; it has also
been cited that the chlorophyll content in the plant
leaves decreases, some substances necessary for
protein synthesis have been inhibited and for this
reason, protein synthesis has decreased and even
stopped [25]. Besides; the degree of the stress
changes depending on the genetic resistance of the
plant, growth period it is in and the period of the
drought [26].
It is necessary in the agricultural production
that the precautions necessary to be taken against
the stresses such as drought should be able to solve
the problem in short term and its impact should be
long term [2]. When it is considered that drought is
inevitable in the current century, performance of
some applications that will increase the tolerance or
resistance to the mentioned stress conditions in the
plants has great importance.
One of the important applications in gaining
tolerance to the plants against the negative stress
conditions is arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus (AMF)
applications. It is known that the mycorrhizas increase resistance to drought in the host plant and
have an important role in the regulation of plant and
water relations [27]. Moreover; it is also specified
that mycorrhizas have positive impacts on the host
in many other aspects [4] and they increase the
tolerance of the plant against biotic and abiotic
stresses [28, 29].
Mycorrhizas encourage the growth of the plant
under drought stress with different mechanisms. It
has been determined that there has been an increase
in the growth of the plant following the mycorrhizal
inoculation and the substance accumulation in antioxidant property has been encouraged with the
intake of nutrient substances and water [22].
Studies have been conducted regarding the examination of the impacts of the mycorrhizas on
drought stress in various plants and it is known that
they still continue. When the studies conducted in
the grapevine have been examined, it is seen that

these studies are mostly regarding the determination
of its impact on the rooting and intake of nutrient
element. In this study, it has been aimed to determine the impacts of mycorrhiza applications in the
grapevine rootstocks against drought stress on the
shoot and root development, some biochemical
properties and antioxidant enzyme activities.
In the studies conducted on mycorrhiza, it is
generally observed that the root and shoot development is higher in the inoculated plants [30, 31].
In this study; it has been determined that the mycorrhiza application has positive impacts on the parameters such as shoot length, shoot weight and
average leaf number per shoot in terms of the shoot
development in grapevine rootstocks. It has been
cited by Jezdinský et al. [32] that in the leek, the
growth parameters and dry matter content are in
higher levels under drought stress in the plants to
which mycorrhiza has been inoculated when compared to the noninoculated ones.
In the study conducted by Abdelmoneim et al.
[33] the impacts of the three different concentrations (300, 600 and 900 spores/pot) of 
  in the corn have been examined under the
drought stress. When the inoculated and noninoculated plants have been compared, it has been
expressed that there has been a decrease in the
growth parameters in the plants to which mycorrhiza has not been applied and the values of the highest plant growth parameters have been attained
from the plants to which 900 spores/pot have been
inoculated.
In a study conducted in citrus rootstocks, the
impact of   on some growth properties has been examined and as a result of the study,
it has been determined that the shoot dry weights
have increased in the inoculated plants when compared to the control [34].
It is known that AMF causes to morphological
and phenologic changes in the plant under drought
stress. In this study, the observation of the positive
impact of the mycorrhiza applications in terms of
the average leaf number per shoot draws the attention. Similarly; it is specified that leaf necrosis are
less in the wheat inoculated with mycorrhiza [35].
It has been determined in the study that the
mycorrhiza application has positive impacts on the
parameters such as root length, root number and
rooting ratio in terms of the root development in the
grapevine rootstocks. It is expressed regarding the
plants that the morphological structure of the root
could change both genetically and with some environmental factors in the root development [36]. It is
known that mycorrhizas are also determinative in
the root morphology and they provide more intake
of nutrient elements by increasing the surface area
and root branching especially in the roots [37]. It is
also known in the plants with AMF that the roots
have generally thinner and more absorbent surface
area [38] another indicator showing the tolerance in
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the plants is the membrane injury and high membrane injury becomes an indicator of the weakness
in tolerance. Here; it has been determined that the
membrane injurity index is generally lower in the
inoculated plants under stress. This situation shows
that the mycorrhiza applications are effective in
terms of the alleviation of the membrane injuries. It
is specified that there are changes in the elasticity
of the cell wall under drought stress [24] and there
is an increase in the production of abscisic acid
which is efficient on the permeability of the cell
wall [39]. It has been expressed by Ruiz Lozano
[40] that mycorrhiza symbiosis encourages the
expression of the genes controlling the water status
of the cells an in this way, it is efficient on the regulation of the water status of the cell membranes.
Evelin et al. [41] specifying that the electrolyte permeability of the root plasma membrane is
lower in the mycorrhizal plants when compared to
the non-mycorrhizal plants have expressed that the
protection or increase of the cellular membrane
stability stems from the increase in the intake of
phosphor which is related to mycorrhiza association.
LPWC is a parameter that is widely used in
the determination of the water content in the plants
and it is notified that the LPWC is in lower levels in
the drought stress when compared to the normal
conditions [21]. As it is in many other parameters
afore mentioned, it is said that this amount is higher
in the mycorrhizal plants under the same conditions
when compared to the non-mycorrhizal plants. This
situation is considered to stem from the fact that the
inoculated plants have morphologically modified
root system by the mycorrhizas [42]. Host plant
could use its water more efficiently as a result of
these changes stemming from mycorrhizal colonization. Here; LPWC has been found in higher levels in both drought and irrigated plants in 20 g/L
mycorrhiza application especially in 110 R. The
phenomenon of photosynthesis is one of the metabolic processes mostly affected from drought. The
decrease in the intake of the foods such as magnesium necessary for the chlorophyll biosynthesis
causes to the decrease in chlorophyll concentration
[43]. It is known that mycorrhiza increases the
chlorophyll amount [44]. In this study; it has been
determined that mycorrhiza application has positive
impacts on the chlorophyll content. In a study previously conducted on the plant of corn, it has been
determined that there has been relatively more
green leaves in the plants inoculated under drought
stress [45].
A decrease occurs in the stomatal conductivity
under drought stress and regarding this, the plants
develop “osmotic regulation” mechanism [46]. The
increase in the osmoprotectants such as proline,
polyamines, other nitrogenous compounds, various
sugars and sugar alcohols under drought stress is
related to the tolerance to drought [47]. Proline is a

vitally important amino acid preventing the oxidation of the cells in the plants under stress. It is
known that proline works as an osmolite in the
water intake of the plants under stress and regulates
the osmotic compression. And; it has been expressed by Sankar et al. [48] that proline content
increases in the okra under drought stress. It has
been determined that mycorrhizas are efficient in
the formation of the osmotic regulation in the plants
[43]. It is considered that the accumulating proline
has a regulatory role in terms of the tolerance to
stress when the formation of colony has been provided in the roots in various plant species [49, 50,
51]. Here; it is seen that the proline content is in
much higher levels in the plants to which mycorrhiza application has been conducted when compared
to the control groups. This situation reveals at what
degree the mycorrhizas keep the stress away from
the plant. Similarly; Farahani et al. [52] have examined the physiological and biochemical properties
of the plants inoculated and non-inoculated with
mycorrhiza under drought stress and they have
expressed that the highest proline accumulation has
occurred in the plants with mycorrhiza under stress
conditions.
It is known that the intake of some obligatory
minerals such as nitrogen decreases in dry period
and in parallel to this, there occurs also a decrease
in the protein synthesis [53,54]. In a similar way in
this study, it has been detected that the soluble
protein content is in higher levels in 5 BB genotype
under drought stress and in the plants to which 20
g/L mycorrhiza has been applied. In 110 R genotype under drought conditions, it has been determined that the protein content is in much lower
levels in the plants to which mycorrhiza application
has not been conducted when compared to the inoculated plants. It has been specified by Abdelmoneim et al. [33] that the soluble protein content
in corn under stress has significantly decreased
when compared to the irrigated plants; but, it has
increased in the plants to which 20 g/L has been
applied when compared to the inoculated plants.
One of the injuries occurring in the stress environment is the oxidative fracture of the unsaturated fats in these cellular membranes and it is also
called as lipid peroxydation. The level of the membrane lipids shows the sensitivity of the plant to
stress and the intensity of the oxidative damage
[55]. This situation causes to irremediable damages
in the cell. It is expressed that mycorrhizas play an
important role in the alleviation of the lipid peroxydation and the lipid peroxydation is in lower levels
in the inoculated plants when compared to other
plants [56]. In this study, it has been determined
that lipid peroxydation has been realized in the
highest level in the stress plants to which mycorrhiza application has not been conducted and it is
realized in the lowest level in the plants to which
regular irrigation has been conducted and mycor-
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rhiza has not been applied. As similar to this study,
it has been detected by Singh [57] that in the tomato, lipid injury is 19% less in the roots and 59% less
in the shoots in the inoculated plants under drought
stress when compared to the non-inoculated ones.
As a result of the study, it has been specified that
AMFs increase tolerance under drought stress and
the mentioned endurance is still contradictive.
It is also known that mycorrhiza symbiosis
provides the decrease in the hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) level causing to oxidative injury in the
membrane lipids [47]. In this study in which the
plants belonging to two grapevine rootstocks have
been used, H2O2 amount has occurred in the highest
level in the plants which are under drought stress
and non-inoculated. It is also considered that this
impact of the mycorrhizas on the H2O2 also stems
from the phenolic compounds which are increasing
against stress and also being a secondary metabolite
[58]. And; phenolic compounds are in a chainbreaker and stabilizer position on the free radicals
with their strong and ideal chemical structures. In
the studies conducted in this area, it has been expressed that there has been an increase in the production of arginine, isoflavonoid and some other
phenolic compounds in the inoculated plants [59]. It
has also been detected that the phytoalexine have
increased in the inoculated plants in cowpea and
soybean [60]. Here; the occurrence of the highest
phenolic compound content in both genotypes in
the stress plants to which 20 g/L mycorrhiza has
been applied draws the attention.
It is known in the plants that the metabolic
ways are on balance under natural conditions and
they become unbalanced when these conditions
change [61]. As a result, the electrons in the cell in
high energy level are transmitted to oxygen and the
ROS such as singlet oxygen, superoxide anion and
H2O2 and hydroxyl radical occur [62]. ROS are the
toxic molecules causing to injury by oxidizing the
protein, DNA and lipids [63]. Antioxidants are the
substances preventing the oxidation of the substances that could be oxidized such as protein, lipid,
carbohydrate and DNA taking place in the living
cells and this situation is called antioxidant defense.
Right this balance between the oxidant and antioxidant leans towards the oxidant, proteins get distorted, lipids are oxidized and mutations may occur in
the DNA. The production of antioxidant enzymes in
rendering the oxygen radicals harmless is expressed
as the most active struggle given against the oxidative stress [64]. The changes occurring in the antioxidant enzyme activities become an important
indicator in the issue of the sensitivity and endurance degrees of the plants against the biotic and
abiotic stress factors [65]. In the conducted studies,
it has been determined that the stress factors such as
drought, saltiness, temperature, heavy metal and
UV cause to changes in the activities of the antioxidant enzymes [66, 67]. The activity of these en-

zymes changes depending on the environmental
factors, stress type and the age of the organism
[68]. The examination of the changes occurring in
the antioxidant system in the plants under stress is
highly important. In the study conducted by Lee
and Lee [69], it has been detected that the antioxidant enzyme activity has increased in the resistance
to drought. Similarly; other researchers have also
determined that the antioxidant enzyme activities
have increased when the resistant plants are exposed to water stress [70, 71]. It has been determined that the enzyme activity is low in delicate
plants and this situation is based on the fact that the
photosynthetic phenomena occur in the leaf chloroplast and the enzyme takes place in the chloroplast.
It is expressed that mycorrhizas are efficient
on the antioxidant activity and therefore, on the
stress tolerance [34, 72]. The alleviation of the
oxidative damage occurring against stress in the
plants inoculated with mycorrhiza is explained with
two mechanisms. The first one of them is the
transmission of the water directly to the plant via
hypha and non-formation of the stress environment
in this way. ROS remains in low level in this way
naturally. The second mechanism is the mycorrhizas being able to provide an increase in the production of the enzymatic (superoxide dismutase (SOD),
ascorbate peroxidase (APX) and catalase (CAT))
and non-enzymatic (flavonoids, carotenoids and
tocopherols) antioxidants in the drought stress
[73, 74].
When plants are exposed to stress, SOD occurs as the first ROS scavenging antioxidant enzyme mechanism [75]. It is known that the SOD
activity increases in the stress environment in the
plants resistant to stress [76]. For instance; it has
been recorded that SOD activity has increased
against the stress in bean [77] and barley [78]. In
this study, the activity of SOD enzyme has been
examined as an antioxidant enzyme and the highest
activity has been detected in 110 R genotype under
drought stress and in the plants to which 10 g/L
mycorrhiza has been applied. Here; while conducting the assessment, it is considered that the comparison of the impact of the same mycorrhiza concentrations on the plants regularly irrigated and under
stress is also necessary in terms of being able to see
the impact of mycorrhiza. It is seen that similar and
more obvious impact appears in 110 R genotype.
While SOD activity has been found in the highest
level among all the values in the plants to which 10
g/L mycorrhiza application has been conducted
under drought conditions, it is understood that this
value is almost two times more than the control
plants within the same mycorrhiza concentration of
the same genotype. It has been specified by Caravaca et al. [79] that mycorrhiza inoculation in myrtle ( ) plant has increased the SOD
activities under the drought stress. H2O2 occurring
via SOD enzyme is actually another harmful ROS
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type. Therefore; it should rapidly be turned into
other less harmful products. At this stage, another
one of the efficient antioxidant enzyme is CAT.
CAT takes place in all of the aerobic organisms,
plants and fungi [80]. The main function of CAT is
to terminate the radicalness of H2O2 and ROOH and
prevent the damages [81]. It is known that very
variable results have been attained from the studies
conducted regarding the examination of the relation
between mycorrhizas and antioxidant enzyme activities. It is specified in a study conducted in this area
that CAT activity has shown an increase in the
inoculated plants under drought stress [22]; in another study, a general increase has been observed in
CAT activities in the leaves of the inoculated seedlings and it is also expressed that especially in sensitive species, there is a reverse activity loss in high
inoculum concentration (104 zoospores/mL) [81].
In this study; a similar impact has been revealed in
5 BB. While the highest CAT activity has been
detected in 5 BB genotype under drought conditions in the plants to which 10 g/L mycorrhiza application has been conducted, it is also seen that
there is an activity loss in higher inoculums concentration (20 g/L) of the same genotype under the
same conditions.
It is emphasized that the rise in CAT activity
plays a determinative role in the cell destruction
dependent on stress. It has been expressed by Prasad [82] that the best relation has been given by
CAT enzyme in the stress tolerance among the
examined antioxidant enzymes. Again; it has also
been cited that the decrease in CAT activity in cell
destruction dependent on stress is determinative and
injuries are less in the situations in which enzyme
activity is high [83]. Although the increase in CAT
activity contributes to the decrease in H2O2 content,
it is also specified that CAT will not be enough for
being able to prevent the destruction ways of H2O2
all alone [81]. It has been detected that other antioxidant enzymes are stimulated in the conditions in
which decreases occur in the activity of CAT under
stress conditions [84]. This situation shows what an
important place peroxidase enzyme has in the defense mechanism of the termination of free radicals
with other antioxidant enzymes such as peroxidase.
Therefore; the enzymes catalyzing the termination
of H2O2 are CAT and APX and while CAT does not
need any redactor at this stage, APX uses ascorbate
as the redactor [62]. The most important redactor
substrate is ascorbate in the detoxification of H2O2
in plant cells. APX fractures ascorbates into H2O2
and water [55]. Ascorbate is one of the most important antioxidants and they are accumulated in
both photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic tissues
in the plants. In a study conducted regarding the
determination of the impact of the antioxidant enzymes in the relation between mycorrhiza inoculation and drought stress, it has been cited Singh [85]
that there is a lower APX activity in both irrigated

and drought conditions in the inoculated plants.
Similarly, the impacts of    on the
antioxidant enzyme activities of some citrus rootstocks under drought stress have been examined
and it has been determined that antioxidant enzyme
activities (SOD, CAT and APX) have increased in
the inoculated plants [34]. In this study, the impact
of the mycorrhiza applications on APX activity has
also been examined in some grapevine rootstocks
under drought stress and the highest values have
been attained from the plants of 110 R genotype to
which 20 g/L mycorrhiza has been applied under
drought conditions in terms of this criterion. Therefore; it is seen that the results of the study attained
in terms of the antioxidant enzymes are in parallel
to the results of some other studies conducted in
this area in the literature. In addition; it is also
known that very different findings have been
reached in the studies conducted in this area by
different researchers. Also; it has been found that
GR, APX and SOD activities have decreased in the
bean with the drought stress [86]; it rises in  
     [87], CAT activity does not
change against drought stress in rough rice seedlings, but in contrast, APX activity has increased
[88]. It is expressed that the decrease in APX activity together with the increasing stress could be related to the fact that the reduction capacity of this
enzyme remains lower than the oxidation capacity
of H2O2. [89].
In the study; as a consequence, it has been detected that mycorrhizas play an active role in gaining tolerance to the plants against drought. It has
been determined that the mycorrhiza applications
positively affect the shoot and root development
and some biochemical properties and antioxidant
enzyme activity in the used grapevine rootstocks. It
is thought that these properties of mycorrhizas will
have a great usage potential in viticulture; furthermore, the yield and quality will increase together
with the mycorrhiza usage in the vineyards to be
newly established and the losses will be prevented
together with the increase in the strength to various
stress conditions.
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ous defensive activities which actively contribute in
eliciting resistance against variety of pathogens.
Resistance can be enhanced against subsequent
attack of pathogens by giving pre-treatment to
plants with a biotic inducer (avirulent pathogens).
Plant activators, activate the defense genes in the
host plant which trigger the induced resistance (IR)
by initiating signals through signal transduction
pathway [3, 4] which provide long lasting protection against harmful and extensive range of pathogens [5-8]. When pathogen attack on the host plant,
it activates SAR which results in a hypersensitive
response (HR) that indicates the emergence of disease by producing necrotic lesions on infected plant
parts. It has no direct antimicrobial response to
plants [9, 10] which transform and create phenotypically an incompatible plant-pathogen interaction,
which triggered resistance to protect plants against
wide spectrum of pathogens. Systemic acquired
resistance (SAR) and induced systemic resistance
(ISR) are two main forms of induced resistance,
which can distinguish on the basis of regulatory
pathways and nature of resistance stimulation. SAR
has organized defensive signaling pathway that
originates systemically after treating with natural or
synthetic compounds (e.g. acibenzolar-S-methyl,
ASM), and caused synthesis of pathogenesis-related
(PR) proteins, active oxygen species (AOS) accumulation, production of phytoalexins, immediate
changes in cell walls, and activity of numerous defense-related host enzymes [11]. AOS activates
SAR mechanism which causes enhancement in
H2O2 level and regulate different vital functions as
immediate defensive response against harmful
pathogens through production of phytoalexin, formation of lignin, direct antimicrobial action [12].
Combined effect of ISR and SAR is a source to
enhance protection against pathogens that used both
pathways to resist and uplift protection in a broader
rang against pathogens as compared to that are produced by ISR or SAR alone. Plant activators provide a reliable alternative to currently used synthetic fungicides for management of plant diseases
In present era of Agriculture, there is frequent
use of fungicides for management of fungal diseases of plant. No doubt fungicides are economical and

Potato (     L.) is the most
valuable tuberous vegetable crop cultivated across
the Globe. Potato late-blight disease is the most
destructive one, caused by the   
  is a potential threat to the successful production of potato. The aim of the designed study
was to evaluate the effect of systemic acquired resistance (SAR) against late blight of potato under
field conditions. For this purpose six plant activators i.e. Salicylic acid, Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, Benzoic acid, Di-potassium hydrogen phosphate, Calcium chloride and Citric acid were evaluated as a foliar spray at three different concentrations (0.5, 0.75 and 1%) under natural field conditions. Among six plant activators, Salicylic acid
gave best results and expressed least disease incidence (7.87 %), maximum no. of leaves (145.22),
plant height (39.48cm) and weight of potato tubers
(2.28kg) as compared to control. However, increase
in treatments concentration directly reduces disease
incidence and enhanced no of leaves, plant height
and weight of potato tubers but Salicylic acid expressed better results at 1% concentration followed
by Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, Benzoic acid,
Di-potassium hydrogen phosphate, Calcium chloride and Citric acid as compared to control.
*)"$%
Salicylic acid (C7H6O3), Potassium dihydrogen phosphate
(KH2PO4), Benzoic acid (C7H6O2), Di-potassium hydrogen phosphate (K2HPO4), Calcium chloride (CaCl2),
Citric acid (C6H8O7)
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Late blight which is caused by  
  (Mont.) is one of the most destructive
diseases of potato and tomato across the globe and
is cause of Irish famine [1]. Estimated losses caused
by late blight are € 12 billion per annum in which
approximately € 10 billion losses per annum was
found in developing countries [2] Plants have vari-
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quick in action for controlling plant diseases but are
not ecofriendly. [13]. Development of resistant varieties by traditional breeding is the most effective
and worthwhile method to manage late blight disease of potato but it is a time-consuming method.
Plant defense system has a potential to overcome
disease as activation of this system is very effective
and do not have no bad impact on environment.
Triggering plant’s internal innate immunity by using pathogen resistance inducers (PRIs) have more
appealing feature and have no direct toxic effects to
living organisms just like phytoextracts [14]. Use of
PRIs which are non-toxic in plant protection
measures, activate plant’s own defensive mechanism and play a significant role in developing countries for management of plant diseases by creating a
wide range of resistance against plant pathogens
[15]. Therefore, this study was designed to trigger
induce resistance in host plant by using different
plant activators as alternative to fungicides.
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B-8A-@5;: ;2 <8-:@ -/@5B-@;>? -3-5:?@ 8-@1
.8534@;2<;@-@;A:01>25180/;:05@5;:?For evaluation of plant activators under field conditions, one
susceptible variety (Desiree) was grown in the research area, Department of Plant pathology, University of Agriculture Faisalabad, with P×P (20cm)
and R×R (90 cm) respectively under RCBD. Six
plant activators i.e. Salicylic acid (C7H6O3), Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4), Benzoic
acid (C7H6O2), Di-potassium hydrogen phosphate
(K2HPO4), Calcium chloride (CaCl2) and Citric acid
(C6H8O7) were evaluated against late blight at three
concentrations (0.5, 0.75 and 1%) along with one
control. To prepare three concentrations of each
plant activator 5, 7.5 and 10g of each activator was
diluted in 1000 ml of water, blend it well and kept
this material for 12 hours at room temperature. After 20 days of tuber sowing, first application of
plant activators was done as foliar spray before
emergence of disease in the field. Application of
plant activators was done three times at 20 days
interval with narrow nozzle sprayer. All the horticultural practices were done to keep the crop in
healthy conditions.
Data regarding disease incidence, plant height,
no of leaves and average weight of ten potato tubers
was noted. All healthy and diseased tubers were
taken from randomly selected plants of each concentration of particular plant activator to measure
tuber weight (g) by using digital weighing balance
(AW/DW, Taiwan) while plant height (cm) was
recorded with the help of measuring scale for all

treatments of three concentration. Disease incidence
(%) was recorded by using following Shutong 
 [16] scale. Immune cultivars showed no symptoms, If disease cover 10 % leaf area of potato, then
it is resistant, 10 -20% = moderately resistant, 2030% = moderately susceptible,30- 60% = susceptible and > 60% = highly susceptible., Disease incidence was recorded by using following formula.


-@- -:-8D?5? Data regarding disease incidence (%), plant height, no. of leaves and average
yield of ten tubers for each concentration of all
treatments were recorded along with control and
was subjected for analysis by using SAS Stat software. LSD at 5% probability level was used to observe the difference in different treatments.
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9<-/@ ;2 <8-:@ -/@5B-@;>? ;:@415:/501:/1
;28-@1.8534@;2<;@-@;A:01>25180/;:05@5;:?All
treatment at three concentrations exhibited significant results. Among six plant activators, salicylic
acid expressed minimum disease incidence (7.87)%
followed Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (13.58),
Benzoic Acid (15.77), Di-potassium hydrogen
phosphate (23.82), Calcium chloride (43.07) and
Citric Acid (50.58)% as compared to control
(Fig1.a) while interaction b/w treatments and concentration (TxC) exhibited that salicylic showed
minimum disease incidence (9.368, 8.276, 5.992 )%
at 0.5, 0.75 and 1% concentrations, followed by
KH2PO4 (14.955, 13.265, 12.536)%, Benzoic acid
(17.062, 16.050, 14.213), K2HPO4 (32.297, 23.624,
15.541), CaCl2 (57.457, 46.456, 25.3), Citric acid (
67.065, 56.813, 27.869) % at all concentrations as
compared to control (Fig1.b).
221/@ ;2 <8-:@ -/@5B-@;>? ;: :A9.1> ;2
81-B1? ;2 <;@-@; A:01> 25180 /;:05@5;:? Among
six plant activators salicylic expressed maximum
no. of leaves (145.22) followed by KH2PO4
(143.56), Benzoic acid (120.00), K2HPO4, CaCl2
(108.68), citric acid (100.56) % as compared to
control (Fig.2a) while in interaction b/w treatments
maximum no. of leaves was expressed by salicylic
acid i.e. 102.33, 143.33 and 190 while minimum
no. of leaves was expressed by citric acid i.e. 80.67,
98 and 123 no. of leaves at three concentrations
(Fig. 2b ).
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5180 1B-8A-@5;: ;2 <8-:@ -/@5B-@;>? -3-5:?@
tion b/w treatments and concentrations exhibited
41534@;2<;@-@;<8-:@?Minimum height of potato
that maximum plant height was expressed by saliplants was expressed by citric acid (29.652) cm and
cylic acid (37.92, 39.914, 40.606 cm) while minimaximum height was exhibited by salicylic acid
mum plant height was showed by citric acid i.e.
(39.48) cm while KH2PO4 showed 36.47, Benzoic
23.919, 32.517, 32.52 cm at three concentration
acid 35.392, K2HPO4 34.079 and CaCl2 29.652 cm
(0.5, 0.75, 1%) as compared to control (Fig.3b).
as compared to control (Fig.3a). While in interac-
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1:E;5/-/50" 5<;@-??5A94D0>;31:<4;?<4-@1 #" -8/5A9/48;>501-8 5@>5/
-/50",;:41534@;2<;@-@;<8-:@.9<-/@;25:@1>-/@5;:.1@C11:@>1-@91:@?-:0/;:/1:@>-@5;:?
&F;:41534@;2<;@-@;<8-:@A:01>25180/;:05@5;:?      
9<-/@;2 <8-:@ -/@5B-@;>? ;: C1534@;2 @1:
<;@-@; @A.1>? A:01> 25180 /;:05@5;:? Maximum
weight of ten potato tubers was expressed by salicylic acid (2.286) kg followed by KH2PO4 (1.8322),
Benzoic acid (1.7722), K2HPO4 (1.6922), CaCl2 (
1.5862), Citric acid (1.4938) kg as compared to
control ( Fig.4a) while interaction b/w treatments
and concentrations indicated that minimum weight
of ten potato tubers was expressed by citric acid
(1.258, 1.334, 1.889) kg while maximum weight of
ten potato tubers was showed by salicylic acid (
1.78, 2.303, 2.776) Kg at all concentrations i.e. 0.5,
0.75 and 1% as compared to other treatments and
control ( Fig.4b). 



%'%%"!
Late blight is the most destructive disease of
potato due emergence of new strains of 
    and its adaptability with new
environmental conditions and rang of hosts. Frequent use of fungicides is the most common and
ruling method to manage late blight disease due to
its easy availability, rapid in action but it has dreadful extortion on environment [13]. This thing enforces researches to search out alternative strategy
to address this critical issue. That is why in current
study six plant activators were evaluated for induction of resistance in potato plants against late blight
of potato. Among six treatments salicylic acid expressed promising results.
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Induced resistance is ecofriendly way of mansive genes [19] SA is reported to be the first mobile
aging late blight disease and has no direct toxic
signaling agent for the induction of pathogenesiseffects on pathogens, plants and animals; plant
related (PR) genes [7, 20]. PR genes prevents or
growth and yield; broad range of defense mechaslow down colonization process of pathogen in the
nism; least economical cost with enduring protechost cells by coding proteins i.e. chitinases and βtion and decent revenue for producers [17]. Fur1,3-glucanases [21]. Salicylic acid contributes a
thermore, it enhances defense mechanism through
vital role in induction of conventional SAR in tobiochemical modifications in plant that developed
bacco, potato and cucumber plants [22] Foliar apdisease resistance or chemicals which acts as stimuplication of salicylic acid enhanced cotton plant
li to plant genetics to trigger disease resistance [18].
growth yield characters and increasing in leaf
Signal molecules become activated through applichemical composition [23] Baloch and coworkers
cation of salicylic acid (SA) which induce re[24] reported that decreased infection in all stages
sistance in potato plants by triggering plant’s defenof root, shoot growth and disease incidence after
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Staub, T. (2001) Induced disease resistance in
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19-28.
[16]Shutong, W., Tongle, H., Fengqiao, Z., Forrer,
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three applications of salicylic acid to chilli plants
under greenhouse conditions. Moreover, Foliar
sprays of KH2PO4 and K2HPO4 have shown antifungal activity against rust fungi      
and      [25]. Results of present study are supported by the work of Gaffney 
 [26] who stated that defense mechanism become active after application of salicylic acid.Salicylic acid acts in a way that it boosts up systemic
acquired resistance (SAR) as well as localized acquired resistance (LAC) in plants [27] as PR proteins induced after application of salicylic acid in
chickpea plants that enhance resistance against
black gram diseases [28]. Results of present study
are also by the work of Heil and Bostock [29] who
reported that application of salicylic acid activate
defense mechanism of plants by producing different
types of biochemical which not only have wide
range of antimicrobial activities but also have significant effect on horticultural attributes of plants
like number of leaves, weight and size of fruits and
vegetables, plant height and yield of crops.
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China, antibiotic residues in honey has appeared not
only in the country’s import and export monitoring
plan, but also in the domestic annual monitoring
plan.
Nitroimidazoles (NMZs), which include
dimetridazole (DMZ), metronidazole (MNZ), ronidazole (RNZ), and ipronidazole (IPZ), are compounds with 5-nitro-substituted and imidazole heterocyclic structure that have antibacterial, anticoccidial, and antiparasitic effects. Owing to their obvious
curative effect and low price, NMZs have been
widely used to prevent and control   by
many beekeepers in recent years [2-3]. Animal studies have showed that NMZs can be metabolized rapidly in the body and their main metabolites are hydroxylated products, including 2-hydroxymethyl-1methy-5-nitroimidazole (HMMNI, metabolites of
DMZ and RNZ), hydroxymetronidazole (MNZOH,
metabolite of MNZ), and hydroxyipronidazole (IPZOH, metabolite of IPZ) [4]. It should be noted that
NMZs and their metabolites are carcinogenic, mutagenic, and genotoxic [5] because of retention of the
basic imidazole ring in the human system. Therefore,
the detection of NMZ metabolites is very crucial for
monitoring antibiotic residues in honey [6-7].
Tylosin A (TYL) is a macrolide bacteriostatic
antibiotic [8] that is active against most Gram-positive bacteria, mycoplasma, and certain Gram-negative bacteria [9]. In 2016, Japan stepped up monitoring of tylosin A in imported honey. Thus, the detection of tylosin A in honey is beginning to be a cause
for concern.
Currently, several analytical methods such as
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
[10-13]and liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS) [14-17] have been
developed for the simultaneous identification and
quantification of antibiotics residues including
NMZs, NMZs metabolites, and TYL. Due to the
high sensitivity and specificity LC/MS is the preferred analytical method for detecting antibiotics and
other veterinary drug residues. However, there is no
study about LC/MS-based method for the detection
and quantiﬁcation of two classes of antibiotics in
honey. Therefore, developing a reliable, sensitive,

A simple extraction and rapid routine method
for the simultaneous determination of nitroimidazoles (DMZ, MNZ, RNZ, IPZ), nitroimidazole metabolites (HMMNI, MNZOH, IPZOH), and tylosin
A (TYL) in honey using liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS) was developed and
fully validated in this study. The study optimized the
sample pre-treatment, high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) mobile phase conditions, and
relevant parameters of mass spectroscopy. Data was
acquired by applying multiple reaction monitoring,
and quantitation was performed using four internal
standards. Using the criteria specified in the European Commission Regulation (EU) 37/2010 for
qualitative methods, the linear calibrations were established for all target compounds and the R2 values
ranged between 0.9994 and 0.9999. The recoveries
ranged from 86.4% to 96.3%. The decision limits
(CCα) and the detection capabilities (CCβ) of all target compounds were 0.0649 μg/kg-0.1493 μg/kg and
0.1152μg/kg-0.2238μg/kg, respectively. Sensitivity,
accuracy, and precision complied with the requirements of veterinary drug residue testing methods,
thereby achieving an accurate and simple method.



"! 
LC-MS/MS, Nitroimidazoles, Tylosin A, Honey, Veterinary drug residues



Recently, concerns regarding the presence of
antibiotics residues in animal foodstuffs are increasing throughout the world. The use of MNZ, DMZ,
and RNZ is now prohibited in food animals in many
countries such as the United States, and Japan. According to the European Union (EU) Commission
regulation 37/2010, DMZ, MNZ, and RNZ have
been classified as prohibited substances for all foodproducing species in Europe [1]. However, Canada
does not monitor the NMZ content in honey [1]. In
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)0.,$2.(0$/)*% %.-&*2*.-1 The mobile
phase was composed of solvent A, water; solvent B,
0.1 % formic acid ammonium acetate aqueous solution (pH 4.5); solvent C, acetonitrile. The column
temperature was maintained at 30°C. An injection
volume of 20 μL and a ﬂow rate of 0.2 mL/min were
used in LC/MS analysis. The detailed gradient elution program is shown in Table 1.

and simple method for the simultaneous detection of
two classes of antibiotics in honey is urgently required.
This study aims to develop a simple and rapid
LC/MS method for the simultaneous detection and
quantification of two classes of antibiotics (NMZs,
NMZs metabolites, and TYL) in honey. Since routine monitoring of produced honey would be a part
of the national monitoring program for veterinary
drug residues in China, the developed method would
be used for internal raw material monitoring of
honey production enterprises and analysis of real
honey samples, which would also assist in the monitoring of honey products at the international market.

  
)'&'2$*+'&(0$&*'-2'+32*.-/0.(0$,
Time (min)
A%
B%
C%
0
70
10
20
2
70
10
20
8
0
30
70
10
0
5
95
12
0
80
20
16
70
10
20
18
70
10
20
A: water
B: 0.1% formic acid ammonium acetate aqueous solution (pH 4.5)
C:acetonitrile

   

)',*%$+1 $-& 0'$('-21 At least 97% pure
reference standards for MNZ, MNZOH, DMZ,
HMMNI, RNZ, IPZ, IPZOH, and TYL were obtained from Dr. Ehrenstorfer GmbH (Germany). Internal standards (DMZ-d3, RNZ-d3, IPZ-d3, and roxithromycin) (chemical purities > 99%) were also
purchased from Dr. Ehrenstorfer GmbH (Germany).
Other chemicals (acetonitrile, methanol, ethyl acetate) were of HPLC grade and were purchased from
Dikma Technologies Inc. (Shanghai, China). Formic
acid, sodium carbonate-sodium bicarbonate
(Na2CO3-NaHCO3) buffer, ammonium acetate, sodium carbonate, and sodium bicarbonate were obtained from Shanghai Lingfeng Chemical Reagent
Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China) and were of analytical reagent grade.

%.-&*2*.-1 Detection was achieved using
ESI in positive ion mode. Nitrogen was used as
heater gas, curtain gas, and collision gas, and so on.
Ion spray voltage was 5,500 V and the source temperature was maintained at 550°C. Collision gas was
used under a pressure of 30 psi. Ion source Gas1 and
Ion Source Gas2 were maintained at 45 psi and 50
psi, respectively. The analysis was performed using
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode in which
one MRM was used for quantification (quantifier
peak) and the other MRM was used for confirmation
(qualifier peak). Data processing was performed using Analyst software 1.5.1. The MS/MS transitions
and optimal operational conditions used for analysis
were shown in Table 2.

2$-&$0&1.+32*.-1Individual standard stock
solutions and internal standard (IS) stock solutions
were prepared by dissolving 2.5 mg of each pure
compound in 25 mL methanol at a concentration of
0.1 mg/mL, respectively. These stock solutions were
stored at 4 ± 2 °C in darkness. Composite working
standard solutions of the eight compounds were obtained by successive dilution of each stock solution
with acetonitrile water. (acetonitrile: water = 2:8). IS
solutions of the eight compounds were prepared similarly.

$,/+'/0'/$0$2*.-Honey samples were obtained from the Shanghai Guanshengyuan Bee Co.
Ltd. and the local market. Thoroughly stirred honey
samples (5.0 g) were poured into 50 mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes. The samples were spiked with
0.1 mL mixed IS solution at 100 ng/mL, followed by
the addition of 15 mL Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer. The
samples were vortexed for 30 s to completely dissolve the samples. Ethyl acetate (20 mL) was added
to the samples before they were vortexed, mixed, and
centrifuged at 4,500 r/min for 15 min. The upper organic phase (16 mL) was carefully collected into a
50 mL flask and evaporated to dryness at 40°C using
a rotatory evaporator. Finally, the dry residue was
dissolved in 0.8 mL acetonitrile water (acetonitrile:
water = 2:8). The extracted solution was filtered
through a 0.45 μm nylon filter directly into an amber
glass vial and injected into LC-MS/MS.

-1203,'-2$2*.- $-& %.-&*2*.-1 Analysis
was performed using an Agilent 1200 HPLC system
(Agilent Technologies, USA) coupled to an API
3200 QTrap tandem mass spectrometer equipped
with a electrospray ionization source (Applied Biosystems, USA). Chromatographic separations were
accomplished using a ZORBAX Eclipse XDB C-18
column (2.1×150 mm, 5μm) from Agilent Technologies (USA).
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MNZ

172.0

DMZ

142.0

RNZ

201.0

IPZ

170.0

IPZOH

186.0

MNZOH

188.1

HMMNI

158.0

TYL

916.5

DMZ-d3c
HMMNI-d3d
IPZOH-d3e
Roxf

145.0
161.0
189.0
837.2

#!"#"
'
128.0a
81.9b
96.0a
81.2b
140.2a
55.2b
124.1a
109.1b
168.1a
122.1b
126.2a
123.0b
140.1a
55.3b
173.9
772.2
99.1
143.1
171.0
679.5


40.6
40.0
30.8
45.5
33.5
38.2
41.6
82.4
36.0
40.2
31.7
53.8


17.9
34.1
22.1
34.1
15.5
27.7
20.6
31.3
18.2
26.9
20.4
18.6
15.8
27.2
50.2
30.8
23.4
16.0
17.0
21.8


2.36
2.65
2.32
3.34
2.95
2.24
2.36
10.69
2.64
2.34
2.92
11.41

RT, retention time (min);
DP, declustering potential (volt);
CE, collision energy (volt);
a Transitions for quantifier peaks.
b Transitions for qualifier peaks.
c DMZ-d3 is used as an IS for DMZ, MNZ, and MNZOH.
d HMMNI-d3 is used as an IS for HMMNI and RNZ.
e IPZOH-d3 is used as an IS for IPZ and IPZOH.
f Rox is used as an IS for TYL.

  

"#!$###"The signals
of the eight target compounds were well-separated in
18 min via chromatographic separation and MS detection. The conditions of mass spectrometry were
optimized for each target compound by directly injecting the working solutions into the mass spectrometer. Optimization of the main mass spectrometry parameters was achieved by flow injection analysis (FIA) for each compound. The working standard solution of each compound (10 μg/mL) was obtained by diluting each stock solution with methanol
water (methanol: water = 1:1). Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) with electrospray ion (ESI)
source was operated in the MRM mode for accurate
quantitative results, confirmation of the method, and
reliable identification. Specific elution procedures
were shown in Table 1. Effective separation, symmetric peaks, and high signal intensity were successfully obtained using the optimized conditions in a total running time of 18 min.

liquid extraction were compared. A solid phase extraction (SPE) procedure was applied to clean and
concentrate the sample using the Oasis HLB SPE
cartridge. The cartridge was previously preconditioned with 5 mL methanol, followed by 5 mL water.
After sample application, the column was washed
with 5 mL methanol/water (methanol: water = 95:5)
and dried under vacuum for 3 min. The target compounds were eluted with 6 mL methanol. The eluate
was concentrated by evaporation under high purity
nitrogen ﬂow in a water bath at 25°C and resolved in
acetonitrile water (acetonitrile: water = 2:8). The recovery results were shown in Table 3.
The Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer is used to dissolve honey samples as it maintains the pH and promotes effective ionization, which improves extraction of target compounds. The extracts were centrifuged at 4,500 r/min, which enabled further clean up
the honey sample and prevented emulsification. In
addition, to improve the accuracy of experiment, extraction of target compounds was performed using
20 mL ethyl acetate, and 16 mL of the upper organic
phase was carefully collected into 50 mL flasks after
centrifugation. Finally, the resulting ethyl acetate extracts were evaporated at 40°C to complete dryness
using a rotary evaporator. Owing to the reduction in
extract solution, the dry residue was proportionally
dissolved in 0.8 mL of acetonitrile water (acetonitrile:
water = 2:8). The extraction step of the sample was
simplified.

%#!#We aimed at extracting a wide variety of target compounds by single extraction.
Mixed standard solutions (spiked at 5.0 μg/kg) were
added to blank honey samples and separated using
different extraction methods the experimental results
of which are shown in Figure 1.
The results of solid phase extraction and liquid-
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9/;-/7=+1/;/-8?/;B

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
MNZ

DMZ

RNZ

IPZ

solid phase extraction %

IPZOH MNZOH HMMNI

TYL

ethyl acetate/water%

ethyl acetate/phosphate buffer% Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer%
&# 
%2//00/-=80=2/.300/;/7=/A=;+-=371<85?/7=<87=2/9/;-/7=+1/;/-8?/;3/<80=2/=+;1/=-8698>7.<
0;86287/B<+695/<<934/.+=E141

% 
#/1;/<<387/:>+=3879+;+6/=/;<+7..300/;/7-/<8,=+37/.08;,8=27/+=<=+7.+;.+7.6+=;3A
6+=-2/.-+53,;+=387->;?/<
Compound(s)
MNZ
DMZ
RNZ
IPZ
IPZOH
MNZOH
HMMNI
TYL

R2
R2 = 0.9999
R2= 0.9997
R2 = 0.9998
R2 = 0.9996
R2 = 0.9998
R2 = 0.9996
R2 = 0.9994
R2 = 0.9997

Regression equations
y = 0.729 x + 0.0943
y = 0.483 x + 0.111
y = 2.76 x + 0.216
y = 0.811 x + 0.421
y = 0.63 x + 0.472
y = 0.166 x + 0.0206
y = 0.451 x + 0.457
y = 1.54 x + -0.14

+53,;+=38780=2/537/+;+7.@8;4371;+71/
The experimental results were evaluated using the IS
and a linear regression method for relative areas and
concentrations. A series of six or seven concentrations of the IS were used to derive the standard calibration curves by plotting the target compounds/IS
area ratio (y) against target compound concentration
ratio (x). DMZ-d3 (IS of DMZ, MNZ, and MNZOH),
HMMZI-d3 (IS of HMMNI and RNZ), and IPZOHd3 (IS of IPZ and IPZOH) were used as IS for the
NMZs and ROX was used as the IS for TYL. To
eliminate solvent effect, calibration curves were constructed using acetonitrile/water (acetonitrile: water
= 2:8).
A serial dilution of the standard mixture was diluted progressively and 10 mL of each diluted solution was injected into the LC-MS/MS system using
the optimized assay conditions. The linearity of the
calibration curves was assessed using a six-point
(NMZs and its metabolites) or seven-point (TYL)
calibration curve of the standards in solvents at different concentrations (0.1-40.0 ng/mL). The target
compounds were accurately quantitated with six
(NMZs and NMZs metabolites) or seven (TYL) con-

Linear range (ng/mL)
1.0-40.0
1.0-40.0
1.0-40.0
1.0-40.0
1.0-40.0
1.0-40.0
1.0-40.0
0.1-40.0

centration calibration curves ranging in concentration from 1.0 to 40.0 ng/mL; the calibration levels of
the NMZs were 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0, 20.0, 40.0 ng/mL,
whereas those of TYL was 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0,
20.0, and 40.0 ng/mL. IS solution (10.0 ng/mL) was
used to calibrate the ionization source response and
facilitate quantitative determination for each target
compound. Experimental results were constructed
derived from the standard calibration curves. All target compounds showed good linearity within the
concentration range evaluated. As shown in Table 3,
all the correlation coefficients (R2) were higher than
0.999. Thus, satisfactory linearity was demonstrated
in the working range used for each compound.
'+53.+=387The method was validated according to Commission Regulation (EU) 37/2010 [1]
guidelines. In short, validation involved LCMS/MS-based high-throughput screening, followed
by confirmation and quantitation of the findings with
LC/MS. Specificity, recovery (accuracy), precision
(repeatability and within-laboratory reproducibility),
decision limit (CCα), and detection capability (CCβ)
were determined for validation purposes. 
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% 
/-3<3875363=C/=/-=387-+9+,353=BD#/-8?/;B+7.9;/-3<387?+5>/<8,=+37/.08;=2/<=>.3/.
-8698>7.<;/<3.>/<37287/B
8698>7.

*
*
#*
!*


!* 


* 





%)

$934/.
E141

#/-8?/;B


0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.5

92.2
90.7
90.5
90.8
89.8
89.9
86.7
89.4
88.5
86.4
92.8
92.4
89.9
94.7
94.3
88.6
91.4
93.7
92.8
87.5
92.1
91.7
90.8
96.3

#/9/+=+,353=B
/+7
#$
87-/7=;+=387

E141
0.46
3.97
0.91
2.08
1.34
4.33
0.45
2.24
0.89
2.88
1.33
3.01
0.43
3.45
0.89
2.71
1.32
3.67
0.43
2.11
0.92
3.21
1.38
2.89
0.44
4.01
0.95
3.54
1.40
3.78
0.44
4.54
0.92
3.65
1.39
3.93
0.46
3.87
0.88
2.98
1.39
3.44
0.45
2.21
0.90
1.98
1.43
2.54

$9/-303-3=BA specificity study was conducted
to confirm the absence of potential interfering compounds at the retention time of the studied analytes.
Specificity was determined by analyzing blank samples and fortified samples that were spiked with the
studied compounds before sample preparation. Representative honey samples were fortified with all analytes and analyzed.

(3=2375+,;/9;8.>-3,353=B
/+787-/7
=;+=387E141
0.45
0.90
1.32
0.44
0.88
1.33
0.43
0.89
1.31
0.42
0.91
1.37
0.43
0.94
1.38
0.43
0.91
1.38
0.45
0.87
1.38
0.45
0.89
1.42

#$

4.54
3.52
5.67
2.55
3.09
3.54
3.78
3.04
4.01
2.32
3.43
3.14
4.32
3.95
3.88
4.98
4.12
4.53
4.23
3.33
3.76
2.67
2.46
2.87

C
E141


D
E141

0.093
2

0.1683

0.064
9

0.1152

0.094
5

0.1537

0.110
0

0.1586

0.123
6

0.1901

0.149
3

0.2238

0.103
1

0.1650

0.114
3

0.1581

each addition level, the honey samples were analyzed on one day to distinguish between possible interference in identification and actual quantification
of the analytes. Replicate injection of the fortified
honey samples was performed each day, and parallel
measurements were made for six replicates each
time. The calculated relative standard deviation
(RSD %) were in the range of 1.98%-4.54% and
2.32%-5.67% for repeatability and within-laboratory
reproducibility, respectively. The results are shown
in Table 4.

#/-8?/;BTo evaluate the trueness of the proposed method and determine its reproducibility and
accuracy, a set of blank honey samples were fortiﬁed
with 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 μg/kg of the studied compounds before they were subjected to pre-treatment
using the optimization method mentioned above, followed by detection using LC-MS/MS. Each dose
was replicated six times. Recoveries were determined as mentioned in the earlier sections. Reproducibility and accuracy of the results were determined at each level. The percentage recoveries of the
compounds were 86.4%-96.3% (Table 4). 

/-3<3875363= +7. ./=/-=387-+9+,353=B. Decision limits (CCα) and the detection capability
(CCβ) were obtained according to the (EU) guidelines [1]. The signals of the eight target compounds
were well-separated in a total run time of 18 min using chromatographic separation as well as MS detection (Figure 2). The obtained results confirmed the
high sensitivity of the developed assay. The CCα
range for all target compounds was 0.0649-0.1493
μg/kg, whereas that for CCβ was 0.1152-0.2238
μg/kg. The calculated critical concentrations for
CCα and CCβ for the studied compounds were summarized in Table 4.

!;/-3<387 Precision indicates acceptable performance of the assay for all target compounds over
the studied validation levels. The precision of this
method was demonstrated in terms of repeatability
and within-laboratory reproducibility. Each of the
twenty-one blank honey samples were fortified with
0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 μg/kg of the studied compounds. At

7+5B<3< 80 ;/+5 <+695/< The standard samples were prepared and analyzed. To demonstrate the
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applicability of the established method for the determination of all target compounds in honey samples,
twenty different honey samples of different origin
from the local market were analyzed using the optimized LC-MS/MS method in duplicates. The target
compounds were analyzed in parallel. Quantitative

results of the proposed assay were corrected based
on recovery. The experimental results showed that
one of the twenty honey samples contained 0.1596
μg/kg MNZ, while other compounds were not detected.

&# 
">+7=303-+=387#-2;86+=81;+6<80+<934/. E14108;+55-8698>7.<287/B<+695/
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Veterinary drug residues in animal foodstuffs
have drawn great attentions as it has caused a considerable public health threat not only in developed
countries but also in developing countries. Thus,
simple and rapid methods for the simultaneous determination of antibiotics residues in animal foodstuffs are urgently required. In the present study, we
developed and validated a simple and rapid LC/MS
method for the simultaneous detecting and quantification of seven antibiotics including nitroimidazoles
and tylosin A residues in the honey obtained from
Chinese market.
We first optimized the conditions of mass spectrometry parameters to make the detection results accurately and reliably. We optimized the mobile
phase, gradient elution procedure, and flow rate to
obtain higher signal intensity and good separation of
the studied target compounds (MNZ, MNZOH,
DMZ, HMMNI, RNZ, IPZ, IPZOH, and TYL) and
the results showed that it improved peak shape and
reduced the run time. In addition, acetonitrile and
methanol were used as organic phase solvents during
substance separation, and results showed that the resolution of NMZs and their metabolites were comparable in these two solvents. However, TYL was separated better using acetonitrile; in addition, the response and stability of acetonitrile were higher and
better than those of methanol. Addition of formic
acid in the ammonium acetate aqueous mobile phase
prevented the formation of target compound tailed
peak and improved the peak shape of the target compounds. Results showed that 5 mM ammonium acetate in water containing formic acid (pH 4.5) yielded
the best peak sensitivity. Therefore, water, 5 mM
ammonium acetate aqueous solution containing
0.1% formic acid, and acetonitrile were optimal for
substance separation.
At the extraction procedure, liquid-liquid was
performed using different ratios of extraction solvents, centrifugation, and rotary evaporation. Extraction solvents included mixtures of ethyl acetate,
phosphate buffer (pH 8.5), Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer
(pH 9.3), and water in different ratios. Recoveries of
the target compounds (spiked at 5.0 μg/kg) varied,
with highest recoveries obtained with the mixture of
ethyl acetate and Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer. The extraction method was relatively simple and convenient, and separation was easily achieved using ethyl
acetate for target compound extraction. In contrast,
the ethyl acetate/Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer combination improved the recovery of TYL. Previous studies
have showed that SPE could be used to extract and
purify the target compounds while pre-treating
honey samples; however, this method was time-consuming [5, 18]. Therefore, liquid-liquid extraction
was superior to solid phase extraction, and the ethyl
acetate/Na2CO3-NaHCO3 buffer was selected as the

optimal solvent for extracting target compounds
from the honey samples.
In this study, CCα and CCβ were calculated
from the calibration curves as described in the EU
guidelines [1]. CCα was calculated from the withinlaboratory reproducibility data of the blank honey
sample spiked with 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 μg/kg studied
compounds. For studied compounds such as nitroimidazoles, the sum of the corresponding concentration
at the y-intercept and 2.33 times the standard deviation of the intercept yielded the decision limit. CCβ
was calculated from the corresponding concentration
at the value of the decision limit plus 1.64 times the
standard deviation of the within-laboratory reproducibility data. Responses were plotted against the
added concentration and CCα and CCβ were
determined.
 &$ $
The described LC-MS/MS method was fast,
sensitive and accurate for the confirmation and quantitation of tylosin A, nitroimidazoles, and nitroimidazole metabolite residues in honey. This study described the development of the selective extraction
of four different NMZs, three of their metabolites,
and TYL in honey matrices. The target compounds
were extracted using Na2CO3-NaHCO3 and ethyl acetate without any other purification step. To increase
the accuracy of the experiment, the dry residue was
dissolved in 0.8 mL of acetonitrile water (acetonitrile: water = 2:8) after evaporation. Neat standard
calibration curves were successfully applied. All parameters (recovery, detection limit, and precision)
met the EU guidelines [1]. This study would assist in
developing an effective national monitoring plan for
Chinese honey products.
 (%$
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semi-arid and arid regions where are effective in
limited rainfall, high temperature, high evapotranspiration associated with soil management practices and poor water are major contributing factors
[6].
The reason why L-Tyr (C9H11NO3, Y, αamino-β-(-hydroxyphenyl) propionic acid) gets its
name from the Greek word “tyros” meaning cheese
is its isolation the ﬁrst from crude cheese proteins
(casein) [7]. L-tyrosine (Tyr) is an aromatic amino
acid that synthesized only in microorganisms and
plants but is required for protein synthesis in all
organisms. In addition, tyrosine serves as a precursor of a number of specific metabolites that various
physiological functions like defense compounds,
structural support (lignin), electron carriers, attractants, antioxidants. Some of these Tyr derived plant
natural products are used in human nutrition as
vitamin E and in medicine as morphine [8]. Although there is only one published study on role of
Tyr on the seedling growth, seed germination under
both saline and normal conditions, unfortunately,
there is no study on the effects of said amino acid
on the micronucleus frequency, mitotic activity and
chromosomal aberrations in salted and normal
conditions. For these reasons, this work is designed
to investigate the role of Tyr in reducing of the
harmful influences of salinity stress on some cytogenetical and physiological parameters of 
 L.

In the present work, the influences of LTyrosine (Tyr) on some physiological and cytogenetical parameters in   L., which are
germinated in both salt stress and normal conditions
were studied. The radicle lengths and radicle numbers of seeds germinated in alone Tyr medium
decreased partially compared to with ones the control seeds germinated in distilled water medium,
while their germination percentages and fresh
weights statistically showed the same values. In
addition, the chromosomal aberrations in root meristematic cells in   seeds germinated in tyrosine alone medium showed a significant rise compared to ones of the control seeds germinated in
distilled water. Conversely, salinity stress rather
inhibited the seedling growth and seed germination
of   . It also significantly increased the number of chromosomal aberrations and micronuclei,
which are the most effective and the simplest an
indicator of chromosomal aberrations and cytogenetical damage. But the inhibitive effects of salt on
the mitotic activity, seedling growth, seed germination, chromosomal aberration and micronuclei
dramatically were alleviated in varying degrees by
Tyr treatment.
*(!#$
Tyrosine, mitotic index, chromosomal aberrations, seedling growth, salt stress, seed germination
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$//. >C<9=38/ +8. =+6> -98-/8><+>398=
Healty equal sizes of common onions (   L.,
2n=16 chromosomes) were used. 0.175 M salt
(NaCl) concentration and 100 mg/L dose of Tyr
were used in the experiments. Tyr (50 capsules of
500 mg) was obtained from Solgar®. NaCl and Tyr
concentrations were determined by a preliminary
investigation in this study.

$//./<738+>398. Small bulbs with a diameter of 3-4 cm in common onion (  L.) were
sterilized with 2.5% NaOCl solution for ten minute,
then washed in ultra-distilled water for 24 hours. 20

 %#!&%! 

Throughout their life cycle, all plants are exposed to multiple stresses and main environmental
factor that reduces more plant productivity is salinity [1]. In most of soils, the crop productivity is
negatively affected owing to high NaCl content [2].
Nearly half of the irrigated land, approximately
20% of the world’s cultivated land and 7% of the
world’s land area are affected by high NaCl contents [3, 4]. Considering another prediction, 2.1%
of global dry agriculture land is affected by salinity
[5]. It is possible to see the effects of salinity in
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were counted in each application group. Micronucleus analysis is based on the criteria of Fenech
[10]. According to this:
 Micronucleus should be 1/3 of the cell nucleus or smaller
Micronucleus should be round or oval
Micronucleus membrane should be clearly
distinguishable from cell nucleus.
Statistical analysis were analyzed according to
Duncan's multiple range test using SPSS program
[11].

seeds from each treatment group were placed in
plastic containers and placed in 20°C incubator for
their germination experiments. The bulbs were
divided into four groups for 7 consecutive days:
 Onions grown in alone purified water were
used as Group I (Control)
 Onions grown in 0.175 M NaCl were used
as Group II
 Onions grown in a 100 mg/L dose of Tyr
were used as Group III
 Onions grown in a 100 mg/L dose of Tyr +
0.175 M NaCl were used as Group IV
When onion bulbs reached 10 mm in length,
they were excised for analysis. At the end of 7 days,
the final germination percentages and radicle numbers were determined. In addition, the radicle
lengths of these seedlings were determined in mm
and the fresh weights in g/seedlings were determined. In this study, all experiments were repeated
3 times.

#$&%$

00/->= 90 >C<9=38/ 98 >2/ =//. 1/<738+>398
+8. =//.6381 1<9A>2 The radicle number and
radicle length of group III seeds (treated with Tyr)
were partly reduced compared to the seeds of group
I (control; germinated in purified water medium).
However, its fresh weight and germination percentages showed statistically the same values compared
to those of group I seeds (Tab. 1).
On all growth parameters, the salt had an inhibitory effect. To give an example, group I seeds
germinating in distilled water medium showed
100% germination on the 7th day, whereas this
value was 23% in group II seeds germinated at
0.175 M salinity. That is to say, salt prevented
germination of   seeds by 77%. The inhibitive effect of salt stress on the seed germination
has been significantly mitigated with the Tyr treatment. Group IV seeds with Tyr+NaCl treated
showed 77% germination at the indicated salt level.
Finally,   seeds showed a performance as if
they were not under salty conditions, but under
normal conditions (Fig. 1). In addition, tyrosine
maintained its success on the seedling growth parameters such as the radicle length and radicle
number (out of the fresh weight). The radicle length
and number of the group II were determined as 10.3
mm and 12.7 g, respectively while in Tyr+NaCl
treated groups, were determined as 11.0 mm and
26.5 g (Tab.1).

   -2<979=97+6 +,/<<+>398 
+==+C 73-<98?-6/?=   >/=> +8. >2/ 73>9>3-
38./B  For cytogenetic analysis, root tip cells
of    seeds germinated in the acted groups
mentioned above were excised well-developed
roots of 1–1.5 cm. Next, they were treated with
saturated para-dichlorobenzene for four hours, fixed
in 3:1 ethanol/acetic acid overnight at room temperature, stored in 70 % ethanol at 4oC until required. After hydrolysis of the cell wall in 5 N HCl
for 45 min, they were stained with Feulgen,
smashed in a drop of 45 % acetic acid and squashed
[9]. At the end of 24 h, by mounting in balsame,
microscopic slides were made permanent. All these
slides were examined microscopically to calculate
the micronucleus analysis, mitotic index and score
chromosomal aberrations (CAs) then photographed
(500X). Mitotic index calculated as:
MI =a/b x100%,
where a: number of cells entering mitosis and
b: total cell count x 100.
Mitotic index was calculated by means of
scoring approximately 10000 cells per group. For
the frequency of micronucleus, a total of 1.000 cells

<9?:=
<9?:
<9?:
<9?:
<9?:'


% 
00/->90>C<9=38/98=97/1<9A>2:+<+7/>/<=90  
<9A>2:+<+7/>/<=
/<738+>398
#+.3-6/
#+.3-6/
</=2A/312>
:/<-/8>+1/
6/81>277
8?7,/<
1 =//.6381
*100±0.0c
63.5±0.5c
63.2±0.6d
14.2±0.8c
a
a
a
23±2.8
10.3±0.3
12.7±0.5
7.0±0.5a
c
b
c
100±0.0
56.3±1.3
57.3±1.0
13.1±0.3c
b
a
b
77±2.8
11.0±0.5
26.5±0.7
11.4±0.5b

*The difference between values with the same letter in each column is not significant at the level 0.05 (±SD). Group I (control): distilled water, Group II: 0.175 M NaCl alone, Group III: 100 mg L-1 dose of L-tyrosine and Group IV: 100 mg L-1 dose
of L-tyrosine + 0.175 M NaCl.
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&# 
%2/1/<738+>398=3>?+>398=+>>2//8.90=/@/8.+C90  =//.=
(Scale bar = 1 cm).
Group I: distilled water, Group II: 0.175 M NaCl, Group III: 100 mg L-1 dose of L-tyrosine and Group IV: 100 mg L-1 dose
of L-tyrosine + 0.175 M NaCl.
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% 
00/->90>C<9=38/98=97/-C>91/8/>3-:+<+7/>/<=90  
3>9>3-38./B
3-<98?-6/?=0</;?/8-C
2<979=97+6+,/<<+>398



*11.6±1.0c
0.0±0.0a
0.0±0.0a
1.2±0.2a
13.0±1.0c
17.0±0.4d
c
a
10.3±0.7
0.3±0.5
3.7±0.5b
b
b
7.5±0.8
7.0±1.0
11.0±0.7c

*The difference between values with the same letter in each column is not significant at the level 0.05 (±SD). Group I (control): distilled water, Group II: 0.175 M NaCl alone, Group III: 100 mg L-1 dose of L-tyrosine and Group IV: 100 mg L-1 dose
of L-tyrosine + 0.175 M NaCl.

00/->=90>C<9=38/ 98>2/73-<98?-6/?=0</
;?/8-C -2<979=97+6 +,/<<+>398= +8. 73>9>3-
+->3@3>C The mitotic index in root tip meristem
cells of   in 0.175 M NaCl media decreased
89% and showed higher number of chromosomal
abnormalities and micronuclei as compared with
group I seeds (in purified water, control). The mitotic index and micronucleus frequency of group III
seeds germinating in tyrosine only medium remained unchanged compared to group I (control)
samples. This application increased the chromosomal aberrations (Tab. 2). Simultaneous tyrosine+NaCl treatment (group IV) may be successful
in improving reverse effects of salt on the micronucleus frequency, chromosomal aberrations and
mitotic activity. In the same time, simultaneous
tyrosine + NaCl application (group IV) has not
been as successful as alone tyrosine to ameliorating
the harmful effects of salt on these mentioned parameters. Statistically, all values mentioned here are
highly significant. Table 2 summarizes all cytoge-

netic parameters obtained from the control and
other treated seeds.
Figures 2 and 3 show the normal and abnormal mitotic phases observed during microscopic
examination of the root tip meristem cells of 
 . The most frequent aberrations observed in all
applications were micronucleus and binucleolars.
Other abnormalities observed in the cells are as
follows: cells with damaged nucleus, nuclear notch,
ring formation, giant cell, irregular prophase, spindle abnormality, abnormal metaphase, alignment
anaphase, chromosome loss and mitotic bridge in
anaphase, disorganized anaphase. Micronucleus
(Fig. 3a) consists either of small chromatin fragments that occur as a result of all chromosomes or
chromosomal breaks that do not migrate during
anaphase resulting from spindle dysfunction [12].
Unequal distribution of chromosomes can be
caused by the spindle abnormality. The spindle
abnormality was encountered in the   root-tip
cells treated with Tyr (Fig. 3h).
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establishment under these conditions. Especially
since germination determines the degree of crop
establishment in the life cycle of crop plants, it is an
important stage in salted soils. In the case of saline,
uniform and rapid seed germination not only has
the advantage of a higher establishment advantage
and higher drought tolerance but also increases
early seedling establishment [24].
The results from table 1 clearly demonstrate
that as expected, the seedling growth and germination of  seeds inhibited in NaCl medium. It is
possible to see the unfavorable effect of salt in
many ways, for example, changing in the case water of seed may prevent the seed germination thus is
prevent water uptake. It can be explained by the
reduce in water content and the fresh weight of
seedlings in salty condition and by the inability of
the roots to get enough water due to the high osmotic pressure of the condition. Inhibitory effect of
salinity on the radicle number and radicle length
might be due to the reduction of protein synthesis
[20], cell division [21] and nucleic acid.
Conversely, by tyrosine application, inhibitory
effect of salt stress on the seedling growth parameters such as the seedling growth, seed germination,
fresh weight, radicle length and radicle number was
significantly eliminated (Tab. 1). Unfortunately, to
date, there is one extant literatüre data relating to
effects of Tyr on the seedling growth and seed
germination exposed to saline conditions. Mills
[15]. determinated that the least inhibition (less than
50%) of the radicle length was found in   
   L. with 1 μM L-Tyr under 60 mM NaCl.
This tyrosine on the seedling growth and seed germination may be understood by diminish in the
osmotic effects of salt and by the reduction of salt
stress. For example, in 0.175 M salt medium, tyrosine application increased significantly the fresh
weight of the seedlings compared to the control
group (Tab. 1).
It also may be a counter-attack on the ABA,
an increased germination inhibitor, possibly amount
increasing due to the presence of NaCl. Additionally all these, tyrosine might successful be in descending inhibitive effect of NaCl stress on the seed
germination and seedling growth by increasing
nucleic acid and protein synthesis, by raising antioxidant enzyme activities or by providing membranes stabilization of cell [22]. Mitotic index (MI)
is a reliable parameter used to assess the cytotoxicity of various agents [23]. The determination of the
micronucleus frequency (MN) and chromosomal
aberrations (CA), during mitosis in   meristematic cells, consists in an easy method to determine the action mechanisms of several mutagenic
compounds and genotoxic [12, 24, 25]. The genotoxic effects of test chemical is evident from the
increase in the chromosomal aberrations in root
meristems [26].It has been reported by some investigators that high salt concentration causes chromo-

"2C=396913-+6 +8. -C>91/8/>3-+6 /00/->= 90
>C<9=38/?8./<89<7+6-98.3>398=If stress conditions are present in the environment, any plant
growth regulator should be added in the germination process. Exogenously addition of a plant
growth regulator in non-stress conditions stress-free
conditions can cause negative or positive effect on
the seedling growth and seed germination [13, 14].
Conversely, there is only a study about the effects
of Tyr on the seedling growth and seed germination
under normal conditions. It is for this reason that
the effects of Tyr application on the micronucleus
frequency, mitotic activity, seedling growth, chromosomal aberration and seed germination under
normal conditions requested to be tested in the
laboratory study. This study results showed that the
radicle length and radicle number of the seeds germinated in only tyrosine application were partially
reduced compared to those of the control seeds
germinating in distilled water. Additionally, the
germination percentages and fresh weight of the
seeds indicated statistically have the same values as
the control seeds (Tab. 1). Mills [15] determinated
that 1 μM exogenous amino acid L-Tyr application
generally exhibited noticeable increases the hyopcotyl length, severely limited radicle development and did not inhibit the seedling growth of
    L. in normal conditions. Because the
results aren’t consistent with this present research
findings, so Tyr can have different effects on the
seedling growth and seed germination depending on
application method, concentrations and plant species used. 
There is no extant literature data relating to effects of Tyr on the micronucleus frequency, chromosomal aberration and mitotic activity under nonstress conditions until now. For this reason, this
study was examined the first time whether tyrosine
affected these parameters at normal conditions.
The most common abnormalities were binucleolars and micronuclei in the present study. Anaphase bridges (Fig. 3k) are possibly formed by
fusion and breakage of chromatids and chromosomes [16]. Distorted metaphases (Fig. 3ı) may be
caused by the disturbance of the spindle apparatus
which allows that the chromosomes to spread irregularly on the cell [17]. Singh [18] reported that ring
chromosomes (Fig. 3e) could occur as a result of
spontaneous breakage of chromosomal ends and
subsequent joining of the raw ends of the chromosomes.
"2C=396913-+6 +8. -C>91/8/>3-+6 /00/->= 90
>C<9=38/ ?8./< =+638/ -98.3>398= Seeds must be
germinated to produce satisfactorily under saline
conditions, seedlings vigorously must pass through
the salted layer of the soil and must be survive [19].
Strong seedling growth is very important for crops
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somal abnormalities and total mitotic activity inhibition in root tip cells [27]. With this study reindicate that salt negatively affects the chromosome
behaviors and the mitotic activity in   root tip
meristematic cells. These data bring into the open
that exposure to 0.175 M salt revealed significant
inhibition of the mitotic index and as well as induction of the chromosomal aberrations and micronucleus. For example, the micronucleus frequency and
CAs in the root tip meristems of the seeds germinated in distilled water were 0.0% and 0.0%, respectively while they were 13.0% and 17.0% in
mentioned above salt. Statistically, both only Tyr
application and simultaneous Tyr+NaCl application
could be succeeded by descending the osmotic
effect of salt on MI, CAs and MN. The cause of
these micronuclei and high abnormalities may be
due to 0.175 M salinity. The frequency of micronucleus and chromosomal aberration in root tip meristems of seeds germinating at Tyr alone were less
than those which were application under 0.175 M
NaCl (Tab. 2). These results showed that amino
acid tyrosine had a role in repairing against salt
injuries during  mitosis.
Chromosome aberration is a change in chromosomal material or exchange in the structure of
the chromosome resulting from breakage. Chromosome aberration analysis not only allow estimation
of genotoxic effects of chemicals in cells, but also
enabled evaluation of their aneugenic and clastogenic actions [12]. Although giant cells (Fig. 3f) are
formed due incomplete cytoplasmic division, they
grow in size and undergo nuclear division and DNA
replication before they die [28]. Disorganized anaphases (Fig. 3l) might be due to spindle apparatus
disturbance which allows that the chromosomes to
spread irregularly over the cell [17]. Shortly, tyrosine may be function as a stimulator protein synthesis preventing slowing down the mitotic cycle and
required for the normal cell division.
There are no literature data relate to the effects
of Tyr treatment on salt conditions on cytogenetical
and physiological parameters studied in this work.
Therefore, this work results have reported for the
first time, especially in salt conditions. As a result,
this work showed that Tyr significantly can improve the activations like the seedling growth and
seed germination the alone or in salt conditions.
The mechanisms by which salinity prevents growth
are controversial and complex, they might vary
according on cultivar and species. Up till now, an
universal mechanism has not been established.
Even if the saltness causes are defined, our understanding of the mechanisms by which salted prevents plant growth is still rather poor. For this reason, more studies should be carried out in order to
gain more knowledge about effect of Tyr on molecular metabolism of cell division, cell cycle and
germination. This work may serve to provide new

conceptual tools for designing hypotheses of salt
tolerance in plants.
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been designed, manufactured and analyzed by drying tomato. The developed dryer has been used to
dry the tomatoes at the different conditions. The
necessary electricity and heat energy was provided
by solar energy completely [9]. A solar assisted
drying system was designed and the apples were
dried. Dry base moisture content (MCd), separable
humidity (MR), drying rate (DR) and convective
heat transfer coefficient (hc) values were calculated
from the drying test data. The drying performance
of the apple drying process in the solar powered
drying system was compared with the drying under
the sun in the open air. It is concluded that the dried
apples are more advantageous than sun drying under normal conditions [10]. Red pepper, mint and
parsley dried in the hybrid type drying system have
a cleaner and more natural appearance and dry
faster when compared with the products dried under
the sun in outdoor conditions [11]. In another study,
experiments were performed on various types of air
solar collectors [12]. They were analysed influence
of airflow velocity on kinetics of convection apple
drying [13]. Turkey, in terms of the amount of
tomato production, is taken placed in third place in
the world [14]. The applications of solar energy
under the control of solar energy can be performed
using different types of sun-dried dryers and also
are developed for this purpose [15]. A good setting
of the drying air temperature is necessary for a good
drying performance [16]. The method by which the
drying air is heated by solar energy which is based
on the principle that air is heated by passing it
through a suitable solar collector and is conveyed
by natural convection or forced convection on the
product [17, 18]. The product is severely exposed to
direct sunlight, leading to loss of quality qualities
such as vitamins and color [19]. With controlled
drying, the product is protected from adverse environmental conditions [20]. In this study, a solar
powered forced convection dryer designed to allow
drying in a small capacity and enclosed environment was designed and performance was tested in
tomato dry. It takes a long time to dry the tomatoes
outdoors. Products that are dried outdoors are affected by environmental pollutants and can significantly reduce their nutritional value. For this reason, solar dryers are preferred to shorten the drying
time of the product, obtain the product with the

This study tomato (Lycopersicum esculentum
L.) samples were pretreated and dried in a solar
powered shelf type dryer and simultaneous outdoor
drying. The drying test was conducted after setting
the drying air speed at 1,25 m/s at the drying chamber entrance and the tomatoes were sliced into
equal pieces. The drying process continued until the
total tomato weight in the drying chamber reduced
to 20 % of the initial weight (5 kg). Both the solar
collector efficiency (ηc = 49%) and the system
drying efficiency (ηd =26%) were calculated using
the heat transfer equaitons. Total of 1,5 kg tomato
was sun dried in an open environment. The weight
of the sun dried tomatoes were reduced to the 15 %
of their initial weight in 36 hours whereas it took 45
hours for the tomatoes in the drying chamber to
reduce 20 % of the initial weight. In this study,
dried products were compared in terms of drying
time, percent weight loss and product quality. The
hue angle and chroma values of these samples were
found to be 54,69° and 21,92 respectively. Compared with fresh samples, the chroma value is decreased by about 46,45%.
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Drying is one of the oldest and most widely
applied method, which is one of the methods used
for long-term storage of agricultural products without deterioration and quality [1]. In many countries,
the drying product processing is inadequate, fresh
products are disrupted and large amounts of economic loss emerges [2]. In order to prevent this,
drying is the most appropriate process for increasing the durability life of the products [3, 4]. Experimental drying behaviors of banana, pear and apricot were investigated [5, 6, 7]. With the drying
process applied in Red pepper, the amount of moisture in the pepper is reduced to 10-12% from 7590% [8]. A solar energy dryer capacity of 10 kg has
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of 9 cm. The collector inlet is equipped with a centrifugal fan operating at 220 VAC. At the inlet of
the fan there is a lid that allows adjustment of the
amount of air that is pushed into the collector. The
second part of the dryer forms the drying chamber.
The drying chamber is made of 0,5 mm thick stainless steel. The edges of the drying chamber are
insulated with a 2,5 cm thick strand. There is a
cover on the rear surface of the drying chamber to
allow loading and unloading. Just above the lid
there is a ventilation gap that can be adjusted. 5
shelves of 87 cm x 68 cm dimensions made of
stainless steel sieve with 0,60 cm pore spacing
placed in the drying chamber at intervals of 11 cm
were placed. The distance from the bottom shelf to
the drying base is 12,5 cm. The collector and drying
chamber are connected to each other by a flexible
pipe 20 cm in diameter. In the experiments, suitable
tomatoes (Lycopersicum esculentum L.) grown in a
garden of a producer in Nigde were used. Drying
experiments were carried out in a dryer with solar
energies in Nigde conditions. It has been noted that
the product dimensions are homogeneous. Tomato
samples were homogenously placed to properly
utilize the air flow from the shelves. Sliced
tomatoes were placed in a drying chamber, with
each shelf 1000 gr placed in a single row on top of
the shelves (total 5 of shelves), with the internal
surface of the tomatoes facing upwards. As a result
of the calculations made in view of Nigde's latitude
and declination grades before drying, the angle
made with the horizon for August made by the
collector was set to 39° and the angle made with the
south direction was set to 13°. The tomatoes prepared to be dried were placed on the shelves in the
dryer at 0800 hours on 18.08.2017. The drying process was continued for about 45 hours from
19.08.2017 until 1800. Drying time in daylight is
(9+9)18 hours in total drying time. Tomato samples
were taken for a total of 45 hours of drying
(including night time). Extractable color and moisture measurements have been determined on fresh
tomatoes and dried tomato samples.

desired moisture content and ensure that the products are cleaner and better quality. In this study;
Nigde province in terms of total yearly number of
sunny days and solar radiation intensity constitutes
Turkey's richest province. In this study, a solar
powered forced convection dryer designed to allow
drying in a small capacity and enclosed environment was designed and performance was tested in
tomato dryer.
%#$% $
In trials, grown in the garden of a manufacturer in the province of Nigde suitable type (Lycopersicum esculentum L.) Hercules F1 (SF / 03) variety
tomatoes were used. All samples used in drying
experiments were obtained from the same production area. In this study, a solar-powered dryer prototype with forced convection was used for vegetablefruit drying in Nigde province and various drying
experiments were carried out in the prototype. The
first part of the solar-powered dryer is the air heater
collector. The air heater collector section is manufactured in dimensions of 190 cm x 90 cm x 11 cm
(Figure 1). The collector base is made of two sheets
of 0,30 mm with glass wool of 6 cm thickness between them. A copper absorber plate with dimensions of 183 cm x 87 cm painted with matte sulphate over a thickness of 0,30 mm at a distance of 4
cm from the base of the collector was placed in the
collector. The absorber forms the upper surface of a
tempered glass collector measuring 3 cm above the
plate, 4 mm thick and measuring 190 cm x 90 cm.
The collector side edges are made of galvanized
sheet with a height of 0,33 mm and a height of 11
cm. The collector uses two hoods made of galvanized sheet with a thickness of 0,7 cm which reduces both the inlet and outlet to a diameter of 20 cm.
The collector was placed on a roof made of square
profiles with a length of 195 cm and a width of 95
cm and dimensions of 4 cm x 4 cm. The collector
roof can be moved on four wheels with a diameter
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Q a =  .  .ΔΤ (1)

The drying process was started after placing
the tomatoes in the drying chamber and after the
laying process. Outdoor air temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed, light intensity and radiation
values, collector outlet and drying chamber outlet
air temperature and proportional moisture were
measured. Drying is continued until the tomato
mass of each shelf is reduced by about 1/5. (T0) and
relative humidity (RH0), the air temperature (Ti)
and relative humidity (RHi) that come from the
collector and enter the drying chamber, the temperature of the air leaving the drying chamber (T0), and
the temperature RH0). Temperature and humidity
measurements were performed with a HygroThermometer sensor (Extech Instruments - Model
LYK BGM1361). Light intensity values were
measured with a lux meter (Delta-Ohm Luxmeter,
Model DO9847). The air temperature entering the
drying chamber was measured with an anemometer
(Extech Instruments - Model AN340) in a 20 cm
pipe between the collector and the drying chamber.
Sun radiation (W / m2) and light intensity (lux)
simultaneously with the instant solar radiation intensity and lux meter with a Pyranometer (Model
SP Lite2 Silicon pyranometer) sensor on
18.08.2017. A linear correlation was found between
light intensity and instant radiation intensity obtained with these measurements. The measurements
made during drying and the calculated values are
given in Table 1. The collector efficiency and drying efficiency of the system are calculated using the
following equations.


The amount of air entering the collector was
calculated as the air velocity v = 1,25 m / s and the
air density ρ = 1.057 kg / m3, ma = 0.0415 kg / s in
the 20 cm diameter pipe between the collector and
the drying chamber

Q c = *   

ηc = 


(2)
(3)

The total amount of solar energy coming to
the collector surface with a total of 18 hours of
sunshine in two days is Qc = 86,87 MJ and the total
energy transferred to the drying air through the
collector is Qa = 42,55 MJ. During this time, the
amount of water removed from the 5 kg dormant
was mW = 3,4 kg and the amount of energy consumed for this was mW * L = 7,67 MJ. The total
amount of energy transferred to the drying chamber
from the collector in two days was Qd = 26 MJ.

ηd =

 .
 + 

(4)

A fan was used in the dryer at 50W power.
The fan was operated between 0800 and 1800 hours 9
hours a day. The total energy consumed in the two
days during the fan operation is Pf = 2 * 50 * 9 =
900 W = 3,24 MJ. When these values are substituted in equations, the collector mean ηc = 49% and
the dryer yield ηd = 26%.
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8.00-9.00
26,3 31,3 33,9 21,5 29,4 36,4 482,2
573,2
819,7
9.00-10.00
27,5 31,1 35,6 15,2 28,1 33,2 603,7
782,6 1026,3
10.00-11.00
27,9 27,8 42,1 13,4 32,1 29,7 789,4
838,4 1342,0
11.00-12.00
28,3 24,5 45,5 8,7 33,0 26,8 945,7
933,9 1607,7
12.00-13.00
28,9 21,3 47,0 7,1 34,7 24,2 1071,5
958,3 1821,6
13.00-14.00
29,3 18,2 48,5 3,3 35,9 23,3 1112,4
891,6 1891,1
14.00-15.00
29,8 17,8 46,8 3,9 36,8 21,5 1042,8
801,3 1772,8
15.00-16.00
29,5 15,1 45,5 3,2 35,2 18,4 895,6
569,7 1522,5
16.00-17.00
28,7 15,9 38,8 6,9 34,3 16,3 644,3
341,2 1095,3
17.00-18.00
27,4 20,1 31,7 14,3 29,6 23,7 263,4
97,8
447,8
  
8.00-9.00
25,7 27,6 32,6 13,9 29,0 22,4 462,3
589,6
785,9
9.00-10.00
26,2 26,3 36,7 8,7 30,1 17,3 651,7
766,5 1107,9
10.00-11.00
27,1 23,7 45,2 4,7 34,3 15,1 796,4
889,5 1353,9
11.00-12.00
27,9 20,6 46,9 3,4 35,3 9,3
966,7
922,4 1643,4
12.00-13.00
28,4 18,7 47,8 2,1 36,1
7
1063,2
945,4 1807,4
13.00-14.00
28,7 16,5 48,9 1,3 36,6 6,3 1089,1
874,2 1851,5
14.00-15.00
29,3 14,3 49,3 0,9 37,1 5,2 1038,6
751,7 1765,6
15.00-16.00
29 11,1 45,2 1,9 36,5 6,3
882,6
512,4 1500,4
16.00-17.00
28,2 15,9 40,4 3,5 35,6 9,1
627,1
332,8 1066,1
17.00-18.00
27 17,2 33,0 6,4 30,7 10,4 251,2
91,4
427,0
'#
28,1 20,8 42,1 7,2 33,5 18,1 784,0
673,2 1332,8


"*
(W)

"-
(W)

320,4
341,5
598,7
725,2
763,2
809,5
716,8
674,6
425,9
181,3

189,7
316,2
421,6
527,1
518,6
531,3
421,6
434,3
189,7
88,5

290,9
442,7
763,2
801,1
818,0
851,7
843,3
683,1
514,4
253,0
590,9

151,8
278,3
459,6
489,1
493,3
518,6
514,4
366,8
202,4
97,0
360,5

axis takes positive value, the measured color is
yellow, and when it has negative value, it is blue. In
Figure 2, α shows the metric color hue (hue), which
is calculated from the following equation based on
a * and b * values:

The experiments were carried out using three
replicates and randomized plot design. Percentage
change data were used as a dependent variable in
the analysis of variance to determine the effects of
drying conditions on drying of products. Analysis
of variance was made with the help of SPSS 17.0
statistical program. The data processing and graph
drawing were utilized in Microsoft Excel program.
Minolta Spectrometer Minolta CR-100 was used to
make color measurements of fresh and dried products. In order to determine the color changes of
fresh products and dry products, color measurements were made on 20 fresh products used in each
experiment and 3 repeated ones on dried products.
The arithmetic mean of the obtained values was
taken and evaluated by SPSS 17.0 statistical program. The measurements were made in the L * a *
b * mode at C position of the device. The L * a * b
* color scale developed by CIE in 1976 was used
for the evaluation. During color measurements,
product color change was also observed and recorded. Figure 2 gives a schematic view of the L * a * b
* color space [21].
In Figure 2, the vertical L * axis brightness
value from black to white varies from 0 to 100
according to the measured color. When the a * axis
value on the color space has a positive value, the
measured color is red and when it has a negative
value, it is green. In the same way, when the b *

α = arctan

∗
∗

(5)

C * is a dimensionless value that specifies the
metric chroma and can range from 0 to 60. The
metric color chroma is calculated from the following equation based on a * and b * values:

 ∗ =  ∗2 +  ∗2

(6)



#$&%$$&$$ 
This experiment was started on 18.08.2017 by
loading the dryer room at 0800 in the morning and
the total product weight was dried by 20% of the
initial weight to remove moisture from the product.
The drying process was ended on 19.08.2017 at
1900 in the evening. During the drying period the
total time the fan has been operating has been 17
hours and 50 minutes. The total time until tomatoes
decreased to 20% of their initial weight was 46
hours and 20 minutes (Table 1).
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was found on the 1st rack-dried samples. In Fig. 5,
the weight changes in both the drying chamber and
in the outdoor air are seen to depend on the time.
The maximum solar radiation coming to the surface
of the collector at 1400 o'clock has occurred because
the maximum solar radiation parallel to the placement of the collector at an angle of 13° to the south
direction is realized at 1200 o'clock. The placement
of the collector with 39o on the ground provides that
the maximum solar radiation is 1112 W / m2.
During drying, as seen in Figure 5, the weight
loss in the rack is not equal to all the racks. Because
of the side blowing of the drying air on the shelves.
The entrance of the drying air speed to the drying
chamber with 1.25 m / s and the inlet to the drying
chamber, the four orientation plates in the entrance
hood provides air blowing on each shelf. However,
due to the fact that the inlet channel is round, more
air is thought to be transmitted on the 4th and 5th
shelves.

Outside temperatures () measured during the
daytime, outlet temperatures of the collector ( ),
outlet drying room () and parallel to the ground
(Iy) and the collector () the variation of the parallel
solar radiation intensity with time are shown in
Figure 3. The values of drying air and outdoor air
humidity () inlet ( )/outlet () the drying
chamber are shown in Figure 4.
Table 2 gives values of a / b, chroma (C) and
hue angle (H) calculated from measured L *, a *, b
* values. The a / b, chroma and hue angle values of
fresh samples were calculated as 0,73, 40,93 and
53,91, respectively. The lowest a / b ratio was obtained on the first raft. The lowest hue angle and
chroma value were found in samples dried at 4
rafts. It was found that the values of a / b and hue
angle of the samples dried at 3 rd were closest to
fresh samples. It had a significant effect on the
chroma value of the dryer and reduced the chroma
values by about 46,45%. The highest chroma value
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L*
a*
b*
a*/b*
C*
H°
9.:1
45,14
24,11
33,07
0,73
40,93
53,91
$<692.-
28,95
12,24
15,79
0,78
19,98
52,22
1
28,44
12,67
17,89
0,71
21,92
54,69
2
27,12
11,14
14,92
0,75
18,62
53,25
3
25,84
9,56
13,23
0,72
16,32
54,15
4
26,15
9,01
11,12
0,81
14,31
50,98
5
25,11
9,15
12,11
0,76
15,18
52,93

&# 
1*60.26<62;;75*;7>.201;:-92.-76;1.:1.4=.:26:2-.;1.-9?.9*6-<6-.9;1.:<626;25.
superiority over drying in terms of drying time and
quality. The temperature difference, especially
during the daytime hours, increased the drying
speed in the early periods of drying. This is very
important for the protection of product quality. The
hue angle and chroma values of these samples are
found as 54,69° and 21,92. The chroma value of
fresh samples decreased by about 46.45%. When
the dried tomatoes are examined in terms of color,
the color change with the prolongation of the drying
time is further increased. Because the tomato samples on the top shelf have been drying for a longer
period of time, they have been exposed to oxygen
in the air and are more exposed to oxidation reactions causing color changes. In addition, an additional heater or heat storage unit may be installed in
the lower part of the drying chamber where the
shelves are located so that drying can continue in
the night period and/or during non-sunlight days.
The outdoor drying is almost free as far as instrumentation is concerned. But, in the dryer-dried
tomatoes are cleaner and better-dried than those that
are dried outdoors, unaffected by adverse environmental conditions (rain, dust, etc.).Solar powered
shelf dryer designed for tomato drying can also be
successfully used in other products during the drying season.

It can be understood from figure 4, the low
drying moisture required for the average weight to
drop to 20% allows the dryer to continue at night.
For these reasons, the extractable color values of
the tomatoes that are dried outdoors are lower than
the color values in the dried tomatoes and the product has a darker color after drying. Dried tomatoes
outdoors in rainy weather, the drying time becomes
longer, the product quality is reduced and the product is perishable. Birds and insects eat the product;
dust, soil, insect residues are liable to contaminate
the product. The quality of the tomatoes dried in the
dryer is better and no decay has been observed.
 &$ $
A forced convection drier developed to dry
fruits/ vegetables has been tested to dry tomatoes.
The dryer consists of solar energy air heater collectors and drying chamber sections. Utilizing the heat
transfer equations, the air heater collector efficiency
(ηc) was found to be 49% and the drying efficiency
of the system (ηd) 26%. Dried and dried products
were compared in terms of drying time and color in
order to compare drying times and dried tomato
quality. Solar powered shelf-type drier provides
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α : (Hue)The metric color tone
C* : The metric color chroma
Ta : Air temperature in collector inlet (Co)
Ti : Air temperature at the collector outlet (Co)
To: Air temperature at the exit of the drying
chamber (Co)
RHa : The relative humidity of the air in the
collector inlet (%)
RHi : At the outlet of the collector the relative
humidity of the air (%)
RHo : The relative humidity of the air at the
exit of the drying chamber (%)
Ic : Immediate solar radiation intensity parallel
to the collector (W/m2)
Iy : Solar radiation density coming to the surface of the earth (W/m2)
Qc : The total amount of instant solar energy
coming to the collector surface(W)
Qa :The amount of energy transferred from the
collector to the drying air (W)
Qd : The amount of energy transferred to the
drying chamber (W)
ηc : Collector efficiency (%)
ηd : System drying efficiency (%)
ma: The bulk of the air (kg/s)
mw: Amount of water evaporated from
prod.(kg)
P f : The amount of energy the fan consume
Cp : Specific heat of air
ρ : Density of air
v : Air speed
ΔT : Temperature difference (Co)
Ac : Collector surface area
L : Water evaporation latent heat
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might not adequately support the perceptual development of the children.
Children visualize their perceptions about the
environment in their minds based on their senses
and with each new sensation, they alter and recreate
these visualizations in their minds [1]. During this
process, the child completes the missing sensations
in his / her mind [2]. Experiences that are acquired
through perception during the initial years of life
play an important role in shaping the behavior and
attitudes that would last a lifetime [3]. Thus, perception of the environment by children during primary education is very important [4]. Because, the
child’s environment and the child are inseparable.
However, since individuals use the environment for
their own interests without considering the balance
of nature, this leads to unresolved environmental
problems [5]. The increasing population in the 20
century, industrialization and consumption of natural resources led to global environmental problems
[6].
Environmental awareness aims individuals to
empathize with the environment. The main purpose
of environmental awareness is the integration of the
individual with the environment and acquisition of
an awareness about environmental problems [7, 8,
9]. In order to provide a permanent solution to
environmental problems, the foundations of this
awareness should be laid during childhood [10].
Children begin to recognize their environment
through tactile, auditory and visual senses and develop their learning about the environment by observation, questioning, asking and utilizing their
skills over time. Nature conservation and environmental awareness is acquired during childhood.
Therefore, the nature and natural processes and
conservation of the nature should be emphasized by
landscape architects in design and planning of the
urban spaces that the children would frequently use
by. Children should acquire environmental awareness through the presence of natural elements and
integrating with the nature in spaces that they utilize during childhood. The present study aimed to
scrutinize the perceptions of children on environmental problems, to determine their ideas about
these problems, thus to help develop spaces and
settings that are suitable for the children.

The study aimed to investigate the perceptions
of children on environmental problems, to determine their views on environmental problems and
help create urban spaces and an environment suitable for children. The perceptions of 2nd and 3rd
grade students (n = 126) on environment and environmental problems were scrutinized using their
drawings. The analysis of children's drawings was
conducted by examining which environmental
elements and existing environmental problems.
Findings demonstrated that the children perceived 9
different environmental problems, especially pollution, and they were aware of the negative effects of
these problems on them. Furthermore, it was determined that children dreamed 18 different elements about living in an environment which is free
from environmental problems and include natural
elements. and artificial elements. In conclusion, it
was aimed to make such environment available for
the children, who are the future adults, and to contribute to the positive changes in our environment
in the future.

)(!#$
Children, Perception, Environment, Environmental Problems

 %#!&%! 

According to developmental psychology, the
childhood includes developmental processes and
resulting different requirements that are different
from other ages, and the individual acquires basic
achievements in this period. Therefore, the developmental characteristics and requirements of this
period should be taken into consideration when
designing physical spaces for the children in this
age group. Especially the visual perception of the
children in this age should be used as a guiding
force in the design of children environments. In
such an approach, user-oriented space planning and
design should be utilized. Today, however, children
living spaces and environments designed by adults
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124-.6>2:765.6<;Children should be able
to understand the events that occur in their environment, be aware of environmental problems, and
be raised as environment-friendly individuals. In
order to train children as environment-friendly
individuals, it is necessary to initially understand
and recognize the children. Although there are
limited studies that aimed to understand and recognize children, the attitudes of children towards the
environment have been investigated using different
methods.
Several previous studies researched children's
ideas about environmental problems [11-17]. According to Uzun and Sağlam (2007), environmental
awareness of the students depended on their education, the awareness of their teachers and parents
[18]. Littledyke (2004), however, revealed that
young students did not fully understand the meaning of the concept of environment. In other words,
age is an important variable in perceiving the concept of environment, thus the present study aimed
to investigate the primary education period [19].
Shepardson (2005) reported that students perceived the environment where they meet their needs
and communicate with others [20]. The study findings demonstrated that students could define the
environments that include elements such as forests,
streams, animals, etc., where they meet their vital
needs (water, nutrition). Similarly; Paraskevopoulos
et al. (1998) stated that students' perceptions of
environmental concepts and environmental problems were related to their experiences [21]. According to the findings of a study by Taşkın and Şahin
(2008), environmental perceptions of children with
different socio-economic levels and living in different environments were also different [15]. Yardımcı
and Kılıç (2010) found that students perceived the
concept of environment as a space that included
animate and inanimate elements and perceived
plants and animals the most [16]. Sadık et al.
(2011) also demonstrated that children drawn various environmental problems (deforestation, air and
behavior pollution, etc.) in a study conducted with
primary school students [17]. The research included
several independent variables such as different age
groups, different economic groups, and different
cultures. Loughland et al. (2002, 2003) found that
students perceived the concept of environment
based on the following variables: 1) place, 2) includes living being, 3) includes living beings and
people, 4) for people, 5) people are part of the environment and they are responsible to the environment and 6) environment and humans are interrelated and they affect one another [22].
In order to create more effective and interesting environments for children, a perspective that
reflects their perceptions on the environment and
their diverse behavior is required [23]. Studies that
investigated the environmental attitudes of children
are important guides for the environmental and

spatial designs for children. It should, therefore, be
important to understand how children perceive and
recognize the environment and environmental issues using open-ended approaches. Because, recognition of the events by an individual underlies her
or his attitudes, awareness and knowledge. When
the aim is an effective and permanent environment
education, it is necessary to raise the child’s awareness about the immediate environment and the
changes in that environment. Selecting themes
related to the environment and instruction of these
themes supported with research, investigation and
experiments on the one hand and painting, puzzles,
pictures, games, etc. on the other would focus the
child's interest on the environment [24]. The present study aimed to determine the perceptions of the
children about the environment and environmental
problems using the drawings drawn by the children.
One of the arts that the children are introduced
to is painting. Children immediately start to scribble
using pencils or similar tools that they can lay their
hands on. And these scribbles change, improve and
become original and reach a level that would be the
object of envy for most adults. Children play this
fun game without any orientation by others, lovingly and willingly. When children paint, it is easy to
observe that their self-confidence and excitement
drive them, similar to playing. In this process, they
escape to their own world and transfer their own
childish values to their paintings [25]. Thus, painting method was preferred in the present study.
Children's paintings reflect several attributes of the
children both through the differences they experience when painting and the content in these paintings. Therefore, painting is a natural reflection of
emotional and intellectual experiences of the child
expressed in an original and simple manner. Certain
lines, symbols and signs that children achieve via
perception are significant in the activity process and
could be considered as important elements that
directly, simply and purely reflect their world.


%#$ %!$

%1.#.;.*:,17-.4The present is a qualitative study that investigated the ways that 8-10
years old primary school children perceived the
environment and environmental problems using the
pictures they draw. Asking children to draw pictures and analyzing these drawings is an effective
method to identify their perceptions and to discover
their inner world [26, 27]. During the drawing process, the child's thoughts are synthesized, and these
synthesized thoughts are expressed using colors,
shapes and lines [28]. Children combine daily observations with their own observations and reflect
the ways that they perceive the world. Drawing is
also an enjoyable activity and expression technique
for children [29, 30]. According to Isbel and Shirley
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and 51 male students. The concrete operational
stage between the ages of 6 and 11 starts with the
child's attendance to the school. In this period, the
child is aware of the fact that she or he is an individual and exists within a social environment. The
child is in contact with her/his close environment,
friends, and everyone at the school [42, 43, 44]. In
this period, the direct relationship between the child
and her/his environment facilitates the mental development of the child. Thus, the study was conducted with 8-10 years old children at the mean of
this period.

(2003), drawing is a more effective, simple and
sincere language of expression when compared to
some previously learned words and statements for
children [31]. Children may not like responding to
survey forms or interview questions, however they
draw easily and voluntarily [32]. The drawings are
also an alternative method for children who cannot
express themselves verbally [33, 34]. Children do
not express only the visual perceptions about the
external world when drawing, but also their inner
world by expressing their ideas and feelings, imagination, desires, happiness and fears. Thus, drawing
is a part of children’s daily life [35] and can be an
effective way to understand the emotions and perceptions of children [17, 36, 37]. In the present
study, children drawings were used to concretize
and focus on the ideas of children. It is very important to emphasize different ideas of the children
instead of standardizing them [38]. The success of
child studies that investigate the nominative rather
than representing the whole depends on the ability
to establish a productive communication with the
children, which could be possible using drawings
[39].
Thus, the aim of the present study was to investigate the perceptions of 2nd and 3rd grade children about the environment and environmental
problems using the pictures they drawn. While the
students were drawing the researchers remained in
the classroom and have not made any referral. It
was considered that investigating the perceptions of
children about the environment and environmental
problems is important to acquire significant
knowledge for landscaping designs and children's
environment. The analysis of children's drawings
included;
•which environmental elements that the children drawn in their imagination, and
•which environmental problems that were
present in their actual environment were drawn by
the children.

*<*744.,<276The data were collected during the 2017-2018 academic year fall semester. The
data were collected in two stages. Each child was
provided with a drawing set and A4 drawing paper
and the children were asked to draw about their
ideal environment on the first day and to draw
about the problems in their environment on the
second day. The most significant problem that is
encountered during the analysis of the drawings is
the interpretation of the drawing by the researcher.
In order to solve this problem, students were asked
to write what they wanted to communicate on the
back of the drawings. While the students were
drawing, the classroom teacher and the researchers
remained in the classroom.
*<* 6*4A;2; The drawings were analyzed
by the researchers. Each environmental element and
environmental problem included in the drawings
were listed and these were categorized in two
groups by determining the counts of these elements.
These categories were divided into two groups that
represented the elements in the imagined (ideal)
environment and existing environmental problems.
The elements that were included in each category
were assessed by researchers and converted into
numerical data and presented with frequency tables.
Primarily, the environmental elements and
problems in each picture drawn by children were
noted. Then, the environmental elements and problems in these notes were divided into categories and
the numerical data were analyzed. Types of environmental problems such as air pollution, water
pollution etc. were also controlled by observing the
children’s narratives. Then, each drawing was considered based on the elements and problems that
were depicted in the drawing and the notes written
by the children. And the types of the elements included in the ideal environment and environmental
problems were also classified and analyzed by
converting these data into statistical data.





%1. $<=-A :7=8 A total of 126 8-10 years
old children to all available students in the classes
where we can get permission from their teachers
attending the 2nd and 3rd grades in two primary
schools (Dumlupınar Primary School, Trabzon Ata
College) during the 2017-2018 academic year in
Trabzon province in Turkey participated in the
study. For studies that require a certain sample size,
Krejcie and Morgan (1970) [40] suggested a table
that could be used to determine the right sample
size for a given population. Based on the table, for a
population of 100,000, a sample size of 382 people
is sufficient. Furthermore, Roscoe (1975) [41] indicated that the ideal sample size should be between
30 and 500. There were 18,835 students attending
primary schools in Trabzon province. Thus, the
sample size of 126 students was considered adequate. Participating children included 75 female
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6>2:765.6<*44.5.6<;#./4.,<.-26<1.:*?260;7/124-:.6  
Drawing Category

Natural elements in children’s drawings

Artificial elements in children’s drawings

Sea-river-lake
Grass
Tree-Plant
Animals
Sun-clouds-stars
Rainbow
Swing
Slide
House
Tent
Helium Balloon
Roads
Stairs
Teeter-totter
Benches
Ship
Car
Traffic lights

%7<*4

Frequency
64
72
83
31
67
29
37
45
52
28
23
51
29
40
15
30
28
12
 

%
50,7
57,1
65,8
24,6
53,1
23,0
29,3
35,7
41,2
27,2
18,2
40,4
23,0
31,7
11,9
23,8
22,2
9,5


%47,1

%52,9



&# 
@*584.;7/124-:.6C;:*?260;765*026*:A6>2:765.6<


#$&%$

%1. -.*42B.- 6>2:765.6< 26 124-:.6C;
:*?260;The analyses demonstrated that children
included several elements from their imagined
environment in their drawings. These elements
were categorized under 18 themes (imaginary environment). The elements of the imagined environ-

ment were divided into two categories: artificial
and natural elements. Children mostly preferred
vivid colors such as green, yellow, blue, and red in
their drawings about the imaginary environment.
The frequencies and percentages of the elements about the imaginary environment reflected in
children's drawings are presented in Table 1. The
examples for the children’s drawings about the
imaginary environment are presented in Figure 1.
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&# 
%1.8.:,.6<*0.*6-/:.9=.6,A-2;<:2+=<2767/7<1.:*:<2/2,2*4.4.5.6<;*+7=<<1.25*026*:A.6>2:765.6<
-.82,<.-26,124-:.6C;-:*?260;

26-260; 76 <1. 6*<=:*4 .4.5.6<; 26 ,124
-:.6C; -:*?260; Review of the drawings demonstrated that 47.1% of the depicted items included
natural elements and it was determined that the
children drawn 6 different natural elements (seariver-lake, grass, trees-plants, animals, sun-cloudsstars, rainbow). Among these elements, it was observed that they mostly drawn trees and plants
(65.8%), and it was suggested that this was due to
the fact that they perceived these elements as natural. Children included the following descriptions in
their drawings:
“There are trees and flowers, everything is
green and natural, it is a beautiful environment”
“We play in the nature among the trees”
“I am surrounded by colorful flowers”
“I am in the nature, among the flowers”
“I imagine colorful trees”

“I am between the rainbow and the trees”
“I pick the fruits from the trees.”
The comments mentioned above demonstrated
that children mostly desired an environment defined
by nature, plants and trees.
The remaining natural items included grass
(57.1%), sun-clouds-stars (53.1%), sea-river-lake
(50.7%), animals (24.6%), and rainbow (23.0%).
The percentage and frequency distribution of the
natural elements depicted in the drawings are presented in Figure 2.
26-260; 76 <1. 6*<=:*4 .4.5.6<; 26 ,124
-:.6C; -:*?260; Review of the drawings demonstrated that 52.9% of the depicted items included
artificial elements and it was determined that the
children drawn 12 different artificial elements
(swing, slide, house, tent, helium balloon, roads,
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stairs, teeter totter, benches, ship, car, traffic lights).
Among these elements, it was observed that they
mostly drawn houses (41.2%) and roads (40.4%),
and it was suggested that this was due to the fact
that these were the elements they frequently observed in their environment. Children included the
following descriptions in their drawings:
“A colorful house”
“The roads are beautiful, colorful and full of
flowers”
“Our home on the road surrounded by colorful
flowers”
“My house so big”
“I imagine an ornamented candy house”
“I am sliding through the slide in front of my
house”
“We have a garden with a swing and a beautiful house.”
The comments mentioned above demonstrated
that children mostly desired an environment defined
by nature, plants and trees.
The percentage and frequency distribution of
the other artificial elements depicted in the drawings are presented in Figure 3.

children included several subjects related to environmental problems in their drawings. Table 2
depicts the frequency and percentages of environmental problems reflected in children's drawings.
Figure 4 presents examples of children’s drawings
on environmental issues.
Review of the drawings demonstrated that
58.7% of the depicted problems included air pollution and it was determined that the children drawn 9
different environmental problems in their drawings
(air pollution, water pollution, urbanization, traffic,
deforestation, factories-industry, aggravation of
living beings, garbage and waste, war). Children
mostly preferred grey, brown and black in their
drawings about environmental problems. Children
included the following descriptions in their drawings:
“The factories discharge polluted water to the
seas and lakes”
“Humans, plants and animals can get sick and
die due to air pollution”
“Humans should not harm the environment.
They should install protective equipment in the
factories”
“They throw garbage and bottles to the seas
and we cannot swim and the fish are poisoned”

6>2:765.6<*4":7+4.5;#./4.,<.-26124
-:.6C; :*?260; The analyzes demonstrated that

&# 
@*584.;7/124-:.6C;:*?260;766>2:765.6<*4":7+4.5;
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6>2:765.6<*4":7+4.5;#./4.,<.-26<1.:*?260;7/124-:.6  
Drawing Category
Frequency
%
Air pollution
74
58,7
Water Pollution
42
33,3
Urbanization
53
42
Environmental
Traffic
31
24,6
problems
Deforestation
27
21,4
reflected in
Factories-industry
29
23
children’s drawings
Aggravation of living beings
17
13,5
Garbage and waste
45
35,7
War
8
6,3



&# 
%1.8.:,.6<*0.*6-/:.9=.6,A-2;<:2+=<2767/<1.7<1.:.6>2:765.6<*48:7+4.5;-.82,<.-26<1.-:*?260;

lems by drawing dense built areas that included
“The exhaust of the cars pollute the air and
factories. Disposal of garbage in the street, traffic
our world gets polluted”
and urbanization were among the other issues de“They build buildings, apartments on the
parks”
picted in the drawings about environmental prob“Humans cut the trees”
lems. Weapons were featured in the drawings of
“They leave garbage everywhere”
eight children, who depicted war as an environmen“The forests burn, the trees and animals die”
tal problem.
“We cannot find a place to play because of the
cars, we could be run over by them on the street,

there are no playgrounds, but there are cars and
$&$$! 
parking areas everywhere”

“The children either run away or die in the
Children need an environment that allow conwar.”
tact with natural elements, which offer recreational,
The comments mentioned above demonstrated
movement, learning and playing opportunities [45,
that children were aware of several problems in
46]. The environment where they live is an imtheir environment.
portant element, a gaming tool, a strong space
The percentage and frequency distribution of
builder and an important source of activities for the
the other environmental problems depicted in the
children. For the child in every age, the environdrawings are presented in Figure 5.
ment is an element that creates playing opportuniThe children reflected mostly air pollution in
ties. In the present study, which aimed to undertheir drawings by drawing the exhaust fumes from
stand how an environment imagined by the children
the factories and cars. Also, forest fires, fumes from
should be, and whether the children were aware of
the waste were also drawn by the children. On
environmental problems, data were collected using
water pollution, rivers and seas full of garbage,
children's drawings [47]. Painting could help childead fish were depicted, while urbanization was
dren to discharge emotionally in several ways.
included in the drawings using grey and black
According to Boydas (1990), when children have
apartment buildings. Children expressed these probthe chance and the advantage to use certain number
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and sense of attachment to the environment would
develop in the child. The next step that could be
taken by the parents is the adoption of a sense of
responsibility by the child. For this purpose, initially, the importance of keeping the home environment, which is the real environment of the child,
clean, tidy and healthy should be explained and the
child should be allowed to implement the necessary
measures (regular tidying of the toys, keeping the
house clean, regular collection of waste, not to
throw the garbage away) to protect the environment. Another measure could include taking the
child to countryside, visiting the zoo, parks or museums, planting trees or plants in the garden, taking
the child out for shopping to introduce the nature
and raise the awareness of the child about environmental pollution. Furthermore, the indispensable
significance of every plant and animal species in
our lives, the fact that everything we consume come
from the nature, and one day all natural resources
would be exhausted and how we could live without
polluting the environment should be explained by
proving examples of environmental protection
behavior that could be conducted at home [61, 62,
63]. The second stage in the training of the child is
the training at school. The primary aim of education should include the use of the knowledge acquired by the child on environment based on her or
his needs and training individuals who can adapt to
all types of innovations and solve any new problems. Furthermore, it is necessary to provide the
children a cultural knowledge by transferring social
and cultural information in education and
knowledge on environment and environmental
problems, problem areas, solutions and especially
the areas where the children are responsible.
The study findings demonstrated that children
could express the issues that they perceived as
environmental problems and their emotions and
thoughts about these problems in their drawings. In
other words, the study findings demonstrated that
the children were aware of the problems in their
environment. Children clearly reflected the problems they perceive, and were able to establish causality in their drawings. However, the present study
also revealed that the children imagined living in an
environment that includes natural elements such as
water, trees, plants etc. and artificial elements such
as game equipment etc. and free from environmental problems.
In short, the environment where children
spend their time should support their development,
provide children with a chance to learn and experience nature and develop their concentrationrelaxation skills. Such environments should be
green areas that include both natural and artificial
elements [64, 65, 66, 67]. This would be completely
consistent with the definition of environment described by the children in their drawings.

of colors, forms, shapes and an object that is suitable for their abilities they would be able to express
their emotions and thoughts, suppressed fears and
desires [48].
The study findings demonstrated that while
the children mostly drawn artificial elements when
drawing the environment that they imagined, they
still used trees and plants, which are natural elements, in their drawings. Nature and natural elements are instructive. It was determined that natural
areas encourage the mental activities of the children
and improve their self-confidence by supporting
adventurous behavior [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55].
Ulrich's (1983) study findings revealed that experiencing natural elements such as plants in urban
environment accelerated the process of stress management and well-being [56]. In other words, the
use of natural elements such as tree-plant-sea in
urban spaces is very important for both aesthetical
and psychological aspects [57, 58, 59]. Thus, the
environment imagined by children that include
natural and artificial elements, which include colorful elements such as trees and plants, etc. are happy
places. However, current problems related to the
environment were questioned within the scope of
the present study, and unfortunately it was found
that the current situation was not consistent with the
environment imagined by the children.
The present study findings demonstrated that
children mostly drawn air pollution as an environmental problem and it was determined that they
further drawn nine different environmental problems. These included air pollution, water pollution,
urbanization, traffic, deforestation, factory- industrialization, damages to living beings, garbage and
waste, and war. Considering the developmental
traits of 8-10 years old children, their drawings and
notes on the drawings reflected that they could be
aware of and perceive the environmental problems
such as air pollution and water pollution that have
adverse effects on living beings. The fact that they
drawn people who dump garbage on the ground and
garbage bins demonstrated that pollution, in other
words the waste, was perceived as an environmental problem by the children. Similar findings were
obtained by Çobanoğlu, Er, Demirtaş, Özan and
Bayrak (2006) [60], Littledyke (2004) [19] and
Sadık et al. (2011) [17] and the majority of children
perceived the pollution (garbage) as an environmental problem. This may be due to the fact that
garbage looks awful, smells bad and the warnings
that children receive at home and school that they
should dump their garbage in the garbage bin and
not on the ground.
In conclusion, the correct message that should
be transmitted by the mothers when the child recognizes her or his environment should reflect that
the objects and individuals around the child, that is,
the environment was the child’s own and she or he
was a part of this environment. Thus, the concept
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This study was carried out to determine the distribution and density of cereal ground beetle [

spp. (Coleoptera: Carabidae)] species, in cereal fields
of Adıyaman, Batman, Diyarbakır, Mardin and Siirt
provinces in southeastern Anatolia region, Turkey
during 2015-2016.
   (Goeze,
1777),     (Laporte de Castelnau, 1834) and
 (Gautier des Cottes, 1869) were identified
from the region.     and  were reported first time in the cereal areas of the Southeastern Anatolia region during this study. The damaged
plants, larvae or adults of cereal ground beetle were
observed in 64.04% of the surveyed fields (57 fields,
81.56 ha), while no damaged plants, larvae or adults
were recorded in 35.96% of the surveyed fields (32
fields, 18.95 ha). The highest infestation was recorded in the fields cultivated with cultivator instead
of plough and where wheat crop was cultivated with
dry method. Moreover, the fields under the monoculture of wheat also had higher density of the beetles.
Furthermore, it was also recorded that higher density
of the beetles was recorded during the years with
higher amounts of early spring and late autumn precipitation. The highest pest density (15.62 pests/m²)
was recorded in Çınar district, Diyarbakır province,
whereas the lowest density (1 pest/m²) was observed
in Kocaköy district, Diyarbakır followed by city center of Siirt province (2.45 pests/m²).



of the country produces considerable amount of the
total cereal production of the country.
Cereal field of southeastern Anatolia region,
Turkey are infested by several insect pests. The main
pests infesting the cereal fields of southeastern Anatolia include     Put.,

spp.,    Brulle.,   
Kurdj., and     Led. species
[1]. Wheat production is a source of income for the
people of the region, also has associated plant protection problems like other crops. The damages caused
by cereal ground beetle are among the most important
damages in the cereal production areas of southeastern Anatolia.
Cereal ground beetle larvae undergo diapause
from the middle of October to the beginning of November depending on local precipitation [2, 3, 4].
Wheat and barley are exposed to high levels of damage by cereal ground beetle larvae. The first step in
effective and sustainable control of   is
to protect the seed through effective seed treatments.
The prevalence, distribution and density of cereal
ground beetles is associated with the soil pH, structure, moisture and temperature [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12]. Moreover, the disturbance of natural balance due
to wrong management of sunn pest in the region also
facilitate the distribution and prevalence of the
ground beetle species [13, 14, 15].
Dry cultivation, soil tillage with cultivator instead of plough, no crop rotation, monoculture and
lack of precautionary measures create favorable conditions for the beetles and higher pest density is observed under such conditions. High soil moisture and
temperate create favorable conditions for cereal
ground beetle attack on wheat plants. High amount of
rainfall in the autumn also create favorable conditions
for the attack and feeding of the ground beetles during
the initial developmental stage of wheat. Damage is
more pronounced during rainy years than in dry year.
This study was aimed at determining the presence, prevalence, distribution and densities of different cereal ground beetle species in Southeastern Anatolia region, Turkey. After the existence/prevalence
of cereal ground beetle species was revealed, the areas with dense distribution of the species in the region

'&!"
Cereal, Carabidae, Zabrus species, Density, Distribution,
Southeastern Anatolia, Turkey
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Cereals are given more importance in agricultural systems due to their nutritional benefits. Cereals
provide raw materials for industry and are an important source of income for millions of producers;
therefore, play an important role in agricultural economy. The cereal production of Turkey is forecasted to
be 34.2 million tons and southeastern Anatolia region
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ground beetles were distributed in the region. The observations were performed in at least 3 districts of
each province and at least 3 villages to represent each
district. The infected area was determined by looking
under the stubbles and under the stones at the border
between two fields. The plants damaged by the pest
in the cereal fields in spring and larvae of cereal
ground beetles were also searched. The presence of
larvae in the field was considered as infestation.
When any of the larva, pupa and adult of cereal
ground beetles was observed in the damaged plants,
surrounding green plant parts, or near the root zone,
pest was considered to be present.

,4809= 89:+0,8 The studies to determine the
areas with dense distribution of cereal ground beetles
was carried in each infested district. The cultivated
areas infested with the beetles in Adıyaman, Batman,
Diyarbakır, and Siirt provinces, were surveyed starting from late autumn until mid of April (regarded as
pre-tillering and tillering period of wheat). The larva
counts were performed at different points with 0.25
m² quadrates to represent the field. The soil covered
by the quadrate was dug by 15 cm, and alive larvae
and damaged plants were counted [16] (Figure 1).
A species-specific density study was not carried
out since the species could not be identified under
field conditions. The damaged plants, numbers of larvae and the size of the area surveyed were recorded.
However, the average number of larvae was taken
into consideration in the evaluations.


!"$#""$""

,9,7304(90545-86,*0,8A total of 793 pests
were collected from cereal sown fields, fields without
seed sowing and fields left for stubbles in the region.
Based on the morphological characters, 507 of the
collected pests were   species, 252 were
 and 34 were    .
The identification of    (Goeze,
1777),     (Laporte de Castelnau, 1834) and
 (Gautier des Cottes, 1869) species (Table 1
and 2), which are known as plant pests among the genus Zabrus and cause significant damage in crops was
performed by benefiting from the study [17]. In identification studies, the states of the structures such as
head, eye, pronotum, labrum, and elytron were considered. The identification key of the identified Zabrus species is given below.
The side edge of the pronotum is quite straight,
and there is no hair between lines 9 in elytrons.
   
The head is long, eyes are almost flat, the labrum
is nearly rhomboid. The body is large

The head is small. The pronotum's base length
is significantly greater than the length of the front
edge
   

were determined. The results will help to make recommendations for the time of control of cereal
ground beetle species in the region.
#!"#"

Cereal ground beetle species collected from the
cereal fields in Adıyaman, Batman, Diyarbakır, Mardin and Siirt provinces of southeastern Anatolia region, Turkey constituted the material of the study.
Ethylene glycol, plastic jars, paper bags, ethyl acetate, drying paper, preparation needle, 0.25 m² quadrate, stereo microscope, sweep net, shovel and soil
were the other materials of the study.
#!#
"#!$#"#'
!!$#" "

,9,7304(90545-86,*0,8This study was carried out in Adıyaman (Central, Besni, Kahta), Batman
(Central, Beşiri, Kozluk, Gercüş), Diyarbakır (Central Sur, Bağlar, Bismil, Çınar, Ergani, Kocaköy,
Hazro, Silvan), Mardin (Central, Artuklu, Kızıltepe,
Nusaybin), and Siirt (Central, Kurtalan) provinces located in the Southeastern Anatolia region during
spring and autumn seasons of 2015 and 2016.
The adults of cereal ground beetles were collected in 3 ways from the fields. Firstly, the adults
were collected during their transition to cultivated
fields after seed sowing during autumn. Secondly, the
adults that were left in stubble shortly before sowing
were collected. Thirdly, the adults were manually collected from under the stones at the border between
two fields. In the wheat sown fields, the soil was dug
by 15-20 cm and the adults were collected by hand.
The fields where stubble were left, adults that avoided
light were searched under plant residues, collected
manually, put in small plastic containers (4.5×2.5×4
cm) and brought to the laboratory. The labels were
prepared for the identification of pests by the relevant
expert, and the pests were fixed by needle to make
them ready for identification. The species were identified by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Bekir Keskin, Department
of Biology, Faculty of Science and Literature, Ege
University, Turkey.

08970):9054 89:+0,8. The cereal fields and
fields left with stubble in Adıyaman, Batman, Diyarbakır, Mardin, and Siirt provinces where the highest
number of cereal ground beetle species were recorded
during 2015-2016 were surveyed to determine the
distribution of these species. Distribution were determined based on presence/absence principle both in
the stubble remaining and cultivated cereal fields in
spring.
The surveys were conducted in September and
October in autumn to determine up to where cereal
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The cereal ground beetle species determined
based on provinces and districts are presented in the

Table 1, and the distribution of the species based on
provinces is presented in Table 2.
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Besni
Kahta
Central
Central
Kozluk
Beşiri
Gercüş
Central Sur
Central Bağlar
Kocaköy
Hazro
Silvan
Çınar
Nusaybin
Central Artuklu
Central
Kurtalan

Adıyaman

Batman

Diyarbakır

Mardin
Siirt

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X

    

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Total

Adıyaman
36.95
63.05
0
100

Batman
94.51
5.49
0
100

Diyarbakır
86.25
3.80
9.95
100
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Mardin
16.44
83.56
0
100

Siirt
83.34
16.66
0
100

General Average (%)
50.17
47.84
1.99
100
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08970*9
Central
Besni
Kahta
Samsat
Central
Beşiri
Kozluk
Gercüş
Sur
Bağlar
Bismil
Çermik
Çınar
Hazro
Kocaköy
Silvan
Central
Kızıltepe
Derik
Mazıdağı
Nusaybin
Central

%022(.,
Dışbudak, Ataköy, Güneşli, Ordu, Durukaynak
Şambayat, Başlı, Akdere, Gümüşlü
Adıyaman
Şenköy, Karacaören, Çıralık, Köseler
*Taşkuyu, Uzuntepe, Örentaş, Yarımbağ
Akça, Kayabağı, Kösetarla
Beyçayırı, Bahçeli, Çevrimova
Batman
Örensu, Koçaklar, Ünsaldı, Uzunçayır
Eymir
Karabaş, Kabasakal, Aslanoğlu, Hacıosman, Bahçecik, Doğu çanakçı, Pınardüzü,Yenice
Gömmetaş, Kolludere, Cumhuriyet
* Üçtepe, Aydınköy, Kazancı, Yenice
* Petekkaya, Karacaviran, Malköy
Diyarbakır
Tavşantepe, Başaklı, Altunakar, Ekinveren
Dadaş, Gedikalan, Evincik, Sarıçanak
Çaytepe, Boztepe, Katin
Karahacı, Otluk, Gündüz
Ortaköy, Karademir, Çıplaktepe, Kumlu
Beşevler, Akalın, Zoravatopal, Sürekli, Büyük. Ayrık, Büyükboğaziye
Mardin
*Adakent, Çadırlı, Boyaklı
* Gümüşyuva, Sağmal, Şanlı
Akağıl, Günebakan, Tepeüstü,
Pınarca, Beşyol, Çakırlı, Yoldurağı, Çalıdüzü
Siirt
Kayabağlar, Central, İncirlik, Derince, Demirkuyu, Saltbeyi, Azıklı, Meğrip,
Kurtalan
Konakpınar, Gürgöze, Erdurağı
* Areas where the pest was not found

,4809=89:+0,8The data related to density of
cereal ground beetles are presented in Table 4.
An average density of 7.67 pests/m² was found
in Diyarbakır, whereas the average density in Adıyaman was 4.28 pests/m². Similarly, the average density
in Siirt province was 3 pests/m² whereas average density in Batman province was 3.22 pests/m². The highest density of cereal ground beetles was noted in cereal fields of Çınar, Central, Sur and Hazro districts
of Diyarbakır, Central and Kozluk districts of Batman
and Kahta district of Adıyaman compared to the rest
of the fields. The highest number of damaged plants
by larvae were recorded in the cereal fields of Beşiri
and Kozluk districts of Batman, Kahta district of
Adıyaman, Hazro district of Diyarbakır and Kurtalan
district of Siirt (Table 4).
The surveys conducted in Southeastern Anatolia
region identified       and 
 species of the genus Zabrus.   
was the most densely distributed and dominant species. Similar studies on the identification of species
have also been carried out by researchers in different
parts of the world and Turkey [5, 7, 9, 18, 19, 20, 21].
However, no detailed study regarding the species
identification of the cereal ground beetles in Southeastern Anatolia region has been carried out so far.
[17] reported that   and     are
unique to Turkey and are among the common and
abundant species found in certain parts of some provinces. The findings on the species obtained by [2, 5,
20, 21, 22] share similarity with the results of present
study.

Based on morphological identification of the
species collected from 17 districts in 5 provinces, 3
species belonging to genus Zabrus were identified
from the region. The data on the infestation percentage of cereal ground beetle species are presented in
Table 2.
   was the common species with
the highest infestation in all provinces of the region.
  was also the dominant species in Diyarbakır (86.25%) and Batman (94.51%), whereas
the second and third most common species in Diyarbakır were     (9.95%) and  
(3.80%), respectively.
 (5.49%) was the second most common
species in Batman whereas     was not observed in this province. Similarly,  was the
most common species in Adıyaman (63.05%) and
Mardin (83.56%) provinces, whereas  
was the second most common species in both provinces. However,     was not observed in
these two provinces (Table 2).
08970):9054 89:+0,8 The data on the areas
where cereal ground beetles were distributed in the
region are presented in Table 3.
The highest infestation was in Diyarbakır, Batman, and Siirt provinces, while the lowest infestation
was noted in Adıyaman and Mardin provinces. The
studies to determine the distribution of cereal ground
beetles were conducted in 218 fields located in 96 villages of 23 districts in 5 provinces (Adıyaman, Batman, Diyarbakır, Mardin, Siirt) of southeastern Anatolia region.
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Diyarbakır

Batman
Adıyaman
Siirt
Total (average)

08970*9
Central Sur
Çınar
Hazro
Silvan
Kocaköy
Ergani
Central
Beşiri
Kozluk
Kahta
Central
Besni
Kurtalan
Central

86604"5:9/,(89,744(9520(7,.054
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9.25
5.45
15.80
15.62
5.62
7.70
8.5
9.16
6.00
7.16
4
3.45
1
4
7.00
4.5
4.5
3.65
3.91
9.41
7.45
2.75
16.41
6.25
3
19.5
10.91
6.9
10.8
5.10
1.66
2.66
2.55
0
0
0
3
6.16
3.95
2.45
4.5
1.75
5.36
7.85
8.156
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  species is found in Thrace, Marmara and Southeastern Anatolia regions. A record of
the existence of and    in the region is not available neither in the list of cereal
ground beetle species in Turkey provided by [17] nor
in the subsequent studies. The existence of these two
species in the cereal fields of the region was determined "for the first time" with this study.

The highest density of the beetles was noted in
Çınar, Central, Sur and Hazro districts of Diyarbakır,
Central and Kozluk districts of Batman, Nusaybin
district of Mardin, Kurtalan district of Siirt, and Kahta
district of Adıyaman.
The highest infestation of the beetles was noted
in Diyarbakır, Batman, and Siirt provinces, while the
lowest infestation was recorded in Adıyaman and
Mardin provinces.
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It is thought that the number of damaged plants
will be higher in the areas where larvae of species belonging to genus Zabrus are dense. However, in contrary to popular belief, it was observed that the number of plants damaged by the larvae of cereal ground
beetle was sometimes high, while could be low in
some of the wheat fields. Nevertheless, the number of
larvae is high in some fields, while the number of
damaged plants may be low (Figure 2). This situation
mentioned above is thought to have two reasons:
firstly, it is related to the fact that the soil has a sandy
and loose structure or heavy clay structure; secondly,
it is related to the soil moisture and temperature and
the type of wheat.Moreover, the disturbance of natural balance due to wrong management of sunn pest in
the region also facilitate the distribution and prevalence of the ground beetle species [13, 14, 15].
As a result of species, density and distribution,
it was noted that climate (the years with higher
amounts of early spring and late autumn precipitation), the structure of the soil (sandy and loose structure) and faulty farmer behaviors (for example,
ploughing the soil with a cultivator instead of a
plough, improper seed dressing, etc.) increased the
population of the pest. Necessary attention should be
paid to crop rotation in the areas where the pest is present, and the crops like lentil, chickpea, etc. should be
sown instead of wheat. Subsoiling should be performed instead of ploughing in the field, and weeds
should be removed. It is considered that the determination of the species, distribution and density of cereal ground beetles will constitute a basis for studies
to be carried out in the future.
Apart from the above-mentioned results, it is
also considered necessary to investigate the susceptibility of wheat species to cereal ground beetles, soil
structure, and climatic characteristics of the region.
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during the dyeing process in the form of effluents
into waterways, which directly affects the light
penetration, photosynthesis and ultimately increases
the algae growth [1, 2]. Therefore, it is important to
find an effective way of dyes pollution treatment
for our environment, because dyes are harmful to
human beings and toxic to microorganisms [3].
Wastewater treatment may be simple or complex,
including a combination of physical, chemical, and
biological purification methods in an attempt to
recover water quality and, consequently, the physical and ecological properties of the environment
[1]. To address this problem, various types of techniques like physical treatment including adsorption,
membrane filtration, ion exchange and electrochemical techniques; physicochemical treatment
including coagulation and flocculation, reverse
osmosis, chemical oxidation, ozonation; biological
treatment including activated sludge, bacterial action are used to remove dyes from waste waters.
Among them, adsorption is one of the simple, efficient and cost effective methods widely used to
remove dyes from waste water [3, 4].
Some adsorbents has also been employed for
the removal of dyes from water such as alumina,
magnetite, pyrolusite, rutile, zirconia, silica gel,
geothite, heamatite, amorphous manganese oxide,
amorphous ferric oxide, sepiolite, perlite, kaolinite,
mica, TiO2 and ZnO nanoparticles, nanomagnetic
manganese ferrite etc. [4]. However, it is stated that
the adsorbents which are both cheaper and more
abundant due to their cost and regeneration problems should be studied. Because of their high specific surface and pore volume, activated carbons are
most generally used in environmental applications,
for example water purification, gas separation and
solvent recovery. Commercial activated carbon is
one of the most important adsorbents using for the
removal of pollutants from aqueous solutions, but
there are particular problems using commercial
activated carbon as adsorbents due to the high price
and regeneration. If adsorbent is low-price and
ready for utilization, the adsorption method will
supply an influential process [5]. Activated carbons
are almost always produced by using of coals and
lignocellulosic materials in industry. On the other
side, many publications have been recently reported

This study dealts with preparation of the activated carbon from black seed meal biomass as an
adsorbent for the adsorption of methylene blue
(MB) from aqueous solution. The produced activated carbon was characterized by Brunauner-EmmettTeller surface analyzer (BET), Fouirer Transform
Infrared Spectrophotometer Attenuated Total Reflection (FTIR-ATR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX), X-Ray powder diffraction (XRD)
and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) devices.
From the results of characterization measurements,
it was determined that the activated carbons with
quite high surface area were produced. The MB
adsorption from the aqueous solutions was examined using pH and temperature parameters. In the
adsorption process, the adsorbed amount of MB on
the activated carbon increased with increasing pH
and temperature. The experimental data were analyzed using Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption
isotherms and it was founded that the adsorption
data were quite well fitted with Langmuir isotherm.
The enthalpy value (ΔH○) for the adsorption of MB
was calculated as 30.6 kJ/mol and the entropy value
(ΔS○) as 0.21 kJ/mol K. These thermodynamic
parameters confirmed the endothermic nature of the
adsorption process.
,*#%&
Black seed meal, characterization, activation, carbonization, methylene blue, adsorption, adsorption isotherm
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Dyes are used extensively throughout the
world in a wide range of products, however, when
released into the environment pose serious threats
to the ecosystem due to their high toxicity. It has
been estimated that more than 10.000 commercial
dyes are available, while over 7×105 ton of dyes
stuff are used worldwide per year for coloring industrial products such as leather, paper, and plastic
etc. Approximately, 10 to 20% of the dyes are lost
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the preparation of activated carbons from sludges
such as agricultural and resin sludges. Also, rice
hulls, rubber wood sawdust, rice straw, hazelnut
shells, apricot stone, coir pith, cotton seed shell,
maize cob, olive oil mill wastes, olive stones, walnut shells, palm kernel shell, and pecan shell have
also been used for activated carbon production [6].
Nigella sativa L. (black seed), which is one of
the important medicinal plants, belongs to Nigella
sativa genus from Ranunculaceae family. Black
seed and its oil have been used as a natural medicine in the Middle East and Far East countries for
more than 2000 years. Black seed meal is the remaining part of black seed after squeezing the oil
by cold pressing method. High amounts of black
seed meal are produced by cold pressing method. It
is generally used as an additive material to animal
feed [7]. The disposal of black seed meal becomes a
problem because of the significant amount. New
areas of use are needed to increase the economic
value of black seed meal. One of them is to produce
activated carbon from this waste and use it for the
removing of environmental wastes such as dyes,
metals, pesticides and drugs. In this way, the
amount of waste in an excessive amount can be
reduced and waste management can be provided,
and a new and useful material can be obtained by
evaluating the waste.
There are no studies in the literature on the
synthesis of activated carbon from black seed meal
biomass and its use in the removal of environmental
wastes. Methylene blue (MB) was initially used as
a dye in the textile industry. However, MB can lead
to water pollution, burn the eyes of humans and
animals and cause long-term health problems. On
inhalation, MB can lead to difficulty breathing for a
short period of time. Upon ingestion, MB can cause
nausea, sweating, vomiting and mental confusions
[2, 8]. Because MB has the negative effect on human healt and environment, it is necessary that it

should be removed from waste water. Therefore,
the aim of this study is to synthesis the activated
carbon from black seed meal biomass, to characterize by different techniques and to investigate the
adsorption capacity of this activated carbon to remove a typical cationic dye, MB, from aqueous
solutions by changing pH and temperature.
!'% &"!'#&

!0B4@80:A Zinc chloride (ZnCl2), MB (MA=
373.9 g/mol, λmax = 663 nm), hydrochloric acid
(HCl) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were obtained from Merck. All other chemicals used in the
experiments were analytical grade. The structure
and its some properties of MB were given in Table
1 [3].

!4B7=3A Black seed meal biomass was
washed with distilled water and dried in an oven at
105 oC for 24 hours. The dried black seed meal was
grinded by Fritsch Pulverisette 2 and sieved in the
grain size range of 100 to 500 µm with Retsch
AS200 sieving device. For activated carbon synthesis, black seed meal biomass was firstly chemically
activated at different ZnCl2 activation agent ratios
(0.5/1; 1/1; 3/1; 5/1 by agent/biomass weight) and
then, these activated samples were placed in stainless steel reactor, and carbonized at 800 oC under
nitrogen (N2) flow 10 psi/min for 2 h. The activated
carbon samples were washed with 0.5 M HCl and
0.5 M NaOH solution, respectively, to neutralize
remaning ZnCl2, then, washed with distilled water
at several times and finally dried in an oven at 105 °
C for 24 hours. The production process of activated
carbon from black seed meal biomass was given in
Figure 1.


'  
'74>7GA820:270@02B4@8AB82A0<3;=:42C:0@AB@C2BC@4=5!3G4
Dye name
Abbreviation
λmax
Chemical formula

Methylene blue
MB
663 nm
C16H18ClN3S

Molecular structure

(% 
$@=3C2B8=<>@=24AA=502B8D0B4320@1=<5@=;1:029A443;40:18=;0AA
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70@02B4@8H0B8=< =5 02B8D0B43 20@1=< Activated carbon samples obtained from black seed
meal were characterized by using BrunaunerEmmett-Teller surface analyzer (BET), Fouirer
Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer Attenuated
total reflection (FTIR-ATR), Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (SEM-EDX), X-Ray powder diffraction (XRD) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
BET surface area of activated carbon (3/1) was
determined as 944.3 m2/g by N2 adsorption at 77 K
using a surface analyzer Quantachrome Nova
2200e. FTIR-ATR analyzes of black seed meal and
activated carbon samples were performed by PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 spectrophotometer in the
transmitance mode in the range of 4000-650 cm-1;
morphology and % elemental content of them by
ZEISS EVO LS 10 scanning electron microscope
with EDX detector; XRD measurements of them at
room temperature on a Analytical X’Pert-Pro X-ray
diffractometer equipped with a back monochromator operating at 40 kV and a copper cathode as the
X-ray source (k = 1.54 Å); and the thermogravimetric analysis of them by PerkinElmer Diamond simultaneous TGA device with temperature increases
of 10 ºC per minute in the temperature range of 301200 ºC under N2 atmosphere.

3A=@>B8=< 4F>4@8;4<B Adsorption experiments were studied by shaking of 0.1 g activated
carbon samples with 50 mL MB aqueous solution
in the inital concentration ranges of 2×10-4-1×10-3
M at different pHs (3-9) and temperatures (30-60
o
C) for 24 h. The pH of the solution was adjusted
with NaOH or HCl solution by using a Orion 920A
pH-meter with a combined pH electrode. To keep
the temperature constant an agitator incubator was
used for the adsorption experiments. At the end of
adsorption period, solutions were centrifuged at
3500 rpm for 15 minute and then, diluted. The
adsorbed dye concentration on activated carbon was
determined from absorbance measurements with a



PerkinElmer Lambda 25 UV-VIS spectrophotometer at 663 nm wavelength, at which the maximum
absorbance occurred. The amounts of adsorbed MB
were calculated from the concentrations in solutions
before and after adsorption according to Equation
(1):
(1)
where Co and Ce are the inital and equilibrium
liquid-phase concentrations of MB solution
(mol/L), respectively; qe is equilibrium MB concentration on adsorbent (mol/g), V is the volume of
MB solution (L), and W is the mass of activated
carbon (g) [9].


%&( '&"&(&&#"

70@02B4@8H0B8=< =5 1:029 A443 ;40: 18=
;0AA In this study, BET specific surface area of
black seed meal (100-500 µm) was measured as
8.57 m2/g when its BET specific surface area was
determined as 7 m2/g by Ahmad et al. [10]. FTIRATR spectrum of black seed meal was given in
Figure 2. The broad band at 3289 cm−1 is attributed
to the strong vibrations of hydroxyl (–OH) groups
of intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen
bond interactions [11]. The band at 2922 cm−1
shows –CH stretching vibrations in the methyl and
methylene groups, whereas the small absorption
band at 2852 cm−1 indicates the presence of aliphatic –CH groups [12]. The strong absorption band at
1638 cm−1 belongs to the asymmetric strong vibrations of carboxylate (COO−) groups in uronic acid
in the structure of black seed. The peak at 1531
cm−1 is also consistent with SEM-EDX results and
belongs to the vibrations of the –C-N functional
groups. The peaks at 1435 cm-1 also belong to the
symmetrical stretching of the carboxylate (COO−)
groups. The bands at 1054 cm-1 is a sign of the
presence of the pyranose form of sugar [10, 13, 14,
15, 16]. 
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The EDX pattern of black seed meal was given in Figure 5 and % elemental content values obtained from SEM-EDX image in Table 2. From
SEM-EDX analysis, the carbon content of black
seed meal was 49.0%, oxygen content 33.4% and
nitrogen content 7.3%. Morever, EDX analysis also
confirmed the FTIR-ATR results.
From the result of the thermal gravimetric
analysis carried out in order to determine the ther-

As seen from Figure 3, XRD pattern of black
seed meal has an amorphous structure and does not
show any crystallinity or semi-crystallinity peak.
SEM images of black seed meal were given in
Figure 4. According to SEM images, black seed
biomass has a porous structure and hexagonal pores
similar to honeycomb. The photographs obtained
are consistent with the literature and surface porosity is verified [10].
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'%'% <0:GA8A FTIR-ATR spectra of
activated carbon samples were given in Figure 7.
The bands of functional groups in the structure of
the black seed meal in Figure 2 did not appear in
the structure of activated carbons in Figure 7. This
result is consistent with the literature [17, 18]. As a
result of chemical activation and carbonization
process applied to black seed meal, the structure
was degraded and almost transformed into a structure consisting of carbon chain. Peaks in the range
of 1546-1560 cm-1 are realated to aromatic C=C
stretching. These peaks in the range of 995-1050
cm-1 are attributed to aliphatic ether C-O and alcohol C-O stretching [18].

+% <0:GA8A XRD patterns of activated
carbons were shown in Figure 8. When Figures 3
and 8 are examined together, it is seen that black
seed meal and activated carbon samples are amorphous structure and do not have any characteristic
peaks [4]. Again, it can be said that activated carbon samples are transformed into a structure consisting of carbon atoms. In addition, the sythesized
activated carbon samples also do not contain any
imprities.

mal properties of black seed meal (Figure 6), it was
found that the degradation mechanism was 3-step.
The maximum decomposition temperatures are 79,
314 and 1198 oC, respectively. The peak observed
at 79 oC is due to the moisture water of black seed
meal as supported by the FTIR-ATR specrum in the
3289 cm-1 band. The peak observed at 314 oC may
be due to the structures exposed with the breakdown of polysaccharides. The residual content of
black seed meal at 1200 oC is 13.3%.
70@02B4@8H0B8=< =5 02B8D0B43 20@1=< '
<0:GA8A The BET specific surface areas of the
activated carbon samples were given in Table 3. It
is clear that the surface areas of activated carbons
are higher than the surface area of black seed meal.
The highest surface area (944.3 m2/g) was obtained
for activated carbon produced at agent/biomass
ratio (3/1). As seen from Table 3, there is no proportional relationship between the amonut of activating agent and surface area. The surface area
firstly increased with increasing amount of activating agent and then decreased.
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1000
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1980
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Wave number (cm-1)
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600.0
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&!+<0:GA8ASEM images of activated carbons were given in Figure 9 and % elemental
content values obtained from their EDX patterns in
Table 4. Figure 9 shows that the activated carbon
samples have meso and micropore pores. In Table
4, only elemental amounts (mass%) of C, O and N
atoms in samples were given, as they had particularly important for the formation of activated carbon. 

'<0:GA8AWhen the TG curves of the activated carbon samples (Figure 10) and black seed
meal (Figure 6) were compared, it was determined



that the degradation mechanisms of the activated
carbon samples changed, the activated carbon samples transformed into a more stable structure and
the residual amount increased (70%) at 1200 °C.
SEM-EDX analysis shows that the carbon content
of the activated carbon samples is considerably
higher than the carbon content of the black seed
meal [17]. The high carbon content of activated
carbon samples indicates that these structures have
increased thermal stability. Table 5 shows thermal
stability values of activated carbons. The results
show that the thermal stabilities of activated carbon
samples are similar and degrades at two 
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';0F 
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25.3
23.6
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%4A83C4
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66.0
67.5
65.2


6,00
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?4F
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6
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pH=3

t: 30 KC
Stirring speed: 200

pH=5
pH=7
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pH=9
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0,00

0,50

1,00
4 F

1,50
;=:

2,00
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different temperatures. The temperature (Tmax1) at
which the first mass loss of activated carbon samples occurs is in the range of 81 to 92 oC, while the
temperature (Tmax2) at which the second mass loss
occurs is in the range of 968 to 1022 °C. The residual amounts of the samples are also in the range of
62.6 to 67.5%. From the experimental results, it
was found that there was no significant relationship
between increasing activation agent concentration
and thermal stability.

3A=@>B8=<=5!In this study, four activated carbon samples were prepared by chemical activation and carbonization (at 800 oC) methods at
different agent/biomass (w/w) ratios. Among them
the activated carbon sample at 3/1 agent/biomass
(w/w) ratio was selected for MB adsorption because
of its the highest surface area, the highest carbon
content and its regular porous structure.




5542B=5>The pH of the solution plays an
important role in the adsorption of the dye molecules to the adsorbent surface. The active binding
sites of the adsorbent and the chemical conditions
of the solution may be affected by the pH of the
solution. The effect of the initial pH of the dye
solution on the effectiveness of the adsorption removal process was investigated in the range of 3-9
at 30° C. As shown in Figure 11, the amount of
adsorbed dyes increased with increasing pH and the
maximum adsorption capacity was observed at pH
9. The decrease in the adsorption capacity of the
activated carbon at low pH may be due to the competition between hydrogen ions and positively
charged MB dye molecules for active sites on the
surface of the adsorbent. On the other hand, the
increase in the adsorption capacity of the activated
carbon at high pH may be due to the greater interaction of the activated carbon with higher negative
surface charge and the positively charged MB dye
molecules [4, 19, 20].
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5542B=5'4;>4@0BC@4Adsorption of MB on
activated carbon was investigated in the temperature range of 30 to 60 oC as a function of temperature to determine the adsorption isotherms and
thermodynamic parameters which were presented
in Figure 12. The maximum removal was obtained
at 60˚C. With the increase in temperature, dye removal may be increased due to increased chemical
interaction between the cationic dyestuff and the

25




activated carbon, or due to the formation of new
sorption sites on the activated carbon. It can also be
suggested that the dye ions can overcome the activation energy barrier required for adsorption on
activated carbon. As a result, the process is endothermic. Similar results were obtained for MB adsorption on the activated carbons obtained from
different biomass [21, 22, 23].
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3A=@>B8=< ?C8:81@8C; Adsorption isotherms provide information about the distribution of
adsorbate molecules and ions between liquid and
solid phases. Furthermore, various isotherms play a
major role in elucidating the mechanism, surface
behavior and the affinity of the solid against adsorbate. In this study, two different types of adsorption isotherm models like Langmuir and Freundlich
were used to describe the adsorption behavior of
MB at three different temperatures from 303 to 323
K and at four different pHs. Langmuir isotherm can
be applied to a surface that assumes that all active
sites are energetically equivalent and that there is
no interaction between adsorbate molecules [24].
The linearized mathematical formula of Langmuir
isotherm is:
(2)

where KF is the Freundlich isotherm constant
and n is the heterogeneity factor.
Adsorption data were applied to both Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms and calculated R2
values were given in Table 6. The values of correlation coefficient (R2) for Langmuir model were
found to be highest followed by Freundlich adsorption model, which indicated that experimental data
fitted well in Langmuir model than Freundlich
model. Langmuir adsorption capacity varied from
3.97 mol/g to 4.78x10-5 mol/g (148.44-178.57
mg/g) for the adsorption of MB onto activated
carbon with increase in temperature from 30 to 60
ºC and in pH from 3 to 9. This indicated that the
adsorption was favoured at high operating temperature and pH.
Maximum monolayer adsorption capacity values calculated for the adsorption of MB on different
adsorbents were given in Table 7. As shown in the
table, the monolayer capacity of activated carbon
synthesized in this work was considerably higher
than the other adsorbents.
The form of the isotherm may be agreeable
with the aim of anticipate if an adsorption system is
‘favourable’ or ‘unfavourable’. The necessary characteristics of Langmuir isotherm can be described
by a dimensionless constant called equilibrium
parameter, RL, [33].
(4)

where K, (L/mol) is the Langmuir constant
and indicates the affinity of the adsorbent for an
adsorbate, qmax (mol/g) refers to the maximum
monolayer adsorption capacity and qe (mol/g) refers
to the monolayer adsorption capacity for any concentration. The plots of Ce/qe against Ce were given
in Figures 13 and 14 for Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
The Freundlich model is an empirical equation
based on sorption of heterogeneous surfaces or
surfaces supporting sites of varied afﬁnities. It is
assumed that the stronger binding sites are occupied
ﬁrst and that the binding strength decreases with an
increase in the degree of site occupation. The formula of Freundlich isotherm can be expressed as
follows [25, 26].
(3)

The value of RL shows the type of the isotherm to be either unfavorable (RL> 1), linear (RL=
1), favorable (0 < RL< 1) or irreversible (RL= 0).
The RL values denoted in Table 6, indicated that the
adsorption behavior of MB on activated carbon was
favorable (0 < RL< 1) [34].
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x104(mol/
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4.0
4.3
4.4
4.8
4.3
4.5
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4.6
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x104(mol/
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3.9
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4.4
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4.3
4.4
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K x 105
(L/mol)

R2

R2
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2.2
7.6
8.6
13.1
4.6
4.7
10.6
13.5

0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
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0.999
0.999
0.999
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'74@;=3G<0;82$0@0;4B4@AThe following
equation was used to determine the thermodynamic
activation parameters (ΔH°, ΔS°, and G°) of the
process [35].

[3] Pehlivan, F., Kocer-Kizilduman, B., Bicil, Z.,
Dogan, M., Turhan, Y. (2018) Synthesis, characterization and Environmental application of
poly(methyl Methacrylate)/glass fıber composite. Fresen. Environ. Bull. 27, 7643-7651.
[4] Alp, Z.G., Türkyılmaz, A., Kızılduman, B.K.,
Doğan, S., Alkan, M., Doğan, M. Turhan, Y.
(2017) The adsorption of methyl violet on activated carbon from aqueous solutions. Fresen.
Environ. Bull. 26, 3668-3675.
[5] Wang, S., Boyjoo, Y., Choueib, A., Zhu, Z.H.
(2005) Removal of dyes from aqueous solution
using fly ash and red mud. Water Research. 39,
129-138.
[6] Imamoglu, M., Tekir, O. (2008) Removal of
copper (II) and lead (II) ions from aqueous solutions by adsorption on activated carbon from
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228, 108-113.
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the removal of Cu (II) from aqueous solution.
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[11]Wu, J.S., Liu, C.H., Chu, K.H., Suen, S.Y.
(2008) Removal of cationic dye methyl violet
2B from water by cation exchange membranes.
Journal of Membrane Science. 309(1), 239245.
[12]Lai, F., Wen, Q., Li, L., Wu, H., Li, X. (2010)
Antioxidant activities of water-soluble polysaccharide extracted from mung bean (Vigna
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(5)
where R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J/mol
K) and T is the temperature (K). ΔHo and ΔSo are
obtained from the slope and intercept point obtained from the lnK versus 1/T graph, respectively.
In this study, ΔGo, ΔSo and ΔHo parameters for MB
adsorption were calculated from Figure 15 and
given in Table 8. ΔG° was in the range of -32.9 and
-39.1 kJ/mol. This showed that MB adsorption was
a spontaneous process at 30-60 oC temperature
ranges. ΔH° was found as 30.6 kJ/mol and this
confirmed the endothermic nature of the adsorption
process [36, 37]. However, the positive ΔS° value
(210 J/mol K) showed an increase in the irregularity
of the solid-solution interface of dyes ions onto the
activated carbon surface during the adsorption [38,
39, 40].
#" (&#"&
In this study, activated carbon samples were
prepared from black seed meal by chemical activation and carbonization, characterized by BET,
FTIR-ATR, XRD, DTA/TG and SEM-EDX, and
used for the removal of MB from aqueous solutions. From experimental results, it was found that:
• The activated carbons with quite high surface area were successfully synthesized,
• The adsorbed amount of MB increased
with increasing solution equilibrium pH and temperature,
• ΔH° was 30.6 kJ/mol, which confirmed the
endothermic nature of the adsorption process.
• Experimental data were in agreement with
Langmuir isorherm due to high correlation coefficients,
• The adsorption capacity of the activated
carbon samples were higher than the other adsorbents in literature,
• The adsorption of MB onto activated carbon according to RL values was favorable.
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The extensive use and dependence on, traditional cooking stoves burning biomass fuels are
prime cause of the perilous quality of indoor air.
Conventional cooking stoves work at a low efficiency and emit harmful products of incomplete
combustion which affect human health, primarily of
women and children. Apart from usability, clean
combustion of biomass fuel and high thermal efficiency are essential focus areas to be addressed in
biomass cooking stove systems. Unfortunately, acceptable solutions are yet to emerge. In search of this
goal, three biomass fuels: corn cobs, wood chips and
peanut shell pellets were used while investigating the
performance of a top-lit updraft (TLUD) gasifier
cooking stove with a fuel reactor and a remote
burner. The fuel burn rate, the useful energy input
and system efficiency while cooking were assessed
for each combination of fuel and the appliance. The
proximate analysis and energy content of each fuel
was assessed. The producer gas analysis results
showed that the volumetric fraction of gases from
peanut shell pellets were methane (CH4) 3.1±0.7%,
hydrogen (H2) 15.7±0.9%, carbon monoxide (CO)
25.2±1.7%, carbon dioxide (CO2) 11.7±2.0%, nitrogen (N2) 42.1±2.3% and (by subtraction) oxygen (O2)
2.2±1.1%. The system efficiency of the stove when
fully loaded with peanut shell pellets was higher
(31.4±1.2%) than the performance with corn cobs
27.1±0.9% or wood chips 23.3±0.7%. The tar production by products was 10±2.1 g/kg.

Approximately half of the population of the
world, mainly in developing countries, depend on biomass fuels such as crop residues, charcoal, firewood, and dung as their primary energy carriers for
cooking and space heating. In developing countries
from Chad to China, apart from wood, families collect and store biomass in the form of crop residues,
weeds, branches and even leaves as occasional fuel
for cooking or heating [1]. These fuels are normally
combusted in an open fire, commonly a three-stone
fire which consumes a large amount of fuel has low
thermal efficiency and releasing numerous toxic
products of incomplete combustion (PICs).
Sub-optimal human behaviors waste large
quantities of fuel and if burned indoors, contaminate
the air causing concomitant adverse health impacts,
mainly for house-bound women and children.
Gasification of biomass has proven to be a
cleaner, more fuel-efficient and more convenient
cooking option than direct combustion of biomass
[2]. Gasifier stoves appear promising for community-scale cooking as these stoves can be designed to
use a variety of fuels and offer high cooking power
and produce very little smoke [3], far less that created by traditional biomass-fired stoves [4]. Gasifier
stoves have been developed at least in six Asian
countries, i.e., China, India, Indonesia, Pakistan,
Philippines and Thailand.
Modern cooking stoves offer the possibility of
greatly reducing the negative health impacts of
smoke in the kitchen [5-6]. Fan-assisted stoves
(forced draft as opposed to natural draft) have been
advocated as an appropriate technology that could
address the air quality problem with the potential to
simultaneously reduce fuel consumption as a cobenefit [7].
Gas is favoured for cooking wherever it is
available. Biomass is a potential fuel source for syngas production due to its readily availability in large

(' "#
Biomass, gasifier, remote burner, quality, stove, cooking
efficiency
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quantities [8-9]. The method by which biomass can
be transformed into synthetic gas by pyrolyzing or
partially oxidizing it in an oxygen-starved environment is known as gasification (a process of thermochemical decomposition) [10]. Numerous researchers have demonstrated that the current generation of
gasifier stoves have better thermal performance
while emitting fewer contaminants than traditional
natural draft stoves [11, 12, 13]. In Henan Province
of China, gasifier based central cooking systems
were installed during the year of 2000, to supply producer gas for 100 households [14]. “Producer gas” is
so named because the gas is produced during the process of thermal decomposition. The gasifier systems
were designed by a partnership with Iowa State University (ISU) from the United States of America and
the Institute for Physical Research and Technology
(IPRT) in Henan Province China. Those gasifiers installed at by ISU are of the “fluidized bed” type and
fuelled with peanut shells. One updraft gasifier supplies energy to ninety rural Chinese families using
crop residues as fuel, creating gas with an energy
content of 1.4×103 MJ/h [15]. In China, some four
hundred such units are in operation [16]. Fluidized
bed gasifiers, updraft gasifiers and downdraft gasifiers were used by different institutions to supply producer gas for the cooking energy needs of the communities [17, 18]. Although many inventors have
built improved stoves and claim them to be highly
fuel-efficient, the overall system efficiency is still
lower than those burning fossil fuels [19]. This is because of differences in the chemical composition of
biomass and fossil fuels, and the fact that fossil fuels
are usually much more predictable in their composition and burning behaviour.
The primary focus of the current work is to
quantify any beneficial effects a fuel choice may
have on the performance of a TLUD gasifier cooking
stove which can be readily operated using a range of
available fuels. The stove was operated with three
types of biomass fuels: corn cobs, wood chips and
peanut shell pellets under different conditions of
thermal load (full power, one-half load and one-third
load). The thermal performance, gas composition,
tar production and useful energy output at the burner
were determined. A gas chromatography (GC) was
used for gas compositional analysis and a water heating test was conducted to determine the cooking
power and thermal efficiency. The results of this
study can be used to inform policymakers and suggest a suitable product for rural residents in the agricultural districts of China.
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Chinese TLUD gasifier was tested in the Biomass
Energy Stove Testing (BEST) Lab at Shangzhuang
Field Station, College of Engineering, China

Agricultural University, Beijing, China. Three types
of biomass fuels (corn cobs, wood chips and peanut
shell pellets) were selected and a representative sample subjected to elemental analysis. The fuel masses
employed are shown in Table 1.
$ 
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Corn cobs
Wood chips
Peanut shell pellets

?77
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8
6

,71
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4
3

 
7:,/
2.6
2

14

7

4.6

The corn cobs were freely available from the
agricultural farm near the stove testing lab. The
wood chips and the nutshell pellets are available
from nearby sources. Figure 1 shows the fuels.
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The principle of operation of a TLUD gasifier
is that a charge if fuel is ignited on top, through
which a restricted amount of air pass vertically. A
horizontal layer of fuel is pyrolyzed under those conditions, producing a combustible gas with a low oxygen content. The pyrolyzing layer moves vertically
down through the fuel in the form of a “migrating
pyrolysis front” (MPF). The rate of pyrolysis can be
controlled by changing the air flow rate through the
fuel. In this experiment, the gas was cleaned by condensation and piped to a gas-fired cooking plate located some distance away.
The outlet pipe of the TLUD gasifier was modified to optimize the gas flow rate. A gas collection
port for flare gas was installed immediately after the
reactor. It is used to release the incombustible gases
initially produced by the reactor. The condensate
container was half-filled with water to seal the gas
pipe and collect, by condensation the tars produced
with the gas.
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B;0<4809>,7 #0>%; The line diagram presented in Figure 2 shows the details of the apparatus.
Thermal decomposition and gasification take place
in an insulated cylindrical metallic shell which is
top-loaded with fuel. In this reaction chamber, the
gas flows up. Ignition is at the top of the fuel load. A
device using this process is called a top-lit updraft
(TLUD) gasifier. A stove using the TLUD configuration is known as a TLUD stove. Generally, the
cooking pot is placed directly on the top of a TLUD
stove. In this experiment, the burner and therefore
the cooking pot is separated from the reactor. A gas
burner is used for clean combustion of the gas produced. A centrifugal fan was used to supply the air
required for gasification of biomass and, optionally,
for premixing of combustion with the producer gas.
Controlling valves are provided to control the gasification rate and firepower, depending on the cooking
energy requirement, as well as the premixing air
flow rate.




collection. Molecular hydrogen gas (H2) was detected using a Gas Chromatograph (GC-2010 Shimadzu Co., Ltd., Japan) while the other gases (i.e.
CH4, N2, CO, CO2) were detected using another Gas
Chromatograph (type GC-SP 2100, Beijing Analytical Instrument Co., Ltd., China).
The fuels, having different elemental compositions, exhibit different burning characteristics. The
tar/condensate was collected in a small glass container, which was partially filled water to seal the
open end, the vertical gas outlet pipe. The mass of
tar/condensate collected throughout each test is
measured and reported in grams per kg of fuel converted into producer gas.

=>48,>4:9:1%=01?790<2C,9/114.409.C
The useful energy gained [kJ] during simulated
cooking (a water heating/boiling test) was calculated
using Eq. 1.

 2     3" 1 # 5 0 7 1  8 0
3" 1 # 5&%) 
(1)
where,  is initial mass of water in the pot
[kg]; 4.186 is specific heat of water [kJ/kg °C]; " is
final temperature of the water [°C]; # is initial temperature of the water [°C];  is final mass of water
[kg]; 2257 is latent heat of evaporation [kJ/kg];
&%) is specific heat capacity of the pot [kJ/kg·°C];
 is mass of pot [kg].
The amount of energy released [kJ] from the
fuel was calculated using Eq. 2.
(2)
! 2 " 
where,  is LHV (AR) calorific value of the
fuel, as received [kJ/kg]; and " is mass of fuel used
[kg].
The system efficiency, defined as the energy
absorbed by the cooking vessel divided by the energy embodied in the fuel mass loaded into the reactor, was estimated using Eq. 3.

%" 
#.308,>4./4,2<,8,9/,@40A:1>30$%
2,=4140<=C=>08?=0/49>300B;0<4809>=

0>3:/:7:2C Different amounts of fuel were
loaded into the gasification chamber, before ignition
and a pot containing five liters of water at room temperature was placed on the gas burner. Thermal performance was determined under four different air
supply conditions.
The stove efficiency was determined by conducting a water boiling test for each stove-fuel combination. A thermocouple (TES 1310 type K with a
range of -50°C to 1300°C) was used to monitor the
temperature of the water in the pot. For each fuel
burned, three gas samples were collected in 1-litre
bags at different times in order to determine the gas
composition as the fuel decomposed. A 12-V DC diaphragm pump was used to collect the sample of the
gases coming from the reactor. A filter was used to
remove the condensate and tar during the gas



( = 9 +* :100

-

(3)

The percentage of char produced from different
biofuels was calculated using Eq. 4.


 2 4 -, 6 
.

(4)

where, ! is mass of char produced [kg].
The tar/condensate production was calculated
in grams using Eq. 5.
$. $/
' 2
(5)
.

where," is final mass of container with contents [g]; # is initial mass of container with contents [g].
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9,7C=0= :1 $30 ?07= Three biomass fuels
were analyzed for their elemental composition,
moisture content, volatile matter fraction and higher
heating value (HHV as received) from which the
lower heating value (LHV as received) was calculated. The wet-weight basis moisture content (8.1%)
of the peanut shell pellets was higher than that of the
corn cobs (4.8%) and the wood chips (3.7%). The
fuel analysis is presented in Table 2. The nitrogen
content of the peanut shell pellets was higher than
that of the corn cobs and wood chips.

be because of the energy invested into the mass of
the reactor body during ignition, which is a systematic loss, as are the non-combustible gases produced
early, when considered as a fraction of the total gas
volume produced. The results shown in Figure 3, indicate that the cooking efficiency is higher for all
fuels when the fuel load is larger.
One of the reasons for the higher efficiency being linked to the fuel loading is the uninterrupted
cooking time which minimizes the energy loss in the
development of the pyrolysis front during ignition.
Uninterrupted system operation avoids cooling and
re-heating of the stove materials. Basically, uninterrupted operation and minimization of heat loss during fuel feeding maintains a constant firebox temperature. Frequent fuel feeding contributes to a higher
efficiency. The fuel movement (collapsing as it pyrolyses) and the void in the reactor above the fuel is
influenced by the fuel loading. The variation in gas
composition is proportional to the fuel movement.
Charcoal in gasification reactor and void factors.
Hence, the efficiency was higher when the fuel
loaded is full.
The system efficiency obtained when burning
peanut shell pellets at full load (24.9±0.7%) was
higher than that reported by Ahmad et al. [9] and Pitaksa and Prapaporn [20] 17.8% and 21.7%, respectively. In another study conducted by Rajvanshi and
Anil [21], the system efficiency of wood gasifiers of
other designs was found to be only 10-13%.

',>0< $08;0<,>?<0 !<:1470 The change in
water temperature over time is shown in Figure 4.
Corn cobs and peanut shell pellets show similar
trends. The time required for boiling the water was
about 600 sec for both. The wood chips took much
longer ~700 sec. When simmering the water temperature was held at 97°C according to the target set for
the Water Boiling Test (WBT). The temperature
during the simmering period was stable in all experiments with corn cobs and peanut shell pellets, but
less so when burning wood chips. Variation in

$ 
?079,7C=4=
Corn
Wood
Peanut shell
cobs
chips
pellets
Ultimate analysis (dry basis)
Nad (%)
0.48
0.09
0.62
Cad (%)
46.4
49.7
40.3
Had (%)
5.8
6.5
5.5
0.09
0.11
0.11
Sad (%)
44.3
43.7
53.5
Oad (%)
Proximate Analysis (as Received)
MCad (%)
4.8
3.7
8.1
Ashad (%)
5.9
0.3
16.7
67.3
82.6
60.9
VMad (%)
17.2
13.4
14.1
FCad (%)
Qnet,ad(kJ/kg)
16,041
17,223
13,998
Bulk density
280
300
550
(kg/m3)
Fuel type



#C=>08114.409.CThe system efficiency was
calculated for each fuel and loading rate. The cooking efficiency was invariably found to be the highest
when the reactor was fully loaded. The efficiencies
obtained for different fuels and different fuel loads
are presented in Figure 3. With peanut shell pellets,
the system efficiency was 31.4±1.2% when the reactor was filled (~14 kg), for corn cobs 27.1±0.9%, (~8
kg) and for wood chips 23.2±0.7% (~6 kg). With half
loading and one-third loading, the system efficiency
was always significantly lower. This is presumed to
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influencing the gas quality. The heating value of producer gas obtained from gasification is reported as
6.6 MJ/Nm3 [22]. The CV of the producer gas obtained in the present study is 6% higher than that reported value. The higher calorific value does not reflect in the efficiency of the stove due to separation
of the burner from the gasifier (in case of TLUD
stove the gas burns just above the gasification chamber and there is no separate burner).
From Figure5, it could be noted that the noncombustible fraction like CO2 is higher when the fuel
loading in one third and there is a significant reduction in CO2 when the fuel loading is at full load. This
is a clear indication that when there is more charcoal
available in the headspace above the MPF, the reduction process in the reactor is more complete. This is
a second contributor to a higher system efficiency
when the reactor is fully loaded.

::6492 114.409.C Cooking efficiency was
determined using different fuels. Different gasification rates were observed for the fuels according to
their heating value and other physical properties.
During those experiments, the maximum cooking efficiency was always obtained when the reactor was
fully loaded. The cooking efficiency for different
fuel loads are shown in Figure 6.
The cooking efficiency was found to be lower
than for some other improved cookstoves because,
in the present study, the fuel gasification chamber is
separated from the burner used for cooking. This involves the generation of heat that is not applied to
cooking. Also, unreacted fuel in the form of remnant
charcoal greatly reduces the system efficiency of this
type of device – some of the fuel is processed but not
consumed. The gasifier and cooking burner are separated with the objective of improving the gas quality and thereby the combustion efficiency and heat
transfer efficiency.

combustion properties like initial ignition time, MPF
propagation, caused some variation in the temperature profile, during the initial phase of testing. Once
the MFP and temperature of the reactor body reach a
steady state condition, no variation is observed during the second phase of the water boiling test.
A similar trend of little variation in time was
found by Pitaksa and Prapaporn [20] The temperature when boiling was stable in all experiments.

,= 9,7C=0= The variation in gas composition when changing fuels and fuel loading is shown
in Figure 5. From a gas composition perspective, the
peanut shell pellets emerged as the best fuel option.
The composition of the gases produced from corn
cobs and wood chips are similar, but the thermal behavior was not. The nitrogen (N2) concentration in
the gas varied between fuels. The producer gas from
peanut shell pellets has a higher concentration of
CH4, (3.1±1.8%) and CO, (25.7±2.9%) than from
corn cobs CH4 (2.7±2.0%), CO (21.8±2.6%) and
wood chips CH4 (2.8±1.8%), CO (27.1±2.5%). For
other gases, a full load of peanut shell pellets produced H2 (16.7±2.5%), CO2 (14.1±2.2%) and N2
(41.7±3.2%).
To produce good quality gas, the rate of air supply through the biomass is important. The equivalence ratio of air provided for gasification was 0.32
(kg of air per kg of fuel). It was observed that 1.06
m3 of air was provided per m3 of producer gas. With
this level of ventilation, the HHV of the producer gas
was 6.5 MJ/Nm3. In case of the common TLUD
stove, gasification and cooking happen in a single
cylindrical vessel. In this case, the gasification
chamber and the cooking burner are separated. This
separation provides for a better and separate control
of the air supply for gasification which influences the
equivalence ratio, and the premixed air (if needed).
The equivalence ratio is an important factor,
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::64920114.409.C:1>30=C=>08A4>3/4110<09>1?077:,/1:<0,.31?07
$,<:9/09=,>0:770.>4:9The tar/ condensate was collected by providing a container below
the gas outlet pipe, partially filled with water. The
change in the mass of the container is reported as the
tar/condensate collected in grams per kg of fuel, as
shown in Table 3. The tar/condensate produced from
a full load of peanut shell pellets was 140±2.5 g/kg.
The minimum amount of tar/condensate produced
was from the wood chips 55±2.1 g/kg. The tar/condensate produced from a full load of corn cobs was
75±2.4 g/kg. Those condensate mass differences
might be affected by the reactor temperature, the
moisture content and the hydrogen content of the
fuel.

$ 
0>,47=:1>,<.:770.>4:91<:8>3<00-4:8,==
100/=>:.6,>/4110<09>7:,/=
?07=
Corn cobs
Wood chips
Nutshell pellets

?777:,/
492
75±2.4
55±2.1

,717:,/
492
45±2.2
35±1.5

 7:,/
492
25±1.6
15±1.2

140±2.5

78±2.3

48±1.7

completely gasified leaving only some ash, so no
char mass fraction is reported.


 %# #" $ #
According to these results, the gas composition
is significantly influenced by the type of fuel used
while the system efficiency is significantly affected
by the fuel loaded into the reactor. The gas produced
with a full loading gave better overall energy performance a half loading or one-third loading. The system efficiency was better with a full loading compared with a one-third loading or a half loading. The
results showed that peanut shell pellets delivered the
highest cooking power with the lowest tar/condensate production per kg of fuel fed, as well as having
the lowest specific fuel consumption rate. Corn cobs,
being an agricultural residue, are a better choice to
use in the Chinese TLUD gasifier stove because of
its availability and relatively lower cost. The
pelletized (densified) biomass matter gave the best
performance, which has prospects for policy implications.
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!0<.09>,20:1.3,<C407/1<:8/4110<09>-4:8,==
100/=>:.61:</4110<09>1?077:,/=
?07=
Corn cobs
Wood chips
Nutshell pellets

?77
7:,/492
15±0.8
20±1.1

,71
7:,/492
12.7±0.6
17.6±1.2

 
7:,/492
11.5±0.4
16.5±0.8



3,< !<:/?.>4:9 The gasification was
stopped when the flame at the burner became unstable. The inlet and outlet valves of the system were
closed to obtain the maximum char yield in the complete absence of oxygen. Char production rate of the
peanut shell pellets and corn cobs are ~20% and 15%
of the fuel loading, respectively. The char yield percentage from different fuels at different fuel loads
are presented in Table 4. The wood chips were
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Eastern Mediterranean Agricultural Research Institute, Adana, Turkey

 !!

weed species are common in maize cultivation
areas and common purslane (   
L.) is one of the most harmful ones [4]. Rapid vegetative growth of common purslane begins 15 days
after emergence and flowering begins after one
month or at the 10-12 leaf stage [5]. Critical stage
of crop-weed competition in maize is reported to be
30 to 45 days after sowing [6]. As an aggressive
plant, Common purslane is originated from Middle
east and India and grows many continents including
Europe, Africa, North America, Australia, and Asia
[7]. Due to its rapid growth, it produces flowers and
large numbers of seeds within six weeks of germination [8]. In Çukurova region, the amount of crop
loss varied from 38 to 61% due to weed competition maize farming [9]. Common post-emergence
herbicides to eliminate weeds in maize are nicosulfuron, rimsulfuron and foramsulfuron from the
group of sulphonilurea. Foramsulfuron usage in
maize cultivation has increased in last years in
Turkey and it is the most effective herbicide [10].
[11] found that 98% of the producers use hollow
cone spray nozzles for herbicides applications in
Turkey. However, the proportion of small droplets
(<100 μm) produced by these nozzles is high and
therefore they fit well to insecticide applications
rather than herbicide applications [12]. According
to [13], smaller droplets produced by XR (standard
flat fan) nozzles were more effective than larger
droplets for post-emergence herbicide applications.
According to [14], different types of nozzles and
carrier volumes result in varying levels of control
for different weed species. Flat-fan nozzles used for
broadcast spraying, produce a tapered-edge spray
pattern. The even flat-fan nozzles apply uniform
coverage across the entire width of the spray pattern
on the band. They are commonly used for bandapplication of pesticides over the row and should
not be used for broadcast applications. The band
width can be controlled with the nozzle height,
spray angle, and the orientation of the nozzles [15].
The extended range flat-fan (XRN) provides excellent drift control. This nozzle is ideal for an applicator which provides uniform distribution of a flat-fan
nozzle and lower operating pressure for drift control. Extended range nozzles have an excellent
spray distribution because they are ideal for spray-

Common purslane (  
L.) is a
type of weed, which has a significant impact on the
production of maize in Turkey. In this study, different herbicide spraying methods were studied to
control this weed in second crop maize production
in Çukurova Region of Turkey by using two broadcast (standard flat fan spraying nozzle, air induction
nozzle) and three band application types (even flat
fan nozzle, under leaf banding application and row
application kit method). Sprayings were applied
with three different application volumes (200, 300
and 400 L.ha-1) with a post-emergence herbicide
(foramsulfuron). Number of common purslane were
determined during different stages of maize crop
before and after sprayings. Increasing application
volumes resulted in better weed control efficiency
in all methods at 400 L.ha-1. Result revealed that
the highest herbicide effect was observed as 88.8 %
weed control efficiency in the application of RAK
method at 400 L.ha-1. In conclusion, it can be suggested that the most appropriate method to control
common purslane during the early critical growth
stages of the maize crop were row application kit
method (band application) and under leaf banding
application method (band application) at 400 L.ha-1
application volume in second crop maize farming in
Çukurova Region of Turkey.


$# 
Band application, broadcast application, spraying nozzle,
herbicide, post-emergence

!"!
Maize one of the most produced cereal in the
world and grows many countries including Turkey.
The production of maize was reached to around a
billion tonnes in the world and six million tonnes in
Turkey [1]. The amount of herbicide used in the
Turkey is around 11.759 tonnes [2]. Weeds affect
maize yields in a negative way especially during the
early stages of the crops [3]. In Çukurova plain
located in the Mediterranean Region of Turkey, 18
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ers equipped with flow controllers when spray
particle drift is not a problem. The off-center underleaf banding (UBN) method is generally used for
boom end nozzles on band applications [15]. Another method is spraying each band with multiple
flat fan nozzles (Row Application Kit, RAK). This
method distributes herbicides with better coverage
rates on bands [16]. Application volume is another
important factor affecting the success of sprayings.
High application volume results in high herbicide
usage and economic loss [17].
Common purslane has been increased in maize
growing area in Çukurova region in recent years
and cause immense effect on maize. The most effective herbicide application method against this
weed has not been fully understood.
The aim of this research was to determine the
effect of several broadcast and band weed spraying
methods to control common purslane ( 
 
) applied at different application volumes
(200, 300 and 400 L.ha-1) of foramsulfuron in second crop maize cultivation in Çukurova region.

containing 4 different spraying booms. The same
application was used for broadcast applications of
XRN and AIN methods. For this aim, nozzles were
placed on the boom with 50 cm spaces. While nozzles spaces on the booms for band applications
were 70 cm. Booms were manufactured only one
nozzles for band in EFN method, two nozzles per
band in UBN method, three nozzles per band in
RAK method. 
The soil analyses of the experimental area was
performed in the laboratory of the Eastern Mediterranean Agricultural Research Institute. The insecticide applications was performed three times fortnightly and six times irrigation. The fertilizing was
applied when maize reach to 35-40 cm.
Tests were carried out with a tractor-mounted
sprayer which has 800 liter tank capacity modified
for different nozzles. The experiment was a randomized complete block design with five spraying
methods and four replications on 24 plots with
untreated controls by using Pioneer P34N24 maize
cultivar under second crop conditions. 4 separate
booms with 3.5 m long spraying width which can
be easily attached to the same sprayer were used to
be able to perform other spraying methods on the
same sprayer. The nozzles were attached on the
spraying boom at 50 cm spacing in broadcast
(XRN, AIN) and 70 cm spacings in band applications (EFN, UBN, RAK). There were 5 m spacings
between blocks and plots. For underleaf banding
with air induction nozzles (UBN), the tails are attached vertically to the boom with 70 cm intervals
in maize. Row application kit with multiple nozzles
(RAK) had three nozzles where one nozzle located
on the top, the others on the left and right side,
respectively. These nozzles made the spraying
possible at the same time and on the same target
area. Spray parameters, application methodology
and application conditions for the methods used in
the investigation are given in Table 1.

! ! 

23&9 22.-(&5-10 &5*3-&.4 Field trials
were conducted in 2013 and 2014 in the Eastern
Mediterranean Agricultural Research Institute in
Adana, Turkey. Tested herbicide spraying methods
were: (1) Standard XR spraying nozzle (XRN:
XR11003) (Lechler Co., Germany), (2) Air induction nozzles (AIN: IDN120025) (Lechler Co., Germany), (3) Even Flat fan nozzles (EFN: TP4002E)
(Lechler Co., Germany), (4) Air induction nozzles
with underleaf banding application (UBN:
AIUB8502) (Lechler Co., Germany) and (5) Row
application kit (RAK: XR8002) (Lechler Co., Germany). The application was performed a modified
boom sprayer with 800 litter tank capacity and

!
1/*(,&3&(5*3-45-(41+,*3'-(-)*&22.-(&5-10/*5,1)4
Spraying
Methods

Spray Volume
Liquid Pressure
Application
(L.ha-1)
(bar)
Method
200
2
XRN
300
2
Broadcast
400
2
200
2
AIN
Broadcast
300
2
400
2
200
2
EFN
Band
300
2
400
2
200
2
300
2
UBN
Band
400
2
200
2
RAK
Band
300
2
400
2
*Dv0.5: Volume median diameter (50% of the volume)
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Flow Rate
(L.min-1)

Nozzle Spacings
(cm)

Dv0.5 (µm)*

0,92

50

186,5

0,95

50

451,2

0,76

70

149,4

1,45

70

428,5

1,57

70

188,6
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++*(541+,*3'-(-)*&22.-(&5-10/*5,1)410(1//102634.&0*-0  &0)  
Weed Control Efficacy (%)
300 L ha-1
2013
2014
2013
2014
XRN
42.3
48.3
58.4 b
55.1 b
AIN
44.2
43.6
59.5 b
57.7 b
EFN
42.8
46.2
56.9 b
52.6 b
UBN
47.6
47.7
75.1 a
73.5 a
RAK
51.0
52.4
80.4 a
77.6 a
LSD
ns
ns
8.9**
15.5*
** : the values shown with the same letters on the column are not significant in the level of p<0.01
* : the values shown with the same letters on the column are not significant in the level of p<0.05
ns : not significant
Spraying
Methods

200 L ha-1

400 L ha-1
2013
71.1 bc
61.9 c
62.8 c
79.9 ab
86.1 a
11.0**

2014
67.6 b
67.9 b
63.9 b
85.7 a
88.8 a
12.1**

August 2014 in the second year (15 DAT, Days
After Treatment) which corresponding to the
BBCH Scale Growth Stage 53.
A registered herbicide (Ekipp Super WG61
Bayer
Crop
Science/Germany)
containing
(foramsulfuron% 30 + iodosulfuron - methylsodium % 1 + isoxadifen- ethyl foramsulfuron
%30) was used to determine the weed control efficiencies of the spraying methods. The herbicide
was used at the recommended dose (150 g.ha-1
granule and 2000 mL.ha-1 Mero adjuvant). To determine the percent efficiency, application plots
were compared with the untreated control plots and
calculations were made via “Abbott” formula given
below (Equation 1).
E(%) = (WNC-WNAP)/WNC*100
(1)
Where;
E (%): Efficiency, WNC: Number of weed in control plot and WNA: Number of weed number in
application plot.

5&5-45-(&. &0&.94-4 All experiments were
conducted twice (2013 and 2014) in a randomized
complete block design with five spraying methods
and four replications. Data were analyzed with
ANOVA with mean separation with the use of
Fisher’s Protected LSD test at a P value of 0.05
using JUMP 5.0 statistical software (SAS, NC,
USA).

Characteristic droplet diameters such as Dv0.5
of the nozzles were measured under laboratory
conditions by a laser measurement device (Malvern
Spraytec –Particle size analyzer). Droplet size distributions of all nozzle types were determined under
same pressure (2 bar) during 60 second periods.
Nozzle flow rates given in Table 1 were measured
three times and liquids produced by each nozzle
were determined in one minute time period. Tractor
speed was calculated based on the desired target
liquid volumes. Spraying volumes were 200, 300,
and 400 L.ha-1 for each method. Foramsulfuron
%30+Iodosulfuron- methyl-sodium %1+ Isoxadifen-ethyl %30, a post-emergence herbicide, was
applied at same doses based on the label instructions (150 g. ha-1 granule and 2000 mL.ha-1 Mero
adjuvant).
The temperature, humidity and wind speed
values were measured by a digital anemometer
(Lechler pocket wind IV) during the sprayings.
Average temperature was 35.4 °C while the humidity was 61.4% and the wind velocity was <1.5
m.s-1.
*5*3/-0&5-10 1+ 8**) (10531. *++-(-*0(9
Each plot size was 28 m2 (10m x 2.8m) and each
block contained 6 plots. Five meters spacing were
left among blocks and plots to secure the experiment. Each block contained one untreated control
plot. Weeds were counted using enclosed wooden
frames which were located on 8 different points on
the middle 2 rows in each plot. Each frame covered
0.15 m2 area (0.3m x 0.5m). 
Numbers of common purslane in the experiment area were determined at two different phenological growth stages (BBCH Scale Number) of the
maize. The BBCH scale which is a system for a
uniform coding of phenologically similar growth
stages of all monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous
plant species was used to represent herbicide application stages. First weed counts to calculate control
efficiencies were determined on 3 July 2013 in the
first experiment year and on 15 July 2014 in the
second year (0 DAT, Days After Treatment) which
corresponds to the BBCH Scale Growth Stage 15.
On the other hand, second weed counts were collected on 25 July 2013 in the first year and on 7

 "! 

The numbers of common purslane were higher
than the in the trial area during spraying periods. In
the beginning of the experiment (0 DAT), the density of common purslane number was around 35-40
in a squared meter. Following the 15 days of the
spaying application date (15 DAT), the number of
common purslane has been sharply decreased in all
methods (Figure 1-3). Different application methods and volumes resulted in different control efficiency rates on common purslane (Table 2).
Under 200 L ha-1 application volume, control
efficiencies ranged between 42.3-52.4% in 2013
and 2014 (Table 2). The statistical results shows
that the control efficiencies were not significantly
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different at 200 L.ha-1 application volume. On the
other hand, with the 300 L.ha-1 application volume,
control efficiencies ranged between 56.9-80.4% in
2013 and 52.6-77.6% in 2014. Both UBN and RAK
spraying methods produced significantly better
results in both years compared to the other methods
included in the study. In addition, under 400 L.ha-1
application volume, control efficiencies ranged
between 61.9-86.1% in 2013 and 63.9-88.8% in
2014. It was observed that highest control efficien-



cy rates were obtained by the UBN and RAK methods in both years under 400 L ha-1 application volumes.
Number of weed obtained with 200 L.ha-1 application volume and different spraying methods
are given in Figure 1. There was an increase in
weeds density in untreated plots in 2013 and 2014
(except XRN) while the differences in reductions of
weed numbers with different spraying methods was
observed in Figure 1.



"
6/'*31+(1//102634.&0*60)*3 ,&&22.-(&5-1071.6/*  &0)  

" 
6/'*31+(1//102634.&0*60)*3 ,&&22.-(&5-1071.6/*  &0)  


" 
6/'*31+(1//102634.&0*60)*3 ,&&22.-(&5-1071.6/*  &0)  
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Number of average weed under 300 L.ha-1 application volume with different methods are given
in Figure 2.
All spraying methods in 300 L.ha-1 applications reduced weed numbers but reduction was
more effective in RAK method (71.5%) and UBN
method (67.7%) in year 2013. Similarly, in year
2014, highest weed number reduction occurred
again with RAK method (72.5%) which is followed
by UBN method (68.3%).
When the data were analyzed for the 400
L.ha-1 application volume, it was seen that in 2013,
weed numbers reduced by applications where reduction is highest at RAK method (82.3%) followed by UBN method (73.7%) during the period
starting from 0 DAT to 15 DAT (Figure 3).
Similarly, in year 2014, highest weed number
reduction was obtained with RAK method (88.2%)
followed by UBN method (82.0%). RAK method
which contained 3 nozzles targeted to band surface
had advantages compared to the XRN method despite both had same types of nozzles. The result of
this effect is higher efficiency of this application
method compared to the other methods included in
the study.


 " 

to the control where reduction level was highest at
400 L.ha-1 application volumes. Higher dose of
fromsulforan results in high effect and also increased effect on common purslane in maize field
[19]. Therefore, this herbicide was chosen as a postemerge herbicide in this study. Our results revealed
high effect of fromsulforan against the common
purslane, which shows parallelism with previous
studies. [20] observed non-significant difference
between band and broadcast sprayings different
than our study where best methods to control common purslane during early critical growth stage of
maize were RAK method (band application) and
UBN method (band application) at 400 L.ha-1 application volume in our study. Greater carrier volumes maximized herbicide efficacy in a study conducted by [21] in parallel to our study, which increased application volume in all spraying methods,
was more effective in the control of common purslane.
 
[1] TÜİK (2016) Turkish Statistical Institute. Accession date: 04 September 2018. http://
www.tuik.gov.tr/PreTablo.do?alt_id=1001.
[2] FAO (2017) Food and Agriculture Organization of United States. Accession date: 04 September 2018. http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#
data/QC.
[3] Kır, K., Doğan, M.N. (2009) Weed control in
maize (Z    L.) with effective minimum
rates of foramsulfuron. Turk J Agric For.
33(6), 601-610
[4] Hançerli, L., Uygur, F.N. (2017) Weed species
infesting corn growing areas in Cukurova Region. Turkish Journal of Weed Science. 20, 5560 (In Turkish).
[5] Doğan, M.N., Unay, A., Boz, O., Albay, F.
(2004) Determination of optimum weed control
timing in maize (    .). Turk J Agric
For. 28, 349-354.
[6] Kamble, T.C., Kakade, S.U., Nemade, S.U.,
Pawar, R.V., Apotikar, V.A. (2005) Integrated
weed management in hybrid maize. Crop Res.
29, 396-401.
[7] Uddin, M., Juraimi, A.S., Hossain, M.S., Un,
A., Ali, M., Rahman, M.M. (2014) Purslane
weed    
): A prospective
plant source of nutrition, omega-3 fatty acid,
and antioxidant attributes. Sci World J. 2014,
6p.
[8] Proctor, C.A. (2013) Biology and control of
common purslane (   
L.).
PhD Thesis. The University of NebraskaLincoln NE, USA.

Common purslane is an important weed limit
the maize production in the world including in
Turkey. This weed is used for nutrition but it is a
weed in turfgrass and field crops [7].
This weed can be controlled by the herbicide
applications. In this study, the density of common
purslane was increased in time in untreated plots
(Figure 1-3). There were seem decreasing characters in some maize growth parameters in control
plots that it may causing from the common purslane. Decreased maize growing parameters can be
explained that the weed shares nutrient sources in
the soil in untreated plots. This situation leads to
decreased level of yield quality and quantity. In our
study, visual observation suggested that maize
growth (low plant height) was decreased in untreated plots compare to all application plots.
The main results from the research on different band and broadcast spraying methods along
with three different application volumes in order to
control common purslane in maize cultivation are
summarized below. [18] observed that doubling the
carrier volume increased the amount of penetration
proportionally and as such the percent reduction
was not different. They also informed that proper
nozzle selection for canopy type increased herbicide penetration and increasing the carrier volume
will increase penetration proportionally. These
results are parallel to our study which all spraying
methods and application volumes resulted in reductions in common purslane weed numbers compared
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at different carrier volume rates. Weed Technolgy. 29, 611-624.
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(2009) Determination of critical period for
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4475-4480.
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such as loess landslide [5-12].
Loess landslides often companies with a series
of major hazards in the affected areas. Examples
include transportation disruptions, river blockages,
destruction of farmland, factories and mines, and
even buries livestock, people and villages [13]. It
greatly hinders the economic construction and development of the local areas and is considered to be
a challenging geological problem [14-16]. Therefore, experimental study on the coefficient K0 for
Q3 loess under isotropic stresses has important
theoretical and practical significance. At present,
the research results of the experimental study on the
coefficient K0 for Q3 loess under isotropic stresses
are rarely reported.
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Through the graded water immersion test of
undisturbed loess under vertical pressure, the variation law of static earth pressure coefficient during
humidification was studied, and the following conclusions were drawn:
(1) The static earth pressure coefficient of undisturbed loess increases linearly with the increase
of humidification level. The rate of increase depends on the vertical pressure. The higher the vertical pressure is, the slower the increase rate is.
(2) During the humidification process, K0 increases linearly with the decrease of suction force,
and the higher the vertical pressure, the slower the
rate of increase of K0.
(3) The vertical strain and the static earth pressure coefficient K0 test points in the humidification
process under different vertical pressures are distributed in a narrow range, which can be described
by hyperbola, and the difference between the different pressure action and the water immersion
sequence is different. small. The static earth pressure coefficient of undisturbed loess is determined
by vertical strain.



The test soil was taken from the IV terrace of
a river in Xinjiang and belongs to the Q3 stratum.
From top to bottom, the soil layer is 0~0.4 m for
humus black soil; 0.430.0 m is loess, the soil is
uniform, and there are large pores, which are typical aeolian primary loess.
The test instrument was modified on the basis
of a single lever K0 consolidation instrument. The
instrument consists of a water adding system, a
pressurizing system, a vertical deformation measuring system, a side pressure measuring system, a
matrix suction testing system, and a soil holding
device.
First, three sets of different initial conditions
of undisturbed loess were subjected to a graded
water immersion test. Each group of four samples
applied different vertical pressures of 100, 200,
300, and 400 kPa.
Before the test, firstly, the base of the matrix
suction test system with the clay plate is vacuumsaturated, and then the instrument base, the sample,
the top cover which can be added with water, the
force frame and the sensor for measuring stress and
deformation are sequentially installed. After the
start of the test, the preset vertical pressure is first
applied; then, the sample is subjected to water immersion and humidification when the vertical deformation is stable, and the designed water immersion amount is 2 mL.

%# 
K0, Q3, loess, isotropic stresses
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In Quaternary, the loessification created
amounts of aeolian sediments, which form yellowish, carbonate-bearing, quartz-rich, silt-dominated
strata, called loess [1-3]. It occupies around 10% of
the Earth’s land and is widely distributed in arid
and semi-arid regions in central Eurasia, North
America, and Latin America [4]. In China, loess is
centrally distributed on the Loess Plateau. On the
other hand, it is found that highly porosity, strong
water sensitivity, joints and fissures, and silt
(0.005–0.05 mm) that generally have a weight content of >50% makes loess sensitive to rainfall, erosion, seismic activities, and human activities. This
makes it easy to topple, fall and crack-slide, causing
a large number of devastating geological disasters,
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vertical pressure. The greater the vertical pressure,
the slower the rate at which the static earth pressure
coefficient increases with the humidification level.
When the natural moisture content is gradually
humidified to saturation, the vertical pressure is
equal to 100, 200, 300 k Pa, and K0 is increased
from 0.18, 0.26, 0.45 to 0.39, 0.46, and 0.47, respectively. Gradually decrease as the pressure increases. When the vertical pressure is equal to 400
k Pa, K0 remains substantially unchanged at 0.49
(Fig.1 and 2).

After the first stage of water immersion is stable, the next stage of humidification can be carried
out; finally, the actual water addition amount, side
pressure, matrix suction force and vertical deformation amount of each stage of water immersion
stability are determined.


 "!  " 
The rate at which the static earth pressure coefficient increases depends on the magnitude of the
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same initial state firstly changes from the same
initial suction force s0 to s1 under pressure, and
then decreases from s1 to 0 in the process of constant humidification to saturation. S1 is closely
related to the magnitude of vertical pressure [14]:
on the one hand, the greater the vertical pressure,
the smaller the spacing of the soil particles under
compression deformation, so the suction is greater;
on the other hand, when the water content is constant, the reduction in porosity in the soil leads to
an increase in saturation, so the suction is reduced.
The effects of these two aspects on suction occur
simultaneously, and s1 depends on one side factor
that plays a leading role. In the test, when the vertical pressure is increased from 100 kPa to 400 kPa,
the corresponding s1 is reduced from 80 kPa to 67.2
kPa, indicating that the change in saturation plays a
leading role. However, the difference in s1 is small,
mainly because the undisturbed loess has low compressibility and the influence of deformation caused
by vertical pressure is limited.
(2) There is a linear correlation between s and
K0 during humidification under vertical pressure.
When the suction force is reduced from s1 to 0,
when the vertical pressure is small (equal to 100 or
200 kPa), the static earth pressure coefficient increases linearly with the decrease of suction; when
the vertical pressure is large (equal to 300 or 400
kPa), the static earth pressure coefficient is maintained at a certain value and is not sensitive to the
increase in suction.

The above phenomenon can be explained by
the special structure of loess: when the vertical
pressure is low, only the cementation joints between some soil particles are destroyed, and the
remaining cementation point joints after water
humidification continue to weaken or even destroy.
And the greater the water content, the greater the
number of cementing points that are destroyed. The
weaker the interparticle coupling, the greater the
lateral pressure required to maintain the lateral
deformation conditions, resulting in an increase in
the static earth pressure coefficient. From the point
of view of unsaturated soil mechanics, the increase
of soil water content will cause the decrease of
matrix suction, so that the suction force between
soil particles will be weakened, which will also lead
to the increase of static earth pressure coefficient,
that is, the increase of static earth pressure coefficient is caused by The weakening of the interparticle cementation and the decrease of the matrix
suction are caused by two reasons. When the vertical pressure is large, the cementation point between
the soil particles is mostly destroyed by the pressure. The increase of the lateral pressure after the
immersion and humidification is mainly caused by
the decrease of the suction of the matrix, so the
variation range is small.
Fig. 3 and 4 show the test points for suction
and static earth pressure coefficients for different
vertical pressures. It can be seen that:
(1) In the process of humidification under certain vertical pressure, the undisturbed loess in the
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The relationship between vertical strain and
static earth pressure coefficient is shown in Fig. 5
and 6. It can be seen that: (1) During the humidification process under different vertical pressures, the
vertical strain and the static earth pressure coefficient K0 test points are distributed in one in the
narrower range, K0 is uniquely determined by the
vertical strain.
(2) For the humidification process with a vertical pressure of 100 kPa, the range of vertical strain
varies from 0 to 2.7%, and the corresponding K0
range is from 0 to 0.39. All test points are in the

initial linear increase. As the vertical pressure increases, the range of variation of vertical strain
gradually increases, and the corresponding K0 test
point distribution range continues to expand. The
vertical pressure is 200 kPa for the humidification
process, and the corresponding K0 varies from 0 to
0.46. The test points are distributed in the initial
linear increase section and the two-stage transition
position; the vertical pressure is 300 and 400 kPa.
In the process, the corresponding K0 test points are
distributed in two stages: the initial linear increase
segment and the later gentle segment.
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Through the graded water immersion test of
undisturbed loess under vertical pressure, the variation law of static earth pressure coefficient during
humidification was studied, and the following conclusions were drawn:
(1) The static earth pressure coefficient of undisturbed loess increases linearly with the increase
of humidification level. The rate of increase depends on the vertical pressure. The higher the vertical pressure is, the slower the increase rate is.
(2) During the humidification process, K0 increases linearly with the decrease of suction force,
and the higher the vertical pressure, the slower the
rate of increase of K0.
(3) The vertical strain and the static earth pressure coefficient K0 test points in the humidification
process under different vertical pressures are distributed in a narrow range, which can be described
by hyperbola, and the difference between the different pressure action and the water immersion
sequence is different. small. The static earth pressure coefficient of undisturbed loess is determined
by vertical strain.
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‘certain historical period’ instead of using ‘business
ethic’ most often which is written norms and rules
special to professional areas. Ethic, including four
fundamentals of philosophy (ontology, epistemology, logic and ethic), should be evaluated as a field
linked itself to other three areas with regards to the
aim. When considered from this point of view, the
task of ethic doesn’t impose a ban, the task is to
introduce itself as a study of examination and evaluand of norms, put the features of field through it.
Because the ethic is the area of information efficiency, aim of the study is not to impose a ban,
rules and principals in sustainable plant nutrition
practices, but is to strive to bring forward the present practices by filtering it from a quarrier mind.
When viewed from this aspect, ethic seems possible
to use only in nature, human life, agricultural production models and undoubtedly plant nutrition
practices.
Aristotle (BC 384-322) said ‘All men by nature desire to know’ [2], and he implied that to
know is the essential requirement, and they need to
know to survive in nature. Thereby, knowledge can
be described as provision to be existed. Socrates
(BC 469-399) enlighten the points underlying the
fundament of ethic, when he mentioned about the
connection of all struggles to know yourself with
his words harping on about ‘Knowing yourself’. It
can be signified that the ignorance, be at the centre
of making agriculture sustainable and identifying
the ethically problematic issues on plant nutrition,
lie behind the effect of people themselves and agriculture itself. As a research area ethic, is the point
come to existence with the question of what the
‘true’ or ‘good’ life for people is. On the one hand
ethic works on this problematic issue, on the other
hand it works on the ethically problematic issues
such as undutiful usage of technology, which seems
as not an ethical problem at all, destruction of nature by people, pulling the agriculture away from
secure food production.

The fast-growing science and technology had
direct influence on agricultural production, and it
caused the paradigm shift of agricultural production
in time. After ‘the intensive production model used
in the intensive fertilization program, it was rotated
‘the sustainable production model’ following
1980’s. The issues such as environmental pollution,
risk of food security and heavy metal accumulation,
encountered in the period of applying intensive
fertilization programs, confront both producers and
consumers with the different ethical problems.
With the scientific and ethic practices changing and developing day by day, there were also
some changes in the social and cultural structures of
producers, and so it was a cause to investigate of
conducted practices and used production models
from an ethic aspect. Being evaluated in a global
sense, it is aimed to be supplanted by the education
model of nourishment system with the solution
suggestions belong to ethically problematic issues
which have been examined in the near future. It has
been thought that the solution suggestions, belong
to provided ethically problematic issues, enlighten
the coordination of the students who are the partner
of plant nutrition area, agricultural producers, fertilizer producers, universities and ministerial organizations. It has been thought that the identified facts
will bring a new perspective to the prepared fertilization programs, become effective on the management of plant’s stress conditions and factors, and
prepare a substructure for using new preparates and
natural resources in plant nutrition.

!  
Ethically problematic issues on the plant nutrition, sustainable production model






It is observed that based on word sense used in
language the ethical approach, which is widely
popular in recent years, is also used for ‘moral’
meaning [1] that stated as norms and prohibitions
integrity that people group and society adopted in a
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about the sustainability of natural resources such as
soil, water and environment used in agricultural
production, evolution of the animals that raised
under these poor conditions brought up the new
ethically problematic issues to the agenda and made
the paradigm shift obligatory once again. Thereby,
all the highly productive and qualified products,
produced in the present agricultural production
paradigm of today, are shaped as ‘sustainable production paradigm’ by saving the natural resources,
environment and sustainable products [7,8,9].
The thoughts such as ensuring the environmental sustainability, diving the produced agricultural products equitably, saving the ecological balance, danger of extinction of crestus, thought of
gender inequality in agricultural production, being
healthy of the agricultural product ingredients
might lead to get agricultural production models
changed in near future. It is foreseen that ‘the food
system paradigm’, came into prominence with the
productive production, sustainable environment and
healthy food production, have prevailing visibility
in near future. [7, 9, 10, 11]

The approach of paradigm was used for the
first time by Khun [3] in his book named  
       According to Khun, he
qualified it as universally approved scientific success providing a model in a certain period, that is to
say, procuring questions and solutions within the
scope of science [4].
The conditions, specified the parading in the
period of time, are restricted whit climate, vegetation, structure of land and variety of animal that
lead to life with hunting and foraging. And thus, it
specified the environmental carrying capacity
which is implying the population increase/food
stock. When the environmental carrying capacity
exceeded the conditions such as changing the environment, decreasing the population or shifting the
paradigm became compulsory. Adopting a settled
life and starting an agricultural production which is
accepted as first scientific and technologic revolution by history of scientist [5, 6] are also accepted
as the change of previous agricultural production
paradigm. Agricultural production paradigm with
different rise and falls leas to XVII century as ‘science revolution’ with the developments of science
and technology and XVIII century as ‘industrial
revolution’. The problem such as need for worker,
long hours, hard living conditions, lack of fertilizer
because of the difficult animal feeding, unproductive soil, lack of health conditions depend on immigration of the belief regarding a city life being better than rural life occurred in this period.
Being insufficient to feed the rising population
with the existing agricultural production system,
getting positive results from farming and breeding
based on scientific developments, starting to use
machines in agricultural production, becoming
widespread of chemical fertilizers ang agricultural
pesticide make the paradigm shift obligatory once
again. It is observed that ‘the intensive production
paradigm’ with the contribution of developments
had been dominated till the beginning of 1980’s.
‘The intensive production paradigm’ provided
important solutions to increase in product and nourishment as it was expected. Based on the successes
observed in the agricultural production in this period, the emerging surplus production also came
together with quadrupled population growth. Based
on the increasing food need, between the years of
1950 and 2000, the problems such as the number of
tractor and usage of fossil fuel increased by 4 times,
usage of chemical fertilizer increased by 10 times,
usage of pesticide increased by 32 times, ecological
balance degradation, examination of all agricultural
production used by genetically modified organism
depend on the observation in genetics, discussion


 !  
  
It is observed that ethics philosophy, environment, ecology, food security are the terms typically
used together. The problems, such as reaching dimension of environmental and ecological problems
threaten the world, dissolving of agricultural production areas because of the nature devastation,
usage of genetic modification, decreasing of soil
productivity because of the bad production practices, using pesticide residue in nourishments and
becoming impoverished of producers, are started to
being investigated and argued realistically, and it
attracts the attention to philosophy and ethic which
is one of the primitive branch of philosophy [12].
Although, the importance and issues of ethic in the
agricultural production have been started to argue
in the last quarter century, the terms people, nature
and society, which are in the eye of the storm, are
the products to evaluate and comprehend the word
from the past to present. Since the people have been
existed, they have interacted with the nature constantly. At the beginning, people made an effort to
identify and comprehend the nature to survive, then
started to think about the necessity to dominate, and
find enough right to manipulate and change the
existing process of nature under the favor of science
and technology developing day by day.
The global ecological crisis, that been argued
intensively in the recent years and will have been
turned into a threat for future of the people without
taking precaution, lies at the root of the relationship
between people and nature. Solution suggestions
concerning identifying the spectrum, discussing,
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questioning the reasons and eliminating the scope
of this ethical problems coming to light in the different forms and sizes ranging from ozone depleting to floods, from draught to global warming, from
global climate change to the extinction go certain
species, from the loss of fertile fields to bad plant
nutrition and preservation practices, were proposed
an item for agenda. If we pay attention, we can see
that the provided solution suggestions reach dimension of the multi-disciplinary aspect with the different researches done in not only physical science but
also social science fields.
On the one hand, it is been producing solution
oriented projects about the environmental sustainability in the institutes and universities, on the other
hand the studies on educational aspects of environmental issues, social ecology, environmental philosophy and ethic, extensive ecological movements,
new environmental policies, new ecological system
and environmental ethics are the researches in the
progress within the scope of multi-disciplinary and
extensive aspects [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].


 !  
   

When we observe it, we think about the possibility of several topics such as environmental pollution depends on intensive fertilizer grade, accuracy
of used ingredient of preparate, foreign-dependent
raw material’s supply of fertilizers, issue of not
making a gain of producers, profit-minded distributors, selling pressure, agricultural education and
used agricultural policy. These all are the meanings
that we attributed to the facts in our paradigm. The
value of era lies behind our worldview, world perception and used agricultural production models.
And the whole values indicate the present paradigm. In this respect, 4R approach, observed in the
sustainable plant nutrition practices in recent years,
bring the present paradigm to forefront from an
ethical aspect.
The first article serial, put the approach forward, published in the magazine Crops and Soils of
American Society of Agronomy named ‘Know
Your Fertilizer Rights’ on March-April 2009. The
article focused on the approach named as 4R (4
Right) for the fertilizer practices will use in good
agricultural practices [37]. What makes the article
serial interesting is to write it with the collaboration
of university and industry by the academical editorship of Institute for International Plant Nutrition.
The article indicates the aim of sustainable future
for all partner of the industry in the fertilizer use,
and at the same time tries to provide a common
association to enhance the production and profitability.
The important point is to be coordinated of
plant nutrition practices with other cultural practices, which centre upon the cooperation’s and coordination abilities since require to interoperate between sector partners. What makes the approach
different is to ask the question ‘who will decide
about what is right?’. The possible expected answers might be the producers, researchers, specialists, publishers, fertilizer producers and distributors.
And of course, they can give a different answer by
their perspectives. But, the fundamental based on
sustainable fertilization program with 4R is the
performance of entire production system involving
all partners and also including the environment into
it. Therefore, the thought of ‘correctness’ includes
both ethical and scientific approach. The suggestions, proposed to the approach, are such as to
prove for both environmental, social and economic
value [38, 39].
To be able to discuss the ethical problems
considering sustainable plant nutrition practices, it
is important to emphasize that all partners are able
to make moral choices that are sensitive to human
beings and environment, when they are able to do
their own preferences or choices.

The study, confessed broadly with the different science frames and perspectives in the form of
science ethic in different literatures [21, 22], environmental ethic [23], agricultural research ethic
[24], agricultural ethic [25, 26, 27], food and agricultural ethic [9, 28], evaluated the areas of ethic in
subjective and limitative way in terms of sustainable plant nutrition practices. The field fertilizer
experiments which continued longer than a century
performed in England, Rothamsted in 1800’s [29],
then started to continue in Julius Khün production
area in Germany [30] and Askov Research Station
in Denmark [31]. 11 in England, 3 in Denmark, 2 in
France, 2 in Germany, 2 in Ukraine which in total is
25 studies were performed more than 100 years
[32]. After the field fertilizer experiments [33, 34,
35, 36] it is observed that more than 50% of gained
products came from the additional fertilizer.
In spite of the observed ethically problematic
issues in the sustainable production systems that
produced to survive of increasing world population,
fertilization programs are irreplaceable today. It is
impossible to develop a production system without
using the inputs by indicating of being foreigndependent in the fertilizer production and increased
fertilizer, fuel and irrigation costs.
All the observations and experiences, performed in the plant nutrition areas, don’t have a
meaning unless they come along with the
knowledge. For instance, when we observe the
fertilization program, the observed fertilizer is not
the nominative fact. It is not the single-handed
observation.
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chemicals which are produced thanks to the science
and technology or are the responsible one’s people
who use them without restriction?
In conclusion, we need to consider the perspective of ‘ecocentrism’ more which shows that
people come to existence and sustain their life with
nature, than the perspective of ‘anthropocentrism’
which see the nature as a material for people and a
raw material using in production by people.

For instance, the producers who try to maintain the agricultural production which has highly
input cost and debt, don’t have an option to perform
or not perform the intensive fertilization program
on the behalf of soil conservation. And likely, the
producers, aside from gaining certain income level,
don’t have an option to consume or not consume
the organic products which are more expensive.
When it is examined widely, the countries, got the
topsoil out of hand because of the various reasons,
don’t have an option to import or not import the
agricultural products.
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It is observed that the perspective of four cruces points needs to be examined, despite the diversity and extensity of ethically problematic issues in
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owner of the nature, nor have a right to use and
convert the soil as they want, they are the part of
entire ecosystem. Thereby, all the unethical behaviors make them guilty. Thirdly, it is the necessity to
approach the entire living and non-living system. In
this way, they can understand the position and value of themselves and other parts of ecosystem.
Fourthly, we can take on moral obligation against
the environment and consumers in the plant nutrition practices that we perform different preparats.
When it is examined the observed ethically problematic issues generally, some problems such as
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the basis of all problems that people instrumentalize
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suggestions related to the issues of plant nutrition, it
is needed to specify the responsible one first. Are
the responsible one’s agricultural instruments and
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Caring for the water environment is the responsibility of each country, especially those located in the Baltic Sea basin. Taking the above into
consideration efficient wastewater purification is
required. Apart from various methods commonly
applied in wastewater treatment plants, the utilization of bio-preparations seems to be an attractive
alternative. Thus, the study was undertaken to evaluate the real effect of a biopreparation (Eco
TabsTM) application to enhance the removal of total
nitrogen and its mineral forms, total phosphorus
and total organic carbon from wastewaters. The
experiment was conducted in wastewater treatment
plants with biopreparations Eco TabsTM Pond Tablets and Eco TabsTM Eco Granular Shock. To indicate the relations between the above-mentioned
parameters, cluster analysis and the profile analysis
were applied. It was found that Eco Tabs™ has no
effect on improvement of COD, TOC, TN, and NNH4 removal efficiency during the wastewater
purification process. The positive effect of the applied biopreparations was only manifested in lower
concentrations of N-NO3 and TP. Based on the
applied statistical methods, transformations of total
nitrogen and its mineral forms, total phosphorus
and total organic carbon during the process were
characterised in detail.

discharges from wastewater treatment plants flowing via rivers to the sea are responsible for pollution, eutrophication and oxygen depletion in received water, resulting in the death of aquatic life.
Formerly the environmental problem affecting both
urban and rural areas was associated with runoff
wastewater containing excessive amounts of nitrogen and phosphorous. Currently the most significant influence on the purity of rivers and finally on
the Baltic Sea is exerted by wastewater treatment
plants (WWTP).
Presently all wastewater treatment plants located in the Wielkopolska region (Poland) are either new or retrofitted, ensuring their high and very
good performance, but further works are continued
to enhance WWTP efficiency. Moreover, Poland's
accession to the European Union resulted in the
necessity to adjust Polish law to the Community
law [2]. Under the Accession treaty wastewater
treatment plants are obligated to reach 100% reduction of nitrogen and phosphorous compounds in the
effluents discharged into rivers. Such an established
goals can be achieve using a combined process of
mechanical, chemical and biological reactions.
While these methods are well developed and extensively applied in many countries worldwide, they
do not fully meet the paradigm of environmental
sustainability. The impact of the entire purification
process should be interpreted in terms of protection
of natural resources such as water and soil, as well
as sustainability of urban development. According
to Kim and Kwon [3], the world becomes more
urbanized, with a vast majority of people living in
cities and urbanized regions, which inevitably leads
to a dramatic increase in the generation of
wastewaters. In view of the above, introduction of
sustainable purification methods of wastewaters is a
pressing challenge. Thus new, more efficient and
environmentally friendly methods of wastewater
purification are sought. Recent studies are focused
on applying combined biological and chemical
methods [4-11]. One of the methods increasing in
popularity is bioaugmentation, comprising unconventional methods to degrade pollutants in
wastewaters. The literature review presented by
Herrero and Stuckey [12] is dedicated to bioaugmentation as a promising biological technique to
enhance WWTP efficiency. Bioaugmentation as a

$#
Bio-preparation, wastewater parameters, nutrients loads,
wastewater treatment plant, profile analysis wastewater,
cluster analysis
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The environmental threat to the Baltic Sea is
one of the most important environmental problems
for the Baltic countries. Poland is one of the nine
countries situated in the catchment area of the Baltic Sea. The Polish territory is almost entirely located in the catchment area of the Baltic Sea (99.7%)
[1]. Large loads of nutrients from different sources
as industrial pollution, agricultural practices, municipal storm drain, atmospheric deposition and
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)5'4-36-21 2* ##  The wastewater
treatment plant (WWTP) where the present experiment was conducted is located in the west of Poland, in the Wielkopolska Region, in the town of
Września city (52.320°N and 17.579°E). The
WWTP has the capacity to treat 10 000 m3/day
municipal wastewaters from the local urban area,
RLM=77000. The WWTP was constructed in 19941996 and according to the current water law permission (No. 6341.53.2013) the thresholds of parameters in effluents may not exceed:
• 5-day biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD5) ≤ 15.0 mg/l
• Chemical oxygen demand (COD) ≤ 125
mg/l
• Suspended solids (SS) ≤ 35.0 mg/l
• Total nitrogen (TN) ≤ 15 mg/l
• Total phosphorus (TP) ≤ 2.0 mg/l
The WWTP has two main technological lines
for wastewater purification: mechanical and biological. In the mechanical part, wastewaters flow subsequently through the screen house and grit chambers and finally reach the preliminary settling tanks.
During the mechanical part of wastewater purifications the solids are retained on the screens, mineral
suspension is discarded by the flotation process in
grit chambers and organic suspension is separated
in preliminary settling tanks. Suspensions, which
are difficult to settle down, are removed in the biological part of the treatment plant. It is completed in
two biological tanks (bioreactors), where purification is performed with low active sludge (modernised Bardenpho system). In the biological line, an
integrated biological system is operated to remove
carbon, nitrogen and phosphorous compounds.
Following biological treatment, the wastewater is
channelled to secondary settling tanks, in which
biological sludge is separated by settling. Figure 1
presents a schematic and simplified flow chart of
the WWTP with the location of Eco TabsTM application and sample collection. The Eco TabsTM biopreparation application dose was established based
on the daily wastewater flow and chemical oxygen
demand recorded in raw wastewater samples.
Eco TabsTM were applied in 2 cycles during
the period of 3 months (from middle of September
to the middle of December) in two successive
years. In the first 3 months testing cycle the mean
COD in inflowing wastewater was 1000 mg/l. Additionally, taking into consideration the daily
wastewater effluent flow at 6 thousand m3, 12 Eco
TabsTM Pond Tablets and 12 Eco TabsTM Eco Granular Shock tablets were applied each day in the
course of the cycle. The preparations were added to
raw wastewater in the plenum system behind the
screen house and before in the preliminary settling
tank (Figure 1). In order to confirm the representative character of the results another 3 months in the

useful strategy for performance enhancement in
biological wastewater treatment was stressed also
by Zhang et al. [13]. Bioaugmentation is a process
of adding selected mixed cultures to wastewater to
improve catabolism of specific compounds and
simultaneously promote reduction of both organic
pollutants and odour. Widely distributed biopreparations composed from selected microorganisms, mainly bacteria, fungi and enzymes, may be
considered as a form of bioaugmentation. They are
non-toxic to humans, animals and plants and the
main purpose of their application is to ensure faster
decomposition of organic pollutants in wastewaters
(also in lakes or industrial tanks) and to eliminate
unpleasant odours. Utilisation of biopreparations in
waste management, especially for wastewater purification is not a popular practise and there are only
a few experiments available [14-17]. Additionally
there are some reports focused on fungal treatment
of industrial wastewaters [18-19]. Among various
products available on the Polish marker [20], Eco
TabsTM technology seems to be interesting. In addition, no scientific studies have been carried out so
far with this preparation. One can find only a few
marketing information about this product. According to the information put on the official website of
its distributor, this preparation is natural and environmentally friendly. The Eco TabsTM technology is
advertised as easy in application, low-cost and
useful in wastewater purification, purification of
lakes, various tanks and fats classifier. Among
other things, this preparation reduces the amount of
excessive sediment and odours, decreases N and P
loads in wastewaters as well as improves their hygienic standard. So far a limited number of scientific papers is available [21-22], which analyse the
practical usability of Eco TabsTM in wastewater
purification.
Thus an experiment was undertaken, which
aim was to evaluate Eco TabsTM efficiency to reduce wastewater loads. Special attention was paid
on the rate and pattern of changes in total nitrogen
(TN), ammonium nitrogen (N-NH4+), nitrate nitrogen (N-NO3-), total organic carbon (TOC), total
phosphorus (TP) and chemical oxygen demand
(COD) during the technological process of purification. Additionally, the interrelationship between the
above-mentioned parameters was analysed in
wastewater with and without Eco TabsTM application. For this purpose, cluster analysis is a suitable
statistical technique. For more in-depth analyses on
two types of wastewaters and to compare selected
properties throughout the purification process the
profile analysis was used. The useful instrument
[23-24] for the analysis of data in order to compare
variables (two types of wastewaters) during the
purification process was applied.
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during Eco TabsTM application was comparable and
guarantees stability of study conditions as well as
accuracy of obtained results.
All the samples were collected following the
requirements of Polish standards PN-ISO 5667-10
(1997), PN-EN ISO 5667-1 (2008) with a sampling
dipper on a telescope pole and they were analysed
immediately after collection.

same period as above study cycle was performed.
In this case, COD in raw wastewater was 1400
mg/l. In view of the greater influent load greater
doses of the preparations were used, amounting to
20 Eco TabsTM Pond Tablets and Eco TabsTM Eco
Granular Shock. The location and frequency of
preparation applications were identical as in the
first cycle. In view of the wastewater retention, time
at individual stages of the technological cycle the
effect of Eco TabsTM on the values of biochemical
parameters were assessed in samples collected
every two days from the following locations in the
technological wastewater treatment cycle:
• Preliminary settling tanks (PST)
• Bioreactors (BR)
• Effluent channel (EF)
One year before and one year later after Eco
TabsTM application the wastewater samples were
collected every two days from the same locations in
the same period of 3 months (from middle of September to the middle of December). The assumption of the presented study was based on the
knowledge that chemical composition of
wastewater in individual years is very similar. It
should be underlined that wastewater quality on the
individual stage of purification is controlled daily
throughout the year, thus WWTP owns an exhaustive data base of basic wastewater parameters. Analysing the gathered data from the following years
(2011-2014) one can conclude that assessed parameters of wastewater in relative months (from middle
of September to the middle of December) are in the
same range of values. Thus the quality of analysed
wastewater during the experiment before, after and

,%4%'6)4-56-'5 2* '2 %&5  42(7'65
The biopreparation Eco TabsTM Pond Tablets has
the form of 135g tablets. According to the technical
specification it contained an inoculum of specialised strains of non-pathogenic aerobic bacteria of
min. 5 billion strains per gram of product, a mixture
of sodium percarbonate (Na2CO3 1,5 H2O2), calcium percarbonate (CaO2) as well as lactose monohydrate and a surfactant based on polyethylene
glycol.
The biopreparation Eco TabsTM Eco Granular
Shock is available in the powder form sold in 250g
packages. According to the product specification
sheet, this product contained the compound of sodium carbonate with hydrogen peroxide (2:3), a biologically active oxygen donor, microbiological
medium with lactose, a bonding agent (barley
chaff) and non-pathogenic bacterial strains isolated
from water and soil. All batches of Eco TabsTM
Pond Tablets and Eco TabsTM Eco Granular had
quality certificates confirming their natural origin
and their non-invasive action, issued by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Institute of Public Health–National Institute of Hygiene.

!
',)0%6-'%1(5-03/-*-)(*/29',%462*6,)##9-6,6,)/2'%6-212*'2 %&5
%33/-'%6-21%1(5%03/)'2//)'6-21
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Here,  is the matrix of contrasts with rows
&k,  is the covariance matrix and the table value is
. If the profile curves are parallel
(there is no interaction between populations), it
must be examined if they are equal. In order to test
if one group score was higher on average across all
time
points
the
statistics

1%/:6-'%/ )6,2(5 Quality parameters of
wastewater samples, including total nitrogen (TN),
ammonium nitrogen (N-NH4+), nitrate nitrogen (NNO3-), total organic carbon (TOC), total phosphorus
(TP) and chemical oxygen demand (COD), were
determined according to standard methods. To
measure these parameters duplicate determinations
were performed using photochemical commercial
test kits (Merck GmbH, Germany) or ISO tests as
presented in Table 1.


,)/-562*%33/-)(%1%/:6-'%/0)6,2(5
Parameter
Analytical method
TN
Merck No. 1.09713.0001
N-NH4+
Merck No. 1.14559.0001
Merck No. 1.14776.0001
N-NO3TOC
Merck No. 1.14878.0001
TP
Merck No. 1.14729.0001
COD
PN-ISO 15705:2005

is used
and the result are compared with
. If
the profiles are on equal levels then it must be verified whether the value of any property is identical
in
all
time
points.
Here,
statistics
can be used and
. If the
profiles are equal and the average group scores of
the considered property are not equal, then the
cumulative critical regions according to the inequality

6%6-56-'%/ 1%/:5-5 In the first step of our
study, the data from the periods in two successive
years were compared using the t-test in each time
point. The comparison of analysed properties between sludge subjected to Eco TabsTM application
in two years indicates that the differences were
statistically non-significant, so we did not study
these data separately. Based on the cluster analysis
we divided all objects into homogeneous groups
with regard to the six studied properties: TN, TP,
N-NH4, N-NO3, COD and TOC. The objects (properties) in the same group are more similar to each
other than to those in the other groups. In Figure 3,
a hierarchical clustering dendrogram presents the
selected properties in wastewaters with and without
Eco TabsTM in terms of their decreasing similarity.
Next the profile analysis was performed. For more
details, see [23-24]. Two profile lines for
wastewaters with and without Eco TabsTM separately for each of the six studied parameters in three
time points were determined. In each time point, we
took 45 measurements for each property and for
each wastewater type. For the studied properties:
TN, TP, N-NH4, N-NO3, COD and TOC, profile
analysis asks three basic questions:
1) Are the groups parallel between time
points?
2) Are the groups at equal levels across time
point?
and 3) Are the profiles flat across time points?
Parallelism is usually the main test of interest
in profile analysis. To verify whether the profiles
are parallel we used the statistics

(1)
were determined. By that time, the profiles determined for wastewaters with and without Eco
TabsTM are not parallel, we compared them by determining the confidence region for the difference
of average values of a given property in the step
with formula
(2)
where



! !
Currently the term sustainable management or
development is very often used both in theory and
practice and it addresses different areas of human
life. In the opinion of Kim and Kwon [3], sustainable social development must take under consideration not only economic and socio-cultural, but also
environmental factors. Thus it is particularly essential to eliminate negative impacts on the environment. In this context the environmentally friendly
wastewater purification is fundamental. The proposal given in this study for the application of a
biopreparation could be an interesting solution
alternative to the presently applied methods. While
the obtained findings do not provide an explicit
answer, they refer to sustainability in respect to
sustainable wastewater management. It can be related to various opinions on biopreparation application, because there is no agreement in the literature
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on the effect of biopreparations on improved performance of WWTP expressed in more efficient
wastewaters purification. Puchlik et al. [16] reported that the application of the biopreparation used in
their study improved the quality of treated
wastewaters. It was manifested in the greater removal of organic compounds, COD, BOD5, N total
and ammonium. On the other hand, Grabas et al.
[15] after the application of effective microorganisms observed only reduction of odours. Ceretta et
al. [14] assessed the effectiveness of bacterial consortium, isolated from a dyeing factory as satisfying
in decolourising wastewaters. The studies [18-19]
present, that white rot fungi showed the best decolorisation efficiency of industrial wastewaters and at
the same time it was less effective in COD removal.
In an earlier study conducted by Jakubus et al. [21]
it was found that Eco TabsTM application has a
weak influence on the chemical properties of
wastewater sludge in the course of its fermentation
process. The study demonstrated that the application of Eco TabsTM neither increased dry matter nor
decreased biogenic substances in terms of organic
matter and such elements as carbon, nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorus. Based on the comparison of
analysed parameters between control sludge and
sludge subjected to Eco TabsTM application, the
cited authors stated that the applicability of such a
preparation under analysed conditions was low.
Without doubt, the Eco TabsTM preparation positively influenced microbiological activity, which
was confirmed by Wolna-Maruwka et al. [22].
Those authors found a statistically significant increase in the total number of heterotrophic bacteria
and moulds as well dehydrogenase activity in
wastewater sludge with Eco TabsTM addition in the
course of its fermentation.
The obtained results confirmed the earlier information indicating a limited impact on sludge
quality improvement. We need to stress here a lack
of Eco TabsTM influence to enhance COD, TOC,
TN and N-NH4 removal efficiency during the
wastewater purification process. This is confirmed
by the data presented in Figure 2 and Table 2. The
profiles curves (Figure 2) for the contents of TOC,
TN, N-NH4 in wastewaters with and without Eco
TabsTM addition were parallel on the grounds of
statistics F given in Table 2 and the critical value. It
means that the change tendency for the levels of
those parameters in both types of wastewater was
similar. The profile curves for the TOC concentration are parallel, although not equal (Figure 2). The
level of TOC in wastewater with Eco TabsTM was
greater than that in wastewater across the selected
stages of wastewater purification, which was confirmed by the t-Student value (Table 2) and the
critical value. A distinct behaviour of TOC was also
observable based on the cluster analysis (Figure 3).
For wastewater with and without Eco TabsTM, in the
PST stage, TOC is in a separate homogeneous

group, whereas in the BR stage its classification
depends on the wastewater type.
During the wastewater purification process the
COD value depended on the type of wastewaters
(Table 2). Profile curves (Figure 2) determined for
raw wastewater and wastewater with Eco Tabs™
addition were parallel, while the average COD level
for these two wastewaters type was the same. The
confidence region for differences between average
COD values in raw wastewater and wastewater
with the Eco TabsTM addition are (–32.75, 63.31),
see equality 2). The COD level in raw wastewater
was greater than in the wastewater with the biopreparation at the PST and EF stages and equal in
the BR stage, because the confidence intervals
determined according to equality (1) are (0.63,
75.57), (3.11, 6.49), (–0.45, 3.43), respectively.
Such an unusual behaviour of this parameter is
noticeable in Figure 3. In the initial interval, the
COD value was not in the same group with the
other parameters and its level was greater, in the
final interval it was in the homogenous group with
TOC.
The profile curves determined for the concentrations of TN and N-NH4 across individual stages
of the purification process were equal (Figure 2,
Table 2). It denotes that the concentrations of TN
and similarly N-NH4 were equal. The level of TN
was not significantly different for wastewater with
and without the bio-preparation. Analogous results
were observed for N-NH4 concentration. Subsequently, for ammonium nitrogen and total nitrogen,
the levels of these parameters determined in the
PST-BR-EF stages for both types of wastewaters
were comparable for the two groups internally and
may be treated as two sets; similarly, Eco TabsTM
did not affect the values of these parameters. The
ammonium nitrogen concentrations and total nitrogen concentrations collectively in wastewater with
and without the biopreparation were not stable
during the purification process (Table 2). The cumulative critical regions for average differences
between the concentration of ammonium nitrogen
in the PST and BR stages (52.81, 56.05) as well as
the BR and EF stages of purification (–3.93, 3.95)
were determined according to equality (1). During
wastewater purification between PST and BR, the
concentration of N-NH4 was significantly decreased
and afterwards it remained stable at the end of the
process. Changes were observed in total nitrogen
concentration during wastewater purification. At
the beginning, the content of TN decreased until the
BR stage and next increased until the EF stage of
purification. It was acknowledged by cumulative
critical regions for average differences between the
concentration of TN: in order to compare PST and
BR (53.1748, 56.6278) as well as BR and EF (–
2.99, –2.06), determined from equation (1). The
level of total nitrogen was significantly greater
between the BR – EF stages of wastewaters purifi-
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geneous group and they were comparable, whereas
in the EF stage they were in different groups. 

cation. Such a pattern of changes was noticeable in
cluster analysis (Figure 3). In the PST stage, TN
and N-NH4 concentrations were in the same homo



,)8%/7)52*6)56%1(66)56 6)562*',25)13423)46-)5
N-NO3
TP
TOC
COD
N-NH4
2.58
27.86
19.03
2.39
5.80

F-test

TN
0.04

t

1.10

1.03

–

–

2.90

–

T2

304.90

702.90

–

–

–

–



Table value

T2=6.13
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cy may be evaluated as very high.
To the best knowledge of the authors, this article is the first report concerning differences in
wastewaters with and without a biopreparation.
Study results demonstrate that the effect of Eco
TabsTM is significant only for some of the six analysed parameters. It would be naive to expect that
such a preparation as Eco TabsTM would have a
positive effect on all parameters; nevertheless, for
some selected parameters the use of this preparation
is advantageous.

Figure 2 presents the analysed parameters of
removal efficiency during the wastewater purification process at 80 – 99%. Nevertheless, only in the
case of N-NO3 and TP the effect of the applied biopreparation was favourable and resulted in their
lower concentrations in analysed wastewaters. Concentrations of nitrite nitrogen and total phosphorus
depend on the wastewater type, as the profile
curves are not parallel (Figure 2, Table 2). During
the wastewater purification process the average
concentrations of nitrite nitrogen and total phosphorus were higher than in wastewater with the Eco
TabsTM addition, owing to the fact that the confidence interval determined according to (2) for differences of N-NO3 contents in both types of
wastewaters were (0.01, 0.02) and for TP were
(0.366, 1.968). Irrespective of the experimental
factors (sampling site and Eco Tabs™ application)
variations in N-NO3 and TP concentrations were
distinguished by the same pattern of changes. Based
on cluster analysis it was evident, because during
wastewater purification, the above-mentioned parameters were in the same homogeneous group
(Figure 3).
Wastewater purification is a complex process
based on natural microbiological processes (nitrification, denitrification and dephosphatation), which
are involved in the mechanical/ biological system.
The most important stage of nutrient removal is the
biological part, where efficiency is the highest. The
findings showed that this conventional system is
working properly with good performance of WWT
and an additional application of a bio-preparation
such as Eco TabsTM does not change significantly
wastewater quality. Accordingly, Eco TabsTM application only slightly improved the N-NO3 and TP
removal capability. Unfortunately, this is not sufficient to recommend such a preparation for wide,
practical applications in WWT. Eco TabsTM as a
bio-preparation based on a natural, selected group
of microorganisms only partially supports natural
microbiological processes during wastewater purification, mainly active sludge.
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fog formed by SO3 discharged into atmosphere,
which is one of the main reasons for acid rain formation, and sulfate formed by sulfuric acid fog is
also one of the important sources of PM2.5 [3]. Meanwhile, comprehensive air pollution release standards
have formulated by the national and local environmental protection departments, SO3 emissions will
be restricted more seriously. According to Emission
Standard of Pollutants for Sulfuric Acid Industry [4],
the emission limitation of sulfuric acid smog is 30
mg/m3. Moreover, the emission limitation of sulfuric
acid smog in some severe areas is controlled at 10
mg/m3 [5].
Currently, researchers have carried out lots of
theoretical studies and experimental researches on
SO3 removal [6-11], exploring the effects of adsorbent species, temperature, gas composition, reaction
time and other factors on the efficiency of SO3 removal respectively. Luo [9] researched on calciumbased adsorbent specific surface area by quenching
and tempering, and the surface presented a loose
structure, which obviously promoted its reaction rate
with SO3. In addition, Chen [6] conducted a comparative study on different types of calcium-based adsorbents, and found that the experimental impact of
Ca(OH)2 on the SO3 removal were significantly better than other types of adsorbents, and its efficiency
was more than 90%. However, study on the effect of
adsorbent size on SO3 removal efficiency is few.
Therefore, it is significant to carry out research on
the effect of adsorbent particle size on SO3 removal
efficiency. Under above backgrounds, the influence
investigation of adsorbent particle size, gas temperature and different atmospheres on the SO3 removal
was implemented in this study.


" !"!

=6,703,49(2 8>89,3 The experimental system is composed of three parts, including flue gas
generation system, flue gas detection system and flue
gas removal system. The schematic diagram is
shown in Figure 1. In flue gas generation system,
SO3 was prepared by Ozone oxidation, and a boiling
flask-4-neck was used as a mixed gas generating

The damage of SO3 to the boiler facilities and
atmospheric environment cannot be neglected. This
paper presents the exploration of the influence factors on SO3 removal based onCa(OH)2adsorbent in
flue gas. In this experiment, the removal of SO3 in
flue gas which from coal-fired power plants was simulated. Ozone oxidization method was used to generate SO3, Isopropanol absorption was adopted to detect SO3 and calcium-based adsorbent was applied to
removal SO3. Influence factors on SO3 removal were
investigated under different flue gas conditions and
different particle sizes of adsorbent (200mesh,
300mesh, 400mesh, 500mesh). The results indicated
that the highest efficiency of SO3 removal was
95.45% when the absorbent size was 500 mesh and
gas temperature was 773 K. Under the optimal conditions, NH3, NO and mixture of these two gases
were introduced respectively, the inhibitory effect of
NH3 on SO3 removal was greater than that of NO,
while the inhibitory of mixture gas were higher than
that of either single gas condition.


&% !
SO3 Removal, Calcium-based adsorbent, Ozone oxidization, Isopropanol absorption, Particle size of adsorbent
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Coal-fired power generation has been the most
important mode of power energy conversion in
China, the associated environmental issues have
been the focus of world [1-2]. Therefore, we are not
only looking for a new type of energy that is clean,
safe, recyclable and highly efficient, but also trying
to solve the pollution problem caused by energy consumption. In terms of the research status, some progress has been achieved in the efficient removal of
SO2, NOx and CO2, but a completed system on SO3
removal has not been established.
In recent years, air pollution has attracted more
public attention, the harm of SO3 can’t be neglected
particularly. SO3 is the main cause of blue smoke and
yellow smoke in power plants. Besides, sulfuric acid
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"/,8*/,3(90*5-,=6,703,49(28,9:6
1. O2 cylinder; 2. SO2 cylinder; 3. N2 cylinder; 4. NH3 cylinder; 5. NO cylinder; 6. gas distribution cabinet; 7. ozone generator;
8. water bath; 9. round bottom four flask; 10.11.20.21. 80% Isopropyl alcohol; 12.22. 3% H2O2; 13.23. ice bath; 14.24. color
changing silica gel desiccant; 15.17. quartz tube;16. alumina fiber cotton board; 18. 700 mesh quartz screen; 19. temperature
control device; 25. heating tape.



adsorb SO3 in flue gas. Furthermore, a part of SO3 in
flue gas converted sulfuric acid vapor when it contacted water, and it was absorbed with SO3 when
passed through the isopropanol solution in the gaswash bottle.
The concentration of SO3 in flue gas can be calculated by measuring the concentration of SO42- in
isopropanol absorption solution. In this part, the high
accuracy spectrophotometer [13] was taken to detect
the concentration of SO42-, thorium reagent was selected as indicator to titrate the absorption solution
with BaCl2 standard solution [14]. Firstly, the absorbance of thorium-barium complex was detected
by spectrophotometer at different wavelengths, thus
the optimum wavelength was 530 nm. Secondly, the
amount of standard BaCl2 solution (0.01mol/L) was
determined at 1ml under 530nm. Finally, the standard curve equation about SO42- mass was obtained
with above conditions. Accordingly, the concentration of SO42- in isopropanol solution was calculated,
and the concentration of SO3 in flue gas could be obtained by conversion based on sampled gas volume.

,9,7304(9054 5- !  *54*,497(9054 (9 9/,
042,9It is necessary to determine the concentration
of SO3 in the inlet flue gas before the removal experiment. The flow rates of experimental gases were set
as follow: SO2 flow rate was 0.05 L / min; oxygen
flow rate was set at 0.7 L / min, 0.5 L / min and 0.4
L / min respectively. N2 was used as the equilibrium
gas so that the total amount inlet flue gas was controlled at 0.8 L / min. Then keep a ventilation for 20

device, which was placed in a constant-temperature
water bath at 333K. The flue gas detection system
includes SO3 sampling and detecting parts. According to the US EPA standard, the isopropyl alcohol
sampling method (IPA method) was adopted to sample SO3. The concentration of SO3 in the simulated
flue gas was measured by spectrophotometer. This
experimental system was established to investigate
the effect of Ca(OH)2 on SO3 adsorption characteristic under different gas temperature, adsorbent particle size and atmosphere mixed with NH3 and NO.
2:,.(8.,4,7(90548>89,3The ozone oxidation method [12] was assumed to generate SO3. As
shown in Figure 1, O3 was generated by the ozone
generator firstly, then SO2 and O3 were proportionally loaded into gas mixing device together. Due to
the low boiling point of SO3, the gas mixing device
was placed in a constant-temperature water bath at
333K. Moreover, as equilibrium gas, N2 was loaded
into the gas mixing device with O3 and SO2, which
ensured sufficient reaction and a certain total gas
flow rate. The flow rates of SO2 and N2 were adjusted
by the mass flowmeter in the gas distribution
cabinet.

2:, .(8 +,9,*9054 8>89,3 !(36204. (4+
*54*,497(9054+,9,*90545-! The flue gas detection system includes two parts: SO3 sampling and
SO3 concentration detection. Condensation and isopropanol absorption method were adopted for SO3
sampling. As shown in Figure 1, isopropanol solution (80%) was placed in an ice bath, being used to
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SO3, and the amount of SO3 removed in the mixed
gas was obtained.

minutes according to the above gas flow rates. Finally, inlet flue gas was injected into isopropanol solution totally, the concentrations of SO3 produced
with different flow rate of O2 were measured. The
results were shown in Table 1. When the flow rate of
O2 was kept at 0.5 L/min and the flow rate of SO2
was kept at 0.05 L/min, the concentration of SO3 in
inlet flue gas was the maximum, which take an average of 5.329 mg/L, and the ratio of SO2 to O2 was
determined at 1:10.




!#"!!#!!

--,*9 5- 9,36,7(9:7,(4+ (+857),49 6(790
*2,80?,54! 7,35;(2,--0*0,4*>Figure 2 reveals
the relationship between SO3 removal efficiency versus adsorbent particle size. As shown in Figure 2, the
removal efficiency was lower under a certain temperature when the adsorbent particle size was 200
mesh, which was between 70% and 80%. As the particle size of the adsorbent reduced from 200 mesh to
500 mesh, the removal efficiency increased. Thus
the SO3 removal efficiency gradually increased with
the decreasing particle size of adsorbent under the
same reaction temperature, and the highest removal
efficiency occurs at 500 mesh. Consequently, the
particle size of adsorbent was an important factor on
the volume of adsorbed SO3 with the same amount
of adsorbent for a certain period of time. As the
smaller particles, the larger specific surface area of
the adsorbent, the effect of SO3 diffusion rate on adsorption is also reduced in the product layer.

!  7,35;(2 8>89,3 Previous studies have
shown that Ca(OH)2 is the most effective on SO3 adsorption property compared with CaO and CaCO3
[6]. Therefore, Ca(OH)2 was used as the adsorbent
and sieved to 200 mesh, 300 mesh, 400 mesh, and
500 mesh for experiment. Besides, the removal efficiency with different particle size adsorbents were
measured under 473 K, 573 K, 673 K, 773 K and 873
K separately. The SO3 removal system is shown in
Figure 1, the adsorbent was placed on a 700 meshquartz screen and preheated by tube furnace, and the
water bath ought to switch on in advance and keep at
333K. Eventually, the subsequent detection part is as
described in Section of sampling and detection of


" 
"/,*54*,497(90545-! (9,497(4*,:4+,7+0--,7,49<57104.*54+090548
O2condition
(L/min)
0.7
0.5
0.3

Absorbance
y1
0.728
0.721
0.695
0.697
0.710
0.715

Air inlet mass concentration
[SO3]mg/L
4.753
4.408
5.295
5.271
4.876
4.999

The average
(mg/L)
4.581
5.28
4.937
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mesh and 300 mesh, the removal of SO3 was promoted. While the removal of SO3 was restrained
with the adsorbent of 400 mesh and 500 mesh under
873K.
Various calcium-based adsorbents can be assumed as the particles composed of a plurality of
grains, and there is a certain gap between the grains.
The adsorption process starts from the surface of the
grain, as the reaction goes on, the core of the unreacted grain gradually becomes smaller and is replaced by the product layer of CaSO4 [15]. When the
adsorbent is still in high temperature, the molecules
in the product layer move vigorously, causing a certain expansion, which reduces the gap between the
grains of the adsorbent, hinders the diffusion of SO3
in the gap, thereby reducing the removal efficiency
of adsorbent. As shown in Figure 4, which can explain the inhibition of SO3 removal by using 400
mesh and 500 mesh adsorbent under high temperature.

Figure 3 shows that the removal efficiency of
SO3 increased along with the reaction temperature
increasing when the adsorbents was 200 mesh and
300 mesh. As the adsorbents were 400 mesh and 500
mesh, temperature increased from 573 K to 773 K,
the removal efficiency increases. Because of the increasing temperature, the chemical reaction speed of
Ca(OH)2 and SO3 is accelerated. Due to the excessive amount of adsorbent, the diffusion rate of SO3
has little effect on the adsorption rate, the amount of
adsorbing SO3 is increased. Therefore, the efficiency
of SO3 removal was improved as the increase of temperature [6].
However, when the particle size of adsorbents
were 400 mesh, 500 mesh and the temperature was
873 K, the removal efficiency decreased. This result
indicates that the high temperature will inhibit the
SO3 removal, and the typical point was 773 K. According to Figure 3, under the highest temperature of
873K when the particle size of the adsorbent was 200
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(1) SO3 removal efficiency gradually increased
as the particle size of the adsorbent decreased under
the same reaction temperature.
(2) When the particle size of adsorbent was 200
mesh and 300 mesh, the removal efficiency increased with the increase of the reaction temperature
using the same particle size of the adsorbent. But
higher temperature inhibited SO3 removal.
(3) Comparing the removal efficiency under
different conditions, the highest removal efficiency
of SO3 was 95.45% when the adsorbent size was 500
mesh and temperature was 773 K.
(4) NH3, NO and their mixture gas were respectively introduced under the conditions of 500 mesh,
773 K. The inhibitory effect of NH3 on SO3 removal
was greater than that of NO, and the inhibition effect
of mixture of two gases was higher than that of single
condition.


%"!

Therefore, the SO3 removal achieved the highest efficiency when the particle size of adsorbent was
500 mesh and experimental temperature was 773 K.
The above reaction conditions will be used to study
the effect of flue gas constituents on the removal efficiency of SO3.

--,*95- (4+54! 7,35;(2,--0
*0,4*> Figure 5 displays the effect of NH3 and NO
on SO3 removal efficiency. The maximum removal
efficiency of SO3 is 95.45% with 500 mesh adsorbent under 773 K in Figure 5. According to this condition, NH3, NO and the mixture of these two gases
were introduced separately, investigating the effect
of NH3, NO and their mixture on SO3 removal. Figure 5 shows that the removal efficiency reduced under above conditions. The inhibitory effect of NH3
on SO3 removal was greater than that of NO, and the
inhibition effect of mixture of two gases was higher
than that of single condition.
As shown in Figure 5, NH3 has an inhibitory
effect on the removal of SO3. Therefore, in practical
industrial applications, the ammonia escape phenomenon of SCR denitrification technology will affect the removal of SO3 adversely.
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Study on SO3 removal in flue gas of coal-fired
power plants was carried out under different flue gas
constituents and different adsorbent particle sizes.
From the results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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The management and control on NOx with
growing concerns has been in the spotlight of the
field of atmospheric pollution treatment. Flue gas
denitrification (De-NOx) is a conventional approach
to reduce the emission of NOx. The reductant ammonia accounts for the dominant consumption during flue gas De-NOx, and it can be prepared by anhydrous ammonia, aqueous ammonia and urea. In
terms of different advantages and characteristics
respectively, every preparation of ammonia approaches has been applied in project cases. Taking
the advantages of safety and cost-performance, the
urea-based approach has been increasingly important. In the recent decade, the urea-based approach has seen great strides. The conventional
approaches including urea pyrolysis and hydrolysis
were focused and the related research and application were reviewed respectively; the research prospects on the preparation of ammonia by urea were
outlined.



Ammonia is listed as an ordinary reductant in
De-NOx system, and it can be produced by anhydrous ammonia, aqueous ammonia and urea. The
following lists the technical characteristics in terms
of the three different sources respectively [4-6].
Regarding the practical application, the resource selection of the preparation of ammonia
mainly focuses on safety, economic concerns, technical reliability, footprint, transportation, supply
condition, etc. Table 1 indicates anhydrous ammonia and aqueous ammonia with potential risk. The
both are highly corrosive and restricted by transportation and storage conditions. Especially anhydrous
ammonia is included in the scope of “Identification
of major hazard installations for dangerous chemicals” (GB18218-2018); it is listed as Grade-B dangerous chemicals with flammable, explosive and
toxic risk and is increasingly controlled strictly as
per safety concerns. While urea is nontoxic and
innoxious, and it shares the same De-NOx performance with anhydrous ammonia; in addition, urea
takes more advantages of safety, transportation,
storage and usage than anhydrous ammonia and is
of high overall cost-performance ratio. Hence, urea
enjoys great advantages in terms of safety and economic concerns; especially in the densely populated
area, the preparation of ammonia by urea has gradually become a mainstream technology and more
and more popular in enterprises [4-6].


%# !"""
! !#'$!

'&!"
Urea, ammonia, pyrolysis, hydrolysis, flue gas De-NOx

#!$#
The management and control on NOx have
been in the spotlight of the field of atmospheric
pollution treatment. More and more national and
local emission standards have been issued together
with revising outdated standards, and the emission
limits have been more stringent increasingly. Developing NOx control technologies with better performance has been imperative.
Flue gas De-NOx has currently enjoyed pervasive applications and acceptances as a NOx emission reduction technology, and it mainly consists of
selective catalytic reduction (SCR)[1-3] and selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR). The reductant
is critical in SCR and SNCR systems, and it is the
dominant consumption in De-NOx system and will
impact economic indicators directly.

The conventional processes of the preparation
of ammonia by urea include pyrolysis and hydrolysis. In recent decade, more and more researches
have concentrated on pyrolysis and hydrolysis of
urea globally. Advantages and disadvantages have
been reviewed intensively, and consequently improvement and optimization have been made on
project cases.
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# 
#1.<.,172,*5,1*:*,<.:2;<2,;8/<1.9:.9*:*<2878/*66872*+A-2//.:.7<;8=:,.;
Item
Reductant cost
Source availability
Footprint
Equipment investment
Operation cost
Transportation cost
Safety
System complexity
Storage condition
Equipment safety requirement



Anhydrous ammonia
Low
Easy
Middle
Low
Low
Low
toxic/ most dangerous
Low
High pressure
Yes

Aqueous ammonia
Middle
Difficult
Big
Middle
High
Middle
Noxious/dangerous
middle
Normal pressure
Yes

Urea
High
Very easy
Small
High
Middle
High
Innoxious /safe
high
Normal pressure, dry
Almost not

# 
#1.<.,172,*5*7-.,87862,,869*:2;87;+.<?..7=:.*9A:85A;2;*7-1A-:85A;2;
Item
Working temperature
Working pressure
Urea solution concentration
Reaction pressure
Heating method
Startup duration
Response time
Energy consumption
Application performance
Equipment investment
Urea cost
Safety control cost
Electricity consumption
Steam consumption
Water consumption
Overall operation cost

Pyrolysis
350-600°C
0.11-0.52MPa
40-50%
Stable
Electricity, diesel oil or natural gas
Several hours
5-10s
High
Many
Low
High
High
Low
Low
High

#.,172,*5 *7- .,87862, ,869*:2;87; The
following lists the technical and economic comparisons between pyrolysis and hydrolysis of urea
[7-10].

9952,*<287 ;<*<=; $:.* 9A:85A;2; The pyrolysis technology mostly originated from Fuel
Tech [5]. A lot of researches [6, 11-12] have been
done on this technology and this technology has
been employed on project cases such as Huaneng
Beijing Thermal Power Plant and Beijing Shijingshan Thermal Power Plant. The both power
plants employed SCR De-NOx based on ammonia
by urea pyrolysis very early in China.
The following problems emerged gradually
during application of urea pyrolysis in project cases.

Hydrolysis
150-250°C
1.5-3.0MPa
60-70%
Not stable
steam
Several hours
5-15min
Low
Few in power generation industry, many in chemical industry
High
Low
Annual inspection cost on pressure vessel
Low
High
High
Low

heating by electricity and natural gas is changed to
by diesel oil.
* .*<2709:26*:A*2:+A.5.,<:2,*51.*<.:
Although the material cost of the electrical heater is
relatively expensive, its overall cost is lower than
fuel-based heating considering the operation cost
relating to fuel. This approach can effectively reduce the operation cost of De-NOx system by cost
check, which has been verified in Datang Qingyuan
Power Plant [14].
+ !.95*,270 8251.*<270 ?2<1 7*<=:*5 0*;
1.*<270 *7- 89<262B270 7*<=:*5 0*; 1.*<.: ( )
Separate the burner from the pyrolysis chamber to
make urea pyrolysis complete fully. This approach
is reliable with low cost and the overall operation
cost is lower than the electrical heating-based approach by cost check regarding project cases. 

 7.:0A ,87;=69<287 The energy consumption is high. In the early stage, the both power
plants employed dilution fans to increase “cold air”
pressure and then heated the “cold air” by the burners fueled by diesel oil [13]; finally the heated dilution air was introduced into the pyrolysis furnace.
Consequently, the heating cost for pyrolysis had
been keeping high due to the external energy consumption from natural gas, diesel oil, electricity, etc.
Alternative approaches for external heating resource have been tried to reduce the operation cost
of the overall system for project cases: “non-cold
air” is employed to heat; pyrolysis air is preheated;

, :.1.*<270 =:.* 9A:85A;2; *2: Prior to
enter the pyrolysis chamber, the pyrolysis air is
heated till around 300°C by initial preheating with
electrical heater, followed by heating the air till
600-650°C by electrical heater. For instance, this
approach has been employed in Unit #1-#4 of Inner
Mongolia Guohua Jungar Power Generation Co.,
Ltd. and Units 2×200MW of Wuhai Thermal Power
Plant of North United Power Co., Ltd. The both
have been put into operation with good perfor-
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chamber, bad atomization performance of nozzle
due to bad quality of dissolved water and atomizing
air.
Accordingly, the measures have been taken to
prevent urea from crystallizing [23]: Optimize the
flow field in pyrolysis chamber; adjust the working
parameters of nozzles; improve the quality of dissolved water; ensure the quality of air source; improve the quality of dilution air. Urea crystallization can be prevented effectively by intensive supervision on control panel and maintenance, because the working parameters will flag the abnormity up once urea crystallization forms.

mance [11].
With the growing requirement of energy consumption reduction, more and more researches have
been done on developing new heating approach
with better energy efficiency to update electrical
heater, such as flue gas heater and direct urea injection technology, etc.
*5=. 0*; 1.*<.: (  ) Install the flue
gas heater in the flue gas area of boiler; heat the hot
primary air employed for the pyrolysis chamber till
the urea pyrolysis temperature by the flue gas heater, which upgrades the low grade energy to the high
grade energy and saves the energy greatly. The
working units indicate the heating requirement of
urea pyrolysis system can be met over all boiler
load ranges while the additional heating loss is negligible in terms of heat transfer and operation performance of boiler.

+2:.,< =:.* 273.,<287 (   ) Direct
urea injection consists of two approaches: one is the
direct urea injection in pyrolysis chamber or flue
gas duct, the other is in bypass duct. As a relatively
new De-NOx approach by urea, the direct urea injection approach is characteristic of low equipment
investment and low operation cost, and research
and development have been made on the direct urea
injection mechanism, the laboratory performances,
the industrial experiment, the full-scale flow filed
simulation, etc. Several power plant units have experienced project cases of De-NOx by direct urea
injection successfully [22].
By using the heat from the flue gas with high
temperature of boiler furnace or duct, the preparation of ammonia technology by the direct urea injection pyrolysis in chamber or flue gas duct pyrolyzes urea solution and reduces the consumption on
electricity and hot air.
Similarly, by using the heat from flue gas with
high temperature of boiler bypass duct, the preparation of ammonia technology by the direct urea injection pyrolysis in bypass flue gas duct pyrolyzes
urea solution and reduces the consumptions on
electricity and hot air. Especially, this technology
can increase flue gas temperature and implement
De-NOx over all boiler load ranges and takes relative advantages of operation cost and application
scope.

 8? =<252B*<287 8/ =:.* *7- ,*:+87 -2
8@2-./8:6*<287The byproducts, such as isocyanic acid (HNCO) and melamine (C3N3(NH2)3), will
produce during urea pyrolysis. Hence, at the outlet
of pyrolysis furnace produce ammonia (NH3), carbon dioxide (CO2) (50% of urea is converted to
CO2) and other byproducts. CO2 converted from
urea is not only a greenhouse gas, but a waste of
urea and energy. CO2 emission has been a growing
concern in recent years.
Aiming at the low utilization of urea, Shandong University developed a new technology to
prepare ammonia by urea [27]: make a condensation reaction happen between urea and a fluxing
agent in 180°C and produce ammonia. The urea
derivatives, such as melamine (C3N3(NH2)3), biuret
((H2NCO)2NH), triuret ([H2NC(O)NH]2CO), produce as byproducts with high additional value,
which makes full use of C and H in urea and produces no CO2 during the whole process. Accordingly, this technology increases the urea utilization and
reduces the operation cost of De-NOx system, and
has been put into use with a demonstration unit.
$:.* 1A-:85A;2; At the earliest, the hydrolysis technology regarding the preparation of ammonia by urea employs Ammogen process of Siirtec
Nigi from Italy and U2A process of Wahico and
Hamon from the USA, while Ammogen has been
outdated due to slow development. Currently, U2A
process developed by EC&C has been employed
intensively. The first application on the preparation
of ammonia by urea hydrolysis emerged in
Qingshan Thermal Power Plant and its hydrolysis
reactor with U2A process was made in the USA.
The localization on urea hydrolysis process started
relatively late to reduce equipment initial investment. The first urea hydrolysis application made in
China was put into commercial operation on Units
2×330 MW of Guodian Dongsheng Power Plant
[28-29], followed by over a dozen of applications
on power plant units, such as Units 6×350MW of
Guodian Yunnan Xuanwei Power Plant, Units
2×300MW of Dalian Development District Power
Plant, Units 2×330MW of Guodian Inner Mongolia
Dongsheng Power Plant [30]. 

 $:.* ,:A;<*552B*<287 Urea crystallization
probably forms in case of inadequate pyrolysis due
to low temperature, short reaction time, etc. [22-24]. 
In project cases, the following are the reasons
of crystallization [23, 25-26]: low pyrolysis furnace
outlet temperature due to working condition fluctuation, temperature differences in pyrolysis chamber,
low local temperature, not installing heat tracing
ribbon on urea pyrolysis equipment and piping,
short residence time of urea solution in pyrolysis
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sis reactor fits the power plants characteristic of
low load rate, high fluctuated NOx concentration
and locating in cold area.

The following issues should be dressed during
application on urea hydrolysis.
 8::8;287 Acid intermediates such as
ammonium carbamate (CH3NO2) will produce during urea hydrolysis, and will corrode metal surface
severely [31], and damage the thin oxidation film of
stainless steel surface. Consequently, the piping
will be corroded more rapidly. The ordinary stainless steel will be corroded severely over 190°C. The
equipment will be at the risk of leakage once corrosion happens. Especially for hydrolysis reactor with
dangerous ammonia gas inside, it is in the list of the
special equipment with high working pressure; severe safety accident will be on the verge upon leakage [32-33]. It reported [24] one U2A urea hydrolysis system in California corroded by 15-20%/a. 
Anti-corrosion material is proposed to be employed. The reactor and urea related feeding piping
employ stainless steel 316L [34]. In addition, purge
the urea solution residual piping with high temperature steam periodically, and inspect the pressure
vessels as per specifications to ensure the reliability
of the pressure vessels. These measures will reduce
the accident due to corrosion and leakage greatly.

 9.:*<287The response of urea hydrolysis system will probably take relatively long during
operation. In case of accidental system shutdown,
the cold start is needed to restart the urea hydrolysis
system and will take several hours. During the cold
start, SCR system cannot be put into operation.
Even in operation, SCR system will respond to the
NOx concentration change slowly [24].
Consequently, urea catalytic hydrolysis was
developed to improve the response during the preparation of ammonia [37]. Phosphate with certain
percentage to urea solution will be fed as the catalyst into the urea hydrolysis system and can be recycled. Compared to the conventional urea hydrolysis, the approach responds 10 times faster within 1
minute. Urea catalytic hydrolysis is characteristic of
low cost and rapid system response and has been
put into commercial operation; the approach only
consumes one third of the electricity of the urea
hydrolysis by electric heating [38], and its reactor is
smaller.

!"$#"

 58,4*0. Solid sedimentation, consisting
of the condensed urea and the decomposed byproduct biuret from condensation reaction, will form in
urea solution. Over 133°C, the intermediate isocyanic acid (HNCO) with high activity will react with
urea and produce biuret ((H2NCO)2NH); biuret is
insoluble in water, which make it in the list of
blockage reasons. 
The following measures can be taken to address blockage.

Urea pyrolysis and hydrolysis are currently
dominant and relatively mature technologies on the
preparation of ammonia by urea.
Urea pyrolysis is characteristic of rapid response and high safety without pressure vessel and
without corrosion issues due to aqueous ammonia,
which make urea pyrolysis incomparably safe;
hence, urea pyrolysis has been employed in project
cases intensively, while it has to address the issues
of high energy consumption and high operation
cost. Urea hydrolysis normally employs steam as
the heating source with low energy consumption,
while needs the relative big reactor and buffering
device, which increases the initial investment and
makes the star up and stop duration of reactor relatively long.

* .*<<:*,270Employ heat tracing ribbons
on piping to ensure the urea solution in the feeding
piping over 50°C, and to ensure the mixed gas in
the ammonia gas-feeding piping over 110°C. In
addition, install mist an eliminator at the outlet of
gas. 

+ ..9 =:.* 1A-:85A;2; Install a separator
after the hydrolysis reactor to further the hydrolysis
and reduce the urea concentration. This measure
can reduce urea solution crystallization and blockage risk [35].

, 99:8*,1 8/ "1*:.- 1A-:85A;2; :.*,<8:
( ) Update the approach of the unit hydrolysis
reactor (one reactor on the De-NOx system of one
boiler) to the shared one (one reactor on the DeNOx systems of multi-boilers: one reactor on 2
boilers or 3 boiler3 normally, mutual backup on the
reactors). The update not only reduces the risk of
blockage, but increases effectively the safety, the
system operation reliability, the footprint flexibility,
economy, etc. The approach of the shared hydroly-

$" !" #
According to the advancement of the process
research and project cases on the preparation of
ammonia by urea home and abroad, the research
attractions will focus on the following items:
 "6*55 ;2B. -.>.5896.7< 87 ;A;<.6 Retrofits on all power plants have nearly been completed currently in China, and the focuses of concerns and retrofits will be transferred to small kilns,
chemical devices, heating furnaces, ships and automobiles. Research and development on small size
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system of the preparation of ammonia by urea will
lead the related research.
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conductivity or the use of lightweight aggregate has
gained more importance in concrete production [1].
With the use of lightweight concrete as a construction material, the construction load is reduced,
thus the economy is ensured in terms of material, and
with low unit weight, high thermal and sound insulation is provided. Due to its technical, economic and
environmental advantages, lightweight concrete has
become a multi-faceted material for constructions
and started to be used more in constructions in the
new millennium. According to DIN 1045, concrete
with a unit weight of less than 2000 kg/m3 is classified as lightweight concrete [2, 3].
Lightweight concrete produced from natural or
artificial aggregates is divided into three classes in
terms of strength and density. Lightweight concrete
in the first category, which has low strength and low
unit weight, is used as an insulation material, concrete in the second category with middle strength is
used in block wall construction, and the structural
concrete in the third category with high strength is
used in load bearing structural elements. According
to compressive strength and unit weights, lightweight concrete is classified, respectively, as first
class lightweight concrete which has 0.70-2.00 MPa
strength and 250-750 kg/m3 unit weight and which is
used as insulation and filler concrete, second class
lightweight concrete which has a medium strength of
2.00-14.00 MPa and 1000-1400 kg/m3 unit weight
and which is used as insulation and load-bearing
concrete, and the third class structural lightweight
concrete which has 14.00-41.00 MPa strength and
1500-2000 kg/m3 unit weight [4, 5].
Many researchers, like Uysal et al. [1], Örüng
and Şahin [6], Demirboga et al. [7] and Yasar et al.
[8] produced lightweight concrete by using different
lightweight aggregates such as pumice, perlite, diatomite and tuff, and they stated that this concrete
could be used in different structural elements such as
bearing elements, partition walls, and slabs. Similarly, many researchers stated that agricultural
wastes could be used as a lightweight aggregate. Different agricultural wastes such as paddy glume,
paddy stems, wheat stems, sunflower husk, cotton,
tobacco wastes, tree bark, palm shells can be used as
lightweight aggregates in the production of concrete
[9, 10, 11, 12].
Nowadays, the majority of agricultural structures cannot provide the desired conditions both in

The aim of this research was to investigate
physical, mechanical and thermal properties of lightweight concrete to be produced using sunflower
stems to search its suitability to use profitably in the
farm buildings. The lightweight concretes of 300 and
400 dosages were produced adding different amount
of sunflower stems into normal aggregate, replacing
%0, 5 10, 20, 30, 40% of normal aggregate volume.
The compressive strength, oven dry unit weight, water absorption rate, freezing-thawing test and thermal
conductivity of produced lightweight concrete were
determined after 28 days.
According to the result, the unit weights of the
concrete decreased with decreasing of sunflower
stems amount in the mixture and the concrete produced with least 30 % sunflower stems rate is named
as lightweight concrete. The comprehensive strength
of the concrete which is produced by % 20 sunflower
stems for 300 dosage and %30 sunflower stems for
400 dosage is used as structural concrete. The water
absorptions and thermal insulation of the samples on
28 days increased with increasing of the sunflower
stems in the mixture.
It may be concluded that the lightweight concrete produced by sunflower stems have sufficient
potential to use in the agricultural buildings in terms
of its strength, resistance and insulation



$# 
Concrete,Lightweight concrete, Sunflower stems, Physical and mechanical properties.
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Among construction materials, concrete is one
of the most widely used materials in the world. Despite its intensive use, especially the high thermal
and sound conductivity and heavy weight of concrete cause serious problems in buildings. These disadvantages of concrete can be overcome by reducing
the amount of cement it contains or using aggregates
with low thermal conductivity. However, due to the
fact that the amount of cement cannot be changed too
much, the use of aggregates with low thermal
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Shredded sunflower stems, which are an organic waste, normal aggregate (sand and crushed
gravel), cement, tap water, and lightweight concrete
that will be produced with these constitute the research material. In the study, the SS supplied from
the region, PC 42,5 (Portland) cement produced according to TS EN 197-1 [14], washed river sand, and
crushed gravel with 8 mm of maximum grain size
were used. The granulometry curve of the aggregate
used in the study was presented in Figure 1, and
some chemical and physical properties of it were
presented in Table 1. Furthermore, some chemical
and physical properties of the cement used were
given in Table 2.

terms of structural security and in terms of internal
environmental conditions due to the low economic
level of agricultural enterprises. For these reasons, in
the construction of agricultural structures, materials
that are potentially the cheapest, safe, and able to
create suitable conditions for living organisms
should be used. The materials to be selected should
have adequate strength and durability, high thermal
and sound insulation capacity and should be lightweight. Mathias et al. [13] noted that sunflower stem
(SS) makes a good candidate for material applications. This study aimed to investigate the usability of
sunflower stems (SS), which are organic wastes, as
lightweight aggregates in the production of concrete.
For this purpose, the effect of using SS instead of
aggregates at different ratios in the production of
concrete on some physical and mechanical properties of concrete was determined, and the results were
evaluated in light of the literature.

"
4%17/20)64-'748)*24%++4)+%6)

!
,)0-'%/%1(3,;5-'%/3423)46-)52*6,)%++4)+%6)
Properties

Fine
89.82
0.10
0.48
4.89
2.95
0.39
1540
1635
2700
1

SiO2 (%)
CaO (%)
Fe2O3 (%)
Al2O3 (%)
K2O (%)
MgO (%)
Unit Weight (kg/m3)
Saturated Unit Weight (kg/m3)
Specific Gravity (kg/m3)
Water Absorption (%)

Aggregate
Coarse
43.64
18.49
12.84
10.22
0.03
7.82
1462
1619
2790
0.6

!
,)0-'%/3,;5-'%/%1(0)',%1-'%/3423)46-)52*6,)')0)16
Chemical
Component
Insoluble residue

Physical and mechanical

%
0.52

Specific Gravity (gr/cm3)
Application time

SO3

3.11

Burning loss

1.25

Cr

0.0385

First (min)
Last (min)

Le Chatelier (mm)
Specific surface (cm2/gr)
Compressive Strength
(MPa)

9984

2 days
7 days
28 days

3.14
137
194
1
3700
26.08
40.01
54.72
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Mixture
SS 300
SS 305
SS 310
SS 320
SS 330
SS 340
SS 400
SS 405
SS 410
SS 420
SS 430
SS 440

Dosage

300

400



SS (L)
0.00
34.44
68.89
138.00
206.68
275.39
0.00
29.63
59.08
118.16
177.24
236.31

Aggregate (kg)
Slight
Coarse
743
1152
706
1094
668
1037
595
922
520
807
460
691
638
989
606
940
574
890
511
792
447
693
383
593

Cement
(kg)
300
300
300
300
300
300
400
400
400
400
400
400

Water
(L)
195
190
190
185
180
170
229
214
210
203
195
175

Water/Cement
Ratio
0,65
0,63
0,63
0,62
0,60
0,57
0,57
0,54
0,53
0,51
0,49
0,44

Slamp
(cm)
5.7
5.5
5.7
5.7
5.4
5, 5
5,8
5.3
5,3
5.6
5,9
5,8

! 
,;5-'%/0)',%1-'%/%1(6,)40%/3423)46-)52*6,)5%03/)5
Mixture
SS 300
SS 305
SS 310
SS 320
SS 330
SS 340
SS 400
SS 405
SS 410
SS 420
SS 430
SS 440

Dosage

300

400

Compressive
Strength
(MPa )
31.55
28.61
25.08
19.11
12.64
7.15
48.80
45.57
39.39
32.43
25.08
13.13

Unit Weight
(kg/m3 )
2175
2147
2106
2038
1957
1860
2363
2300
2240
2165
1972
1882

Water
Absorption
(%)
2,97
3,12
3,42
3,74
4,71
5,13
2,55
2,96
3,36
3,88
4,36
5,03

Freezing-Thawing
(Compressive Strength)
(MPa )
% Loss
28.92
8,3
25.98
9,2
22.85
8,9
16.47
13,8
10.39
17,8
5,68
20,5
45.01
7,8
41.58
8,8
35.59
9,7
28.44
12,3
20.98
16,4
10.69
18,7

Thermal Conductivity Coefficient
(kcal/m° C h)
1.376
1.334
1.276
1.186
1.089
0.985
1.696
1.580
1.478
1.361
1.106
1.007

absorption was calculated according to Anonymous
[19], frost resistance according to Ekmekyapar and
Örüng [20], and unit weight according to Anonymous [19]. Furthermore, the McClune and Moorhouse equation (Equation 6) was used to determine
the thermal conductivity coefficients of the produced
lightweight concrete.
λ dry = 0, 0728.e 0.00128. γdry
λ dry = Thermal conductivity coefficient (kcal/hm ºC)
γ dry = Unit weight (kg/m3)
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The SSs to be added to the concrete were firstly
shredded in an aggregate crushing machine in such a
way that they could be passed through an 8 mm
sieve. Since the void ratio and the amount of water
absorption of the obtained stem pieces were high,
they were kept in water for half an hour before being
used and brought to saturation. The saturated SSs
were added to the mixture as a percentage of the total
aggregate volume determined in the mixture calculation. These percentages were determined to be 0%,
5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%. Concrete specimens
were prepared in two different dosages as the cement
content to be 300 kg/m3 and 400 kg/m3.
Since mostly the net water/cement ratio of
lightweight aggregate concrete could not be determined with sufficient accuracy in such a way that it
could be a base to the mixture calculation, the
amounts of mixture water for different mixture and
cement dosages were determined by making a series
of test mixtures in a manner that the slump value of
lightweight concrete produced in this study would be
approximately 5 ± 1 cm [15, 16].
The preparation of the poured cube specimens
and their storage until the day of the experiment were
performed according to the methods mentioned in
Anonymous [17], and the calculation of compressive
strength at the end of 28 days was made according to
the method proposed in Anonymous [18]. Water

The amounts of material entering in the concrete specimens prepared as 300 and 400 dosages at
6 different mixture ratios by using SS, which is an
organic waste, were presented in Table 3.
As can also be observed from Table 3, since the
dosage is constant, the amounts of water and aggregate decrease as the amount of SS entering the mixture increases. In contrast to previous studies [21], in
this study, the amount of mixture water decreased
depending on the amount of plantal waste entering
the mixture. This decrease was caused by the fact
that the SSs were kept in water before being added
to the mixture and used in the saturated state.
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The calculated compressive strength, unit
weight, water absorption, frost resistance, and thermal conductivity coefficient values of the produced
lightweight concrete specimens that were normally
cured for 28 days were presented in Table 4.
The changes in the unit weights of the concrete
specimens prepared at different mixing ratios are
presented in Figure 2. As can be understood from
Table 4 and Figure 2, the unit weights decrease for
both dosages in parallel to the increase in the amount
of SS entering the concrete mixture. The highest unit
weights were determined in the control concrete
(SS300 and SS400) as 2175 kg/m3 and 2363 kg/m3
for 300 and 400 dosages, respectively, and the lowest unit weights were determined as 1860 kg/m3 and
1882 kg/m3 in the concrete specimens prepared by
adding 40% sunflower stem (SS340 and SS440).
This inverse ratio between the amount of SS in the
mixture and the unit weight is caused by the fact that
the void ratio of SS is higher compared to normal
aggregate, i.e. its specific weight is low.
Figure 2 demonstrates that the 300-dosage concrete specimens produced have lower unit weights
than the 400-dosage concrete specimens. This is
caused by the increase in the amount of cement entering the mixture and by the higher specific weight

of the cement in comparison with the aggregate and
sunflower stems.
In various literature, concrete with a unit
weight of less than 2000 kg/m3 is defined as lightweight concrete [3, 4, 5]. In the study, for both dosages, the concrete specimens prepared by using over
20% of sunflower stems instead of aggregate took
place in the lightweight concrete class. Lightweight
concrete provides advantages such as reducing the
dead load of the building and increasing the thermal
and sound insulation properties.
The compressive strengths of the concrete produced in two different dosages by replacing aggregate with SS at different ratios were presented in Figure 3.
As can be observed from Table 4 and Figure 3,
the compressive strength decreases in parallel with
the increase in the amount of SS entering the concrete mixture. In the produced concrete specimens,
the highest compressive strength values were determined to be 295 and 457 kg/cm2, respectively, for
control concrete with 300 and 400 dosages, and the
lowest compressive strength values were determined
to be 64 and 123 kg/cm2 in the specimens with 40%
SS. The expected negative relationship between the
SS amount in the mixture and the compressive
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different ratios were presented in Figure 5. The water
absorption ratios for the dosages of 300 and 400
ranged between 2.97-5.13% and 2.55-5.03%, respectively (Table 4).
An increase in the water absorption ratios was
observed in parallel to the increase in the amount of
SS entering the mixture in both dosages. This increase is a result of the high water absorption capacity of SS and the increase in the void ratio of concrete
by the addition of SS as specified in different studies
on organic wastes [22, 23, 24].
There is a polynomial and inverse relationship
between the unit weight and the water absorption ratios of produced lightweight concrete (Figure 6). As
a result of the increase in the number of voids in concrete and the decrease in its unit weight, the water
absorption ratios increase. It is known that the increase in the void ratio has a positive effect especially on the thermal and sound insulation properties
of concrete on the condition that it remains dry. For
this reason, it is necessary to prevent the water permeability of the concrete that will be produced by
using sunflower stems.

strength was caused by the fact that in comparison
with the normal aggregate, the strength and specific
weight of SS were lower and the void ratio was
higher. The compressive strengths of the prepared
concrete specimens were determined to decrease by
9%, 20%, 39%, 59%, and 77% for 300 dosage and
by 6%, 19%, 33%, 48% and 73% for 400 dosage,
respectively.
As a result of the regression analysis performed
between the compressive strength and the unit
weight values depending on the amount of SS entering the mixture (Figure 4), a linear and powerful relationship was found between these two parameters.
Similar results were obtained in previous studies carried out on lightweight concrete [5, 8, 22, 23, 24].
According to the compressive strength values
obtained as a result of the study, the concrete produced by adding less than 20% of SS for the dosage
of 300 and less than 40% for the dosage of 400 can
be used as structural concrete, in other words, it can
be used in load-bearing elements.
The water absorption amounts according to different mixing ratios of the concrete produced in two
different dosages by replacing aggregate with SS at
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When the results obtained as a result of freezing-thawing cycles (Table 4) were examined, the
highest compressive strength losses for 300 and 400
dosages were obtained to be 20.5% for SS340 specimen and 18.7% for SS440 specimen, respectively.
Ekmekyapar and Örüng [20] and Şişman et al. [24]
stated that if the compressive strength loss resulting
from freezing-thawing cycles is below 20%, the concrete will not be damaged and can be used in cold
regions. When the results are evaluated in this respect, it can be stated that except for SS 340, all of
the concretes produced by using sunflower stems at
different ratios have sufficient frost resistance and
can be used easily, especially in cold regions.
The thermal conductivity coefficients of the
concrete produced with SS at different ratios were
presented in Figure 7. The highest thermal conductivity coefficient values of the produced concrete
specimens were obtained to be 1.376 and 1.696
kcal/mºCh for 300 and 400 dosages, respectively, in
control concrete. The lowest thermal conductivity
coefficients were obtained to be 0.985 and 1.007
kcal/mºCh in the specimens with 40% of sunflower



stems added. This inverse ratio between the amount
of sunflower stems in the mixture and the thermal
conductivity coefficient is a result of the decrease in
the unit weight and the increase in the void ratio with
the increase in the amount of SS.


" ! 
The results of this study, which was carried out
in order to investigate the effects of using SS in concrete production on concrete properties, were summarized below.
The unit weights of the concrete produced in
the study were reduced by 20% compared to normal
concrete. This will provide the reduction of the construction load, and thus the advantages such as reducing the size of the structural elements, saving material and reducing the cost.
The compressive strength of the concrete produced in the study ranged between 322-73 kg/cm2
for the dosage of 300 and between 498-134 kg/cm2
for the dosage of 400. When compared to the
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literature, the obtained results demonstrated that for
both dosages the concrete produced using over 20%
SS in the mixture could be used as structural concrete [4, 5]. Due to the fact that agricultural structures are usually single-storey and the construction
load is low, it is possible to use this concrete easily
in load-bearing elements.
In the prepared lightweight concrete specimens, the water absorption ratios increase depending
on the increase in the amount of SS added to the mixture. Therefore, it is necessary to use it by taking
measures to reduce water-permeability especially in
the structural elements which will come into contact
with water. Otherwise, the thermal insulation feature, which is the main advantage of lightweight concrete, will disappear.
Since they reduce the heat losses and facilitate
the creation of appropriate environmental conditions
within the building, it is recommended to use materials with low thermal conductivity in agricultural
buildings. In this study, the thermal conductivity coefficients of the concrete produced by using SS could
be reduced by 28% for the dosage of 300 and by 40%
for the dosage of 400 compared to normal concrete.
As a result, by using SS in concrete production,
a material with sufficient strength and durability and
low thermal conductivity was produced. In the light
of the results obtained from this study, it can be recommended that the amount of sunflower stems to enter into the mixture in the production of concrete
should be between 20% and 40% depending on the
intended use and dosage.
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erogeneity, and pore-throat size on NWP. They
concluded that the amount, shape and distribution
of NWP are related to the coordination number, and
the NWP can be divided into three types-single
droplet, double droplet, and dendritic droplet—based on their corresponding trapping mechanisms [6-8]. Jamaloei et al. [9] analyzed the effects
of surfactants on the distribution and morphology
of NWP in a two-dimensional model. Then they
established a link between NWP morphology and
the pore-level events of NWP trapping and mobilization. Jamaloei et al. [10] investigated the effects
of pore size on displacement mechanisms, and concluded that displacement efficiency increased by
decreasing the pore size. Xu et al. [11] studied the
relationship between water-oil displacement efficiency, pore geometry and interfacial tension, the
recovery was observed to decline as the coordination number increased in the periodic networks.
Wegner et al. [12] classified the NWP during two
phase flow into two categories based on the pore
size: NWP trapped by limited pore size and immobilized NWP. They studied the respective displacement efficiencies of polymer flooding on these
two types of NWP. Using the pore network model
extracted from the actual core slices, Xu Ke et al.
[13] compared the different morphology of the
emulsion droplet during the surfactant flooding and
nano-particle/surfactant flooding. However, most
researches only offer the descriptions of NWP
morphology after WP flooding. Quantification of
the NWP flow characteristics (occurrence location,
oil-water contact, morphology change) is absent
and requires further study.
Previously, many scholars took the relative
permeability as a quantification parameters to describe the interaction of two phase flow in porous
media and used the Darcy formula to model two
phase flow in reservoirs. Since the Darcy expansion
formula of two-phase flow is phenomenological,
attention was primarily paid on the factors influencing the relative permeability and analytical
equation for relative permeability has not been derived. In physical terms, relative permeability reflects the interaction between the two phases of
flow, and it is closely related to the fluid shape and
topological structure [14, 15]. More recently, research focusing on the relative permeability gradually shifted to the NWP configuration [16, 17]. This

In this paper, we conducted microscopic
glass-etching model displacement experiments and
employed image-processing technology to classify
and quantify the dynamic changes of non-wetting
phase (NWP) during wetting phase (WP) flooding.
Based on the trapping mechanism, the NWP was
classified into four categories—clustered NWP,
heterogeneous multi-pores NWP, throat-retained
NWP, and membranous NWP. During WP flooding, clustered NWP is mainly transformed into heterogeneous multi-pores and throat retained NWP,
yet some reversion may occur. In water-wet
glass-etching model, due to capillary resistance,
NWP is trapped in large pores with better connectivity and larger pore body-throat ratio. The NWP
relative permeability embodies the overall flow
performance of four kinds of NWP. As the WP
saturation increases, the drop in clustered NWP
accounts for an inflection point in the relative permeability ratio curve.



)("$%
Two-phase flow, microscopic glass-etching model, NWP
dynamic, relative permeability

!&$"'&"!
Understanding multiphase flow through porous media is important for many scientific fields,
including oil and gas recovery, DNA plotter, and
rainwater seepage. The study of relative permeability, flow characteristics and occurrence location
changes of NWP serves as the basis of two phase
flow. With the continuous improvement of WP
flooding, the NWP gradually changes from a large
continuous phase to the coexistence of continuous
and various non-continuous phases with different
flow capacities [1-3]. Through microcosmic visualization models, many scholars have observed the
morphology and distribution characteristics of
NWP and studied the ganglion dynamic of NWP
during non-miscible displacements [4]. Chatize et
al. [5] studied the effects of rock particle size and
its distribution, macroscopic and microscopic het-
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camera. The flow rate was measured using an
MFCS-EZ syringe pump and FRP microfluidic
flow-rate tool manufactured by Fluigent. The
boundary conditions were controlled at a constant
injection rate. The fluid flow in the microscopic
model was observed by Leica M165FC microscope.
Continuous image acquisition was performed by the
CCD camera. The acquisition frequency was 25
fps, and the camera resolution was 1624 × 1236.

can be exemplified by relative permeability and the
characterization of parameters of fluid shape.
In this paper, we used image-processing technology to study the characteristic parameters of
NWP during two phase flow in a 2D micromodel,
which was classified into four categories based on
its formation mechanism. And the ganglia dynamic
of different kinds of NWP was studied.
&$%! &"%

2,;868-.5 Specific pore patterns were
etched onto a glass-etching model by a chemical
corrosion method. The depth of this model is 50
μm, the average width of the channel is around 128
μm, and the total flow area is 2 cm × 1.5 cm, as
shown in Figure 1. The average absolute permeability is 3720 mD (measured by using the Darcy's
law and recording pressure drops at numerous different flow rates), and the porosity calculated by the
image analysis is 0.4536. The micromodel is water-wet, and the contact angle is 62.5°.

A9.;26.7=*5 <.=>9 Figure 2 shows the experimental system consisting of a glass model, a
syringe pump, and a microscope with a Leica CCD
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The wetting phase used deionized water, and
the NWP consisted of No. 5 white oil with a viscosity of 4 mPa·s (dyed by 5 g/L Sudan Red). Before
the experiment, we repeatedly washed the model
with alcohol followed by deionized water, and the
experiment consists of the following steps:
(1) Slowly injected the formation water (simulated) into the model with the injection device so
that the model pores were fully saturated with simulated water.
(2) Slowly injected oil (simulated) into the
model to drive the simulated water out of the pores,
and stopped when the outlet produced no water. At
this point, the model was under the condition of
saturated oil and irreducible water.
(3) Opened the real-time video-capture software and used a micro-displacement device to flood
the model with water at 1 μl/min, 3 μl/min, and 5
μl/min, respectively. The injection flow rates expressed as the capillary number were selected to be
around 1.96 × 10-6, 5.88 × 10-6, and 9.81 × 10-6
typical of flow and displacements in groundwater
processes.
(4) Observed the oil and water distribution in
the glass-etching model and stopped water flooding
when the remaining oil in pores no longer changed.
All the experiments were repeated. For the
observed microscale flow phenomena and macroscopic observations, the frequency of occurrence of
each observation slightly changed, but the overall
pictures manifesting the microscopic fluid flow
phenomena of the process did not change: the repeatability of the results was acceptable.

!(# 2-.7=2/2,*=287 *7- ,5*<<2/2,*=287
Based on the video of water flooding, each block of
NWP can be extracted and analyzed by post-image
processing (Fig.3). More details about image processing can be found in Mi et al. [18] and Wang et
al. [19].
During the image processing, the pores of micromodel can be extracted by the watershed algorithm, as shown in Fig.4 [20]. The parameters such
as area, perimeter, coordination number, pore
body-throat ratio can be calculated based on the
segmented pores. The parameters of micromodel
are shown in Fig.5. The coordination number is the
number of connections to each pore body. The
formula of pore body-throat ratio is defined by
Zhao et al. [21] as follows:

where, the index i denotes the number of pore
body, the index j denotes the number of the throat
connected to its pore body, the BTR is the pore
body-throat ratio, the RB is the equivalent radius of
pore body, RT is the equivalent radius of the throat,
TB is the throats connected to its pore body,
means the second largest throat of all throats connected to its pore body.
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Based on the pore-throat segmentation and its
parameter calculation, the parameters of NWP can
also be calculated, and we classify NWP into 4
kinds through the semi-supervised method. In the
process of NWP classification, two typical blocks
are identified manually for each class, then the
weight coefficients are increased and the other
NWP ganglia with smaller weights would be clustered into their types by the seeded k-means algorithm. More details about the semi-supervised
method can be found in Zhao et al. [21]. The four
kinds of NWP include: clustered NWP, heterogeneous multi-pores NWP, throat-retained NWP, and
membranous NWP. The typical images of three
kinds of non-continuous NWP are shown in Fig.6.
The physical meaning of each type of NWP is as



follows: 1) clustered NWP (CNWP) is a continuous
phase caused by bypass mechanism, which distributes in a number of pores; 2) heterogeneous multi-pores NWP (HNWP) is a non-continuous phase
due to the local heterogeneity of pore body-throat
ratio, which occupied in less than three pore-bodies
and some throats connected to the pore-body; 3)
throat-retained NWP (TNWP) is a non-continuous
phase in terms of local relative throat radius, which
distributes in a throat; 4) membranous NWP
(MNWP) is a non-continuous phase result from the
conglutination of NWP to the porous media. Based
on the classification and identification of the NWP,
we can analyze the content and distribution characteristic of different kinds of NWP during the wetting phase displacement.
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58@ ,1*;*,=.;2<=2,< 8/ !(# The distribution of different types of NWP and the number of
NWP block after water flooding (v = 5 μl/min) are
shown in Fig.7. The ultimate recovery of NWP is
70.43%. NWP exists in all four forms after WP
flooding, and it is dominated by CNWP. Fig. 8
gives the classification and quantitative statistics of
NWP. During the process of WP flooding, the WP
saturation rises and the relative content of CNWP
drops gradually from 100% at the beginning to 32%
at the end of the displacement, i.e., there is a transition process from the continuous phase to the
non-continuous phase. This is consistent with the
conclusion of Karpyn et al. [22]. During the WP
flooding, HNWP and TNWP accumulate into
CNWP (Fig.8), which may lead to the increase of
continuous phase relative content. This agrees with
the theory of the NWP preferential accumulation
path found. As the WP saturation increases, there is
an inflection point for CNWP, when the water saturation is greater than this value, the CNWP is
drastically reduced, while the HNWP and TNWP
rise sharply, and the overall NWP flow capacity

will quickly decrease, which also means the increasing of non-continuous phase transition.
It is important to clarify the occurrence position of different kinds of NWP during WP flooding.
The pore radius, coordination number, and average
pore-throat ratio of a single block of NWP were
used as research parameters. Fig. 5 shows the pore
parameters of model 1, where the average
pore-throat radius is 128 μm, the average coordination number is 3.43, and the average pore-throat
ratio is 4.8. Fig. 9 reveals that the average pore radius of CNWP increases rapidly from 135 μm to
148 μm after the water saturation reaches 65%, with
the average coordination number rising from 3.6 to
4.0. The average pore body-throat ratio rises from
4.9 to 6.1. The trend of this change is consistent
with the sharply decreased timing of CNWP (Fig.
8). This means that when the continuous phase rapidly transforms into the non-continuous phase, the
remaining CNWP is mainly trapped in relatively
large pores with large coordination numbers and
pore body-throat radio.
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the trapping of these two kinds of NWP. The NWP
are mainly distributed in large pores. This may be
related to the wettability. The WP is more likely to
enter small pores while the NWP is trapped in large
pores with higher pore body-throat radio. Higher
coordination numbers of HNWP and TNWP than
the respective mean values of the micromodel

Figs. 10 and 11 show that the average pore
body-throat ratio and average coordination number
of HNWP after water flooding are generally larger
than both the average of the whole model and the
CNWP, respectively, while the average pore-throat
ratio is close to that of the CNWP. This also indicates that capillary resistance plays a leading role in
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demonstrate that trapped NWP is generally present
in pores with better connectivity. This may be because the NWP is more easily aggregated in the
pores with better connectivity, and most NWP is
trapped during the flow process. The increase of
pore-throat ratio implies the rise of capillary resistance, which may lead to the flow detour of the
WP and the trapping of the NWP.

stable and can be modulated by altering the flow
rate.
Figs. 15 and 16 suggest that higher injection
rate promotes the formation of HNWP and TNWP,
but their average area is less affected by the flow
rate. When the water saturation is lower than 30%,
the injection rate has little impact on the amount of
NWP and the average area of NWP. The number of
CNWP grows as injection rate increases, while the
single CNWP area becomes smaller. Fig. 17 shows
that a larger injection rate facilitates the formation
of MNWP, while the area of MNWP becomes
smaller. By increasing the injection rate, it is possible to promote the transition of the NWP from large
CNWP to small CNWP, HNWP, and TNWP. This
transition ultimately enhances NWP recovery by
increasing the recovery degree of CNWP. This discovery provides a theoretical basis for a production
enhancement in water flooding reservoirs.

$.5.?*7,. +.=@..7 !(# 0*7052* -B7*62,
*7- 273.,=287 ;*=. To study the relationship between the dynamic changes of NWP and the injection rate, we performed experiments with three injection rates (1 μl/min, 3 μl/min, 5 μl/min). The
distributions of NWP after water flooding under
different injection rates are shown in Figs. 12 and
13. Fig. 14 demonstrates that larger injection rate
facilitate the dispersal of the NWP. The NWP flow
becomes more clustered and the average area becomes smaller. This also reveals that CNWP is un-
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climbs as injection rate increases, indicating that a
high injection rate is more likely to damage the
NWP connectivity when Sw<35%. However, the
trend is reversed when Sw>35%, meaning that
higher injection rate will contribute to the dynamic
changes of the residual NWP, and then promote the
coalescence of NWP, leading to better NWP connectivity. Therefore, in the research of the multiphase flow mechanism, we must account for: 1) the
worse NWP connectivity caused by wetting-phase
displacement connectivity, and 2) the ganglion dynamics of the NWP.
Four different kinds of NWP have their own
flow capabilities. As a continuous phase, CNWP
has more powerful flow capacity. The other four
are non-continuous phases with weaker flow capacities. The relative permeability of NWP is a comprehensive expression of the permeability of four

The pore-scale study demonstrates that the
topological structure of NWP can link relative permeability with WP injection rate. As an essential
parameter, the formula of Euler eigenvalue is
shown as follows.

where the index i denotes the number of a single NWP, the index n denotes the total amount of
NWP, and the δ is the number of the holes of the
NWP.
After Euler eigenvalue calculation, the relationship between Euler eigenvalues and saturation
is shown in Fig. 18. The Euler eigenvalue displays
roughly the same trend as the WP saturation, and
with the increase of WP saturation, Euler eigenvalues grow larger and the NWP connectivity weakens. When Sw<35%, the Euler eigenvalue gradually
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types of NWP. In the semi-log coordinate system,
the inflection point usually appears when the WP
saturation is high in the experimentally measured
relative permeability curve (Figure 19). After the
inflection point, the WP relative permeability in-

creases rapidly. In practical applications of reservoir development, water consumption rises quickly
after the reservoir’s high water cut approaches the
inflection point.
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Scholars have conjectured that the appearance
permeability is obtained, and the following concluof inflection point in relative permeability curve
sions can be drawn:
might due to the NWP transformation when it con(1) The NWP can be divided into MNWP,
verts from a continuous phase to a non-continuous
TNWP, HNWP, and clustered NWP. The transition
of CNWP to HNWP and TNWP dominates the
phase [23, 24]. We offer a quantitative method to
process of WP flooding, yet some reversion from
explain the phenomenon by classifying and characHNWP and TNWP to CNWP may occur. The
terizing the NWP. Figs. 19 and 20 show that the
transformation of the non-continuous phase to the
relative content of CNWP has close relationship
continuous phase can increase the relative content
with the relative permeability, which implies the
of the continuous phase in the model.
relative content of CNWP can be used to character(2) When Sw<35%, the Euler eigenvalue
ize the relative permeability. Along with the ingradually rises as the injection rate increases, and
crease in injection rate, the recovery degree of the
NWP connectivity worsens. However, the trend is
NWP rises; however, the sharp decline of the relareversed when Sw>35%. We attribute worse NWP
tive content of the CNWP will be delayed. Under
the same water saturation, higher injection rate will
connectivity to the continuous wetting-phase disboost the relative content of the CNWP. This magplacement, and the ganglion dynamic of the NWP
nifies the effect of NWP on the flowing capability
should be considered in the study of two phase
of WP and will inhibit the significant increase in
flow.
the WP relative permeability. After approaching the
(3) The relative permeability of NWP is afinflection point, the relative permeability will defected by the four kinds of NWP, of which the
cline when the relative content of the CNWP. This
CNWP shares the largest proportion and strongest
further confirms the relationship between the percapacity. The decline in CNWP volume to the WP
meability and content of CNWP. Through the classaturation curve explains why the relative permeasification and statistics of the NWP, we explain the
bility ratio curve has a non-linear inflection point,
physical essence of the relative permeability
and the relative content of CNWP has potential to
curve’s inflection point. We also give a reference
characterize the relative permeability.
for characterization of relative permeability using
the method of microscopic observation of the NWP
dynamic under pore scale.
!"( !&%
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In this paper, NWP is classified into four categories based on their trapping mechanism. The
relationship between the NWP and the relative
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structure under actual service conditions is not only
affected by the external environment and the working environment, but also affected by various loads.
Many scholars have studied the carbonation performance of fly ash concrete under load [4-7].
However, most of the research objects in the laboratory are plain concrete which is inconsistent
with actual engineering components. Therefore, this
research aims at the reinforced concrete specimen
under the bending load, and the carbonization performance of the fly ash concrete under the bending
load is analyzed in this paper. The influence of
various factors such as steel bar, bending load and
fly ash content on the carbonization performance of
fly ash concrete is studied, which provides a theoretical basis for the prediction and evaluation of the
durability of fly ash concrete structure in practical
engineering.


$"#$#

In the paper, the rapid carbonization experiment of reinforced concrete specimens with different fly ash content is carried out by a selfdeveloped long-term bending load device. The
influence of fly ash content and bending load on the
carbonization property of reinforced concrete is
studied. The results show that steel bars inhibit
carbonation of concrete, and the effect decreases
with the increase of carbonation period; The larger
the amount of fly ash is, the more serious the carbonation of concrete is. There is a linear relationship between the amount of fly ash and the carbonation depth of concrete. The larger the bending
load is, the worse the carbonation resistance property of concrete is. This phenomenon is most obvious
when the ultimate bending load ranges from 40% to
60%. The influence coefficient of bending stress
and the stress level of bending load accord to the
exponential relationship.



A9/;36/7=+5 6+=/;3+5< The P.O 42.5 ordinary portland cement and grade II fly ash are used
in the experiment. River sand is used as fine aggregate, and its fineness modulus is 2.74, with good
gradation. Continuous graded crushed stone with 520 mm particle size is adapted as coarse aggregate.
Polycarboxylates high performance water reducing
admixture is adapted in the experiment. The
strength of the concrete blocks is C30, and four
kinds of fly ash content are selected which are 0%,
20%, 30% and 40%. The concrete mixture ratio is
shown in Table 1.

)'"#
Reinforced concrete, Bending load, Carbonization depth,
Influence coefficient of bending stress

$"%$
Durability damage of building structures has
become a focus in the civil engineering field due to
its universality of the occurrence, complexity of
causes and severity of consequences. Among them,
carbonization will reduce the alkalinity of concrete,
corrode steel bars and affect the bearing capacity of
concrete members, which results in damage to
concrete structures and reduces the service life of
buildings [1, 2]. Therefore, concrete carbonation is
an important factor in durability damage. At the
same time, because of its good performance, fly ash
has been applied more and more widely in concrete.
Related studies show that [3] fly ash concrete not
only reduces the amount of cement and hydration
heat, but also has high long-term strength. It can be
used in actual engineering because it can meet
durability of concrete structural and reduce the cost
of concrete. Meanwhile the durability of concrete

A9/;36/7=+5 6/=28.   ;/9+;+=387 80
<9/-36/7 The 100 mm ×100 mm ×300 mm rectangular concrete specimen are used in the experiment, The plain concrete specimens and the reinforced concrete specimens are made respectively,
corresponding to the four kinds of mix ratios. Reinforcement drawing of specimen is shown in
Figure 1.

  8+.371 ./?3-/ The long-term bendingload device is developed in the experiment by referring to the other loading devices [5,8]. It is shown
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cient, taking 0.19,  is the screw diameter, taking
12 mm).
In order to prevent the stress loss of the longterm loading device during the test, two preventive
measures were adopted in this test:
The super pre-tension is carried out before the
bending load is applied. The 1.05~1.1 times torque
of the corresponding stress level is first applied to
the test block, lasting 2~5min, then the load is removed and the corresponding torque is applied.
During the carbonization process, the applied
torque is measured every 7 days and the reduced
torque will be compensated.

in Figure 2. The device consists of two 12mm diameter screws, eight nuts, four washers and a steel
column support. Torque wrench is used to twist the
nuts to produce a tightening force so that the screw
bears tension, forming pressure on both sides of the
blocks, thereby exerting bending load on the test
block. The bending load is generated on the side of
the blocks away from the support, and it is named
as the tension surface. And the torque is applied by
the torque wrench to adjust the bending load stress
level of the block.
The three-point bend loading test of concrete
blocks is carried out firstly by universal testing
machine. The ultimate bending load  is measured
when the block is destroyed ( is the pulling force
of the screws at both ends of the concrete block).
The corresponding  values of 0%, 20%, 30% and
40% fly ash content specimens are 37.88 KN, 33.16
KN, 34.18 KN and 32.04 KN. Each group of test
blocks is loaded with 0%, 20%, 40% and 60% ultimate bending load by the formula  =  •  • [9]
( is the torque magnitude,  is the torque coeffi

A9/;36/7=+5 9;8-/.>;/ Carbonization experiments on plain concrete specimens with four
kinds of different mixture ratios are carried out.
Three different carbonization periods for 7d, 14d,
28d are adopted. And the average carbonation depth
on the bottom surface of the transverse middle
section is measured in each carbonization age.


$ 
87-;/=/3A=>;/;+=38

Number

Fly ash
content

A
B
C
D

0%
20%
30%
40%

Cement
(Kg)
373.63
298.90
261.54
224.18

Fly ash
(Kg)

Sand
(Kg)

Stone
(Kg)

Sand
rate

Water
Kg

W/B

Waterreducing

0
74.73
112.09
149.45

682.87
682.87
682.87
682.87

1114.16
1114.16
1114.16
1114.16

38%
38%
38%
38%

179.34
179.34
179.34
179.34

0.48
0.48
0.48
0.48

0.40%
0.46%
0.52%
0.56%

%" 
"/3708;-/6/7=.3+1;+680;/3708;-/.-87-;/=/,58-4


%" 
$2/5871=/;6,/7.37158+../?3-/
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$ 
+;,873C+=387./9=28095+37-87-;/=/+7.;/3708;-/.-87-;/=/
Carbonization depth (mm)
Fly ash content
Data name
7d
14d
4.50
5.34
Xr
0
Xp
5.21
5.82
K
0.86
0.92
5.40
7.20
Xr
Xp
6.71
8.50
20%
K
0.80
0.85
5.90
7.30
Xr
Xp
30%
7.32
8.99
K
0.81
0.81
Xr
6.20
7.84
7.56
9.45
40%
Xp
K
0.82
0.83

28d
7.93
8.51
0.93
8.26
9.56
0.92
8.60
9.87
0.87
9.75
10.95
0.89

%" 
>;?/<803705>/7-/-8/003-3/7=80<=//5,+;@3=2-+;,87+=387=36/
Note:  : Carbonization depth of reinforced concrete blocks;
 : Carbonization depth of plain concrete blocks;
The experiment data are shown in Table 2.
According to the table, the curve of the influence coefficient of steel bar  under different fly
ash content is shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen from the Figure 3 that the influence coefficient of steel barshows an rising trend
with the increase of carbonization time under different mixture ratio, but the rising trend is relatively
gentle, and  is always less than 1. It shows that the
carbonization depth of reinforced concrete is less
than that of plain concrete under the same mixture
ratio, so the steel bar inhibits the carbonization of
concrete partly. With the increase of carbonization
time, the effect of steel bars on the carbonation
depth of concrete decreases gradually. From the
actual measured data, the concrete carbonation
depth does not exactly reach the internal bars surface. Therefore, the author suggests that the main
reason for affecting the carbonation depth of two
different types of concrete blocks is the compactness of concrete. The blocks are split in the middle

Carbonization experiments under long-term
bend loading on reinforced concrete specimens with
four kinds of different mixture ratios are carried
out. The 0%, 20%, 40% and 60% ultimate bending
load are applied to different load stress level. Three
different carbonization periods for 7d, 14d, 28d are
adopted. And the average carbonation depth in the
60mm range of the middle section of the transverse
tension surface is measured in each carbonization
age.


"#%$##%##
00/-= 80 <=//5 ,+;< 87 -87-;/=/ -+;,873C+
=3879/;08;6+7-/ In the case of no load, the effect
of reinforcing bars on concrete carbonation is studied by comparing the carbonization depth of plain
concrete and reinforced concrete with the same mix
ratio. The influence coefficient of steel bar is defined as :

10023
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section along the transverse, it can be seen that the
blocks with different fly ash content is shown in
pore in reinforced concrete section is small, less
Figure 4.
and compact. However, there are many large pores
It can be seen from the Figure 4 that under the
which can be seen by the naked eye in the plain
same bending stress level, the larger the content of
concrete block section, and the compactness is bad.
fly ash is, the greater the carbonization depth of
In addition, the steel bars in the reinforced concrete
concrete is, and the curve rises gently. Taking 40%
ultimate bending load as an example, compared
can disperse the wider shrinkage cracks which are
with the concrete block with 0% fly ash content,
formed during the setting and hardening period into
when the carbonization time is 7 days, the carbonismaller cracks and control the width of the shrinkzation depth of the blocks with the 20%, 30% and
age cracks effectively [10]. In summary, the steel
40% fly ash content increase by 8.20 %, 15.44%,
bar can not only reduce the porosity surrounding it,
and 30.74%; and when the carbonization time is 14
but also reduce the width of the cracks in the condays, the carbonation depth increase by 2.51%,
crete, and ultimately reduce the CO2 transmission
capacity inside the concrete, thereby inhibit the
13.27% and 18.86%; and when the carbonization
carbonation damage of the concrete.
time is 28 days, the carbonation depth increase by
Due to the limitation of test conditions, the ef11.38%, 16.73% and 28.50%, respectively. The
fect of steel bar on carbonization of concrete blocks
author believes that the reasons for this change law
is studied only in case of no load. When the bendare two main points: with the increase of the
ing load is applied, the stiffness of reinforced conamount of fly ash, the Ca (OH)2 produced by the
hydration reaction in the concrete is reduced and
crete block is larger than the plain concrete block,
the alkalinity of the concrete decreases, which
and under the same stress the crack generated is
weakens its carbonization resistance property.
smaller in reinforced concrete, which reduces the
However, the dense packing effect of the fly ash
concrete carbonization rate of reinforced concrete.
and the secondary hydration reaction can improve
Therefore, the author thinks that the effect of steel
the compactness of the concrete. Qi Chunming [11]
bar on concrete carbonization will be more obvious
found that with the increase of fly ash content, the
when bending load is applied.
porosity of concrete decreased. Therefore, the in
crease of fly ash content can make the concrete
705>/7-/8005B+<2-87=/7=87=2/-87-;/=/
more compact, which makes CO2 eroding into the
-+;,873C+=3879;89/;=3/< The rapid carbonization
concrete interior less. In conclusion, the increase of
experiments under long-term bend loading which is
fly ash content can reduce the alkalinity of con0%, 20%, 40%, and 60% ultimate bending loads on
crete, but it can make it more compact. On the one
reinforced concrete specimens with four kinds of
hand, it can promote the carbonization of concrete.
different mixture ratios are carried out for 7d, 14d,
On the other hand, it weakens its carbonization
and 28d carbonization ages, and the carbonization
damage. The change trend of the curve in Figure 5
depth of the cross-section of the blocks is measshows that the promotion effect is greater than the
ured. The measured data is shown in Table 3.
weakening effect, but because of the weakening
It can be seen from the figure that under the
effect, the curve rises slowly.
same bending tensile stress level, the change regulation of carbonization depth of reinforced concrete

$ 
+;,873C+=387./9=280;/3708;-/.-87-;/=/
Carbonization depth/mm
Fly ash content
Load stress level
7d
14d
28d
0%
4.50
5.34
7.93
20%
5.99
6.54
9.65
0%
40%
7.32
8.56
10.28
60%
8.86
9.77
11.26
0%
5.40
7.20
8.26
20%
7.55
8.38
9.95
20%
40%
7.92
8.78
11.45
60%
9.57
10.95
12.50
0%
5.90
7.30
8.6
20%
7.99
9.26
9.98
30%
40%
8.45
9.87
12.00
60%
9.85
11.20
12.98
0%
6.20
7.84
9.75
20%
8.24
10.24
12.99
40%
40%
9.57
10.55
13.21
60%
10.45
11.98
13.90
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$ 
"/1;/<<387+7+5B<3<?+5>/<80+7.-8;;/5+=387-8/003-3/7=
Correlation
Carbonization


coefficient
age (d)
7
4.3429
4.5229
0.9970
0%
14
6.1486
5.5366
0.9632
28
4.1200
7.7080
0.8884
7
5.7686
6.1446
0.9759
20%
14
9.2057
6.5337
0.9998
28
6.8771
9.0951
0.7471
7
5.2971
7.1231
0.9467
40%
14
5.0400
8.3060
0.9198
28
7.0000
10.1600
0.9822
7
3.8257
8.8217
0.9902
60%
14
5.3086
9.7806
0.9905
28
6.4000
11.2200
0.9942
Note: In math, |r| < 0.4 is a low linear correlation, 0.4 < |r| < 0.7 is a significant linear correlation, and 0.7 < |r| < 1.0 is a high
linear correlation.
Load stress level

%" 
&+;3+=387->;?/80-+;,873C+=387./9=280-87-;/=/,58-4@3=205B+<2-87=/7=
: parameter;
The regression analysis values of parameters
are shown in Table 4.
It can be seen from the table 4 that no matter
what the stress level is, the linear regression equation is highly linearly correlated, so the author believes that there is a linear relationship between the
fly ash content and the concrete carbonization
depth.

00/-=80,/7.37158+.87-87-;/=/-+;,873
C+=3879/;08;6+7-/It can be seen from the Figure
3 that under the same fly ash content, the change
regulation of carbonization depth of reinforced
concrete blocks with different bending load stress
level is shown in Figure 5.

It can be seen from the Figure 4 that most of
the curves with larger slopes are distributed between 30% and 40% of fly ash content, and this
phenomenon is the most obvious when the ultimate
bending loads are 20% and 40% with 28 d carbonization times. It shows that in a certain range, the
larger the fly ash amount is, the greater the influence on the concrete carbonation is.
In addition, it can be seen from the Figure 4
that the carbonization depth curve is close to linear
with the change of fly ash content. The relationship
between the fly ash content and the carbonization
depth is obtained as follows:
Y = X + 
Note: Y: Carbonization depth of concrete;
X: Fly ash content;
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Fly ash content
Equation
0%
 =1.0234e0.9049
20%
 =1.0266e0.742
30%
 =1.0356e0.7268
40%
 =1.0614e0.683
Note:  : carbonization influence coefficient of bending load stress;
 bending load stress level;

It can be seen from the Figure 5 that no matter
what the amount of fly ash is, the carbonization
depth of the concrete increases with the increase of
the bending load stress level, and the changes are
relatively gentle. For example, when the content of
fly ash is 20% and the carbonation time is 7d, compared with the concrete under the unstressed state,
the carbonation depths of the concrete blocks under
the 20% ultimate bending stress increase by 15.1%;
the ones of the concrete under the 40% ultimate
bending stress increase by 20.7%; and the ones of
the concrete under the 60% ultimate bending stress
increase by 45.9%. Obviously, as the bending stress
increases, cracks are generated in the tension zone
of the concrete, and the width of the cracks gets
larger, which accelerates the diffusion of CO2 into
the concrete and increases the carbonization rate. It
can be seen from the Figure 5 that the slope of most
curves becomes larger at 0.4~0.6, so the carbonization damage of concrete increases significantly
under the 40%~60% ultimate bending stress level.

Correlation coefficient
0.91
0.92
0.95
0.91

At the same time, the author finds that under
40%~60% ultimate bending load stress, it is observed that a significant crack appears in the middle
of the block. To a greater extent, the significant
crack aggravates the diffusion rate of CO2 into
concrete, and makes the carbonization more serious
than low stress level.
In order to quantify the effect of bending load
stress on the carbonization depth of concrete
blocks, the carbonization influence coefficient of
bending load stress is defined with reference to Liu
Wanli's [5] method.

Note:  : The carbonization influence coefficient of
bending load stress;
  Carbonation depth of concrete under bending
load;
 Carbonation depth of concrete under no load;
By regression analysis, the fitting equation between the carbonization influence coefficient of
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bending load stress and bending load stress level
under different fly ash content can be obtained. It is
shown in Table 5.
From the Table 5, it can be seen that there is
an exponential relationship between the carbonization influence coefficient of bending load stress and
the bending load stress level, which is different
from the results of the quadratic polynomial relationship in the reference [5]. The main reason is
that the experimental materials in the reference are
plain concrete blocks without considering the effect
of steel bars. Actually, the steel bars not only affects the concrete compactness, but also affects the
transmission channel of CO2 in the concrete and
enlarges the stiffness of the component, which will
affect the carbonization resistance of concrete.
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1. To some extent, the reinforcing bar not only
affects the compactness of concrete, but also reduces the porosity effectively and the shrinkage crack
width of concrete, and ultimately reduce the CO2
transmission capacity inside the concrete, thereby
inhibit the carbonation damage of the concrete. But
with the increase of carbonation time, the influence
of reinforcement on carbonization becomes smaller
and smaller.
2. When the bending load is certain, the carbonization depth of the reinforced concrete block
increases gradually with the increase of the fly ash
content. When the fly ash content is 30%~40%, the
effect is greatest. The concrete carbonization depth
and the content of fly ash are in linear relation.
3. When the amount of fly ash is certain, the
effect of bending load on the carbonization of concrete blocks is obvious. The larger the bending load
is, the greater the carbonization depth is. It is the
most obviously especially under the 40%~60%
ultimate bending load. There is an exponential
relationship between the carbonization influence
coefficient of bending load stress and the bending
load stress level, which is different from the quadratic polynomial relationship in the plain concrete.
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STUDY ON HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OF
SEWAGE TREATMENT ENTERPRISES
Aiming Xu*
Business School, Hohai University, Nanjing, 210098, China

DQG 7UHDWPHQW RI :DWHU 3ROOXWLRQ´ LQ  the
China¶s wastewater treatment industry is witnessing
strong growth, driven by investments in upgrading
the municipal wastewater treatment infrastructure
and meeting the wastewater treatment needs of
rapid industrialization and urbanization. And the
Chinese government has made great efforts to expand and improve municipal wastewater treatment
infrastructure in the last decade [5]. Steep increase
has been seen in the number of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) and treatment capacity [6].
Nowadays, the related number of sewage treatment
plants has also risen from 1521 in 2008 to 4136 in
2013, reaching the treatment ability of 1.61E08
m3/d in 2013 [7].
The targets for sewage treatment in the 12th
³)LYH-Year-Plan´ )<3  KDYH EHHQ IXUWKHU HPSKD
sized, and the treatment rates for municipalities,
county cities and organic towns are established as
85%, 70% and 30%, respectively in this FYP [8].
Therefore, the number of WWTP will continue to
increase in the future.
The notion of being green has gained attention
from both scholars and industry practitioners over
the past few decades. In academic circles, research
has grown steadily from a general deliberation on
JUHHQEXVLQHVVLQWR³JUHHQLQJ´WKHIXQFWLRQDODUHDV
within an organization that include green purchasing [9], green supply chain management, green
innovation, green finance, green management,
green information technologies, and green human
resource management (HRM) [10-13].
Businesses operate in a highly competitive
global economy in which they must not only be
efficient and deliver value, but also must be responsible, and this includes responsibility towards the
environment. The intensification of environmental
concerns around the globe has led companies to
adopt environmental practices at an increasing rate;
and such adoptions can benefit companies becomLQJ ³JUHHQDQGFRPSHWLWLYH´ [14]. In the pursuit of
this green agenda, scholars have argued that human
resource management (HRM) plays an important
role. Hence, embedding green practices within
HRM functions could enhance the likelihood of a
firm¶s sustainability.
Researchers have reached a consensus that
emerging markets are a main destination for organizations from varying industries around the world

ABSTRACT
This research was a pioneering study that examined the relationship between green intellectual
capital and green human resource management of
Sewage Treatment Enterprises. A quantitative research approach using a survey was employed to
get insights from 300 large sewage treatment enterprises in China. A new model was employed to
examine the proposed relationship. The results
indicated that green human capital and green relational capital influenced green human resource
management.

KEYWORDS:
Green intellectual capital, Green human resource management, Sewage Treatment Enterprises, Model

INTRODUCTION
Wastewater and sewage threatens human safety and development, as well as impeding the sustainable development of the economy and society
[1-3]. Due to the acceleration of industrialization
and urbanization, urban sewage discharge rates are
increasing at a rate of 5% per year. However, the
current capacity for sewage treatment is relatively
low. In order to curb the adverse effects of environmental pollution due to the uncontrolled discharge of sewage, effective measures must be taken
to ensure that the discharge of sewage meets the
required standards. However, a shortage of funds
impedes such progress. It is also necessary to improve the technology, management, operation, and
monitoring mechanisms of the treatment of sewage
to meet such standards [4].
Currently, environmental problems are attracting increasing attention. In particular, the development of urban sewage treatment is a widespread
concern throughout the world. The Chinese government has already introduced laws and regulaWLRQV VXFK DV WKH ³$FWLRQ 3ODQ Ior Prevention and
&RQWURO RI :DWHU 3ROOXWLRQ´ ³,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ
Opinions on Promoting Cooperation in Government
and Social Capital in the Field of Water Pollution
3UHYHQWLRQ DQG &RQWURO´ DQG ³0HDVXUHV IRU WKH
Administration of Special Funds for the Prevention
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zation strategies (e.g. low pay, minimal training)
and frugal production (dismissals, work intensity).
To summarize, human resource management
is very important in a company as performance
results in a market largely depend on personnel
(employees). The importance of human resource
management lies not only in hiring of personnel,
maintaining social security or dismissing an employee. Human resource management is a deployment of employee resources enabling companies to
attain their strategic objectives. Human resource
management is an effective deployment of employee resources to obtain compDQ\¶V VWUDWHJLF REMHF
tives. The aim of human resource strategy ± is to
find means that facilitate and contribute to personQHO PDQDJHPHQW DQG DWWDLQPHQW RI RUJDQL]DWLRQV¶
objectives. The preparation of human resource
management strategy starts with management philosophy and essential values that highlight the importance of employees as the source of the competitive advantage [21].
According to Strategic objective process model of human resource management, HRM strategies
are integrated into business strategies and personnel
management so that they are compatible with each
other. In this case, internal personnel management
systems and employee characteristics, as well as the
analysis on the internal and external threats and
opportunities are of equal importance.
To summarize human resource management
strategy, it is possible to claim that strategy is integrated into each FRPSDQ\¶VSURILWVDQGREMHFWLYHV
Research results on the impact of human resource management to obtain a competitive advantage in Sewage Treatment Enterprises
In the questionnaire survey method, the scope
of the research is important ± it is the part of the
general set of observed units. V. I. Paniott formula
was used in order to establish sample size [22]. In
accordance with this formula, the number of sewage treatment companies to be surveyed was established in order for a questionnaire to be representative and reliable with a 5% margin of error. Therefore, in order to obtain statistically reliable data,
370 companies should be surveyed. However, to
increase the reliability of data and taking into consideration that certain part of the questionnaires
may not be returned, 370 questionnaires were sent
via e-mail, of which only 200 came back.
To divide companies in accordance with the
ownership, it was determined that both ± foreign (3
percent) and China (97 percent) owned companies
took part in the research. It was determined that
FRPSDQLHV¶H[SHULHQFHLQVHFWRUYDULHV
8SWR\HDU SFW 
±5 years (10 pct.);
±10 years (30 pct.);
±15 years (45 pct.);
í\HDUV SFW 
Dnd more years (2 pct.).

[15]. This is because of the large pool of talents and
resources available in these regions. Thus, it is
necessary to know more about green HRM, according to Renwick et al. [16], the green HRM literature
is largely Western However, given the importance
of the development of Asian economies, this is an
important gap for future studies to reduce.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Survey and data collection. This study employed correlational design to examine the influence of green intellectual capital on green HRM. To
examine the conceptual model and test these relationships, a survey instrument was designed, and
measurement scales were developed. The draft
questionnaire was constructed and the content validity of the scale was checked and improved with
the help of four academics and four experts from
the industry. A revised version questionnaire was
finalized and then used to test the proposed hypotheses. The measurement scales in the used questionnaire comprised items representing green intellectual capital such as green human capital, green
structural capital and green relational capital, and
green HRM. All items measuring these variables
and the scales are discussed below.
RESULTS
_________________________________________
The concept of human resource management strategy. Human resource management in an
organization is a strategic, consistent and comprehensive approach towards company¶s human resource management and training [17]. Human resource management can also be defined as practical
work with people encompassing employee performance analysis, planning the needs of the labour
force and candidate recruitment, candidate selection, new employee orientation and training, wage
and salary administration, educating employee
commitments, as well as creating a fair and safe
work environment [18]. Human resource management ± is a coordinated approach to managing people that seeks to integrate the various personnel
activities so that they are compatible with each
other [19].
The provided definitions of human resource
management enable to distinguish the so-called
³KDUG´ DQG ³VRIW´ cases of human resource management [20]:
 ³6RIW´ DSSURDFK WR KXPDQ UHVRXUFH PDQ
DJHPHQW LV XVHG WR LQFUHDVH HPSOR\HHV¶ OR\DOW\
quality and flexibility.
 ³+DUG´ DSSURDFK WR KXPDQ UHVRXUFH PDQ
agement emphasizes a strategy in which human
resources are distributed in order to obtain business
UHVXOWV +RZHYHU ³KDUG´ DSSURDFK WR KXPDQ UH
source management is more linked to cost minimi-
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The majority of companies that took part in
the research operate in Chinese market for more
than 11 years. One of the most important factor
GHWHUPLQLQJ FRPSDQ\¶V FRPSHWLWLYHQHVV LQ WKH
market is human resources and its selection. It was
aimed to determine which candidate search practices are applied in organizations. The research results
have shown, that most frequently candidate search
in Chinese sector is carriedout via media, connections and recommendations. In very rare cases,
employment agencies are involved in this process.
One of the reasons why do companies rarely make
use of employment agencies is insufficient budget.
The respondents were asked to determine how
employee selection is carried-out in their companies
(see Fig. 1). Moreover, in accordance with the research, it was determined that employee selection is
conducted through the interviews with candidates.
This type of employee selection method enables
sewage treatment companies to assess ePSOR\HH¶V
knowledge in certain areas. However, organizations
often rely on recommendations, as research suggests.

Fresenius Environmental Bulletin

Further on, the analysis of the impact of human resource management strategy to obtain a
competitive advantage follows the discussion on
weather employees should take part in the estabOLVKPHQW DQG GHYHORSPHQW RI FRPSDQ\¶V VWUDWHJLF
objectives. 50 percent of the respondents argue that
employees should take part in the establishment and
implementation of business strategy as by doing so
they ensure company's success and their personal
well-being. 33 percent of the respondents claim that
employees should take part in the establishment of
FRPSDQ\¶V VWUDWHJ\ DV WKH\ SDUWLFLSDWH LQ GDLO\
activities and are more likely to notice changes in
the market, as well as positive and negative aspects
of work. And only the smallest part of the respondents ± 17 percent claim that only employees familiarised with the market should take part in the esWDEOLVKPHQW RI FRPSDQ\¶V VWUDWHJ\ 5HVSRQGHQWV
were also asked to assess the importance of employee involvement into the establishment of strategic objectives on the scale of 1 to 10, where 1 ±
³FRPSOHWHO\ XQLPSRUWDQW´ DQG  ± ³YHU\ LP
SRUWDQW´ VHH)LJ 

FIGURE 1
Employee Selection Methods

FIGURE 2
The Importance of Employee Involvement into the Establishment of Strategic Objectives
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In recent years, scholars have studied the distribution and sources of pollutants as well as the
pollution of the seawater in the Xiamen West Sea
[3-5]. However, these studies have generally covered a relatively small time span and lack any analysis of the water quality trend on a longer time span.
Seawater quality assessment is an integrated measurement system composed of multiple elements and
factors [6], and the classification standard of the
seawater quality and the pollution level are fuzzy
concepts [7-8]. Therefore, this study used a fuzzy
assessment method to assess the seawater quality in
the Xiamen West Sea during the period of
2005–2015 and analyzed the evolving trend of the
seawater quality, aiming at providing a scientific
basis for the environmental protection of the sea
area.


! ! 

43094703. (3+ (3(1>808 2,9/4+8 The data
used in this article comes from the monitoring data
collected by the Third Institute of Oceanography
(TIO), State Oceanic Administration in the Xiamen
West Sea during 2005–2016. The collection, pretreatment, storage, transport, and analysis methods
of seawater samples strictly followed the 
!    "#% [9] and the 
!   ! [10]. Based on the
environmental characteristics of this sea area, the
primary pollutants in the West Sea included chemical oxygen demand (COD), inorganic nitrogen,
active phosphate, and petroleum. Therefore, this
paper selected these four indicators to assess the
water quality. Table 1 presents the results of the
water quality monitoring indicators in the Xiamen
West Sea for the period 2005–2015.

88,882,39 2,9/4+8 An integrated fuzzy
assessment performs fuzzy judgments of fuzzy information based on fuzzy mathematics theory. In
this integrated assessment method, a fuzzy matrix is
used to perform fuzzy assessments for each indicator. Then, the weight coefficients are determined
based on the overall effect of each indicator. Comprehensive computation is conducted on the weight
coefficients and fuzzy matrix to generate explicit
assessment results [11], which adequately reflect
the fuzzy characteristics of water pollution levels

Based on the water quality monitoring data in
the Xiamen West Sea, China, from 2005–2015, this
study used an integrated fuzzy method to assess the
pollution and environmental quality in the sea area.
The assessment results indicated that the main pollutant in the Xiamen West Sea during 2005–2015
was dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN). The quality of the water, which had been in a state of eutrophication for years, was categorized as level 4.
The fuzzy environmental index (FEI) ranged between 3.158 and 3.874, with an overall declining
trend during the period of 2005–2015, which indicated that the water quality in the Xiamen West Sea
was gradually improving. This result was primarily
due to the implementation of a series of comprehensive remediation and restoration projects in
Xiamen. The trend of improvement in the water
quality was also verified in the  
 #! !!"  "! issued by
the Xiamen Oceans and Fisheries Bureau in
2014–2018.



&$  
Water quality, environmental quality assessment, evolution analysis, Xiamen West Sea

!"!
Xiamen, an important port city on the southeast coast of China, is located along the southern
coast of Fujian Province, China. The city of Xiamen, which is also a famous coastal tourism destination in China, evolved from ancient ports. The
location of Xiamen is depicted in Figure 1. The
Xiamen West Sea is to the west of Xiamen Island.
The semiclosed, elongated bay in the southern part
of the sea is the estuary of the Jiulong River [1].
Gulangyu and other islands are located in this area.
The Dongdu Port District on the Xiamen West Sea
is the main port in Xiamen. The Xiamen West Sea
is also the core area of the Chinese White Dolphin
National Nature Reserve [2], which has a sensitive
ecological environment. Therefore, it is important
to assess the water quality and analyze its evolution
trend in the Xiamen West Sea.
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set, ={ 1, 2, ... n}, where is a collection of
assessment standards corresponding to . According to the
 ! "!% !
(GB3097-1997), the seawater quality standard was
divided into four levels, ={1, 2, 3, 4}. Level 1
seawater is suitable for marine fisheries and can be
reserved as marine protected areas and reserves for
endangered marine life. When the water quality is
level 2, it is suitable for aquaculture, sports and
recreation activity purposes in which the human
body has direct contact with the seawater, as well as
industrial water resources related to the production
of human food. When the water quality is level 3, it
can be used as general industrial water and coastal
scenic tourist areas. When the water quality reaches
level 4, it is suitable for building marine ports and
development operation areas.

changing from light to heavy. The assessment results are reliable and approximate the actual situation [12-13].
Fuzzy mathematics was first proposed in 1965
by Lotfi Aliasker Zadeh, a professor at the University of California, Berkeley, USA. Currently, the
fuzzy set theory is one of the most effective methods to address the uncertainty caused by relatively
subjective factors and insufficient data [14]. The
core of this theory is to use membership functions
to describe relations between different factors and
perform an objective analysis of the uncertainties of
the influencing factors. The establishment of an
integrated assessment method usually involves five
steps [15-16]:
!/, ,89()108/2,39 4- (3 (88,882,39 8,9
First, establish a set of assessment indicators,
={"1, "2, …,"}. The water quality indicators involved in the assessment included the COD, DIN,
PO4-P, and petroleum. ={COD, DIN, PO4-P, petroleum}.

!/,,89()108/2,394-2,2),78/05-:3*90438
The classification boundary of the environmental
quality was determined by the membership degree,
which is, in turn, depicted as a lower semitrapezoidal distribution [17]. The membership function of
level 1 seawater was:

!/, ,89()108/2,39 4- (3 (88,882,39 89(3+
(7+ 8,9 Second, establish an assessment standard



"
,4.7(5/0*(114*(90434-9/,%0(2,3$,89 ,(
!
43*,397(904384-<(9,75411:9(398039/,%0(2,3$,89 ,( @ 
Year
2005
2007
2009
2011
2013
2015

COD (mg·L−1)
0.720
0.960
0.864
0.992
0.878
0.870

DIN (mg·L−1)
1.150
1.067
1.089
1.132
1.122
1.110
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Active Phosphate (mg·L−1)
0.067
0.076
0.072
0.076
0.059
0.054

Petroleum (mg·L−1)
0.016
0.018
0.019
0.019
0.017
0.015
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lished: ={0.03, 0.57, 0.38, 0.01}.

⎧1
 1
⎪
⎪ − 
  ⎨ 2  1 <  < 2
⎪ 2 − 1
⎪0
  2
⎩

39,.7(9,+ (88,882,39 The fuzzy integrated
assessment took into account the influence of all
indicators and combined the weight matrix W with
the single indicator fuzzy matrix
to obtain the
fuzzy integrated assessment vector B for each assessment indicator:
=  
where  is the weight matrix, and  is the
fuzzy matrix composed of various levels of the
membership functions of each pollution indicator.
This study used the common matrix multiplication:

The membership function of level 2 seawater
was:
⎧  − 1
⎪ − 
⎪ 2 1
⎪ −
  ⎨ 3 
⎪ 3 − 2
⎪0
⎪
⎩

1  2
23
  1 or   3



The membership function of level 3 seawater

  ∑

was:
⎧  − 2
⎪ − 
⎪ 3 2
⎪ − 
  ⎨ 4 
⎪ 4 − 3
⎪0
⎪
⎩

1

2  3

⋅    1 23 4)

In this algorithm, all the qij contributed to the
assessment results. The algorithm was a weighted
average integrated assessment. According to their
different weights, the algorithm was able to consider all indicators and their contributions to the assessment results. This integrated method has comprehensive meaning and generated comprehensive
conclusions [19].
The fuzzy environment index of the seawater
quality was =  , where B is a matrix showing
the result of the fuzzy integrated assessment and S
is a vector indicating the seawater quality standard.
= (1, 2, 3, 4), where T represents the transpose of
the matrix.

!
$,0./9*4,--0*0,3984-,(*/(88,882,3903+0*(947

34
  2 or   4

The membership function of level 4 seawater
was:
⎧0
⎪
⎪  − 3
  ⎨ 
⎪ 4 − 3
⎪1
⎩



  3
34
  4

where  is the membership degree of assessment indicator  to water quality level ; $ is the
concentration of assessment indicator ; 1, 2, 3,
and 4 are the standard values of indicator  corresponding to the water quality levels in the assessment standard set V.

!/, ,89()108/2,39 4- ( <,0./9 8,9 The
weight of each environmental indicator referred to
the measurement of its importance in determining
the water quality level. Considering that the more
abundant the pollutant, the greater the weight. This
study determined the weights [18] of the indicators
according to their rates over the standards. The
formula is as follows:

  

In the process of fuzzy calculation, the weight
of each indicator must be normalized:

   

∑
∑   1
1
, which was 1
where  is the weight of the assessment indicator ;  is the average level of the four indicators
in ;  is the actual concentration of the assessment indicator ; and  is the weight after nor-

Xi
Si
Wi


COD
0.720
3.50
0.20
0.03

DIN
1.150
0.35
3.28
0.57

PO4-P
0.067
0.030
2.23
0.38

Petroleum
0.016
0.225
0.07
0.01


 "!  "  

$(9,75411:9043(88,882,397,8:198. By using
the assessment method stated above, the integrated
fuzzy indexes and water quality levels in the Xiamen West Sea from 2005–2015 were calculated.
The predominant influencing indicators were used
to identify the main pollutants. The results are
shown in Table 3. As presented in the table, the
primary water pollutant in the Xiamen West Sea
during the period 2005–2015 was DIN. The water
quality was categorized as level 4, as it had been in
a state of eutrophication for years, which conforms
to the results of the study by Zhang et al. [20-21].

3(1>808 4- 9/, ,;41:9043 97,3+ 4- 8,(<(9,7
6:(109>039/,%0(2,3$,89 ,(. The development
trend in the water quality fuzzy environmental index for the Xiamen West Sea during the period of
2005–2015 is shown in Figure 2. The peak was
3.874 in 2005, followed by a declining trend. There

malization.
Based on the 2005 data and the formulas
above, the weight set  (Table 2) can be estab-
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Based on the    
#! !!"  "! for 2014–2018 [22-26],
the COD, inorganic nitrogen, and active phosphate
were selected as assessment indicators to analyze
the trend of the marine environmental quality for
the period of 2014–2018, after the implementation
of the comprehensive restoration projects in the
Xiamen West Sea. As presented in Figure 3, during
the five years from 2014–2018, the COD in the
Xiamen West Sea continued to rise, whereas the
inorganic nitrogen and active phosphate exhibited
generally decreasing trends with rebounds in some
years. This demonstrated that the effect of environmental management gradually became prominent after the comprehensive restoration was initiated and the marine environmental quality improved. These findings were consistent with the
overall trend in the results of the fuzzy assessment.


was a slight rebound in 2011, but the fuzzy environmental index continued to decrease afterward.
The results suggest that the water quality of the
West Sea area was gradually improving.

#(10+(9043 4- 9/, -:??> <(9,7 6:(109> (8
8,882,39 -47 9/, %0(2,3 $,89 ,( In 2000,
Xiamen launched comprehensive remediation and
restoration efforts in the sea areas of Xiamen. The
implemented remediation projects of the Xiamen
West Sea included regulating aquaculture, reconstructing the seawalls at Gaoji, Jixing, and Maluan,
dredging the sea area, and restoring the mangrove.
These projects played a positive role in increasing
the tidal volume, enhancing the hydrodynamic conditions, and improving the ecological environmental quality of the sea areas.


!
:??><(9,76:(109>(88,882,394-9/,%0(2,3$,89 ,( @ 
Membership Degree
Year
2005
2007
2009
2011
2013
2015



1

2

3

4

0.042
0.112
0.124
0.139
0.173
0.148

0.000
0.122
0.058
0.047
0.000
0.071

0.000
0.000
0.120
0.000
0.241
0.256

0.958
0.766
0.698
0.814
0.586
0.525

Fuzzy
Environmental
Index
3.874
3.420
3.392
3.489
3.236
3.158

Water
Quality
Level
4
4
4
4
4
4

Main
Pollutant
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN
DIN


"
#(70(904397,3+039/,<(9,76:(109>-:??>,3;07432,39(103+,=-479/,%0(2,3$,89 ,(


"
#(70(904397,3+4-5411:9(39*43*,397(90438039/,%0(2,3$,89 ,( @ 
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This study used an integrated assessment
method based on fuzzy mathematics to describe the
classification boundary of each assessment indicator. It addressed the disadvantage of the traditional
assessment that uses one normalized indicator and
provides more objective results. With regard to the
water quality in the Xiamen West Sea, the fuzzy
assessment indexes showed a steady decreasing
trend, which proved that the water quality in the
Xiamen West Sea gradually improved after a series
of comprehensive restoration projects. Moreover, a
comparison with the latest 
 #! !!"  "!, issued by the
Xiamen Oceans and Fisheries Bureau and covering
a five-year period, further verified that the water
quality had improved and that the aforementioned
results were credible. A long-term analysis of the
Xiamen West Sea (greater than 10 years) revealed
the general trend of the water environment of the
sea area more explicitly, providing a technical basis
for the government to enact environmental protection measures.
Through the calculation of different membership degrees of the water quality, the integrated
assessment method based on fuzzy mathematics
reflected the basic situation of the Xiamen West Sea
in a comprehensive manner and visually explained
the present situation of the water environment quality. Compared to the commonly used single- indicator exponential method, fuzzy assessment has
such advantages as objectivity and comprehensiveness. The integrated assessment method based on
fuzzy mathematics can assess a single environmental element (e.g., water quality, sediment, living
organisms, atmosphere, and soil) using multiple
factors (e.g., heavy metals, nutrients, and organic
matter). It can also perform a comprehensive environmental assessment of an area based on its multiple environmental factors. In assessment practices,
it is necessary to introduce not only indicators of a
single factor but also different factors to construct
an integrated assessment system. The overall environmental quality of an area should be generated
through an integrated assessment.
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intelligent decision-making and precision operation
capabilities of agricultural machinery [1]. In recent
years, the agricultural Internet of Things has flourished everywhere. Heilongjiang, Beijing, Tianjin,
Anhui, Shanghai, Jiangsu, Xinjiang, Inner Mongolia, and other places have successively carried out a
series of agricultural Internet of Things demonstration projects. However, there are still three main
problems in the agricultural Internet of Things in
modern agricultural practice. First, the application
of agricultural Internet of Things is blocked. Mainly
due to the lack of application standards, information
technology is difficult to transform productivity,
and agricultural skills are in short supply. Second,
the intelligent information platform service lags
behind. The high-fidelity effect of agricultural real-time scenes is not strong, the homogenization of
various platforms is serious, and it is out of the actual agricultural production [2]. Third, agricultural
supply and demand information failed. Production
and sales information is seriously lacking, and
market supply and demand are slow. In response to
these problems, the Ministry of Agriculture's "National Agricultural Science and Technology Service
Cloud Platform Construction Plan" proposed to
"use information to improve agricultural big data
and build a cloud platform."
In recent years, China, Europe, America, and
Japan have carried out research on various types of
Internet of Things applications in the agricultural
field. They have continuously explored in the fields
of agricultural resource utilization, environmental
protection, and fine management, and promoted the
continuous development of the agricultural Internet
of Things [3- 4]. The Hawaii State of the United
States solves the problem of local water shortage by
establishing an advanced agricultural irrigation
system. The system realizes the prediction of rainfall by receiving satellite information, and uses the
Internet of Things and big data technology to rationally distribute and transport water resources.
The internal water resources have rationally utilized
and promoted local agricultural development [5].
Chen et al. studied the integration of soil sampling
technology, agricultural robots, and sensor networks in soil monitoring and crop planting. China

At present, most of the research is to improve
the level of precision farming in agriculture from
the aspects of the mechanism and operational efficiency of the agricultural machine body, but it is
less applied in the construction of a complete monitoring system model. In order to better develop the
precise monitoring of agriculture, this paper studies
the environment of agricultural operation field, and
explores the impact of the environment on the
growth of field crops through the ratio of soil, air
and its components. This paper first introduces the
principle and application composition of the agricultural Internet of Things, and designs and monitors the monitoring system of the agricultural environment. In addition, this paper uses the embedded
database to process and analyze the data, obtains a
relatively complete server processing structure, and
compares the selected parameters of the agricultural
environment. The results show that the error among
the parameter data collected by the system and the
measured value of the instrument is within 5%, and
the system is feasible.
'% ! 
Internet of Things, precise monitoring, agricultural environment, precision farming
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China's agricultural machinery industry has
entered a new normal development stage. The agricultural machinery products produced by a large
number of small and medium-sized agriculture are
concentrated at the low-end level. The profits are
not high, the homogenization is serious, and the
pressure of survival enterprises is increasing, facing
transformation, and upgrading. In May 2015, the
State Council issued the first 10-year action plan
“Made in China 2025” to create a strong country
strategy, clarifying the agricultural machinery and
equipment as a key development area, and demanding “improving the information collection,
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is also constantly establishing a more comprehensive agricultural material coverage network. The
public opinion monitoring system established in
various places has been used in Guizhou, Liaoning,
Jiangsu, and other places to realize the distribution
of land resources and space. The data collection
provides a scientific basis for agricultural planning
and decision-making [6-7]. In the field of fine agricultural production, the United States uses inductive pests and diseases to spray pesticides, which
improve the precise defense of pests and diseases
[8]. Japan's agricultural Internet of Things technology led by large companies such as Hitachi, is vigorously developing agricultural IoT equipment.
Among them, IOT can integrate wireless Internet in
various greenhouses [9].
With the development of Internet of Things
technology, the intelligent and precise agricultural
system is dedicated to transforming precision agriculture from conceptualization to industrialization,
which is focusing on application fields, and trying
to lay a good foundation for the large-scale promotion and application of intelligent precision agriculture [10]. In summary, the replacement of traditional agriculture by intelligent precision agriculture is the inevitable development, and it is in line
with the choice of China's national conditions. Intelligent and precise agriculture can promote the
transformation of agricultural development mode,
which can realize the efficient use of various agricultural resources and improve the environment.
Sustainable development goals not only maximize
the actual productivity of agriculture, but also be an
effective way to achieve sustainable agriculture
with high quality, high yield, low consumption, and
environmental protection. Finally, the cloud system
for enterprise users will provide management and
information support for the intelligent agricultural
production.


& "!#"
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In the agricultural production process, the growth of
crops is closely related to many factors in the natural world, including atmospheric temperature, atmospheric humidity, soil temperature and humidity,
light intensity conditions, CO2 concentration,
moisture and other nutrients. In the process of traditional agricultural operations, these parameters affected the growth of crops depends mainly on human perception, and there is great inaccuracy. Agricultural production has become an extensive
management and cannot achieve fine management.
With the development of urbanization, more and
more labor force has been liberated in the process
of agricultural production, labor costs continue to
increase, traditional agriculture cannot further develop, and it gradually lags behind the development

of society. Therefore, the requirements for traditional agriculture are constantly improving, and the
application of advanced technology will be widely
promoted, and intelligent agriculture will follow
[11]. The so-called intelligent agriculture refers to a
high-tech application of artificial intelligence technology to the agricultural field. The intelligent agricultural system covers the collection of natural
parameters affecting agricultural production, and
through the agricultural expert system to guide the
entire production management chain of agricultural
production.
The Internet of Things can be briefly described as follows. Through high-accuracy information sensing devices (such as RFID, laser scanning, infrared sensing), the signal transmission and
communication among objects constructed into an
intelligent identification and monitoring system. In
this process, the encoding, transmission, storage,
and control systems of the objects must be equipped
one by one. The Agricultural Internet of Things is a
network for monitoring agricultural equipment or
agricultural environments. It is widely used in applications such as GPRS, ES, and RS. Figure 1 is a
flow chart of the principle of agricultural environment monitoring under the mechanism of Internet
of Things. It can be seen from Figure 1: The parameters related to the agricultural environment (air
temperature, light intensity, air humidity) are selected, input into the environmental collection and
monitoring system through the detection device,
and then the data is analyzed and traced through the
mobile network [12]. In order to control the environmental information intuitively and scientifically,
the monitoring system is modularized. Table 1 is
the management module composition and function
realization of the environmental monitoring system.
It can be seen from Table 1. Mainly from the user
login, information collection, video display, data
processing and equipment execution tasks and other
seven functions.
-);<9-)5,.<5+;165,-:1/5 In this process,
temperature sensors, humidity sensors, pH sensors,
light sensors, ion sensors, biosensors, and CO2
sensors, are required to detect physical quantities
such as temperature, relative humidity, pH, light
intensity, soil nutrient, and CO2 concentration. Parameters participate in automatic control through
real-time display of various instruments or as a parameter of automatic control, crops have a good and
suitable growth environment. Shape sensors, color
sensors, and weight sensors, can also be used to
monitor the object during the growth of the crop to
determine the maturity of the object for timely
picking and harvesting. The monitoring of the artificial environment helps to promote the implementation of photosynthesis [13]. For example, monitoring of vegetable growing environment in plastic
greenhouses, use of ultrasonic sensors, volume and
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audio sensors for rodent control, pest control, flow
sensors and computer systems can be used to automatically control farmland irrigation.
The overall structure of the agricultural Internet of Things system in Figure 3 can be roughly
divided into four parts: information-aware collection, video surveillance, analysis processing and
remote control. The main function of the data acquisition system is to perceive the collection of crop
information and environmental information in
farmland and greenhouses. Real-time monitoring of
agriculture is achieved by collecting information
such as humidity, temperature, illuminance and soil
status. The Video surveillance incorporates a highly
accurate network monitor and global eye system
with ultra-stable and ultra-clear features. The con$$#$(
 $"$

trol system is mainly composed of control equipment and corresponding relay control circuit. The
application of the relay can realize real-time control
of agricultural production equipment, which is including watering system and air environment regulation system [14]. The wireless transmission system mainly realizes the transmission of collected
information, and transmits the information to the
background server through the network to provide a
basis for the operator. The data processing system
mainly completes information storage and processing, and provides detailed decision-making
basis for information users. Users can perform information query in real time without time and space
constraints.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

6,<3-5)4-
User login module
Information module
Video module
Data module
Equipment module
Task module
Early warning module

473-4-5;-,.<5+;165
Login and management
Information collection management
Video image management
Data processing management
Equipment management automation
Task assignment management
Early warning information management
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65:;9<+;165 6. /91+<3;<9)3 5=19654-5
;)3 651;6915/ !@:;-4 In order to ensure the
comprehensive intelligence of the functional management system, the system uses a variety of network transmission protocols to achieve the communication process. Since the system adopts
ZigBee wireless short-range communication, the
implementation process is described in detail [16].
This communication has the advantages of low cost,
low power consumption, simple structure, and so
on. It is simpler and more reliable than WIFI, and
the chip requirements for the processor are also not
high, the development cost is low, and the network
can have up to 65,000 network nodes at the same
time, which is completely sufficient for the design
and implementation of the system. The core of the
agricultural planting monitoring system in Figure 5
based on the Internet of Things technology includes
the following parts.

-9+-7;<)3 3)@-9 Data sensing and acquisition, realizing the soil moisture, air temperature and
humidity, illumination and real-time sensing test
strips of the automatic irrigation system in the
planting environment are transmitted to the ZigBee
coordinator node;

7731+);165 3)@-9 The system is responsible
for the storage, information processing and control
instructions of the collected data, providing the user
with the basis for analysis and decision-making.
The user can provide the computer light terminal
for query anytime and anywhere.
The agricultural planting environment monitoring system based on the Internet of Things technology is as follows.

!-5:6956,-The ZigBee node is powered by
solar energy and is connected to a variety of sensors.
The environmental data of multiple monitoring
points can be sent to the ZigBee coordinator continuously [14]. The motor on the node can be humidified, ventilated, filled, and shaded according to
current environmental parameters. The sensor block
diagram is shown in Figure 3.
);->)@56,-The coordinator transmits data to the server via WiFi. The big data cloud platform and the mobile phone receive the environmental parameters of the remote greenhouse crop
from the server. The LED dot matrix can also receive data from the server, and display current environmental parameters through voice broadcast
and intelligent display. The gateway block diagram
is shown in Figure 4.

! 
 #"# " " 
$ "" !'!"
The application of Internet of Things technology in the control of agricultural planting environment monitoring system, the key technology is the
following two parts. The awareness-aware layer for
wireless data sensing and acquisition, but through
the network transmission layer remote intelligent
control of the collected data through computer
analysis. The air, temperature, moisture, and so on
required crop growth to achieve precision agriculture.
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)9,>)9- 56,- 73);.694 Due to the large
number of sensors involved, these sensor hardware
nodes are also an important process for the development of the platform design. Generally, a sensor
hardware node contains several important functional components such as power supply, sensor, processor and wireless reception [17]. The platform
design of these hardware nodes, the most basic
condition is to support the ZigBee short-distance
communication network, and it carries certain processing functions, has certain storage capacity,
which can realize the functional requirements in the
basic network nodes. Figure 6 shows the system
hardware structure of IoTs.



functions. The sensor is used to collect signals from
different influencing factors, and after preliminary
processing, it is transmitted to the upper computer
through wireless communication technology, and
the data is analyzed and managed by the computer
together with agricultural experts. To build a preliminary and improved expert data platform to
guide the agricultural production. At the same time,
in order to adjust the factors that are not suitable for
the growth of agricultural crops, a complete set of
lower-level machine control system is still needed
to realize the adjustment and improvement of the
monitored parameters [18]. The software architecture of the overall composition of the intelligent
agriculture system is shown in Figure 7. The sensors used in the IoT intelligent agriculture system
need to meet the requirements of agricultural production and realize real-time data collection. The
system adopts professional sensors imported from
abroad, which has the characteristics of good stability and high precision. In the actual application

!@:;-4:6.;>)9-,-:1/5In order to guide agricultural production, intelligent agricultural systems need to monitor and control the major agricultural production factors. The whole system
mainly uses sensor technology, communication
technology and computer technology to realize its
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the data, and the data is sent in the set zero state.
Similarly, the data receiving link of the information
is similar, and will not be described here.

process, the effect is remarkable. The communication part adopts wireless communication mode, and
the availability of the agricultural base brings convenience to the realization of wireless communication, and wired communication will have an impact
on agricultural production. The M2M aggregation
node is used as a centralized point for all parameters, and is implemented by a 32-bit ARM processor. The TINYOS operating system is used for resource management, and the performance is more
stable. The PC host monitoring and management
system is implemented by the fluorescent component, and the .Net application is more perfect.

5.694);165 +8<1:1;165 The information
acquisition of the environmental monitoring system
is composed of many sensing devices. The signal
transmission and processing includes sampling,
identification, weighting, estimation and confirmation, and the core information processing model is
obtained.
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"-9415)3 796+-::15/ The terminal processing of the environmental monitoring system of
the Internet of Things is under the control of the
coordinator, forming a more reasonable Internet of
Things [19]. The terminal display design of the
farmland operation environment monitoring system
is shown in Figure 9.
The ZigBee network is used to combine the
collected node terminals with the node terminals
executed by the device, and realize the monitoring
and display of the cloud terminals and servers
through serial communication and TCP/IP protocols.

(3)
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(4)
In the monitoring system of agricultural
working environment, in order to realize the accurate role of the Internet of Things, its information
acquisition is the most critical step 1. The configuration and selection of each sensing device must
meet the monitoring requirements. Equal. 2 shows
the main sensing devices and parameters based on
IoT information acquisition. The selection of this
parameter is matched after comprehensive consideration of function, cost and measurement accuracy
factors, and the management of information sensing
is composed of four management modules of space,
time, information and module.

!#"!!#!!


65,1;165 :-;;15/ The stability and feasibility test of the agricultural environment monitoring
system carried out, and the test control model protocol machine parameters set as shown in Table 2.
Among them, the signal acquisition of the light
control link is completed by the photosensitive
sensor and its motor, and the air temperature acquisition link is composed of the temperature sensor
and the corresponding exhaust fan device, which is
mainly realized by setting the reporting status, reporting the temperature and humidity parameters.

5.694);165 ;9)5:41::165 The transmission
and reception of transmission signals must conform
to the procedures and functions required by the
agricultural environment monitoring system [17,
18]. The data transmission process is shown in Figure 8. When working, the implementation of the
sending function depends on the pin judgment of
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NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Name

Attributes
Numerical value
Report status
Reporting interval
Rotating speed
Numerical value
Temperature value
Humidity value
Reporting interval
Switch

Photosensitive sensor
Motor
Temperature Sensor
Exhaust

Parameter
X0
Y1
T0
V0
X0
X0
X1
W0
Y1
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96+-:: )5)3@:1: Through the environmental
monitoring system test, the design of the test server
system based on the Internet of Things environment
monitoring system shown in Figure 10 is obtained.
The system runs in the background, but it ensures
the stable and accurate display of the browsing terminal of the environmental monitoring system,
which is convenient for remote observation and
regulation by operators.
The five parameters of the environmental
monitoring were selected for systematic evaluation,
and the environmental monitoring system test data
as shown in figure 11 was formed. It can be seen
from Table 4 that the system can effectively collect
the parameter information and the error of each data
and instrument measured data is controlled within
5%. Wherein, when the system temperature display
value of air temperature is 20.9 °C, the corresponding instrument measured value is 21.3 °C, the error
between the two is 1.87%; when the system monitoring value of soil moisture shows 18.9% The corresponding instrument measured value was 18.1%,
and the error between the two was 4.42%. This
shows that the monitoring system is feasible.

vironment of crops including temperature, humidity,
light, CO2 concentration, and transmit data in an
embedded database through  transmission, and
monitor and display the monitoring test. The results
show that: The monitoring system forms a relatively complete server processing structure system, and
the parameter data and instrument measured error
control are collected within 5% range. The scheme
is feasible and works well, which can provide reference for similar monitoring equipment and system design. 24-hour monitoring of crops can
quickly and effectively take measures to increase
crop yields. In addition, intelligent monitoring can
also reduce labor costs and significantly increase
the income of agricultural operators. Especially in
emergencies, if agricultural operators can find and
take measures early, they will effectively reduce
economic losses.
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ling cucumber for female expression and yield in
single and three-way crosses and indicated that high
yielding three-way hybrids can be predicted from
general performance of the inbred lines in single
crosses. Yilmaz and Sari [2] studied quantitative
parameters of melon in single, three and double
cross hybrids, single hybrid was superior over three
and double crosses in total and early yield. Three
way cross pepper hybrids showed better performance for days of flowering, fruit diameter and
fruit weight, single crosses showed higher uniformity and double cross hybrids exhibited the
highest heterogeneity [3]. They also suggested that
selection of extremely divergent inbred lines should
be avoided in order to avoid lower uniformity in
double cross hybrids. Similarly in tomato, Dhadde
et al. [4] reported that three way cross hybrid
showed higher yield per plant and fruit weight over
commercial single cross hybrids indicating that
multiple crosses provided an increased opportunity
for new recombination of favorable genes from
many parents. On the other hand, yielding ability
were reported the same in sunflower, whereas three
way hybrids had higher ecological stability, higher
seeds production and higher seed emergence [5].
Heterosis in fruit size and fruit number per
plant in cucumber was reported 100 years ago [6].
Recently, Tiwari et al. [7] reported that significant
heterosis in cucumber was observed over better
parent and standard parent for yield and its attributing traits such as number of fruits per plant, plant
productivity and days to first female flower opening. Bairagi et al. [8] reported heterosis in cucumber for yield per plant, days to first female flower,
nodal position of first female flower, vine length,
number of primary branches per plant, average fruit
length, average fruit diameter and number of fruits
per plant. Also, they indicated that origin diversity
was the source of heterosis. While, rare high-parent
heterosis and inbreeding depression were reported
in yield components of pickling cucumber hybrids,
only one hybrid showed the opposite for fruit yield
[9]. Apparently, little works were published in relation to heterosis in single, three way and double
cross hybrids in Beit Alpha cucumber type. Rabou
and Zaid [10] reported positive heterosis for yield
in 7 out of 10 studied Beit Alpha hybrids suggest-

Agronomical performance and heterosis were
investigated in single, three way and double hybrid
crosses and their parents of Beit Alpha cucumber
(    L.). Six parental lines were used
to develop nine single, 18 three way and nine double cross hybrids. Phenotypic characteristics of leaf
width, main stem diameter, earliness, fruit weight,
fruit diameter, fruit length and total yield were
measured. The comparative performances for leaf
width, main stem diameter, fruit length, fruit diameter, earliness and yield with their parents revealed
the great possibility to obtain superior genotypes
from hybrid crosses over their parents. Single hybrid crosses overcome the performance of three
way and double hybrid crosses concerning plant
height, earlier production and fruit length. Similar
performances of the three groups were obtained in
leaf width, fruit diameter and yield. Little positive
mid parent heterosis was calculated for leaf width,
yield and fruit diameter in all experimented groups.
Negative heterosis in fruit length suggested the partial dominance of short fruit over long fruit parent.
Higher heterosis in yield was obtained in single
hybrid crosses over three way and double cross
hybrids.
)'!#$
Cucumber, Performance, Hybrid, Heterosis, Plant breeding.

 %#!&%! 
Production of elite cucumber hybrids has become more important with increased involvement
of seed industry. Nowadays, most of commercial
cucumber cultivars are hybrids combined maximum
number of desirable characteristics, parents can be
protected under plant variety protection laws, in
addition to uniformity of phenotypic traits among
plants. Three-way and double cross hybrids in parthenocarpic cucumbers are not fully investigated.
Tasdighi and Baker [1] estimated general and specific combining ability from 13 inbred lines of pick-
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ing that over and partial dominance of yield and
fruit weight toward higher parent exist in cucumber.
In melon, Yilmaz and Sari [2] found that single
hybrids obtained highest heterosis compared with
three way and double cross hybrids for earliness
and total yield. High heterosis in three way and
double cross hybrids in pepper were reported for
fruit diameter, pericarp thickness, fruit number and
fruit yield per plant [2]. Three way cross hybrids in
tomato showed better heterosis over single cross
hybrid for yield per plant and fruit weight [4].
Therefore this study aimed to develop and evaluate
the performance and heterosis of single, three way
and double cross hybrids in Beit Alpha cucumber.


%#$ %!$

in a row were used. Phenotypic characteristics of
leaf width, main stem diameter, earliness using a
scale 1to5 (1 very early, 2 early, 3 intermediate, 4
late, 5 very late), fruit diameter, fruit length and
total yield were measured for 12 plants. The measurements were taken according to the distinct, uniformity and stability practiced test of the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of
Plants [22] for cucumber [22]. SAS software was
used for data analysis. The heterosis ratios were
calculated for the experimented hybrids with two,
three and four parents. The mid-parent (MPH) and
high-parent (HPH) heterosis were calculated for
each trait using the formulas:
MPH = (F1- mid-parent)/ mid-parent *100%
HPH = (F1- high parent)/ (high parent)) *100%.

#$&%$ $&$$! 
@8.:25.6<*4'7:3 The study was conducted during 2015 growing season under greenhouse
Significant differences were observed in all
conditions at National Seed Production (NSP)
studied plant characteristics among the groups (parCompany station in Jordan valley. Six lines were
ents, single, three way and double hybrids) and
obtained from NSP company (Table 1), three lines
were used as female (5, 9, 17) and other three lines
within the 48 cucumber genotypes that represented
the groups (Table 2).
were used as male (29, 31, 33). These lines were
crossed to produce nine single, 18 three way and

.*/ '2-<1 Crossing four parents in double
nine double cross hybrids. Male flowers were inhybrid showed significant increase in leaf width
duced by spraying seedlings with silver thiosulfate.
over their parents, while no significant increase was
Pollination was done manually in early morning.
obtained in comparison to other crossing groups.
Mature fruits were harvested and seeds were exAlso significant differences between genotypes
tracted. Seeds from six parents, nine single hybrid,
within same group were measured in the parent and
nine double hybrid and 18 three-way hybrid crosses
single and double hybrid crosses. On the other
were transplanted in the 1st of September 2015.
hand, the three-way hybrid genotypes showed highSeeds of commercial hybrid, “Falcon star” were
er uniformity in leaf width with 2.51 cm difference
planted and used as control.
between the highest and the lowest, whereas a

range of 3.77, 8.31 and 8.22 cm were obtained
@8.:25.6<*4 .;206 The experiment was
within the groups of parents, single and double hyplanned as an incomplete randomized block design
brid crosses, respectively. Single hybrid cross 33X5
using four plastic houses. Each plastic house was
and the double hybrid cross (31X33) X (5X9)
divided horizontally to 59 incomplete blocks. Each
showed significantly higher leaf width among all
incomplete block contained six rows divided vertigenotypes and scored 7-8 cm higher than their avcally; each row contained two lines. Spacing of 1.5
erage parents.
meter between rows and 0.4 meter between plants

% 
%1.57;<2587:<*6<,1*:*,<.:2;<2,;7/;.4.,<.-8*:.6<;
1*:*,<.:2;<2,;
:=2<.*:260
"7;2<276
7!/:=2<8.:
7-.
77/4*<.:*4
$177<8.:67-.
$177<67-.
77/67-.;8.:
4*<.:*4;177<
:=2<?.201<05
:=2<2*5.<.:
,5
:=2<.60<1
,5

8*:.6<
Main Stem &
Determined
branch

8*:.6<
Main Stem &
Determined
branch

8*:.6< 
Main Stem &
Determined
branch

8*:.6< 
Main Stem &
Determined
branch

8*:.6< 
Main Stem &
Determined
branch

8*:.6< 
Main Stem &
Determined
branch

1

3-4

3-4

2-3

2-3

1-2

1:1

1:2

1:1

1:2

1:3

1:3

Above 20

1-2

2-3

1-2

1-3

1-3

50-60

50-60

70-80

110-120

110-120

110-120

2.7-2.9

2.9-3.1

2.7-2.9

2.5-2.7

2.6-2.9

2.5-2.7

8-10

8-10

9-11

20-22

19-21

19-21
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.*6;/7:4.*/?2-<1'.*:426.;;;<.5-2*5.<.:$/:=2<4.60<1/:=2<-2*5.<.:*6-A2.4-
8.:847< 84*6<;26;2604.<1:..?*A*6--7=+4.,:7;;,=,=5+.:1A+:2-;*6-8*:.6<;
.67<A8.
:7=8;
(
( 
( 
(
Single
(
cross
( 
(
(
(
>.:*0.;2604.,:7;;.;
 ( (( 
 ( ((
 ( ((
Double
 ( (( 
hybrid
 ( (( 
cross
 ( (( 
 ( (( 
 ( ((
 ( (( 
>.:*0.-7=+4.,:7;;.;
 (( 
 ( ( 
 (( 
 ( (
 ( (
 (( 
 (( 
 ( (
Three-way
 ((
hybrid
 ( (
cross
 ( ( 
 ( (
 (( 
 ((
 ((
 ( (
 ( ( 
 (( 
>.:*0.<1:..?*A,:7;;.;



Parents



>.:*0.8*:.6<;

',5
27.95 BC
28.38 BC
29.04 BC
28.80 BC
35.28 A
28.13 BC
29.23 BC
26.97 BC
28.36 BC
 *+
30.14 B
35.72 A
28.59 BC
28.57 BC
28.32 BC
27.50 BC
27.86 BC
29.40 BC
28.62 BC
 *
27.82 BC
27.63 BC
28.83 BC
28.66 BC
28.07 BC
29.54 BC
29.52 BC
29.03 BC
28.02 BC
29.39 BC
29.78 B
28.21 BC
28.79 BC
29.03 BC
29.71 B
30.14 B
28.62 BC
27.88 BC
 *+
27.11 BC
28.08 BC
28.88 BC
26.25 C
27.85 BC
28.19 BC
 +

*:426.;;
2.00 HIJ
2.25 GHI
2.50 F-I
2.00 HIJ
3.00 D-H
1.50 IJ
2.25 GHI
1.50 IJ
5.00 A
 ,
3.25 C-G
3.00 D-H
3.25 C-G
2.75 E-H
2.50 F-I
2.75 E-H
3.25 C-G
2.75 E-H
3.00 D-H
 +
1.00 J
2.25 GHI
3.25 C-G
2.25 GHI
2.25 GHI
4.00 A-D
2.75 E-H
3.00 D-H
2.00 HIJ
2.50 F-I
3.00 D-H
4.25 ABC
3.25 C-G
3.75 B-E
3.00 D-H
4.25 ABC
2.50 F-I
3.00 D-H
 +
5.00 A
3.50 C-F
3.00 D-H
4.00 A-D
4.75 AB
5.00 A
*

$55
6.95 L-R
7.12 F-P
7.31 B-J
6.88 O-R
7.26 B-M
7.02 H-Q
6.68 R
6.71 QR
7.72 A
 +
7.53 AB
7.20 D-N
7.25 B-M
7.33 B-I
7.08 G-P
6.95 L-R
7.47 A-E
7.04 H-P
7.18 E-O
 *
6.93 N-R
7.38 B-G
7.51 A-D
6.94 M-R
6.90 N-R
7.02 I-Q
6.89 O-R
7.37 B-G
7.10 F-P
6.82 PQR
7.31 B-J
7.53 ABC
7.19 D-O
7.27 B-K
6.97 K-R
7.21 D-N
7.21 D-N
7.07 G-P
 *+
7.34 B-H
6.88 O-R
7.26 B-L
7.22 C-N
7.31 B-J
6.93 N-R
 *+

,5
15.43 D-I*
15.09 G-L
15.84 CDE
14.79 J-P
14.17 Q-T
16.32 C
14.96 H-N
15.61 D-G
13.98 T
 +
14.34 O-T
14.49 N-T
14.38 O-T
14.93 H-N
15.14 F-K
15.32 E-J
15.19 F-J
14.87 J-O
14.94 H-N
 ,
15.94 CD
15.93 CD
14.24 P-T
15.18 F-J
15.25 F-J
14.50 N-T
15.08 G-M
14.56 L-R
15.65 DEF
14.85 J-O
14.88 I-O
14.61 K-Q
14.53 M-S
13.99 ST
14.60 K-Q
14.04 RST
15.44 D-H
15.94 CD
,
9.12 W
9.68 V
10.24 U
21.51 A
20.66 B
20.64 B
 *

,5
2.85 D-J
2.85 D-J
2.94 BCD
2.93 B-E
2.87 C-I
2.86 C-J
2.86 C-J
2.80 H-M
2.90 C-I
*
2.77 J-N
2.84 D-J
2.84 D-J
2.91 C-H
2.81 F-K
2.93 B-E
2.91 C-H
2.87 C-I
2.88 C-I
*
2.81 G-L
2.82 F-K
2.87 C-J
2.82 F-K
2.85 D-J
2.85 D-J
2.87 C-I
2.91 B-F
2.83 E-K
2.89 C-I
2.89 C-I
2.93 B-E
2.86 C-J
2.91 B-G
2.85 D-J
2.86 C-J
2.93 B-E
2.80 I-M
*
2.87 C-J
3.01 AB
2.86 C-J
2.61 O
2.73 K-N
2.68 NO
 +

)2.4-30
50.75 F-K
64.23 A
62.50 ABC
58.83 A-F
51.84 D-J
54.33 A-I
56.45 A-H
57.00 A-G
55.48 A-H
 *
53.10 C-I
53.25 C-I
55.75 A-H
53.90 B-I
55.25 A-H
52.98 C-I
59.10 A-F
53.63 B-I
53.70 B-I
  *
61.40 A-E
56.00 A-H
56.80 A-G
53.18 C-I
54.23 A-I
50.13 F-L
53.63 B-I
46.85 G-L
58.88 A-F
59.15 A-F
55.18 A-H
53.50 B-I
53.48 B-I
49.20 F-L
54.05 A-I
44.55 I-L
62.05 A-D
51.93 D-J
  *
26.14 M
53.21 C-I
55.18 A-H
41.95 JKL
40.48 L
46.46 H-L
 +

* = Values in columns followed by the same letter are not significant different; (LSD; P ≤ 0.05). a,b,c show LSD among the
average group, while the A-T among genotype. ** Earliness using a Scale (1-5): (1 very early, 2 early, 3 intermediate, 4 late,
5 very late).

$<.52*5.<.:Average main stem diameter
of three way and double hybrid crosses were significantly higher than single hybrid crosses. Wide
stem diameter ranges were measured across all
genotypes and differences of 1.04, 0.58 and 0.71
mm were recorded in single, three way and double
hybrid cross genotypes, respectively. While the
single hybrid crosses had significantly thinner stem
among other crosses, the highest stem diameter
genotype was 31X5. The female parent 9 has the
thinner stem among all parents and all single, and
three-way hybrid crosses produced from this parent

gave thinner stem than their average. On the other
hand, the crosses that including parents 5 and 31
gave thicker stem diameter among all the crosses.
Crosses of 31X5, (31X33)X(5X17) and (29X31)X5
genotype were scored the higher stem diameter
values with 7.72 , 7.53 and 7.53 mm, respectively.
Significant differences in leaf width and stem diameter were also reported [11,12] between cucumber genotypes. Stem diameter for the progeny from
    X    was intermediate to
their parents [13].
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*:426.;;All hybrid groups were significantly displayed earlier fruit production than the average parent genotypes. Such improvements in earliness were scored in 8 out of 9, 7 out of 9 and 13 out
18 genotypes from single, double and three way
hybrid crosses, respectively. Among the produced
hybrids, single hybrid crosses were significantly
produced earlier fruits than their parents indicating
the possibility of over dominance for this trait.
Rabou and Zaid, [10] reported over dominance of
early yield production toward the higher parent in 7
single hybrid crosses out of 9. Also, partial dominance for female parent with regard to days to first
female anthesis was reported in cucumber [14, 24] .
Despite the superiority of single hybrid genotypes
in earliness, the earliest production genotype was
obtained from three way hybrid 29X (9X17). Double hybrid genotypes showed the narrowest range
within group in regard to early production compared to other crosses and parents. Three way hybrid crosses were showed a better performance for
days to flowering in pepper over single and double
hybrid crosses [3].

:=2<.60<1The average fruit length for the
single cross genotypes was significantly higher than
three way and double hybrid genotypes, at the same
time there was no significant difference between
the average of three way and double hybrid genotypes. Among all genotypes, the lowest fruit length
values were recorded in the parents 5, 9 and 17. On
the contrary, the highest fruit length values were
recorded in the parents 29, 31 and 33. Crossing
between short female parent and long male parent
produced progeny where 5 from 9 single cross genotypes, the entire double hybrid genotypes and 13
from 18 three way hybrids recorded fruit length
shorter than the average of their parents , indicating
the presence of slightly partial dominance towards
short-fruited parent. Rabou and Zaid [10] reported a
negative direction of dominance for fruit length in
cucumber crosses indicating partial dominance towards short fruits. Also, Kumar et al. [15] reported
positive and negative partial dominance effect of
parents.

:=2<2*5.<.:No significant differences in
fruit diameter were noticed between the single,
three way and double hybrid crosses, while genotypes within crossing groups were differed significantly. Hybrid production herein successfully improved fruit diameter within the genotypes from all
crossing forms. The lower fruit diameter value in
the parent group was recorded for parent 29 with
2.61 cm and the highest was for parent 9 with
3.01cm. Fruit diameter data indicated that partial
dominance towards wider-diameter fruit parents
where the values succeeded the average of their
parents. Regardless the crossing groups, 8 genotypes showed over dominance compare to their

average parents value and 6 out of the 8 were produced by parent 31. Therefore, the highest range of
fruit diameter in single parent genotypes with 0.40
cm was minimized to 0.14, 0.16 and 0.13 in single
double and three way hybrid crosses, respectively.
Among these hybrids, 31X17, (29X31) X (9X17),
(29X31) X 5 and (29X33) X17 recorded higher
fruit diameter with 2.94, 2.93, 2.93, and 2.93 cm,
respectively. Similar values for fruit diameter were
obtained by Golabadi et al., [12] when they assessed genetic variation in cucumber genotypes.

)2.4- No significant difference in yield was
obtained between single hybrids, three way and
double hybrid crosses. The average mean value for
yield in single cross was the highest over three way
and double hybrid crosses. However, more stable in
yielding ability were obtained in three way and
double hybrid groups compared to single cross and
the control. Parallel results were found in sunflower
[5], pepper [3] and tomato [4].
The lowest yield value was found in parent 5
with only 26.14 kg. Also, every single and three
way hybrid genotypes produced by using the single
parent 5 as a female linked with lower production
than the average of their group. Not only may the
parent 5 consider a bad combiner in regard to the
yield but also increased the production of male
flowers during the first month of the production
season. On the other hand, crosses included parent
17 produced higher yields than their parent's average even with inclusion parent 5 in the same crosses. High performance genotypes in regard to the
yield were identified from each crossing group.
Yield was improved over the higher parent in 8 out
of 9 single hybrid genotypes, 7 out of 9 in double
hybrid genotypes and 15 out of 18 in three way
hybrid genotypes may be due to dominance and
epistatic gene action. The presence of dominance
and epistatic gene action for yield were also reported in cucumber [21]. Higher total fruit weight per
plant in hybrids and hybrids reciprocal compared to
their average parent were reported in open field
cucumber [23].

758*:*<2>. .<.:7;2; //.,<; 26 $2604.
%1:..'*A*6-7=+4.A+:2-:7;;.;.<.:7
;2; 26 4.*/ ?2-<1 Clear significant heterosis was
recorded in leaf width between genotypes and significant differences also were found between crossing groups (Table 3). Despite the obtained variations between genotypes, the mid-parent heterosis
and high-parent heterosis values were weakly differed within genotypes regardless the crossing
group. Exceptions were found in cross 33X5 from
single cross hybrids with 27.32% - 23.22% and
(31X33) X (5X9) with 29.78% - 26.75% midparent heterosis and high-parent heterosis values,
respectively. On the other hand, no significant differences were obtained within three way cross gen-
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posite results were reported in melon where the
average of single hybrid heterosis to their mid parents was positive, while in higher crossing levels
were negative [2] . Within each crossing group, 4, 8
and 7 genotypes were showed positive mid-parent
heterosis from single, three way and double hybrid
genotypes, respectively. While in high-parent heterosis 1, 5 and 5 genotypes from single, three way
and double hybrid genotypes, respectively were
scored positive values. The highest range between
genotypes within a single hybrid was 10.32 % and
10.75 % for mid-parent and high-parent heterosis,
respectively, the lowest range was observed in three
way hybrid with 6.16 % and 7.42 % for mid-parent
and high-parent heterosis, respectively.

otypes and the highest value was recorded for
(31X33) X5 with 9.39% - 6.42 %. Notable leaf area
heterosis differences between cucumber hybrids
were reported and the higher heterosis percentage
was consisted with photosynthesis intensity and
productivity [16] .

.<.:7;2; 26 ;<.5 -2*5.<.: Heterosis in
stem diameter was achieved and differed significantly between crossing groups and between the
genotypes (Table 3). Even with low heterosis percentage, positive average mid-parent heterosis was
obtained in both double and three way hybrid cross
groups, while negative heterosis percentages were
recorded in single hybrid genotypes. However, op-

% 
2-8*:.6<"*6-12018*:.6<"1.<.:7;2;8.:,.6<*0./7:4.*/;2B.*6-5*26;<.5-2*5.<.:7/*44
,:7;;.;26;2604.-7=+4.*6-<1:..?*A,:7;;1A+:2-;

.*/?2-<1
*26;<.5-2*5.<.:
"
"
"
"
(
4.78 B
3.11 B
-4.52 HI
-5.84 KL
( 
-0.48 B
-1.95 B
0.35 B-G
-2.40 E-K
( 
2.49 B
0.59 B
0.32 B-G
-0.15 B-H
2.30 B
-3.04 F-I
-5.85 KL
(
3.02 B
A*
A
A-E
(
27.32
23.22
1.81
-1.09 B-J
( 
2.06 B
-2.57 B
-2.98 F-I
-4.46 G-L
(
3.99 B
1.99 B
-3.23 GHI
-5.58 JKL
(
-0.73 B
-3.97 B
-4.80 I
-7.68 L
(
3.32 B
0.75 B
5.52 A
4.91 A
*
*
+
>.:*0.;2604.
  
 
   
  +
B
B
AB
 ( (( 
7.71
5.80
4.52
3.22 AB
 ( ((
29.78 A
26.75 A
1.31 A-G
0.12 B-G
 ( ((
4.64 B
3.28 B
0.92 A-G
-0.62 B-I
B
B
A-E
 ( (( 
3.55
2.08
2.03
0.20 B-F
 ( (( 
1.69 B
-0.58 B
0.15 B-H
-1.52 C-K
 ( (( 
-0.90 B
-3.41 B
-3.05 F-I
-4.45 G-L
 ( (( 
1.27 B
-0.47 B
2.67 ABC
2.21 A-D
 ( ((
7.27 B
5.96 B
-0.72 C-I
-2.49 E-K
 ( (( 
1.33 B
0.004 B
1.13 A-G
3.74 B-G
*
*
*
>.:*0.-7=+4.
  
  
 
  *
B
B
F-I
 (( 
1.66
-2.31
-3.02
-4.96 I-L
 ( ( 
-1.15 B
-4.29 B
1.61 A-F
0.99 A-E
B
B
ABC
 (( 
3.28
1.75
2.80
2.46 ABC
 ( (
3.66 B
2.04 B
-0.46 C-I
-3.20 E-L
B
B
D-I
-0.025
-2.40
-4.92 I-L
 ( (
1.89
 (( 
4.97 B
3.62 B
-2.38 D-I
-3.94 F-L
 (( 
4.17 B
2.68 B
-1.57 C-I
-3.34 E-L
B
B
A-D
 ( (
6.89
5.51
2.24
0.40 A-F
 ((
4.07 B
1.54 B
-0.89 C-I
-2.94 E-K
 ( (
4.86 B
3.09 B
-2.57 E-I
-4.71 H-L
 ( ( 
4.78 B
3.04 B
1.65 A-F
0.33 B-F
 ( (
4.18 B
3.01 B
3.14 ABC
2.28 ABC
 (( 
2.48 B
0.45 B
1.16 A-G
-1.51 C-K
 ((
4.86 B
2.80 B
0.83 A-G
-0.54 B-I
B
B
C-I
 ((
6.53
3.95
-0.71
-2.34 D-K
 ( (
9.39 B
6.42 B
-0.24 C-I
-1.75 C-K
 ( ( 
2.05 B
-0.89 B
0.56 B-G
-1.39 C-K
 (( 
2.76 B
-0.43 B
-2.58 E-I
-3.97 F-L
>.:*0.<1:..
*
*
  *+
 +
* = A,…., T show LSD test among genotype. a, b, c show LSD among the averages of single, double, and three way cross
hybrids.
MPH = (F1- mid-parent)/ mid-parent *100%
HPH = (F1- high parent)/ (high parent)) *100%
.67<A8.
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% 
2-8*:.6<"*6-12018*:.6<"1.<.:7;2;8.:,.6<*0./7:A2.4-/:=2<4.60<1*6-/:=2<-2*5.<.:7/
*44,:7;;.;26;2604.-7=+4.*6-<1:..?*A,:7;;1A+:2-;
.67<A8.
(
( 
( 
(
(
( 
(
(
(
>.:*0.;2604.
 ( (( 
 ( ((
 ( ((
 ( (( 
 ( (( 
 ( (( 
 ( (( 
 ( ((
 ( (( 
>.:*0.-7=+4.
 (( 
 ( ( 
 (( 
 ( (
 ( (
 (( 
 (( 
 ( (
 ((
 ( (
 ( ( 
 ( (
 (( 
 ((
 ((
 ( (
 ( ( 
 (( 
>.:*0.<1:..

"
49.09 ABC
26.38 C-G
32.03 C-G
27.54 C-G
43.87 A-E
11.36 FG
13.24 FG
20.80 C-G
70.63 A
*
26.16 C-G
28.71 C-G
38.74 B-F
27.03 C-G
12.06 FG
11.50 FG
45.23 A-D
29.02 C-G
9.95 G
 *
27.84 C-G
17.07 D-G
42.73 A-E
9.32 G
16.05 EFG
5.45 G
7.26 G
33.99 B-G
44.94 A-D
22.61 C-G
11.38 FG
60.82 AB
22.78 C-G
23.38 C-G
26.74 C-G
28.04 C-G
24.89 C-G
25.09 C-G
 *

)2.4-

"
21.29 A-E
16.29 A-F
13.83 B-F
12.02 C-F
15.03 A-F
-2.26 EF
4.26 EF
8.04 DEF
41.87 A
 *
20.61 A-E
22.83 A-E
36.24 ABC
17.17 A-F
2.40 EF
-2.01 EF
41.89 A
21.16 A-E
-0.81 EF
 +
13.51 B-F
2.03 EF
36.75 ABC
-0.021 EF
3.20 EF
-7.72 F
-2.09 EF
7.83 DEF
39.62 AB
11.51 C-F
-0.39 EF
31.59 A-D
10.38 C-F
17.64 A-F
16.93 A-F
2.87 EF
12.74 B-F
18.69 A-F
*

:=2<4.60<1
"
"
0.76 A-F
-28.28 D-J
-2.27 E-J
-26.81 B-E
2.50 AB
-23.33 A
-2.51 F-K
-28.38 D-J
-4.69 I-L
-31.26 KLM
A
2.83
-24.10 AB
-1.28 C-I
-27.43 DEF
0.10 A-G
-27.42 DEF
KL
-6.09
-32.32 M
  *
  *
JKL
-5.46
-30.57 G-M
-3.51 G-L
-29.77 F-M
-5.67 JKL
-31.80 KLM
-2.91 G-K
-29.15 E-K
-2.45 F-K
-28.15 D-I
-1.32 C-I
-27.35 DEF
-1.24 C-I
-27.94 D-H
-2.41 F-J
-29.42 E-L
-2.37 E-J
-27.61 DEF
  +
  +
A-E
1.27
-25.91 A-D
1.68 A-D
-24.44 ABC
-6.10 KL
-31.04 J-M
C-I
-1.26
-27.93 D-H
-0.82 B-H
-27.65 DEF
-5.27 JKL
-29.78 F-M
-1.43 D-I
-26.87 B-E
-3.47 G-L
-30.86 I-M
1.27 A-E
-27.24 C-F
-2.08 E-J
-28.06 D-I
-3.65 H-L
-27.90 D-G
-3.29 G-L
-30.74 H-M
-4.08 H-L
-29.49 E-M
-6.89 L
-32.25 LM
-2.76 F-K
-29.23 E-K
-5.60 JKL
-31.95 KLM
-1.40 C-I
-26.74 B-E
2.22 ABC
-25.88 A-D
  +
 +

:=2<-2*5.<.:
"
"
4.27 A-H
-0.29 A-G
2.80 A-K
-0.58 A-G
5.05 A-E
2.53 A
2.06 C-K
-2.79 D-K
3.66 A-I
0.28 A-F
A-F
4.53
-0.048 A-G
0.48 H-K
-5.10 H-K
-0.28 JK
-6.90 K
A-I
3.77
1.25 A-D
 *
  *
K
-0.52
-3.39 F-K
0.82 F-K
-3.28 E-K
1.22 F-K
-3.45 F-K
5.49 A-D
1.43 A-D
0.73 G-K
-4.28 G-K
4.45 A-G
-0.32 A-G
5.04 A-E
1.40 A-D
2.91 A-K
-2.24 B-J
2.02 C-K
-2.08 B-J
*
  
 *
E-K
1.29
-4.32 G-K
1.89 D-K
-1.56 A-I
2.77 A-K
0.23 A-F
JK
-0.30
-6.36 JK
0.31 IJK
-5.40 IJK
0.74 F-K
-2.91 D-K
2.40 B-K
-2.15 B-J
5.89 AB
1.90 ABC
1.90 D-K
-3.79 F-K
1.19 F-K
-4.02 F-K
4.00 A-I
1.08 A-E
5.75 ABC
2.13 AB
3.33 A-J
-0.07 A-G
2.84 A-K
-0.91 A-H
1.65 E-K
-2.88 D-K
2.55 B-K
-0.37 A-G
6.43 A
2.39 A
2.16 B-K
-2.39 C-J
 *
  *

* = A,…., T show LSD test among genotype. a,b,c show LSD among the averages of single, double, and three way cross
hybrids.
MPH = (F1- mid-parent)/ mid-parent *100%
HPH = (F1- high parent)/ (high parent)) *100%

.<.:7;2; 26 /:=2< -2*5.<.: The measured
value for heterosis in fruit diameter showed significant differences between genotypes (Table 4).
However, low positive mid-parent heterosis (not
significant) was obtained within crossing groups,
while negative high-parent heterosis were recorded
in all crossing groups. The highest value was obtained in single cross and lowest obtained in double
cross hybrid in both mid- and high-parent heterosis.
Similar results were reported in melon where the
average of single hybrid crosses was higher than
three-way and double cross hybrids in both midparent and better-parent heterosis [2]. Among all
crosses, the genotypes of 29X9, (29X33) X9 and
(31X33) X (5X17) showed negative mid-parent
heterosis The highest range between genotypes
within a group was 6.73 % for mid-parent heterosis
in three way cross and 9.43 % for high-parent heterosis in single hybrid and the lowest range was

.<.:7;2; 26 /:=2<4.60<1 Generally, most of
genotypes fall below the mid parent value and all
the genotypes fall below the high-parent with negative values in respect to fruit length (Table 4). The
negative mid-parent heterosis value appeared in all
double hybrids genotypes, 14 three way genotypes
and 5 single hybrid genotypes. Fruit length in cucumber is a quantitative trait and controlled by 3-5
genes depending on population [17]. Also partial
dominance effect and predominance of additive
gene action over dominance was reported for fruit
length in cucumber [15]. Partial dominance effect
of the short fruit genes may explain the low negative heterosis that associated with 77.7% of the
produced hybrids. Crossing short with long fruit
cucumber parents produced F1hybrids with average
fruit length 3 cm below the mid parents value [18].
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observed in single cross group with 5.33 % for midparent heterosis and 6.73 % for high-parent heterosis in double cross.

.<.:7;2; 26 A2.4- Higher percentage of heterosis was found in single hybrid over three way
and double hybrid with no significant difference
between the crossing groups (Table 4). Higher heterosis in yield of single crosses over three way and
double hybrid was also reported in melon [2].
Whereas, three way cross hybrids achieved higher
heterosis value over single hybrid crosses in tomato
[4]. Double hybrid crosses in pepper performed
with higher heterosis compared to single and three
way hybrid crosses [3]. All the genotype produced
by using parent 5 as a female scored the high value
of heterosis in both mid-parent and high-parent,
even the lowest yield value was found in parent 5.
Also, the parent 5 increased the production of male
flowers during the first month of the production
season which reflect on the low production. High
heritability and genetic gain for yield were reported
in cucumber [19]. Also, interaction between yield
and yield component traits (fruit weight, fruit
length, fruit diameter, No. of fruits/plant and earliness) was reported for heterosis study in cucumber
[20]. Similar comparative pattern of heterosis results were found in our study for yield, fruit weight
and plant height between single, three way and
double hybrid crosses. At the same time, no significant heterosis differences between groups or genotypes were obtained for internode length and fruit
diameter. The use of low productive male parents
appeared to be the reason for obtaining such high
heterosis value for yield in single cross. On the other hand, this value was lowered gradually in three
way and double hybrid groups when hybrid male
parents were used. Also, the female parent 5 exhibited low heat tolerance, which stimulated the production of male flowers and lowered its fruit production. Therefore, single crosses obtained from
parent 5 showed high positive heterosis because
they were more tolerant to heat. This confirms that
in order to obtain high heterosis in cucumber, wide
agronomical performance parents should be applied.

in single hybrid crosses over three way and double
hybrid crosses for leaf width, fruit weight and yield
was not linked with higher agronomical performance. Little mid parent positive heterosis percentages were calculated in the studied groups for all
characteristics except for yield.
 !' %$
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At present, the development of new media in
China can be described as a sudden rise. According
to the 37th statistical report released by the China Internet Information Center, as of December 2015, the
number of Chinese netizens reached 688 million, and
the Internet penetration rate reached 50.3%. It can be
seen that currently half of the population in China
has access to and use of the Internet. In addition, the
"Report" also shows that with the development of
communication technology and computer technology, Internet users of Internet users in China are concentrating on mobile phones. According to statistics,
as of December 2015, the number of mobile Internet
users in China reached 620 million, with 90.1% of
Internet users surfing the Internet through mobile
phones [2-6]. This marks that China’s new media has
entered the era of mobility. In addition, the development of new media such as digital interactive television, building television, and car mobile TV is also
on the rise in China. The development of new media
in China not only affects the thinking and behavior
of the Chinese people, but also profoundly affects
the ideas and actions of the party and the state in governing the country. In February 2014, the Central
Cyber Security and Informationization Leading
Group was established; in August 2014, the Guiding
Opinions on Promoting the Convergence and Development of Traditional Media and Emerging Media
were formally introduced; in March 2015, the “Internet+” Action Plan was loaded as "government working report" and various phenomena indicate that
China has entered the era of data [7-10]. Cultural traditions contain a matrix of informal institutions.
Long-term cultural influence and infiltration will infiltrate into people's hearts, infiltrate people's ideas,
and influence people's behaviors consciously or unconsciously, intentionally or unintentionally. For example, for the custom of the Spring Festival, the Chinese nation deeply recognizes it from the heart and
externalizes it through actions. The informal system
is the information that the community as a community transfers to individuals and regulates the behavior of individuals. It is the most important way that
our so-called culture acts on individual behaviors
[11-15].

Rural ecological environment governance is an
important part of national governance. It is the process of protecting the rural ecological environment
through the coordination of different stakeholders'
interests through multiple ways, including the government, society, enterprises, and individuals, and
promoting the coordinated actions of different subjects. Rural ecological environment governance respects the concept of harmonious development between man and nature, and emphasizes that through
the integration of multiple entities and coordinated
actions and multiple forms of governance, the ultimate harmony between man and nature can be
achieved. The arrival of the digital era not only
changed the traditional way of information dissemination, but also brought about a major development
opportunity for the governance of rural ecological
environment. At present, the role of new media must
be brought into full play in various aspects and vigorously promote the governance of rural ecological
environment.



#" 
Rural area, ecological environment, governance, social development



 

With the popularity of the Internet and mobile
phones, China has entered the era of new media for
information dissemination. New media not only
leads the trend of the times in the field of social information communication, but also brings major opportunities for the modernization and governance of
our country. Exploring the issue of modern rural ecological environment governance in the era of new
media is a realistic demand for improving the effectiveness of rural ecological environmental governance. At the same time, it is also an inevitable requirement for achieving sustainable economic and
social development [1].
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6.563%.*6,'%0&( We will lead the direction
of economic and social development through advanced culture, realize the coordinated development
of some economic growth and social progress, and
make people in the economic and social development and development share the same.

+(013/%5,7(218(31)&6.563( Through the
dissemination and education of advanced culture, we
will form unified will, unified thought and the good
social morality and social custom, regulate the behavior of the masses, form a good social order and
economic order, and ensure the healthy and orderly
development of the economy and society.


Costantini and Francesco [16] used the panel
data of 148 countries to high pollution industry,
think about the environment effective regulation is
conducive to the sustainable development of economy and society, and the conclusion supports "porter
hypothesis". Research results at home and abroad are
mostly using single equation econometric model,
only the ecological civilization and the social economy of one-way relationship, can't reflect the overall
environmental pollution level and the two-way relationship of economic development, this analysis
method is biased. This paper, first of all, using the
method of principal component analysis to estimate
overall level of the ecological environment, and the
empirical analysis using the methods of simultaneous equations of the synergistic effect of ecological
civilization and social economy in our country, provide theoretical support for the sustainable development of China's macro economy. Informal financial
markets are a manifestation of the role of informal
institutions in financial markets. The level of economic development in the northwest is still weak in
the country. The northwest region urgently needs a
lot of funds to support it, promote economic development, and narrow the gap with the economic development in other parts of the country. However,
the reality is, in the rural areas of northwestern China
where funds are scarce, formal financial development is not well developed. Farmers have to choose
to borrow from informal financial markets in order
to obtain financial support. This has led to an unusually active informal financial market in the rural areas of the northern and southern regions.
In view of the comprehensive evaluation index
system of regional economic and social development, use PCA dimension reduction thinking, originally a more integrated principal component index
of general evaluation index with less to then replace,
and comprehensive index for the most part retained
the original variable information, and unrelated to
each other, can simplify complex issues. On the one
hand, the new type of urbanization promotes the
transfer of rural surplus labor to urban and non-agricultural industries, which is conducive to large-scale
management of agriculture, raising the productivity
of agricultural labor, effectively increasing the income of farmers, and further expanding rural consumer demand.
On the other hand, the process of new urbanization is also the process of converting farmers into
citizens, which means that the change of concept of
consumption of urban residents, the upgrading of
consumption structure and the improvement of general consumption level mean the release of huge consumption potential. Therefore, the following issues
should be concerned.

+('3,7,0*)13&(1)5+(&6.563( Through the
armed forces of advanced culture, improve the quality and ability of the workers, especially the innovation ability, so as to improve the overall level of
productivity and promote economic and social development.
In terms of the structures, high-skilled personnel are distributed in large and the medium-sized
state-owned enterprises. Private enterprises and
SMEs are less. Traditional machining more types of
the work and there are fewer new industries and modern manufacturing. More than 40% of technicians
and senior technicians are over 46 years old. The issue of the personnel stalling is relatively prominent
and there is a serious shortage of young highly skilled
personnel.
Promote rural economic development. Rural
ecological environment governance plays an important role in promoting the development of the primary, secondary, and tertiary industries in rural areas.
First, rural ecological environment governance promotes the development of ecological agriculture and
green agriculture, which is conducive to improving
agricultural production efficiency, reasonably and effectively protecting natural resources, and promoting
the process of agricultural modernization. Secondly,
rural ecological environmental governance has laid a
good environmental foundation and resource guarantee for the development of secondary and tertiary industries in rural areas. The beautiful rural ecological
environment is not only for agricultural product processing companies, but also for the development of
rural catering services, logistics transportation and
eco-tourism. It is all about environmental protection.
Only a good rural ecological environment can attract
more enterprises to rural areas to promote rural economic development and attract more tourists to the
countryside to promote the development of rural ecotourism. In general, the role of rural ecological environment governance in promoting rural economic development cannot be ignored.
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)13 5+( /2317(/(05 1) 63%. &1.1*,&%. 07,
310/(05With the development of the Internet and
digital technologies, new media has broken through
the limitations of traditional media and brought good
opportunities and panoramic services to the governance of rural ecological environment. Under the traditional media environment, due to the limitations of
technological development conditions, traditional
media presents a pyramidal method of information
dissemination. Under this mode of transmission, information often exhibits one-way linear propagation.
This can be called for one-to-many or point-to-face
communication. The emergence of new media has
subverted the one-way linear transmission mechanism of traditional media, and achieved a divergence
of multi-point-to-multipoint and three-dimensional
dissemination, that is, information is no longer solely
dependent on the unilateral distribution of social
elites or national propaganda agencies. Instead, any
large number of ordinary audiences with new media
devices can autonomously become publishers and
receivers of information anywhere, which makes the
one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many communication become a reality. In the era of new media, rural ecological environmental governance can
break the one-way information dissemination approach and create an interactive governance approach.
The Earth Observing System (EOS), Global
Climate Observing System (GCOS), Global Ocean
Observing System (GOOS), Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS), Global Environment Monitoring System (GEMS), Global as the Environmental Investigation System (GOES), and the establishment of large-scale computing environments similar
to Earth simulators for global simulation studies.
China has established long-term ecological observation field stations for global observations on changes
in climate mechanisms, atmosphere, soil, water
chemistry, land use, and water resource utilization.
The environment and the ecology long-term research, has formed the many research model and the
correlation pattern, in which climate pattern, the meteorological pattern, the hydrology pattern and the
ecology research soil erosion pattern, the ecology
economic type and so on is day by day mature, the
corresponding data material observation and the
analysis method day by day are also complete. Using
the computer method, Earth information science, the
technology and the digitized method, come integrity
the research to solve the Earth problem and maximum limit to use the information resource the condition to form to take carries on the environment and
the ecology research from the meta-synthesis angle
as the basic point, and based on the network

  

63%.(7(.12/(05%0'54/2%&51007,
310/(05%.17(30%0&(The rapid development of
the tertiary industry in rural areas puts forward new
requirements for environmental protection infrastructure. The development of the tertiary industry in
rural areas is an important part of China's rural economic restructuring, and it is also a key link in building a well-to-do society. Especially in recent years,
relying on green mountains, rural scenery, rural culture and the rapid development of leisure and tourism, tourism, health, pension, rural arts and villagebased rural tourism led and led the development of
rural tertiary industry. The rapid development of rural tourism puts forward higher requirements for rural environmental facilities. It requires not only important facilities such as roads, networks, and logistics, but also infrastructure such as parking lots, toilets, and waste water treatment facilities.
The increase in the level of peasants' consumption has placed greater demands on waste treatment
facilities. According to the Statistical Communiqué
of the National Economic and Social Development in
2015, the per capita disposable income of rural residents was 11,422 yuan, an increase of 8.9% over
2014, and the per capita net income of rural residents
was 10,772 yuan. The consumption level of rural residents has risen rapidly. In particular, the popularization of information networks and the rapid development of logistics and transportation have reduced the
gap between cities and towns and increased the enthusiasm of rural residents to consume. At the same
time, they have also increased packaging bags and
electronic products other than waste generated from
agricultural products. Electrical waste, such as large
amounts of solid waste. The increase in rural residents’ spending power also puts higher demands on
rural garbage disposal capabilities.
The dependency of farming on agricultural supplies remains high. According to the analysis of the
National Bureau of Statistics, the use of pesticides,
agricultural plastic films, and fertilizers for agricultural use in China's rural areas has been slowly rising
from 2010 to 2014. In 2010, the amount of pesticide
used was 1.758 million tons, which rose to 1.807 million tons in 2014. In 2010, the use of agricultural plastic film was approximately 2.17 million tons, which
increased to 2.58 million tons in 2014. In 2010, the
amount of fertilizer used in agriculture was 55.6168
million tons., rose to 59.9594 million tons in 2014.
Although there are other factors such as the increase
of fields exist. However, we can still see that the use
of pesticides, plastic films and fertilizers has not been
significantly reduced, and the dependency of the
farming and breeding industry on agricultural materials remains high, which poses greater challenges to
rural ecological and environmental governance.
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environment, the construction environment and the
ecology research e-science condition is mature gradually. In visual analysis, the subjects of interest generally include moving objects, spatial regions, temporal features, and moving events. The analysis will
involve a variety of trajectory parameters, including
the most primitive position and time parameters, as
well as derived parameters such as distance, direction, spatial distribution, acceleration, etc. Based on
these parameters, a series of mobile features can be
defined and classified into general features and behavioral features.
The general features apply to all trajectories but
lack semantic information. The behavioral characteristics usually correspond to the specific behavior

of the moving object and have strong semantics. Different behavioral features can be defined in different
application scenarios.
In general, traditional media are subject to restrictions on information collection, editing, and
means of communication and distribution. They
have a fixed period of publication or broadcast and
cannot achieve immediate dissemination. The new
media use communications satellites, microwaves,
fiber optic cables and advanced digital technologies
to break the space-time constraints imposed on traditional media. As long as they have basic receiving
equipment, information can be transmitted at any
time on any part of the globe, achieving zero information. Time" instant communication and real-time
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all different. Therefore, they must be adapted to local
conditions and adapted to farming conditions. They
must not be the same across the board. Third, the
principle of gradualness. New media are new things.
Although the development in China is in full swing,
in the vast rural areas, the long-term process is still
needed for its universal utilization and effectiveness.
Therefore, it is necessary to have a farsighted vision,
but also to be based on reality, and we must proceed
step by step.
Science and technology are the driving force for
the development of new media, and are also important support for the governance of rural ecological
environment in the era of new media. At present, the
promotion of rural Internet infrastructure construction, the development of rural ecological environmental governance functions for mobile media, and
the use of other new media for governance require
advanced science and technology as support. To this
end, it is necessary to enhance the ability of independent innovation, speed up the development of high-end
servers, and promote cloud computing and big data
applications. It is necessary to focus on the reality of
rural ecological environment and promote the development, application and popularization of various
governance technologies. Need to increase support
for scientific research personnel training and research
funding.
A good institutional environment is the soil for
the development of new media and is a necessary
condition for the governance of rural ecological environment in the era of new media. At present, we must
promptly clean up the institutional obstacles that are
detrimental to the development of new media, provide a broader space for the development of new media industries, provide various innovative platforms
for enterprises and individuals, and ensure that the
creativity and initiative of various governance entities can be successfully developed in rural areas. In
the process of ecological environment governance,
everyone is truly realized and people are innovative.
In addition, for various security risks in the era of new
media, it is necessary to speed up the construction of
network information security, prevent network risks
through laws and regulations, punish cyber-crimes,
and create a healthy and orderly new media environment for the governance of rural ecological environment.


 

updates. The disseminative advantages of the new
media, such as immediacy, have been prominent in
the process of rural ecological environment governance, especially in the face of major environmental
emergencies. The new media can broadcast texts and
pictures related to rural ecological environment protection at the first time, and can also publish relevant
video and audio. The timely dissemination of relevant information on the governance of rural ecological environment through new media will bring
about the most timely and practical actions of the
governance body, thereby realizing the immediate
governance of the rural ecological environment.
Digitization is an essential technical condition
for the development of new media and an important
feature of new media. Whether it is mobile phone
media, online media, or digital interactive television
media, it all depends on digitalization. Even to a certain extent, new media is digital media in the final
analysis. Without digital technology support, there
will be no new media. The occurrence and development. The emergence of digital technology will lead
to revolutionary changes in the governance of rural
ecological environment. Regardless of when and
where the various governance entities are located,
they can understand rural ecological and environmental issues through new media anytime, anywhere, and pay attention to major environmental
events that occur in rural areas.
"# 
!!
Different times have different problems and
need to use the media to speak for the times. In order
to promote the improvement of the ecological environment in rural areas, it is necessary to form a governance philosophy that advances with the times. At
present, we must attach great importance to the role
of new media such as the Internet and mobile phone
media. We must strengthen the interactive capacity,
immediacy, and digitalization of new media to
strengthen the interconnection among governments,
enterprises, and individuals, and constantly improve
our ability to manage the ecological environment.
The use of new media for rural ecological environment governance must follow the following principles. First, the principle of urban-rural integration.
Under the large ecosystem in China, the governance
of rural ecological environment is closely related to
the governance of urban ecological environment and
cannot be isolated. Therefore, in the process of using
the new media to promote rural ecological environment governance, we must be based on the overall
situation and urban-rural linkages. Second, the principle of suitability. The geographical location, resource endowment, and economic development level
of China's vast rural areas vary widely. Farmers' production lifestyles, farmer's leisure time, and so on are

The pollution and destruction of the rural environment not only affected the development of rural
economy, but also affected the sustainable development of the entire social economy. By strengthening
rural ecological environment governance through
new media, improving the ecological environment in
rural areas, and building beautiful countryside, it will
have a major impact on the development of the entire
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economy. The coordinated development of cities and
rural areas is our established goal and an inevitable
requirement for the building of socialist modernization. The integration of urban and rural areas is not
only reflected in the integration of economic development and the integration of social security, but
also the integration of ecological and environmental
governance.
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shaped residents' respondents to tourism.
Certainly tourism has been identified as a significant form of human activity comprising tourists,
business, government, community and environment
[8]. When the tourist interacts with the local environment, economy, culture and society; of necessity
a number of consequences can emerge [9]. Among
the positive effects of tourism are the generation of
both direct and indirect employment (particularly
for women and young adults), increased tax revenue, foreign exchange for national economies, and,
at least initially, an increased economic diversity in
the host community [10-12]. Additional benefits
include an enhancement of residents' quality of life
by increasing the availability of resources for recreation and entertainment, improvements in local
infrastructure [13]; an improved image of the host
community [14, 15]; a contribution to cultural exchange and mutual understanding between tourists
and hosts; a revitalization of the arts, crafts and
local traditional culture; and an increased awareness
of the need to protect the environment.
On the other hand, it has been found that tourism can increase tax burdens, the cost of land, housing and goods, local government debt, inflation,
generate high opportunity costs, generate an overdependence on tourism and the emergence of Dutch
disease, lead to low wages, seasonality of employment, overcrowding that degrades the natural environmental and threatens the habitats of wild life,
and which have negative impacts on local community life. Other ills found associated with tourism
include crowding, noise and pollution in the host
community [16], a contribution to social ills such as
drug trafficking, prostitution, begging, crime, and
gambling, and sometimes tourism will change the
traditional society and culture. Finally tourism may
influence host residents' values, life style, behaviours, and family relationships [17], but whether
this is beneficial or not is dependent upon value
systems. Some may see the negation of traditional
life patterns, while others may welcome the modernization of family structures such as a greater
independence for women.
The theme of tourism impacts has thus received considerable attention in the tourism literature, and one of the main principles in the World

The paper examines the political and social
realities of China pertaining to its pro-poor rural
tourism policies. It provides a discussion of those
policies by drawing on an analysis of changes in the
village, which is being developed as a tourist destination. The status of rural tourism eco-environment
is present and governance strategy is prosed. Establishing and improving laws and regulations on
ecological environmental protection, strengthening
research and planning and strengthening environmental protection management should be conducted.



&% !
Environmental policy, Environmental governance, Rural
Tourism, Eco-environment, Governance strategy
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It may be noted that a consistent theme in the
tourism academic literature for at least forty years
has been that of the reactions of residents to the
impacts of tourism. In 1973 Sir George Young
questioned whether tourism was a ‘Blessing or a
Blight’, and indeed as the work of Walton and
others show, there are longer historical antecedents
of such contentions [1]. However the question continues to be pertinent despite these previous studies
[2, 3]. A number of reasons have dictated this, both
conceptual and practical. Over the decades differing
conceptualisations of tourism's impacts have
evolved. Doxey's Irridex [4] has been criticized as
being both too linear and homogenous in its concept of community, and by the 1990s the concept of
social exchange theory was being adopted, primarily based on the work of Ap [5]. In turn, partly as a
result of the 1991 Rio declaration, environmental
issues came more to the fore, and analyses of environmental degradation and subsequently carbon
emissions joined concerns of social impacts. A
cycle of research moving from the descriptive to the
more analytical followed. Hence Russell and
Faulkner [6] advocated the use of chaos theory,
and, in a Chinese social context, and evoking the
work of Gu and Ryan [7], sought to apply concepts
of place attachment as a filtering mechanism that
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Tourism Organization's conceptualization of sustainable tourism development is the constant monitoring of impacts. The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) has acknowledged
that a systematic analysis of tourism impacts can
provide planners with a database to develop an
effective tourism plan aimed at addressing local
concerns and thereby help government, local authorities, and host communities to maximise positive impacts while reducing the negative.
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deliberate and wanted, at least by those doing the
exploitation. However, measures that are put in
place to prevent overexploitation of natural resources do constitute environmental protection.
They are designed to prevent exploitation beyond a
point that is deemed desirable or sustainable. For
example, catch quotas in fisheries and air pollution
limits are environmental protection measures because, while they accept some environmental degradation, they aim to limit it.
Ecological environmental protection, it is not
only a matter of concept, it is more manifested in
the way people behave (Fig.1). This behavior is a
common action between tourists and tourism development zones and local governments. Ecological
protection is not simply a matter of destroying
existing tourism development areas. At present, the
eco-tourism areas that have been developed in China have more or less ecological degradation and
ecological resources destruction. Under such circumstances, it may be difficult to assume the responsibility of the entire ecotourism protection only
by relying on the conscious awareness of the tourists or the zoning of the damaged tourist areas. In
addition, the development of ecotourism in China is
relatively late, and there are also many problems in
the process of development.
The distinction between preservation and conservation has dissipated in recent years with growing recognition of the dynamic nature of natural
systems, humanity’s place in the biosphere, and the
need for active human involvement to maintain the
integrity of certain ecosystems. Consequently, environmental protection is now generally used to refer
to measures that have traditionally been associated
with preservation (e.g., reserves, including national
parks), as well as conservation and natural resource
management initiatives.
Eco-tourism and environmental protection are
interdependent, which promote each other and
influence each other (Fig. 2 and 3). In general, ecotourism can still play a good role in environmental
protection work. First, the development of ecotourism can make local governments and local
residents pay more attention to protecting the fine
environment, because the better the environment,
the better the eco-tourism can be carried out, the
local social economy can develop better, and the
people's living standards can be improved faster.
Second, and through the provision of tourism, more
can be invested in environmental protection. At
present, the funds for nature reserves in China are
seriously insufficient, and it is difficult to maintain
daily protection work, and the funds provided by
the tourism industry can just supplement the gap in
funding. Third, eco-tourism has relatively reduced
the damage and impact of the tourism industry on
the natural world, and is conducive to the sound
development of the natural environment. Fourth,
the construction of eco-tourism scenic spots needs

A comprehensive literature search was conducted in May 2019 using the keywords “Rural
Tourism*”, “Eco-environment”, and “pollution” in
ISI Web of Knowledge (http://webofknowledge.
com) and Scopus (http://scopus.com) databases.
Articles published during 2009–2019 were then
screened by country and only studies on Ecoenvironment of China were selected for further
analysis. A total of 50 articles affiliated with China
were sorted and retrieved from the total (global) for
detailed analysis.


!#"!!#!!
One issue associated with this definition is
whether “ecosystems and their constituent parts”
include humans and communities, or whether environmental protection is only concerned with the
protection of natural capital. From an ecological
perspective, humans are regarded as an integral part
of the ecosystem. Separating humanity from the
natural environment can therefore be seen as artificial. While this is true, the phrase environmental
protection is not used to refer to measures that are
designed to regulate or mediate direct interaction
between people. For example, laws prohibiting
assault are not regarded as environmental protection
measures. Environmental protection is concerned
with the relationship between people and the natural environment rather than the relationships between people and communities.
Another issue is whether environmental protection relates to preservation, conservation, or both.
Preservation refers to the protection of an ecosystem or natural environment from change, while
conservation is generally associated with the sustainable use of natural resources. The objective of
conservation is to ensure the maintenance of a stock
of renewable resources that is being exploited for
human purposes rather than the protection of the
natural environment from any anthropogenic modifications. The exploitation of natural resources for
human purposes is not environmental protection as
it is not associated with the prevention of unwanted
changes. The change associated with exploitation is
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to mobilize the power of the whole society. It is
necessary to carry out education and mobilization
for the residents of the scenic spots, which is conducive to raising the awareness of environmental
protection of residents in the scenic spots.
Measures to promote the coordinated development of ecotourism and environmental protection
  89()108/03. (3+ 02574;03. 1(<8 (3+
7,.:1(90438 43 ,*414.0*(1 ,3;07432,39(1 5749,*
9043 The nature of ecotourism determines that it
must follow the path of sustainable development,
otherwise there is no way to go. Therefore, whether
managers, operators or participants should take the
scientific development concept as a guide and es-

tablish a correct awareness of eco-tourism, we must
put environmental protection at the top of all work,
preferring to develop at a slower pace, with less
immediate economic benefits. Some can't use the
waste of resources as a platform to promote ecotourism at the expense of the environment. At the
same time, it is necessary to introduce and revise
relevant laws and regulations in a timely manner,
and to strengthen the management of eco-tourism
with the system as the starting point, and to achieve
legal governance. In particular, the environmental
assessment system must be strictly implemented,
and a one-vote veto should be implemented for
unqualified eco-tourism projects.
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Eco-tourism focuses on planning. It is necessary to
strengthen the planning work in the early stage of
tourism development. It is necessary to fully investigate and understand the natural environment,
humanities and customs of the tourist attractions.
When planning, we must fully consider the factors
of environmental protection, and should be rationally laid out and focused. Develop step by step, do
functional partitioning, do not blindly establish
projects and construction.
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 !97,3.9/,303.,3;07432,39(15749,*9043
2(3(.,2,39It is necessary to strengthen monitoring work, pay attention to changes in the scenic
environment at any time, and take measures such as
limiting currents in case of bad tendencies. It is
necessary to properly handle pollutants such as
garbage and sewage in the scenic spot, strictly control the construction of relevant supporting facilities
in the scenic spot, and achieve green construction
and green management. It is impossible to blindly
construct artificial landscapes and destroy the original natural environment.
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The status of rural tourism eco-environment is
present and governance strategy is prosed. Establishing and improving laws and regulations on
ecological environmental protection, strengthening
research and planning and strengthening environmental protection management should be
conducted.
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wilting of plant tissue that often turns yellow-brownish and develops necrosis; weight loss of seeds and
fruits can also occur, and leaf or plant burning [2, 6,
7]. The seed bug belongs to sub family Orsillinae. It
is an epedemic polyphagous insect pest [6]. It does
occur in several countries, Jordan, Egypt, Iran, North
Africa and Europe [7, 8]. This pest did appear several times in outbreak population as reported by several workers [9, 10] as occurred on quinoa, canola
and jojoba in Italy and France [6, 7 ,9]. There were
more than 100 species of the genus Nysius which
have been described globally [10, 11] and 15 of them
distributed in Palaearctic Region. The seed bug as
many of Lygaeid members overwinters in shelters in
the surrounding mountainous areas and move down
to the nearest cultivated crops [1, 2]. Nysius cymoides may be one generation annually [10]. Generally, N. cymoides develops on different plant species, with a significant preference for cruciferous
plant members such as cabbage and cauliflower, canola, and wild mustard [10, 14], causing economic
losses to these crops in the previously mentioned
countries and regions, particularly the Mediterranean countries. Its feeding and damage has been also
reported on leguminous plant members, such as alfalfa [12, 13]. Later on, several workers [7] reported
Its infestation on several other families.
Al Momany and Al Antary [2] reported that the
desert bug Leptodemus minutes from lygaeidae may
bite the human beings as occurred in August 1988 in
Kuwait City. It came from the desert to the city by
the help of strong wind. This insect bitted the citizens
causing scratching and irritation and skin redness
[2]. Some workers [15] stated that the Orsillidae
which includes many economic species, especially
of Nysius may bite humans. Therefore, the reported
biting species namely are N. cymoides (Spinola), N.
jacobaea (Schilling), and N. lineatus (Costa).
It is the aim of this report case to focus on the
outbreak of the stink bug Nysius cymoids on workers and inhabitants on hot and unplanted regions in
early June 2019 in Ghor Essafi in southern Jordan
valley close to the dead sea.

The seed bug is a polyphagous insect with
piercing sucking mouthparts. It is able to infest different kinds of crops. This recent economic pest are
spread in Ghore Essafi in Jordan, South of Sinai o
Egypt and in Iran. It threatens all the plants in the
region particularly fruits of deciduous trees in Egypt
and annoying workers and citizens in Jordan Valley
as occurred in early of June, 2019.They aggregate in
high numbers on human beings and biting them
causing disturbance, irritation and red area on the
skin. Also they aggregate on workers in hundreds
particularly those wearing yellow clothes and hats
and nearby vehicles. Females and males mate in the
air about ten meters high from the ground. The aggregation behavior, for these thirsty insects are dying
of thirst and manage to absorb the moisture they
need to survive from the nearest humans or from in
the fruits. When occurring in semi desert cultivated
areas, they feed on fruits, vegetable juices and ripened fruits, resulting in dry fruits. However, original
digital images of the seed bug are provided to male
and female adults and their genitalia.
)(!#$
Seed bug, Nysius cymoides, Fruits, Human skin, Genitalia, Jordan Valley

 %#!&%! 
In cultivated lands, members of lygaeids act as
insect pests causing significant damage to many
crops [1]. They do have piercing sucking mouth
parts which enable them to suck the plant sap, leading to small, less juice and rough fruits [2]. In hot
summers, Lygaeids such as the stink bug Nysius cymoides (Spinola) (Hemiptera: Lygaeidae) and the
desert bug Leptodemus minutus, they increase numbers reaching an outbreak status as shown by several
authors [3, 4, 2] causing lot of damage for succulent
plant parts and fruits of several cultivated vegetables,
citrus and deciduous fruit trees [2, 5]. The damage is
caused on new growth, buds and fruits by immature
stages and adults, and consists in desiccation and
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%1.$..-=0.62<*42*Digital images were
taken by Canon D 40camera attached to Leica M165
C steriomicroscope with Led Dome illumination.
Genitalia images of the seed bug were taken by
USB2 digital camera (cmex DC. 5000) attached to
Leica DM LS microscope. Specimens were soked in
10 % KoH for a week, washed in distelled water for
few minutes and slides were prepared in Hoyer’s medium. Collected specimens were compared to previously identified species preserved in the University
of Jordan Insect Museum.

"% 
*4.7/ @;2=;,@572-.;-7:;*4>.6<:*4*6-
4*<.:*4>2.?;4.60<1 55
%#$ %!$
$..- =0!=<+:.*3The outbreak of the reported seed bug insect was observed in working locations and dams nearby the Arabia Potash company
on the dead sea shore on the edge of the water. The
Potash company is located in Ghor-Essafi in Jordan
Valley, 162 km via Jordan valley main road, south
of Jordan. Ghor-Essafi is located at the lowest place
on the earth, 400 m below sea level and is the hottest
site in Jordan. The maximum temperature in June,
July and August may reach 48ºC. The sites belong to
the company was visited according to their complain
by calls and official letter dated June 10,2019 to the
director of National Center of Agricultural Research
at Ghor Essafi, Ministry of Agriculture, Jordan, to
detect, evaluate and to take action for applying control practices. The outbreak and aggregation status of
the bug on company workers, different vehicles and
citizens living in nearby villages were intensively
observed and examined. The insect adults from several sites were collected and placed in small plastic
bottles alive or dried or in 75% ethanol. In the same
day, the collected specimens were transferred to the
Entomology lab in the University of Jordan for identification. The collected specimens were first
mounted on Hoyer’s media on glass slides and then
observed and examined under a stereo-microscope
and compound microscope when needed. Adults
were identified following the identification keys by
Péricart [10].

"% 
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Few biological and ecological information
about lygaeids is reported, except for few species of
important pests [2, 15]. One of these economic insect
pest is the seed bug, Nysius cymoides (Hemiptera:
Lygaeidae) as shown in Plate (1) for male and Plate
(2) for female.
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This dangerous pest may spread in Mediterranean regions on cultivated such as peaches plants
and wild plants. It does occur in Egypt particularly
St. Catherine's Protectorate, South Sinai, and threatens all the plants in the region. The desert bug Leptodemus minutus (Lygaeidae) did spread in high
numbers and infest many cultivated including wheat,
barley, pears, peaches, plums, pistacia, olives,

grapes and wild weeds in Zarka, Rumtha and
Madaba in Jordan in 1987and in1992.The infested
plants had been damaged due the heavy aggregation
of the nymphs and adults and sucking the sap of the
plants caused burning [2].The seed bug does appear
in high numbers on human beings, vehicles (Plate 3)
and on and surrounding buildings in Ghor Essafi in
southern Jordan in early June, 2019 (Plate 4).
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They aggregate in high numbers on the ground,
air (Plate 5) and workers of Arabia Potash company.
They were attracted on workers with partially yellow
colours clothes of safety vest (Plate 6). In this area,
that one did not feed on crops and there were no cultivated and wild plants specifically in outbreak insect
area.
At this case, they were annoying workers and
citizens in the nearest villages. They bitted any part
of the bare skin, causing disturbance, irritation,
scratching heavily on the bitten area on the skin and
then leading to red area. There might be several reasons for this aggregation and behavior. Of these factors are the high temperature in Ghor Essafi. It
reached 48c in early June, 2019. This caused the occurred plants or the remained parts of plants to form
thick bark to minimize water evaporation and then to
maintain enough water balance in the plant. The
thirsty bugs might be not able to pierce the thick bark
of the plants which lead to bite the surrounding human to take needed water, because it is easier to take
water from workers than plants or remained plants in
this hot desert climate. However, many numbers of
this stink bug were seen dead on plastic pipes transferring salt water from the high salty Dead Sea to the
Arabia Potash company works. In addition, hundreds of alive numbers of this bug were also seen aggregating on water coming out from working air

condition set. The previous mentioned desert bug attacked citizens of Kuwait City in 1988 when high
numbers being carried by strong winds came from
the desert, causing disturbance, scratching and skin
irritation. Kuwaiti authorities did intensive spraying
programmed to control it [2]. It is worth mentioning
that male and female were seen mating in the air and
both catching themselves with their abdominal ends.
The outbreak of this stink bug was reported
[16] occurring in northern Italy in 2017 and followed
a droughty and warm period from May-August.
More rain events and lower temperatures (in particular referred to maximum temperature) occurred in
May-July 2018 compared to the same period in 2017
[16]. In 2018, there was no N. cymoides outbreak
(population levels were below the threshold in all
monitored fields), and once again no pest presence
was detected after winter wheat [16]. However, outbreaks of N. cymoides were reported on crops in Italy [6, 7] and in France [9]. However, the annoyed
seed bug was controlled by spraying with pyrethroid
insecticides such as cypermethrin and deltamethrin
using high volume high pressure sprayer on outer
sides of some buildings of Arabia Potash Company
(Plate 7) and fogging machine (Plate 8) to kill flying
insects within the company buildings.
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The false chinch bug (the seed bug) was recorded previously in Jordan by Katbeh et al. [17]
which was collected from the highlands of Jordan
(Amman, Ajloun, As Salt) Wadi Shuayb, and Jordan
Valley (Alkaramah and Ghor Es Safi). The specimens were collected during the period from February to December which suggest that this insect may

have several generations in Jordan at least in the
wormer Jordan Valley. From the collected specimens from Ghor Essafi in June 2019, female ovipositor of Nysius cymoides (lateral view, length 0.8
mm) and male pygopher (dorso-posterior view, diameter 0.65 mm) were photographed as shown in
Plate 9.
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Identification of host spots (high population
density), studying the migration directions of this
pest which may be from Southern Jordan Valley to
northern Jordan Valley and /or of the Highlands are
needed. Identification of wild and cultivated hosts of
the bug and assissing the damage and symptoms
caused by the pest and estimating the number of generations per year are also needed. Evaluation of some
safe insecticides for controlling this pest and cooperation with the Ministry of Health in conducting joint
research regarding the behavior of the bug such as
the local movement in an area, the insect activity
during day and night, human stinging behaviour
(number, duration, location on the body of stings)
description of symptoms on the human skin should
be investigation.
In conclusions, the outbreak of the seed bug in
Ghor Essafi in Jordan valley close to the salty Dead
sea in southern Jordan was most probably due to the
hot, humid weather in June,2019. In fact, the hot
May and June, 2019 could be the main reason to the
outbreak, since no reports were given in the same
area in the previous years.
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from the atmosphere into the throughfall, stemflow,
and forest interception [1]. The amount of rainfall
reaches ground will be reduced by the absorbing of
tree crown, which can lighten the effect of washing
to prevent from water and soil erosion. The shrubgrass layer is the second interface in the process of
precipitation running in the forest ecosystem, which
has the same effect to weaken the flowing of the
rainfall and conserve water. The redistribution of
forest precipitation has been studied by large numbers of scholars all over the world [4-9]. In general,
the precipitation would reduce 10%-50% after
going through the tree crown. The rate of crown
interception in temperate coniferous forest was
between 20%-40% [10, 11], and ranged from 11
to 36in the temperate broadleaved forest [12].
Besides, the crown interception rate of the most
forest ecosystem in China was in the scope of
11.40%-34.34% [13], and the penetration rate of
forest rainfall was between 60%-90%, and the
stemflow accounted for 0.5%-14% [14], and the
interception rate of the shrub-grass layer was 1.8%16% [15].
The deciduous broadleaved forest is widely
distributed in Changbai Mountain, and it is also one
of the main forest types in Northeast China with an
important contribution to the national economy for
large proportion in the civil and national wood
consuming. At present, the forest hydrology researches of Changbai Mountain area are quite
scarce, especially the precipitation redistribution.
And the previous studies mainly focus on the crown
interception but ignoring the effect of the shrubgrass layer [1, 11-13], and the usual measurement
method of using maximum water capacity to calculate the interception amount has a certain deviation
from the real value. The purposes of the current
study are (1) to analyze the precipitation redistribution in tree and shrub-grass layer by input-output
table method to discuss the interception of the
broadleaved deciduous forests on precipitation and
(2) to reveal the characteristics of the deciduous
broadleaved forest hydrology to provide a foundation for the study of regional forest hydrology effect.

To understand the water conservation characteristics of the deciduous broadleaved forest, the
effects of canopy and shrub layer on rainfall redistribution processes were studied, and the canopy
interception, stemflow, throughfall and surface
runoff during rainfall of deciduous broadleaved
forest in Mopan Mountain were investigated based
on located observation. A total of 22 times rainfall
events occurred during the period of observation,
which totally reached 403.2 mm. The throughfall,
stemflow and crown interception of deciduous
broadleaved forest were 302.1 mm, 2.3 mm and
98.9 mm, and accounting for 74.9%, 0.6% and
24.5% of the total rainfall, respectively. Shrub layer
interception rate and surface runoff rate were 4.3%
and 0.4%, respectively, and the shrub layer accounted for 16.1% of canopy interception. Furthermore, the throughfall, stemflow, canopy interception and shrub layer interception increased along
with the rainfall, among which throughfall, canopy
interception, and stemflow could be described significantly by a linear function with the total rainfall
out of the forest, while shrub layer interception and
rainfall exhibited logarithmic relation. The surface
runoff occurred with the average rate of 0.4% when
rainfall was near 10 mm.



('"#
Rainfall redistribution, Canopy interception, Throughfall,
Stemflow, Shrub layer interception, Deciduous broadleaved forest

$"%$
Precipitation is an influencing factor to affect
the growth, development and distribution of the
plant in ecosystem. The forest can participate in the
water cycle and effect the precipitation formation
by distributing and stopping the precipitation, and it
also can influence the water distribution [1-3]. Tree
crown layer is the first interface to convey water in
the forest ecosystem, which can turn the rainfall
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#:;-> #2:. The survey plot is located in the
Mopan Mountain of the Wangxiang village in
Erdao county belonging to Fengman region of Jilin
City. The study area belongs to a temperate continental monsoon climate, characterized by long and
cold winter and generally short and warm summer.
The average annual temperature is 4.5°C, and the
average precipitation content is 668mm, and relative humidity accounting for 70%. !
broad-leaf forest is the zonal vegetation, which
turned into a large area of natural secondary forest
since the long time disturbance. As the typical secondary forest type for this region, !
broad-leaf forest was regarded as the subject of the
located monitoring. The principal tree species are
!!, !!#
! ! and so on; the main ! are
%and !$! !the herbs
include #  !! and    
. The soil is attributed to zonal dark brown
forest soil.
The forest hydrology runoff monitoring station
is located in the deciduous broad-leaf forest, with
the area of1340 m2, the slope degree of 15°, and the
canopy destiny of 0.8, in southwestern slope of
Mopan mountain, where the average height of trees
is about 11.2m, with the average diameter at breast
height (DBH) of 11.1cm (counting according to the
standard of D1.3≥6cm). The distribution details are
seen in Table 1. The dominant species (accounting
for 85 percent) are #!!, !!
, ! ! and 
!, whose average DBH are 11.2cm,
12.5cm, 12.1cm and 8.3cm respectively; !!
 ! and ! !!  are the
main species in shrubs, whose total cover degrees
are 26.3% and average heights are ranging from 40
to 50 cm; the coverage of herbs is 37.4%, and the
dominant species is "#.

According to the quincunx spots method, 5
rain gauge receiver with the area of 0.18m×2m
were set in the runoff plot, and the installing height
were all 1.5 m above the ground to prevent the
influence from the shrubs and herbs on the precipitation.
In terms of diameters classification, 2 or 3
standard trees among the dominant species in different diameter classes were selected to determinate
the amount of stemflow, with a total of 74 trees.
The runoff tube was set on each tree to measure the
amount of stemflow. The process was as follows:
The 2cm-diameter polyethylene plastic pipe was cut
open along the line and placed around the stems
with small nails, and the seams were sealed with the
bark by using the glass glue. Then the stemflow
was collected in plastic containers.
A total of 10 bushes were selected in the runoff field to measure the shrubs interception, and a
17 cm diameter rain gage with a round mouth bottle
was set under each bush horizontally. Shrub layer
precipitation was equal to the average runoff volume of the 10 bushes multiplied by the shrub coverage, and the shrubs interception was equal to the
forest precipitation minus the shrub layer penetration.
There was an outlet for surface runoff at the
bottom of watershed field in the runoff field, and
the surface runoff was collected and determined by
a homemade water-storage bag.

#:*:29:2,*3 5*3>929 Statistical analysis was
performed using Sigmaplot10.0 and SPSS16.0. The
crown interception was obtained indirectly through
the calculation [7, 16], and the measurement formula was as follow:

 =  − − 

(1)

C, crown interception; P, precipitation out of
the forest (mm); T, throughfall (mm); S, stemflow
(mm). Precipitation out of the forest referred to its
average value of tracking determination after rained
every time.
Throughfall was achieved according to its total
capacity observed and the area of the rain gage, and
stemflow was described as the following formula
[17].

$
#:*:29:2,96//68.9:256+9.8<*:265/2.3-
Mean
Mean
Diameter Density of
DBH
height
class/cm
trees
/cm
/m
4-8
478
6.1
8.2
8-12
455
10.0
10.9
12-16
209
13.8
13.5
16-20
82
18.1
13.1
20-24
52
21.3
14.6

>-863602,*3 *:* 633.,:265 Six Standard
rain measuring cylinders were set on the observation platforms on the top of teaching building,
which located in Erdao County and 500 meters far
away from the runoff plot.



 =∑
 =1

 •  
 × 10 4

(2)

S, stemflow; Si, each diameter class stemflow
area of the single(ml); Ni, the number of the trees in
each diameter class; n, diameter classes; A, plot
area (m2).
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"*25/*33,1*8*,:.829:2,9
Rain range/mm/d
0-5
5-10
10-15
15-25
25-30
30-40
40-50
>50

Rain times
4
2
5
6
1
2
1
1

Percentage of rain times /%
18.2
9.1
22.7
27.3
4.5
9.1
4.5
4.5

Rainfall /mm
14.6
16.0
56.2
123.6
27.7
61.4
43.0
60.7

Percentage of rainfall /%
3.6
4.0
13.9
30.6
6.9
15.2
10.7
15.1

$ 
"*25/*338.-29:82+;:265;5-.8-2//.8.5:8*50.9
Average
Rainfall
Rain
rainfall
rage
times
/mm
/mm
0.00-10.00
6
5.1(±2.5)
10.00-25.00 11 16.3(±5.7)
25.00-50.00
4
33.0(±6.8)
>50.00
1
60.7

Average
throughfall
/mm
3.7(±2.0)
12.1(±4.3)
26.6(±3.1)
40.0

Average
thoughfall
rate /%
71.0(±15.3)
74.9(±10.2)
81.7(±8.2)
65.9

"#%$#

Average
stemflow
/mm
0.03(±0.02)
0.10(±0.05)
0.15(±0.06)
0.35

Average
stemflow
rate/%
0.7(±0.2)
0.9(±0.2)
0.6(±0.3)
0.9

Average
interception
/mm
1.4(±0.8)
4.1(±2.3)
6.3(±4.3)
20.3

Average
interception
rate /%
28.5(±15.4)
24.4(±10.3)
17.8(±8.2)
33.5

significantly from 57.1% to 89.2%, and it might be
caused by the different rainfall intensity or duration.
Furthermore, the frequency of the penetration with
the rate of 60%-90% made up 86.36% of the total
rainfall frequency. In addition, the throughfall rate
would increase with the precipitation classification,
except for the lower throughfall rate of the classification above 50mm.

8.,272:*:265 6;: 6/ :1. /68.9: During May
to August in 2008, when the growing season came,
it rained 22 times, with the total rainfall of 403.2
mm (Table 2), the average rainfall of 18.3 mm, and
the maximum rainfall was 60.7 mm. The rainfall
during May to August was 137.5 mm, 41.1 mm,
159.8 mm, and 65.0 mm respectively. Classification
standards were as follows in terms of the daily
precipitation: light rain (<10 mm), moderate rain
(10-24.9 mm), heavy rain (25-49.9 mm), and rainstorm (50-99.9 mm) [18]. In the current study, there
were 6 light rains, 11 moderate rains, 4 heavy rains,
and 1 rainstorm, accounting for 27.3%, 50.0%,
18.2% and 4.6% of the total, respectively.

$186;01/*33 Among the 22 rains observed,
the amount of the throughfall was 302.1 mm, and
the average penetration rate was 74.9%, with 93.0%
at most and 47.6% at least (Table 3).
Throughfall plays a significant role in the precipitation redistribution in the forest. The correlation analysis and linear fitting for the relations of
precipitation out of the forest and through rain and
penetration rate were carried out in the current
study, and the best fitting model was selected according to the maximum R2 value. The results
showed that there was a significant positive correlation between throughfall and precipitation out of
the forest (Fig.1), and the R2 value in the equation
of linear regression reached 0.9605 (Sig.=0.000).
The correlations between the penetration rate and
precipitation were not remarkable. For example, the
largest volume of precipitation was 10-30mm in the
22 rains observed, but the penetration rate varied

#:.4/36=During the observation period, the
total stemflow was 2.3mm, accounting for 0.6% of
the total rainfall. The average stemflow increased
with the precipitation classification rising (Table 3).
Significant correlation was demonstrated between
stemflow and the precipitation out of the forest
(Fig. 2) with the R2 value of simple linear fitting
was 0.8609. While the rate of stemflow also
changed significantly as the precipitation increasing
(Fig.2), ranging from 0.4% to 1.3%, among which
the precipitation was relatively more frequent when
the stemflow rate was during 0.5%-0.9%, and made
up 59.1% of the total.

*567> 25:.8,.7:265The total canopy interception was 98.9mm, and the average, the largest,
and the smallest interception rates were 24.5%,
52.2%, and 6.6%, respectively. The crown interception had linear correlation with the precipitation out
of the forest (Fig.3), and it increased with the precipitation classification (Table 3). But the canopy
interception rate had no correlation to the precipitation (Fig.3). Besides that, the canopy interception
rate would decrease with the increase of precipitation classification, except for the higher interception rate above 50 mm (Table 3).
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#18;+ 3*>.8 25:.8,.7:265 During the period
of observation, the shrub layer interception quantity
was between 0.1-1.3 mm, and the maximum intercept rate is 6.8%, and the minimum is 1.4%. And
the shrub layer interception had a strong logarithmic function relationship (R2 = 0.8582) with rainfall out of the forest, showing the increasing tendency with the increase of shrub layer interception.
When the rainfall was higher than 24 mm, shrub
layer interception quantity would increase slowly
(Fig.4), and there was no obvious regularity between the shrub layer interception rate and rainfall.
When the rainfall was in 10-25 mm, the shrub layer
showed higher interception rate (4.0%-7.0%). There
was a significant positive correlation (P < 0.05)
between the shrub coverage and entrapment quantity, while a significant negative one between the
height and entrapment quantity (P < 0.05).



runoff was 0.9 mm, and the average was 0.1 mm,
and the average runoff rate was 0.4%. The linear
relationship between rainfall and runoff (R2 =
0.7052) showed that the surface runoff would increase with the rainfall. The surface runoff showed
up when the rainfall reached 10 mm, and they were
positively correlated (Fig.5). However, when it
rained successively, light rain (2.1 mm) also could
produce runoff under the forest.


#%##
The study area belongs to a temperate continental monsoon climate with rainy summers, a total
of 22 rains with total amount of 403.2 mm were
recorded during observation period. The frequency
of moderate rains made up 50%, and the precipitation amount of moderate rains and heavy rains
accounted for 44.6% and 32.8% of total rainfall,
respectively.

";56// During the observation period, surface runoff was recorded 19 times, including rainfall runoff 5 times in a row. The total volume of
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The total penetration in deciduous broadleaved
forest in Mopan Mountain was 302.1 mm, and the
average rain penetration rate was 74.9%, and the
frequency of penetration with the rate of 60%-90%
accounted for 86.4% of the total frequency of rainfall. The average penetration rate was far higher
than that of broadleaved Korean pine in Changbai
Mountain (52.4%) [19], lower than evergreen
broadleaved forest in Yangdong Mountain of northern Guangdong, which had the similar plantation
age and stand density (77.8%) [20]. Meanwhile, it
was also lower than the deciduous broadleaved
forest with !! ! as the dominant
species (78.94%) [19].
Stemflow was the main way for forest to pass
rain from branches or leaves to the ground [21],
which was usually ignored due to its small percentage of the precipitation distribution in the crown
[22]. However, stemflow played a vital part in
changing precipitation special distribution, decreasing erosion of rain dropping, cleaning the crown
and offering water and nutrients and so on [23]. In
the current study, the stemflow increased with the
rainfall rising, and its stemflow rate increased with
the overall addition of rainfall level, which is similar to previous research results [24]. The average
stemflow rate was 0.6% in this study, far lower than
broadleaved Korean pine of Changbai Mountain,
which was 15.9% [19], relatively close to camphor
tree (!) of Zhuzhou in Hunan with the runoff rate of 1.28% [25] and the evergreen broadleaved forest of Ailao Mountain in
Yunnan with the runoff rate of 0.9% [26], and below the monsoon evergreen broadleaved forest of
Dinghu Mountain in Guangdong with the stemflow
rate of 8.3% [27], and also lower than the evergreen
broadleaved forest (  $) of Wuyi
Mountain in Fujian with the stemflow rate of 13.9%
[28], which was closely related to the characteristics of dominant species and small diameter class of
deciduous broadleaved forest.
Crown interception was the key part of forest
to keep water balance of ecosystem, which played
an important role in soil storage, surface runoff
formation, peak discharge, and carbon cycle [29].
Affected by the factors such as precipitation characteristics, vegetation types, and canopy density, the
process of crown interception was very complicated
[30]. The study found that the total amount of interception observed was 98.9mm with the average
interception rate of 24.5%, in accordance with the
previous researches, while lower than the regional
climax broadleaved Korean pine [19]. The study of
crown interception characteristics in Yangdong
Mountain showed that the average interception rate
(21.0%) was moderate compared with Ailao Mountain in Yunnan (15.8%) and Dinghu Mountain
(24.7% for young forest and 27.6% for mature
forest) [20, 26, 31, 32].

Most of the precipitation landed on the shrub
and herb layer after the forest canopy interception,
and the interception process of shrub and herb layer
was similar to the canopy. Canopy and understory
layer both had the effect of interception and buffered the precipitation, reduced surface runoff to
achieve water conservation [19]. The crown interception would approach a constant with the growth
of precipitation for some particular stand, such as
! !carr in northwest [33], subtropical China fir forest and !  forest
[34], and Cupressus funebris forest in Sichuan [2],
which all had a power function between crown
interception and rainfall. But the current study
results showed that the crown interception had a
linear correlation with the precipitation, that might
because the few times of rainfall above 40 mm
(only 2 times), and the rainfall amount did not reach
the stable degree. So the model of crown interception changes for broad leaved deciduous forest need
to be further studied in future.
Most of the rainfall also could be intercepted
by dungarunga, shrubs and herbs after crown interception, and both had the similar interception process. The shrubs interception quantity made up
16.1% of trees layer in the current study, which is
higher than the results (1.77%) by using artificial
simulated rainfall method [35]. However, the stand
structures could influence the special distribution of
undergrowth vegetation greatly, so the dynamic
change of understory was more intensive and complex than the crown, and caused that the accurate
measurement of water transportation and transform
was very difficult. So far, although there is no ideal
direct method to measure the water transportation
understory yet, but the indirect methods are widely
used presently [36]. The current study analyzed the
shrubs characteristics of broadleaved deciduous
forest and concluded that the shrubs interception
increased with the precipitation rising, and the
shrubs interception had a logarithm with the rainfall
out of the forest, which was rarely reported in the
previous studies.
In the current study, the surface runoff showed
up when the rainfall reached 10 mm, and when it
rained successively, light rain (2.1 mm) also could
produce runoff. Studying the ! !
carr in northwest showed that just when the precipitation was more than 63mm or stronger, there
would be the runoff [33]. On the whole, not only
the precipitation amount but also the precipitation
intensity, lasting time, drought degree of soil, litter
characteristics, and the soil penetration capacity
also can affect the generation of runoff [37-39].
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The rainfall in deciduous broadleaved forest in
Mopan Mountain would be intercepted by the canopy and shrubs, or it could reach the soil as
throughfall or stemflow. The current study found
that the total amount of interception observed for
forest canopy was 98.9mm with the average interception rate of 24.5%. And the shrubs also had a
strong interception capability, which reached 16.1
percent of trees layer. The average incidence of
throughfall was almost 74.9%, because that the
study area had high frequencies of moderate rains
and heavy rains during the observation period. The
amount of stemflow would increase with the rising
of rainfall, and the runoff rates would increase with
the rainfall level. The surface runoff showed up
when the rainfall reached 10 mm, but when it
rained successively the light rain (2.1mm) could
also produce runoff. Furthermore, the throughfall,
stemflow, canopy interception and shrub layer
interception increased along with the rainfall,
among which throughfall, canopy interception, and
stemflow could be described significantly by a
linear function with the total rainfall out of the
forest, while shrub layer interception and rainfall
exhibited logarithmic relation. The results obtained
in this work increase our knowledge of the effect of
deciduous broadleaved forest on the distribution of
rainfall, and provide important basic data for the
study of regional forest hydrology effects.
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Direct measurement methods as well as simulation models using hydrological parameters and
meteorological data can determine basin-water
yields. The direct measurement method of many
years will undoubtedly be the most accurate result,
but it is not possible to measure the rainfall values
of thousands of basins / sub-basins. For this reason,
countries have begun study to identify available
water resources and estimate basin water yields in
order to best utilize and manage their resources. For
this reason, it is essential to test the developed simulation models first in the basins, to modify the
ones that produce good results and to create new
models.
The Small Watershed Monthly Hydrologic
Modelling System (SWMHMS) is a conceptual
computer-modeling program developed to simulate
monthly runoff from a small rural watershed. Using
SWMHMS model the potentials of the water resources of the country and territories and their cocurrent runoff curves can be found. SWMHMS can
use easily and gives good results than many other
computer programs that calculate water yield for
small rural catchments. In this study, observed
hydrological and meteorological variables for twenty-four consecutive years (1983-2006) Damlıca
watershed and for twenty-two consecutive years
(1986-2007) Vize watershed were simulated and
analyzed with the SWMHMS hydrologic model.

catchment. The annual water yield is used in the
planning and design of a lot watershed project.
Rapid growth of world population and per capita
water consumption has brought to the fore the water
potentials of the countries and their use in the most
efficient way. For this reason, developed countries
have begun work to identify available water resources and estimate basin water yields in order to
best utilize their resources. As a result of these
studies, hydrological models have begun to be developed. Hydrologic simulation models in watershed modelling use mathematical Equation to calculate monthly runoffs or annual water yields. Hydrological computer modelling programs can be
classified into four groups that are single event
rainfall/runoff and routing programs, continuous
simulation programs, flood hydraulics programs,
and water quality programs. Continuous simulation
programs such as SWMHMS attempt to account for
all watershed precipitation through hydrologic
processes such as surface runoff, infiltration, and
evaporation [1].
In the watersheds, observed precipitation and
runoff data base that are the most important data at
the irrigation, the drinking-the using water supply
and the design step of water structures. It has been
known for centuries that river flows have been
randomly changed by many natural phenomena
such as precipitation. Hydrology in particular examines the movement of water in the earth, its properties and its relation to the environment, and bases
on observations. All problems are examined with
the help of a model. This model can consist of an
experimental connection, a physical means, a logic
path, or a combination of mathematical statistics
and/or experimental connections. In general, it is
possible to group hydrological models as deterministic, parametric, and stochastic [2]. Different methods have been used by researchers to computer
models to determine runoff. Allred and Haan [3]
developed Small Watershed Monthly Hydrologic
Modelling System (SWMHMS). They observed
and recorded runoff data and tested with
SWMHMS in six different watershed in the United
States of America (USA). They reported that the
model is simpler than other models to find monthly
runoff. In small watersheds in India, using the surface runoff curve number of SCS, they found a fit

(' "#
CatchmentWater Yield, Rainfall/Runoff, The SWMHMS
Hydrologic Model, Thrace Region.


$" %$ 
There are twenty five big catchments, which
are containing thousands of small sub watershed
with different climatic, hydrologic conditions, different canopy, and soil texture in Turkey. Although
long term observed hydrologic and meteorological
data are available to build up some hydrologic
structures on the watersheds, it is not easy to measure these data in detail at every time and at every
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Area of Watershed (km2)
8.26
4.64
Perimeter of Watershed (km)
13.10
10.55
Watershed length (km)
4.10
4.45
Watershed width (km)
2.01
1.03
Watershed max. heights (m)
258
244
Watershed min. heights (m)
110
185
Direction of Watershed
Northwest-southeast
Northeast-southwest
Average altitude of the watershed (m)
184
215
Watershed average slope (%)
5.9
3.0
Curve Number (CN)
86.4
79.2
Main waterway length (km)
4.35
4.50
Total waterways length (km)
15.90
10.25
Main waterway profile and slope (%)
2.15
1.3


between the measured runoff and the simulated
runoff [4]. Allred and Haan [3] tested the
SWMHMS model in four watersheds where the
CREAMS model is used, which is a more complex
model than this model but using the same Equation
for the monthly runoff calculation. Istanbulluoğlu et
al. [5] simulated surface runoff in Turkey using
MRRSSW model (Model of Rainfall–Runoff in
Small Sub-watershed) was developed to simulate
surface runoff of small watershed. They found that
simulated monthly surface runoff values is smaller
than measured long-term surface runoff values.
Shamseldin [6] used neural network technique to
runoff modelling. He found that neural network
model has variable results like all other models.
Also, Dawson and Wilby [7] used artificial neural
network (ANN) approach for rainfall - runoff modelling in United Kingdom (UK). They compared the
performance between the ANN and conventional
flood forecasting systems. They found that although
the ANN predicted quality results with obtained
data, further studies are needed. Hadda et al. [8]
reported that they developed model using soil moisture to estimate runoff in India and found that model with parameter optimization techniques simulated runoff accurately in micro-watersheds. Additionally, Halwatura and Najim [9] reported that
HEC-HMS model is needed the calibration to simulate runoff in a tropical catchment. Therefore, they
used three different approaches that are Clark,
Snyder unit hydrograph and SCS Curve Number
method to calibrate models. They found that Synder
unit hydrograph model simulated flows more reliable than others, and SCS Curve Number models did
not give good results.
The main aim of this research was to investigate the possibility of using SWMHMS model in
simulating monthly runoffs and water yield of two
rural watersheds in Thrace region of Turkey. By
using appropriate computer simulation models, the
behavior of water resources in Turkey will be better
understood.

$"#$ #

#:;,> )8-) The Damlıca creek watershed
with an area of 8.26 km2 locates on Kumburgaz
road with Çatalca, 9 km from Kumburgaz and 51
km from Istanbul. When the scale of 1/25000 of
topographical map of watershed is examined, it can
be seen that the waterways are graded, the two of
second degree flow line are connected to the Damlıca creek, and the Damlıca creek as a third tributary is joined to the Tepecik tributaries and it flows
into Büyükçekmece Lake. The watershed exit is at
41°06’N, 28°25’E longitude and 110 m altitude
[10].
The Vize creek watershed with an area 4.64
km2 locates the boundaries of Topçu village, 11 km
south of Vize County in Kırklareli province. When
the 1/25000 topographic map of the watershed is
examined, the Vize creek is poured into the Maritza
River as a flow line from the 5th degree tributary
when the waterways are graded. The watershed exit
is at 41°30’N latitude, 27°41’E longitude and 185
m altitude [11]. Table 1 shows geomorphological
and drainage characteristics of watersheds. The
watershed borders, main stream, land use and vegetation status of are given in Figure 1 and Table 2.
There are three rainfall stations, which includes (one pluviometer and two electronic pluviograph in the both watershed and one runoff measuring watershed is installed at the exit of the watersheds to measure the runoff. At the exit of the watersheds for runoff observations, a 1/5 tapered triangular weir was built. Limnigraph, which is connected with a canal near the construction of the
weir, measures the temporal distribution of the
flow, through the creek bed with the help of the
weir.
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The SWMHMS model to run for simulation include
daily precipitation, monthly data for evapotranspiration determination (average temperature, crop
consumptive coefficients, and percent daylight
hours), and six watershed parameter values. In the
SWMHMS model developed by Allred and Haan
[3] calculations based on daily values. The monthly
values are the sum of the daily estimated values.
Six watershed hydrological parameters that are used
as input data in the model and have an important
parameters in the running method of the model are
as follows.
 Soil Conservation Service (SCS) Curve
Number (0 and 100), %: Available water capacity of soil profile (mm) (This value is the amount of
water between field capacity and wilting point),
!': Specific yield capacity of soil profile (mm)
(This value is the amount of water between field
capacity and total saturation), !: Base flow coefficient (0-1),  : Percolation coefficient (01),  : Initial rainfall coefficient (0-1). The
mathematical expressions of the model are given in
Allred and Haan [3] with detailed.



#;8.)+- ";56.. It is determined using the
procedure developed by the Soil Conversation Service [12]. The three proceeding equations are used
to calculate S, which is the maximum rainfall abstraction possible under given initial soil moisture
conditions.
   16.91 + (   ×) – (0.013792) 


(1)
(0.0001177 × 3)
!& = (1000 / ) – 10 

(2)
!=!&×(("% – %) / "%) 
(3)
Equation (1), described by Smith and Williams [13] is used for determining the SCS curve
number in dry soil which is represents antecedent
condition I.  (Curve Number) is the hydrological
soil cover number found in the standard charts and
indicates the average soil moisture conditions II.
The  used in the model was found type II; however, it is calculated by converting to type I for dry
soils with  Equation (1), !& in Equation (2),
is to keep maximum rain under dry conditions.
"% is the total water capacity of the soil. In other
words, "% equals the sum of the available water
capacity (%) and the specific yield capacity
(!'). Available water (%) is the amount of
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not included in the average when used for the initial
conditions in the model.
Climate data required for running the model;
daily rainfall (mm), the monthly runoff (mm), the
average monthly temperature values (°C), monthly
evapotranspiration coefficient (Ck), the ratio of the
average monthly daytime hours to the average of
possible daytime hours (Cp) values are arranged to
use the model and given Table 3 and Hydrologic
features are given Table 4.

available water in the soil profile at any time. The
value of ! in Equation (3), depends on the conditions of soil moisture. The initial rainfall abstraction
( ) is equal to 0.2 x S, the runoff will not flow
when the rainfall is less than this value. If the precipitation is greater than  , the daily surface
runoff is calculated using the following Equation
(4).
# = (RAINFALL –  ) 2 / (RAINFALL +
(0.8 × !))
(4)
The SWMHMS model has an important input
file in the running of the program for simulation. In
order to calculate the monthly potential evapotranspiration, the percentages of the monthly daytime
hours were calculated by interpolation of the possible daytime hours rates (Cp) at the latitudes where
the watersheds are located. Also, monthly crop
water consumption coefficients (Ck) are determined
for watersheds in accordance with the planting rates
of dominant plants in the Watershed. The observed
average daily precipitation values of both watersheds for long period and the measured monthly
runoff values at the flow station in the downstream
of the watershed were converted to the format used
by the model. The mean values for 24 years
for the years 1983-2006 in the Vize creek watershed and 22 years for the years 1986-2007 in the
Damlıca creek watershed where the model takes the
evaluation for the simulation. The first year data are


%(9,78/,+8
Damlıca CP
Vize CP
Damlıca Ck
Vize Ck

## +;8<- 5;4*-8  Weighted average
surface runoff curve number of the watershed soils
under normal humidity conditions type II is found
and given Table 5.
<)13)*3- '):-8 +)7)+1:> ' Some
physical analyzes of the watershed soils were carried out in the soil samples taken from 15 different
points of the Damlıca creek watershed in 2009,
some physical analyzes of the Vize creek watershed
soils were carried out at 9 different points of the
watershed. These average values for total soil zone
are given in Table 5. Using these values, an average
value of the watershed was calculated by taking
into account the areas covered by the profiles for
the watershed, which is one of the six watershed
parameters required for the model simulation are
given Table 5.

$ 
65:03>,)>:14-06;89)5,+867+659;47:165+6-..1+1-5:96.=):-890-,9
549/8
(4 ,) (7 67 (<
:4
:2 :. !,6 *9
6.68 6.68 8.31 8.96 10.07 10.16 10.29 9.59 8.39 7.72
6.68 6.68 8.31 8.96 10.07 10.16 10.29 9.59 8.39 7.72
0.57 0.65 0.66 0.92
1.11
1.22
1.02
0.43 0.31 0.20
0.46 0.52 0.76 0.94
1.04
1.15
1.07
0.73 0.62 0.45

5;
6.68
6.68
0.34
0.53

,*
6.47
6.47
0.48
0.40

$ 
>,8636/1++0)8)+:-819:1+96.'):-890-,9
%(9,7
8/,+

(9(
)8,7;(9054
,705+

7,( %(9,78/,+ !5022(880-0*(9054
  *3
13  2909:+,3

Damlıca

1982-2006

8.26

Vize

1985-2007

4.64

%(9,78/,+
Damlıca
Vize

:7;,
4:3),7
54+09054

86.4
79.2

min-110
max-258
min-185
max-244

44:(2
(04-(22
33

44:(2
:45--
33

Clay to SandyClay- Loam

711.72

51.55

Clay

556.44

6.25

$ 
#613+0)8)+:-819:1+96.=):-890-,9
!502=54,+,69/
  *3
%
!'
!
33
33
167.64
396.24
0.90
137.16
269.24
0.90
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27.12
32.12
45.00
79.79
81.78
28.95
12.65
10.42
10.89
9.07
15.76
20.08

42.91
35.22
41.04
28.43
22.36
18.99
15.25
14.58
19.09
40.62
52.49
62.84

3.06
5.83
s5.34
0.72
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.14
4.93

33.02
26.19
28.65
23.08
17.48
15.74
9.49
10.15
15.32
28.11
36.00
43.40

3
77.93
63.68
73.34
52.41
42.19
35.38
27.42
26.49
35.60
73.71
92.28
111.29

5.06
8.11
8.99
1.62
2.34
0.65
2.69
1.77
1.19
4.99
3.93
9.98

6.79
9.03
10.27
4.60
1.80
0.39
2.79
0.66
0.61
3.68
1.31
9.61

$
&1?-+8--2=):-890-,)<-8)/-465:03>914;3):1658-9;3:9   
 
 %
!%
"

!
3
48.38
3.29
0.87
19.82
26.57
2.26
47.24
5.26
2.50
23.48
25.59
4.39
49.43
1.48
0.65
44.32
26.69
0.87
41.74
0.22
0.12
56.01
21.66
0.00
41.54
0.06
0.05
33.84
21.26
0.00
43.98
0.52
0.78
26.55
23.63
0.00
21.52
0.05
0.00
10.93
11.02
0.00
14.89
0.00
0.00
8.49
7.45
0.00
29.41
0.22
0.00
9.66
15.84
0.00
51.71
0.79
0.26
16.26
28.83
0.00
80.93
1.54
0.15
19.44
45.15
0.00
69.99
2.12
0.83
14.45
36.94
1.33



#7-+1.1+ (1-3, )7)+1:> #( Theoretically, this amount of water, also called gravity water,
is one of the hydrological data due to the watershed
parameters to be used in the model. The % and
!' watershed hydrological parameters to be used
as input in the model were calculated using field
depth, wilting point and saturation values for each
layer depth and profile for the profiles.
The other 3 hydrological watershed parameters to be used in simulating monthly runoff in the
SWMHMS model are the ! (baseflow seepage
coefficient),   (soil zone percolation
coefficient) and   (initial rainfall abstraction
coefficient) coefficients. The model finds these
coefficients for the watersheds with measured runoff values by optimizing them. In the model these
values are accepted coefficients between 0 and 1.
Modalities are entered by assigning values between
these ratios. It is difficult to find these tree coefficients as stated by (Haan C T Professor, Oklahoma
State University, personal communication, 1998).
However, since the   coefficient is related to
the density of the vegetation cover in the watershed,
it should be close to 1 if the watershed is dense and
close to 0 if the area is naked.


"
20.78
20.77
22.14
19.85
20.22
19.83
10.45
7.45
13.34
22.09
34.25
32.25

"#%$##%## 
In order to apply the SWMHMS model to the
Damlıca and Vize creek watersheds, hydrological
data for the Damlıca and Vize creek Watershed
were simulated.
Using the SWMHMS model, monthly simulation results for the Damlıca and Vize creek watershed were given briefly Table 6 and Table 7 respectively. 
When the distributions of the runoffs on a
monthly basis are examined in Figure 2, the simulated runoffs are close to the measured monthly
runoffs in the Damlıca creek watershed. In Figure
3, this situation is observed in the monthly runoff
simulations between the runoff observed in November, December, January, February and March
and the estimated runoff in the Vize creek watershed. This has been the case in some years when
snowfalls were stored in the watershed these
months, so the model predicted excess runoff when
no model runoff was present. The monthly regression line and equation of the simulated runoffs of
the measured runoff of both watersheds are given in
Figures 4 and 5.
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0.2557 and correlation coefficient value (R²) was
founded 0.8394 for Damlıca creek watershed and y
= 0.4061x – 0.009 and correlation coefficient value
(R²) was founded 0.8377 for Vize creek watershed.
Allred and Hann [3] found that the CREAMS model calculated the mean correlation coefficient for
five watersheds to be 0.74 while the mean correlation coefficient for these watersheds with
SWMHMS model was 0.77. Bakanoğulları [14]
tested the SWMHMS model in the Kumdere experimental watershed, where the mean correlation
coefficient was found to be 0.79. Nemec [15] found
that there is an important relationship between the
observed runoff and the predicted runoff when the
correlation coefficient is greater than 0.60 in hydrologic studies. These results show that SWMHMS
model may be used to simulate monthly runoff and
annual water yield in Damlıca and Vize creek watersheds. It can be applied to an ungagged watersheds.
Also, annual simulated and observed runoff
values and measured precipitation values for both
watershed are showed in Figure 6 and 7. According
to these figures results; Especially, model has estimated excess runoff from observed runoff values
both watershed because of snowfall accumulation
in 1986, 1987, 1988 years., That`s why, this model
could not give good results for watersheds having
snowfall accumulation.

The model has calculated monthly simulated
runoff ( %) using observed monthly precipitation ( ) and observed monthly runoff
(!%). In addition, the model has calculated
monthly evapotranspiration ("), monthly infiltration (), monthly baseflow (! and
monthly interception (") values, which were
estimated from the watershed hydrological parameters for both watersheds. Especially, monthly evapotranspiration (" and monthly infiltration
() values can be applied to an ungagged watersheds to calculate the useful volume of pond.
When the distributions of the runoffs on a monthly
basis are examined in Table 6, the simulated runoffs
are close to the observed monthly runoffs in the
Damlıca creek watershed. In Table 7, this situation
is observed in the monthly runoff simulations between the runoff observed in November, December,
January, February and March and the estimated
runoff in the Vize creek watershed. This has been
the case in some years when snowfalls were stored
in the watershed these months, so the model predicted excess runoff when no model runoff was
present.
The monthly regression line and Equation of
the simulated runoffs of the observed runoff of both
watersheds are given in Figure 2 and 3. In these
figures; the regression equation between the observed and simulated values were y = 1.0642x –

%" 
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Long term observed values of average monthly precipitation, runoff and annual water yield of
the Damlıca watershed were 59.3 mm, 4.30 mm,
and 51.55 mm and the Vize creek watershed were
45.1 mm, 0.52 mm, and 6.21 mm. Using the
SWMHMS model and mentioned methods part six
watershed parameters for each watersheds, the
simulated average monthly runoff and annual water
yield were calculated as 4.28 mm and 51.32 mm for
Damlıca creek watershed and calculated as 1.30
mm and 15.56 mm for Vize creek watershed, respectively. In the SWMHMS model, the  values
of the research watersheds in different regions of
our country should be tested to estimate the watershed water efficiency by changing the hydrological
conditions of the watersheds. Conceptually, it provides fairly reliable results with ease of use, monthly runoffs and minimum watershed data with watershed water yield determined. Using the SWMHMS
simulation model, the potentials of the water resources of the country and territories and their cocurrent runoff curves can be found.
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+<9=FGH::=@=5H98CGD=H5@C:5=B5B$98=75@,B=J9FG=HM%C  #CB;<I5)C58#CB;<I5=GHF=7H5=?CI
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!" "

+<9 A5B5;9A9BH C: <CGD=H5@ K5GH9K5H9F 5B8
A98=75@ K5GH9 =G 5B =ADCFH5BH D5FH C: H<9 7IFF9BH
5B8 :IHIF9 A5B5;9A9BH C: H<9 <CGD=H5@  H =G 5B
=ADCFH5BH ;I5F5BH99 :CF H<9 GIGH5=B56@9 89J9@CD
A9BH GHF5H9;M C: H<9 <CGD=H5@ 97CBCAM 5B8 5B =A
DCFH5BHH5G?H<5H75BBCH69=;BCF986MH<9A5B5;9FG
C:A98=75@5B8<95@H<=BGH=HIH=CB +<=GD5D9F9L5A
=B9G G=HI5H=CB C: A5B5;9A9BH C: <CGD=H5@
K5GH9K5H9F 5B8 A98=75@ K5GH9 =B7@I8=B; H<9 7CA
ACB GCIF79G 5B8 <5B8@=B; 5B8 8=GDCG5@ A9H<C8G 
#57? C: 7@5F=HM <5G A589 GCFH=B; A98=75@ K5GH9
=B9::=7=9BHH<9F96M=B7F95G=B;H<9 JC@IA9C: K5GH9
HF95H98:CFD5H<C;9BGK<=7<=G7CAACB@M8CB96M
=B7=B9F5H=CB  'FC79GG=B; H97<BC@C;M C: <CGD=H5@
K5GH9K5H9F 5B8 A98=75@ K5GH9 5F9 F9J=9K98  +<=G
D5D9F <=;<@=;<HG H<5H H<9 IBB979GG5FM 7@5GG=:=75H=CB
C: K5GH9 5G =B:97H=CIG F9GI@HG =B <=;<9F 8=GDCG5@
7CGHG5B85B=B7F95G9=BIB89G=F56@99BJ=FCBA9BH5@
=AD57HG 






5::97H H<9 5EI5H=7 @=:9 5B8 =B7F95G9 H<9 F=G? HC <I
A5B <95@H< 23  B 89J9@CD=B; 7CIBHF=9G 5@H<CI;<
5BH=6=CH=7GF9G=8I9<5G699B89H97H98=BGIF:5795B8
;FCIB8 K5H9F F9@95G98 :FCA <CGD=H5@ K5GH9K5H9F
7CBG9EI9BH=5@ 5K5F9B9GG <5G BCH 699B 9BCI;< BC
H=7985B85@9FH98F9GD97H56@M 
(I5BH=H=9GC:A98=75@K5GH9G<5J9699B;9B9F
5H98:FCA<CGD=H5@G5B87@=B=7G @H<CI;<H<9F9K5G
@=HH@9 F9@=56@9 =B:CFA5H=CB 56CIH H<9 HCH5@ EI5BH=H=9G
C:A98=75@K5GH9GGCA95FH=7@99J5@I5H98H<9BIA
69F C: A98=75@ K5GH9G ;9B9F5H98 6M 7CIBH=B; H<9=F
A5GG:FCA9J9FM<CGD=H5@698D9F85M23 +<95J9F
5;9 A5GG F5B;98 :FCA   HC  g?; 698 85M 23 
H K5G9GH=A5H98H<5HH<9 K9=;<HC: A98=75@ K5GH9G
DFC8I798 =B CB9 M95F KCI@8 F957< 56CIH  A=@@=CB

HCBG 77CF8=B;HCH<9G9GH5H=GH=7GACF9H<5B
C: H<9G9 K5GH9G K9F9 ;@5GG 6CHH@9G  #=?9K=G9 D9B=
7=@@=B 6CHH@9G 577CIBH :CF   C: H<9 K5GH9 ;@5GG
6CHH@9G 
+<9F9 K5G <95J=@M @57? C: H<9 89H5=@98 =B:CF
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are many methods to treat eutrophication of water
bodies, such as chemical dosage, dilution and washing, dredging, bottom aeration, and more. Unfortunately, these methods destroy the original aquatic
plants and benthic communities, resulting in species
reduction, decline in water self-purification capacity, high engineering costs, difficult to dispose of
sediment, and secondary pollution [1, 5-7]. Aquatic
plants play a regulatory role in the circulation and
transmission of materials and energy in ecosystems
and play a biological monitoring role in water
quality. They also have good purification effects
and unique economic benefits [5]. Nitrogen in the
form of nitrate is absorbed and transformed by
aquatic plant roots, stored in vacuoles, or further
transferred to vacuoles in leaves, mainly playing a
role in osmosis and regulation. The first step is the
reduction of nitrate to nitrite by nitrate reductase in
the cytoplasm. The second step is to reduce nitrite
to ammonium, catalyzed by nitrite reductase in the
chloroplast or root. In the process of absorption and
assimilation, plants use inorganic phosphorus to
synthesize deoxynucleotides, deoxyribonucleotides,
ATP and other organic compounds. Phosphorus in
sewage is directly absorbed by aquatic plant roots.
Submerged plants absorb nutrients through their
roots. The stems and leaves of emergent plants and
phytoplankton are underwater, allowing them to
absorb nutrients from the surrounding aquatic environment. Aquatic plants can absorb nutrients and
grow naturally, and at the same time, remove nitrogen and phosphorusfrom the water. Therefore, in
recent years, the introduction of exotic aquatic
plants to purify water bodies has attracted increasing attention and achieved interesting results. 
! !""" (Mart.) Solms has been used to
purify wastewater which led to an increase in the
contents of nitrogen and phosphorus in plant tissues
by 2.9% and 6.7%, respectively, after 7 days [8]. It
was found that the rate of nitrogen and phosphorus
removal in water depended on the ratio of their

In this study, !#'$ !"$ L.,
'!'$ %!##$ L., # %
(Bl.) DC., and '!#' %$!" were selected
to treat wastewater with the goal of reducing its
nitrogen and phosphorus content. Overall, each of
the four selected aquatic plants efficiently remove
total phosphorus (TP) and total nitrogen (TN) in
sewage. However, the alkaline environment of
wastewater (pH 8.7-9.5) is not suitable for growing
'!#' %$!". The TP concentration of the
test sewage treated by !#'$!"$ L.,
'!'$ %!##$ L., # %
 (Bl.) DC., and '!#' %$!" meets the
standard of surface water type I or II from surface
water type IV. However, the TN concentration of
the test sewage treated by these four plant species
did not reach the standard of surface water type II.
High concentrations of TP and TN could have a
negative impact on the aquatic plant purification
effect, and aquatic plants were more suitable for
treating wastewater with lower concentration of TP
and TN.


(&!"
Aquatic plant purification, Wastewater treatment, Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Removal rate

#!$#

In recent years, due to the rapid population
growth and the acceleration of industrialization and
urbanization in the world, the discharge of nitrogen
and phosphorus to water bodies is increasing day by
day, which aggravates their eutrophication [1-4].
The frequent outbreak of cyanobacterial bloom has
brought tremendous pressure on water resources
management and utilization [1-3]. At present, there
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Dayan River near Yangtze Normal University,
Fuling District of Chongqing, China. The experimental period was 35 days. The pH and the concentration of TN and TP in water samples were measured every 7 days. The pH in sewage was measured
using a glass electrode pH meter (PHS-3C, Shanghai Lida Instrument Factory, Shanghai, China). TN
and TP contents in sewage were measured by the
ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer (UV-5100,
Shanghai Metash Instrument Co., Ltd., China) [1820]. The fresh weight of experimental plants was
measured according to previously reported methods
on days 0 and 35 [21].
The results were reported as the mean ± SD of
triplicate determinations in water samples. All statistical analyses were conducted using the SPSS
statistical package (SPSS 16.0; IBM, USA).

concentrations in water and plant tissues [8, 9]. Zhu
et al. used an aquatic plant system to treat the
wastewater from Beijing Zoo, which led to a significant improvement of its quality, thetotal nitrogen
(TN) and total phosphorus (TP) contents being
reduced by 58% and 38%, respectively [10]. Others
compared the removal efficiency of organic matter,
nitrogen and phosphorus by !#" $"
(Cav.) Trin. ex Steud, ' !#" Presl, !"
"$!$" L., and !$"$" Vahl [11, 12].
The results showed that '!#" Presl had
the highest removal efficiency of organic matter
and TN, and !" "$!$" L. had the highest
removal efficiency of TP [11, 12]. The relative
efficiency of the nitrogen removal rate of 7 plant
species was Azolla imbricate (Roxb) Nakai > Sagittaria trifolia var.sinensis. > #!#! &
!" (Mart.) Griseb. > Potamogeton crispus L. >
!#'$ !"$ L. > ( #
(Griseb.) Stapf > ! "" Roxb. [13, 14].
In addition, !#'$ !"$ L., Elodea
nuttallii and Vallisneria natans (Lour.) Hara were
shown to have good purifiying polluted water bodies. The NH4+-N and TN contents were reduced
from 1.10-1.30 mg/L and 3.70-4.60 mg/L to 0.100.15 mg/L and 0.71-1.02 mg/L, respectively, while
PO43- and TP contents were reduced from 0.0600.080 mg/L and 0.450-0.470 mg/L to 0.014-0.018
mg/L and 0.030-0.071 mg/L, respectively [15].
There are many kinds of aquatic plants, but
only a few dozen have been successfully used to
treat wastewater to reduce nitrogen and phosphorus
content [9, 16, 17]. However, many aquatic plants
require further study [9, 16]. !#'$!
"$ L., '!'$ %!##$ L., #
% (Bl.) DC. and '!#' %$!" are
four common perennial aquatic plant species. In
this context, our study aimed to determine the removal rate of TN and TP from sewage four aquatic
plants and to explore more effective kinds of aquatic plants to absorb nitrogen and phosphorus in sewage.

$!
@8.:25.6<*4-.;206*6-84*6<84*,.5.6<
!"$#""$""

Our results showed that !#'$ 
!"$ L. displayed the greatest weight gain
(76.8%) followed by # % (Bl.) DC.
(56.0%) (Table 1). '!'$ %!##$ L.
had a weight gain of only 8.0% while '!#'
%$!" had a small number of plant deaths resulting in an overall negative growth rate of -2.2%
(Table 1). Among the four aquatic plants species,
the whole plant length of !#'$!"$
L. changed the most. At the end of the experiment,
the whole plant length of the !#'$!
"$ L. was nearly 1.5 times of the initial length,
while the whole plant length of other three plants
species showed little change. The pH of the sewage
was 8.7-9.5 and changed little during the experiment. The alkaline environment affected the growth
of '!#'%$!" indicating that'!#'
%$!" is not suitable to treat wastewater (pH 8.79.5) containing nitrogen and phosphorus.
All four aquatic plants that we tested were actively removing TP from sewage and the concentration of TP generally decreased with time (Fig. 2).
The TP removal rate was the fastest in the first
week and the TP concentration reached a minimum
level (between 0.03-0.09 mg/L) after three weeks
(Fig. 2). The relative TP removal capacity of the
four aquatic plants tested was: !#'$ 

#!"#" 
Seedlings of four common aquatic plant species (!#'$ !"$ L., '!'$
%!##$ L., # % (Bl.) DC. and
'!#' %$!") were rinsed with deionized
water, and were cultured under starvation for a
week. Specifically, the highly viable plants with
identical morphology were selected among each of
these plant species to carry out experiments. The
experimental aquatic plants were cultivated at room
temperature (20°C-30°C) under natural ventilation
(Fig. 1). Three parallel experiments were conducted
for each plant species. Also, there were three
groups on non-aquatic plants as controls. The sewage used in the experiment was taken from the
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!"$ L. > # % (Bl.) DC. >
'!'$ %!##$ L. > '!#' %$
!" (Fig. 2). At the start of the experiment, the TP
concentration of the test sewage was standard class
IV. Upon treatment with '!'$ %!#
#$ L., # % (Bl.) DC. and '!
#' %$!" the TP concentration reached the
standard of surface water type II by the end of the
experiment [22]. The TP concentration of the test
sewage treated by !#'$ !"$ L.
reached the standard of surface water type I after
the experiment [22]. !#'$ !"$ L.
and # % (Bl.) DC. were able to remove over 90% of TP from the sewage. Among the
four plant species,!#'$!"$ L. was
most active in removing TP from the sewage
(94.9%). However, !#'$ !"$ L.
was a little less active in removing TP from sewage
than was reported for  $#" [3, 23].
On the other hand, !#'$ !"$ L.,
'!'$ %!##$ L., # %
(Bl.) DC. and '!#' %$!" were all more
efficient in removing TP from sewage than 
!!""", "#"#!##", $%
#$, and sp. in sewage with 60.85 mg/L
and 82.77 mg/L TP [9].
The four aquatic plants that we tested were
equally effective in TN removal during the first
week (Fig. 3). After two weeks of treatment,

'!'$ %!##$ L. was less effective
than the other three plant species (Fig. 3). The test
sewage treated by !#'$ !"$ L.,
#% (Bl.) DC. and '!#'%$
!" reached the TN concentration standard of
surface water type IV from surface water type Inferior V at the end of the experiment [22]. The Test
sewage treated by '!'$ %!##$ L.
remained at Inferior V at the end of the experiment
[22]. !#'$!"$ L., #%
 (Bl.) DC. and'!#'%$!" all removed
similar amounts of TN (86.0%, 86.3%, and 86.3%,
respectively), which was more than '!'$
%!##$ L. (63.5%). However, !#'$
!"$ L., '!'$ %!##$ L., 
#% (Bl.) DC. and'!#'%$!"
were all more active in removing TN from sewage
than ! !""", "# "#!##", 
$ %#$, and  sp. in sewage with
the initial concentration of TN (125.71 mg/L and
151.67 mg/L) [9]. It showed that high initial concentrations of TP and TN in sewage could have a
negative impact on aquatic plant purification efficiency. Aquatic plants could be more suitable for
treating wastewater with lower initial concentration
of TP and TN, which would be in agreement with
the results from previous studies [9, 24, 25, 26].


#
#1./:.;1?.201<7/.@8.:25.6<*484*6<;*<-*A*6--*A 

Plant species
!#'$!"$ L.
'!'$%!##$ L.
#% (Bl.) DC.
'!#'%$!"

Fresh weight (g), 0 day
12.3±0.1
12.1±0.1
12.2±0.2
12.0±0.1

Fresh weight (g), 35 day
21.8±0.7
13.1±0.3
19.0±0.7
11.8±0.6

Increasing rate (%)
76.8
8.0
56.0
-2.2

$!
!.57>*47/<7<*4817;817:=;26;.?*0.+A/7=:*9=*<2,84*6<;8.,2.;



(A:!#'$!"$ L.; B: '!'$%!##$ L.; C: #% (Bl.) DC.; D:'!#'%$!").
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(A:!#'$!"$ L.; B: '!'$%!##$ L.; C: #% (Bl.) DC.; D:'!#'%$!").

$"
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We studied the removal of TN and TP from
the sewage of the Dayan River near Yangtze Normal University by !#'$ !"$ L.,
'!'$ %!##$ L., # %
(Bl.) DC. and'!#'%$!". !#'$
!"$ L., '!'$ %!##$ L. and
# % (Bl.) DC. each grew well in
alkaline sewage. However, the alkaline environment of the sewage inhibited the growth of '!
#'%$!". Test sewage treated by !#'
$ !"$ L., '!'$ %!##$ L.,
#% (Bl.) DC. and '!#'%$
!" met the TP concentration standard of surface
water type I or II at the end of the experiment,
which are all acceptable for drinking water, but did
not reach the TN concentration standard of surface
water type II. It is likely, that the high concentrations of TP and TN in the sewage at the beginning
of the experiment had a negative impact on sewage
purification, and aquatic plants may be more suitable for treating wastewater with lower initial concentration of TP and TN.
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typical large-scale, low-permeability tight sandstone reservoir [9-11].
The study area is located in the southern part
of the Panlong Oilfield in the eastern part of the Ordos Basin (Fig. 1). In this area, the Upper Chang
4+5 and Chang 6 oil-bearing formations of the Upper Triassic Yanchang Formation are the main developmental strata, but the study on the reservoir
physical factors of these strata is currently very
weak. The Chang 4+5 and Chang 6 members of this
area are the delta plain and the frontal facies sediments [10-11]. The sand bodies in the overwater and
underwater distributary channels are very developed, and these sand bodies are the target reservoirs.

In this paper, taking the Triassic Chang 4+5
and Chang 6 members in the southern Panlong Oilfield, eastern Ordos Basin, China as an example, we
have conducted an in-depth study on the sedimentology, petrology, physical properties and pore
structure of tight sandstone reservoirs, using a large
number of cores, cast thin sections, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and physical
property test results. The results show that the lithology of the tight sandstone in the target layer is
mainly fine-grained and fine-medium-grained feldspar sandstone, and the interstitial materials are
mainly composed of turbidite, chlorite and calcite.
The study tight sandstones are low-porosity-extralow- permeability and ultra-low-porosity-extralow-permeability reservoirs; their pore structure is
dominated by fine throat and micro-throat, followed
by middle throat; meanwhile, their pore types are
mainly intergranular pores and dissolution pores.
The physical properties of the tight sandstone reservoir are affected by sedimentary facies, diagenesis
and tectonic activities in the later stages of diagenesis. Among them, sedimentary facies and diagenesis
are the two most important factors.
%$ 
Ordos Basin, Panlong Oilfield, tight sandstone reservoir,
physical properties, influencing factors
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The study area is located in the southern part of the
Panlong Oilfield in the eastern part of the Ordos Basin,
China.

The Ordos Basin is the second largest petroliferous basin in China [1-4]. At present, several sets
of hydrocarbon-bearing strata have been discovered
in the Ordos Basin [3-6]. The Triassic Yanchang
Formation has the most abundant petroleum resources, and it is subdivided into 10 oil-bearing formations of Chang 1-Chang 10 members from top to
bottom [7-8]. The Yanchang Formation is a lacustrine delta sedimentary system, which develops a

In this paper, taking the Triassic Chang 4+5
and Chang 6 members in the southern Panlong Oilfield, eastern Ordos Basin, China as an example, we
have conducted an in-depth study on the sedimentology, petrology, physical properties and pore
structure of tight sandstone reservoirs, using a large
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The content of quartz is between 21% and 25%,
with an average value of 22.7%. The content of rock
debris is between 6% and 8% with an average value
of 6.8%. The content of mica is between 2% and
6%, with an average value of 4.1%.
The debris composition of the Chang 6 sandstone reservoir is still dominated by feldspar, followed by quartz and mica. The average content of
feldspar, quartz and mica was 50.2%, 22.5% and
6.5%, respectively. The average value of rock debris content is 9.2%, which is relatively higher than
the rock debris content in the Chang 4+5 member.

31436.7.32 (-&5&(7*5.67.(6 3+ .27*567.7.&0
1&7*5.&06The interstitial content of the Chang 4+5
sandstone is between 7% and 13%, with an average
value of 10%. The interstitials are mainly calcite
and chlorite films, followed by siliceous cement and
hydromica, which account for 21.5%, 55.6%, 1%
and 9.9% of the total interstitial, respectively. In addition, there are some kaolinite interstitials in the
rock, but the content is relatively small, accounting
for about 2.2% of the total amount of interstitials.
According to the observation of the thin sections, the interstitials of the Chang 6 member sandstone are mainly turbidite, chlorite and calcite (including iron calcite), followed by siliceous, feldspar
and hydromica. The average content of the interstitials was 11.25%.
The interstitial of the target layer is mainly cement, and the content of the matrix is small, which
indicates that the structure maturity is high. The debris particles are sub-circular to sub-angular, and
the sorting is medium to good, particle support, line
contact or point-line contact, and the cementation
type is pore type or film-pore type.

number of cores, cast thin sections, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and physical
property test results. This study has certain reference value for the exploration of tight sandstone reservoirs in similar areas.


! ! 
The study area is located in the southern part
of the Panlong Oilfield in the eastern part of the Ordos Basin. The structure of this area is simple and
the terrain is gentle, and the structural undulation of
the stratum per 1 km plane distance is less than 10
m. In this paper, we have conducted a systematic
core observation on the Chang 4+5 and Chang 6
members of 4 wells in the study area, and the buried
depth of the cores is distributed between 750 m and
900 m.
The experimental analysis included porosity,
permeability, cast thin sections, scanning electron
microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis. There
were a total of 103 groups of tight sandstone samples. Rock porosity and permeability can reflect the
connectivity of the pores inside the rock and the
quality of the reservoir. The analytical instrument
for this test is the CMS-300 overburden tester. The
analysis of the cast thin sections was used to determine the mineral composition and content, and the
test instrument was a UB200i type polarizing microscope. Meanwhile, the microstructure of the rock
was observed in detail by scanning electron microscopy using a QUANTA 400 scanning electron microscope. The X-ray diffraction experiment was
used to determine the type and content of clay minerals in sandstone using a D8FOCUS type-X-ray
diffractometer.


 "! 
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According to the results of lithology observation
and thin section identification, the lithology of the
Chang 4+5 and Chang 6 members of the Triassic
Yanchang Formation in this area is mainly a set of
light gray fine-grained, fine-medium-grained and
medium-grained feldspar sandstones, and lithic
feldspathic sandstone, followed by the fine sandstone and siltstone. Fine sandstone and siltstone account for a small proportion of the entire formation
sandstone and do not have reservoir properties. 
The debris content in the Chang 4+5 sandstone
reservoirs generally accounts for 80% to 90%. The
debris components are mainly feldspar, followed by
quartz, rock debris and mica, which have the characteristics of low compositional maturity. The content of feldspar is between 45% and 57%, with an
average value of 54%. Kaolinization generally occurred on the surface of feldspar minerals [12-13].

-<6.(&04534*57.*63+5*6*593.56According
to the test data of 103 sets of rock samples in 4
wells, the minimum porosity of the Chang 4+5 oil
layer is 1.2%, the maximum value is 10.3%, and the
average value is 6.1%. Samples with a porosity
greater than 8% accounted for 48.3% of the total
sample. The permeability is between 0.06 and 8.36
× 10-3 μm2 and the average value is 1.24 × 10-3 μm2.
Samples with a permeability greater than 0.3 × 10-3
μm2 accounted for 50% of the total number of samples (Fig. 2).
The minimum porosity of the Chang 6 oil layer
is 1.16%, the maximum value is 13.3%, and the average value is 7.0%. Samples with a porosity greater
than 8% accounted for 55% of the total sample. The
permeability is between 0.06 and 8.48 × 10-3 m2, the
average value is 1.28 × 10-3 m2, and the sample having a permeability greater than 0.3 × 10-3 m2 accounted for 60.4% of the total number of samples
(Fig. 2).
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.675.'87.32(-&5&(7*5.67.(63+435*7<4*6.27.,-76&2)6732*63+7-*7&5,*70&<*5
&(*5&7*&2)435*7<4*According to the observation results of the thin sections and scanning
electron microscopy, the pore types of the Chang
4+5 and Chang 6 sandstone reservoirs in the study
area include intergranular pores, dissolution pores
and fractures, among which intergranular pores and
dissolution pores are dominant (Fig. 3).
The average face ratio of the Chang 4+5 reservoir is 5.3%. The pore type is mainly composed of
intergranular pores and turbidite dissolution pores,
followed by feldspar dissolution pores and lithic
dissolution pores. Among them, the ratio of intergranular pores is 2.5%, which accounts for 47.2%
of the total face rate; the proportion of turbidite dissolution pores is 1.8%, which accounts for 34.0% of
the total face rate; the proportion of feldspar dissolution pores is 0.6%, which accounts for 11.3% of
the total face rate; the proportion of rock debris dissolution pores is 0.4%, which accounts for 7.6% of
the total face rate (Fig. 3). The average pore diameter of the pores in the Chang 4+5 member is
55.3 μm.
The average face ratio of the Chang 6 reservoir
is 4.5%. The pore type is mainly composed of intergranular pores and turbidite dissolution pores, followed by feldspar dissolution pores and lithic dissolution pores. Among them, the ratio of intergranular
pores is 1.9%, which accounts for 42.2% of the total
face rate; the proportion of turbidite dissolution
pores is 1.4%, which accounts for 31.1% of the total
face rate; the proportion of feldspar dissolution

pores is 0.9%, which accounts for 20.0% of the total
face rate; the proportion of rock debris dissolution
pores is 0.3%, which accounts for 6.7% of the total
face rate (Fig. 3). The average pore diameter of the
pores in the Chang 6 member is 53.0 μm.
.675.'87.32 &2) (31'.2&7.32 (-&5&(7*5.6
7.(63+435*7-53&7The pore size distribution of the
Chang 4+5 sandstone reservoir is between 15 and
85 μm, and the average value is 55.3 μm. The Chang
4+5 reservoirs are dominated by small and medium
pores, of which 51.3% are small pores and 48.7%
are mesopores (Fig. 4). 
The pore size distribution of the Chang 6 sandstone reservoir is between 25 and 70 μm, and the
average value is 53.0 μm. The Chang 6 reservoirs
are also dominated by small pores, of which 52.6%
are small pores and 47.4% are mesopores (Fig. 4).
The pore throat types of the Chang 4+5 and
Chang 6 sandstone reservoirs are mainly thin throat
and fine throat, followed by the middle throat (Fig.
4). Among them, the volume of the thin throats of
the Chang 4+5 member throats accounted for 56.7%
of the total pore volume, the fine throats accounts
for 26.7%, and the sum of the fine throats and the
fine throats reaches 83.3%. The volume of the thin
throats of the Chang 6 member throats is 39.1% of
the total pore volume, the fine throats is 36.1%, and
the sum of the thin throats and the fine throats
reaches 75.2%.
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*0&7.326-.4'*7:**25*6*593.553(/)*'5.6&2)1&75.;(327*27&2)4-<6.(&04534*57.*6
There is a relatively good positive correlation
between the porosity and permeability of the Chang
4+5 and Chang 6 reservoirs in this area. This indicates that the sedimentary environment of the sand
body studied is the most important factor affecting
the physical properties of the reservoir.

++*(7 3+ 1&7*5.&0 (31436.7.32 32 4-<6.(&0
4534*57.*6 The analysis of the cast thin sections
and physical properties of the Chang 4+5 and Chang
6 sandstone reservoirs shows that when the content
of debris such as quartz and feldspar increases, the
intergranular pores in the rock are more developed.
At this time, the rock porosity and permeability tend
to get better. However, as the content of rock debris,
biotite and matrix increases, the porosity and permeability of the rock tend to deteriorate (Fig. 5). 
The carbonate content in sandstone is negatively correlated with reservoir porosity and permeability (Fig. 6). When the calcium content increases,
the porosity and permeability generally decrease.
Especially when the calcium content is more than
6.0%, the rock permeability is generally less than
1.0 × 10-3 μm2, and the rock porosity is generally
less than 12%.

Therefore, the pore throat combination of the
Chang 4+5 membert and the Chang 6 membert reservoir includes a medium pore-thin throat type and
a small pore -micro throat type.


 " 
!"! 
 #% ! 

++*(73+6*).1*27&5<1.(53+&(.*6325*6*5
93.54-<6.(&04534*57.*6The control effect of sedimentary microfacies is mainly reflected by the control of the sand body type and its porosity-permeability characteristics [13-17]. The hydrodynamic
conditions of different sedimentary environments
are different, and the diagenetic evolution characteristics are also different [15-19]. Therefore, the
formed sand body has certain differences in composition, particle size, sorting property, matrix content
and combination type of sand body [20-23]. These
differences make different sedimentary microfacies
sand bodies have different physical and reservoir
properties [24-25]. The study in this paper shows
that the physical properties of the distributary channel sand bodies are significantly better than those of
other microfacies. 
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The compaction of the Chang 4+5 and Chang 6
sandstone reservoirs in this area during diagenesis
is stronger than that of shallow buried sandstones.
The mechanical compaction causes the particles to
be aligned and in close contact, and the biotite is
oriented along the long axis to form a obvious compacted oriented structure [26-28]. Chemical compaction is manifested in the close packing of debris
particles, which mainly occurs in medium to high
(3-7%) sandstone, and in coarser sandstones where
carbonate cements and chlorite/illite linings are not
developed. Chemical compaction is often characterized by the enrichment of mica fragments in the
compacted layer, and the biotite is muddled into
dark brown clay (Fig. 7a-b), which reduces the
physical properties of the sandstone reservoir
[29-30].
In addition, the dissolution of the Chang 4+5
and Chang 6 reservoirs in this area is also very significant. And the dissolution is mainly manifested
by intragranular dissolution of feldspar and turbidite. The dissolution formed a large number of intragranular and intergranular dissolution pores, which
improved the physical properties of sandstone reservoirs and facilitated the storage and migration of
oil and gas (Fig. 7c-f).
The common cements in the Chang 4+5 and
Chang 6 sandstone reservoirs in this area are clay,
carbonate rock and siliceous cement. Clay minerals
are mainly chlorite particle-lined cementation and
its pore cementation. Carbonate cements include
calcite, dolomite and siderite. Silica cement is
mainly produced as a self-generated quartz (Fig. 7gh). The chlorite film can effectively protects the
pores, while the carbonate cementation reduces the
porosity of the rock.
++*(763+0&7*+5&(785*6324-<6.(&04534*5
7.*6In the later stage of diagenesis, due to the influence of tectonic activities, fractures were formed
in some layers of the target layer of the study area.

Usually, fractures can improve the physical properties of the reservoir [31-33]. The fractures cut the
sandstone reservoir in the longitudinal direction and
connects the adjacent two reservoir sand bodies,
which become a favorable channel for longitudinal
migration of oil and gas. The fracture of the same
horizon can be used as a favorable transport system
for lateral migration of oil and gas, and the region
where the fracture develops can usually be used as
a favorable place for reservoir oil and gas. The production practices in the study area also demonstrate
that the oil and gas production in the fracture development zone is high. However, during the water injection development process, the injected water
tends to flow along the fractures and cause flooding. 
According to the research in this paper, we
found that the physical properties of the tight sandstone reservoir are affected by sedimentary facies,
diagenesis and tectonic activities in the later stages
of diagenesis. Among them, sedimentary facies and
diagenesis are the two most important factors.


"  

(1) The tight sandstone reservoirs in the Yanchang Formation are mainly fine-grained and finemedium-grained feldspar sandstones. The pore
types are mainly intergranular pores and dissolution
pores. The pore cementation mode is pore cementation or thin-film-pore cementation. For cements, the
Chang 4+5 member are mainly calcite and chlorite
films, and the Chang 6 member are mainly turbidite,
chlorite and calcite.
(2) The study tight sandstones in the Yanchang
Formation are low-porosity-extra-low-permeability
and ultra-low-porosity-extra-low-permeability reservoirs; their pore structure is dominated by fine
throat and micro-throat, followed by middle throat;
meanwhile, their pore types are mainly intergranular pores and dissolution pores.
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.(536(34.(.1&,*63+7.,-76&2)6732*5*6*593.56.27-*7&5,*70&<*53+7-*678)<&5*&
Notes: (a) F155 well, Chang 4+5 member, claying of biotite, ×100; (b) F158 well, 872.67 m, Chang 6 member, claying of
biotite, ×100; (c) F155 well, Chang 4+5 member, isolated distributed pore system of a combination of intergranular pores and
feldspar dissolution pores, ×100; (d) F155 well, Chang 6 member, strongly eroded turbidites form a large number of turbidite
zeolite pores, ×100; (e) F158 well, Chang 4+5 member, secondary pore formed by dissolved feldspar; (f) P3324 well, Chang
6 member, secondary pore formed by erosion of debris; (g) F155 well, Chang 4+5 member, quartz overgrowth, and chlorite
and authigenic quartz are distributed around the intergranular pores; (h) P3257 well, Chang 6 member, illite, authigenic quartz
and a small amount of chlorite distributed around the intergranular pores.
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(3) The physical properties of tight sandstone
reservoirs are affected by sedimentary facies, mineral composition, diagenesis and later fractures.
Among them, the compaction reduces the partial
porosity and permeability of the sandstone reservoir, and the dissolution improves the physical
properties of the reservoir, while the cementation
plays a different role in different diagenetic stages.
As the content of quartz and feldspar debris increases, rock porosity and permeability tend to get
better. However, as the content of rock debris, biotite and matrix increases, the porosity and permeability of the rock tend to become poor.
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In this study, some physical, biochemical and
antioxidative properties and mineral compositions of
the newly developed six grape varieties (Saruhanbey, Manisa Sultanı, Sultan 1, Sultan 7, Altın
Sultani and Kişmiş as control) and selected seven
clones (Osmanca 39, Razakı 6, Pembe Gemre 9, Ipek
4, Çal Karası 1-2-10) were determined. Total phenolic content and flavonoid ranged from 128 to 1501
mg/100 g and 38 to 544 mg/100 g in DW, respectively. Expectedly, their amounts in the seeded grape
samples were higher than seedless samples. The
highest values were observed in the İpek 4 and the
lowest in the Manisa Sultanı and Sultan 7, respectively. Pembe Gemre 9 had the lowest anthocyanin
content with 9.27 mg/100 g among all samples. The
vitamin C changed between 21.34 and 63.21 mg/100
g in the samples. The differences between the samples with respect to DPPH and ABTS inhibitions,
TEAC and EC50 values were statistically significant.
İpek 4 and Çal Karası 1-2-10 clones indicated the
higher antioxidant activity than others. The N, P, K,
Ca and Mg minerals were the most abundant elements in all investigated grape samples.



consumer demands and more resistant to diseases
and pests.
The quality of grapes mostly relate to their metabolites that production of these particularly responsive to exterior conditions. These are sugars, organic
acids, minerals, vitamins and secondary metabolites
such as polyphenols, alkaloids, terpenes, volatile
oils, sterols, saponins [2]. The pH, acidity and soluble solid values of grapes mainly effects to taste balance, which is between the most important parameters for consumer perceptions. Additionally, physical properties as texture, color and size of grapes also
influence for the product preferability. Consumer behaviors regarding with more healthy foods have increased depending on the food sector developing for
the last years. It is reported that consumption of fresh
grape or grape based products ensures benefits related to health particularly thanks to being of antioxidant and polyphenolic compounds [3].
Grapes includes large amount of polyphenols
such as phenolic acids, flavan-3-ols, flavonols, anthocyanins and stilbenes. Many authors have reported that these polyphenols particularly flavonoids
have important antioxidant activity. They have cardio protective, antianflammatory, anticarcinogenic,
antiviral and antibacterial effects for human health
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The phenolic antioxidants
have preventing effects to free radical damage in human body and help to maintaining health and continuing well-being. Moreover, it is reported that the
need for them is more essential depending on increasing exposure to free radicals [4].
One of the most important components of
bones and teeth in the body are minerals. They are
essential matters for equilibrating the osmotic pressure of intra- and extracellular fluids and cell activities. Additionally, there are many relations among
minerals, vitamins, hormone and enzyme activities
in the human body [13]. The grapes are also an important source for minerals. Especially, they are richness in terms of K and Mg. At the same time, grapes
and grape products may also include minerals such
as Ca, Na, P, Fe, Cu, Mn, Zn, B, Co, Se Sr, Rb and
Li [14, 15].

)' "#
Grapes, phenolic, antioxidant, anthocyanin, vitamin C,
minerals
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Turkey is one of the most important grape
grower country in the world. It has 416.907 ha vineyards and produces 4.2 million metric tons grapes
according to FAO 2017 data [1]. Additionally, as the
vine has been cultivated for many years, Anatolia
has an important variety and type richness. In the recent years, clonal selection and hybridization studies
to develop new grape varieties and clones have increased in Turkey. These studies are focused on the
development of grape varieties and clones that are
both commercially valuable and more resistant to
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Na2CO3) was added to the tube after 3 min. The solution was shaken for mixing and incubated at room
temperature (24±1°C) for 30 min. After incubation,
the solution absorbance was measured by using
Thermo scientific, Multiskango spectrophotometer
(Finland) at 760 nm. As the standard, gallic acid that
5-50 mg/L standard concentrations were used for the
calibration curve was used. The results were expressed as mg gallic acid equivalent (GAE) in the
100 g dry weight (DW). 
To determine the total flavonoids of the samples were used the aluminum chloride method [19].
Firstly, 1 mL sample extract was diluted with 4 mL
distilled water and then, 0.3 mL 5 % NaNO2 was
added on. After 5 min, 0.3 mL 10 % AlCl3 was
added. 2 mL 1 M NaOH was added to the mixing
after 6 min and total volume was adjusted to 10 mL
with distilled water. The solution absorbance was
read against to blank sample at 510 nm using the
spectrophotometer. The results were indicated as mg
(+)-catechin equivalent (CE) in the 100 g DW.

/</:637+<387 80 68786/:3- +7<28-@+737
The pH differential method was used to determine
Total monomeric anthocyanin content of the samples [20]. Firstly, grape samples were extracted in
the 80 % acidic methanol (0.1 % HCl) using ultra
turrax (Ika, T 25 homogenizer) and the obtained extract pH values were adjusted to 1.0 (with 0.025 M
potassium chloride buffer) and 4.5 (with 0.4 M sodium acetate buffer). Absorbance was read at 520
and 700 nm, by using the spectrophotometer.
The absorbance values were calculated according to below equation; (A: absorbance; MW (molecule weight): 493.5 g/mol; ɛ (molar absorptivity):
28,000). The results were expressed mg malvidin 3O-glucoside in the 100 g DW.
A=(A520-A700)pH1.0-(A520-A700)pH4.5
Anthocyanin = (A.MW.Df.1000)/(ε.l)

/</:637+<387 80 >3<+637  The vitamin C
analysis were performed according to principle of reduced of 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol by ascorbic
acid [13]. Firstly, grape samples were crushed and
pressed manually and then grape juice were obtained
by filtering. 50 mL 6 % meta-phosphoric acid was
added on the 50 mL pressed grape juice and was
mixed. Then, 10 mL mixed solution were taken and
adjusted to 250 mL with 6 % meta-phosphoric acid.
5 mL acetate tampon and 1 mL 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol solution were added to 5 mL of this diluted sample solution and blank sample. To obtain
the acetate tampon, 300 g CH3COONa was dissolved in 700 mL water and 1000 mL glacial acetic
acid added on. For 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol
solution, 25 mg of 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol sodium salt was dissolved in the 200 mL distilled water. Then, 10 mL xylene was transferred to sample
and blank sample tubes and mixed. The pink xylene
layer separated from centrifuged tubes. The sample

To main objective of the current study is to find
out the some physical, biochemical and antioxidative
properties and mineral compositions of the newly
developed grape varieties and selected clones that
were registered by Manisa Viticulture Research Institute in Turkey. The investigated six varieties and
seven clones were selected from the Institute vineyards.
$"#$ #

:+9/#+695/;The new developed six grape
(      L.) varieties [Saruhanbey (SB), Manisa Sultanı (MS), Sultan 1 (S1), Sultan 7 (S7), Altın
Sultani (AS) and Kişmiş (KS)] and seven selected
clones [Osmanca 39 (O39), Razakı 6 (R6), Pembe
Gemre 9 (PG9), İpek 4 (I4), Çal Karası 1-2-10 (CK12-10)] were chosen as material. KS was used in this
work since it was thought that it could be had high
potential in the Manisa location. The grape samples
picked out from Manisa Viticulture Research Institute vineyards for 2014 and 2015 seasons. For each
variety and clone, six homogeneous vines were selected and for each cluster, totally five berries were
taken. Two berries were handled from top and medium of cluster and one berry from lower part in order to sampling.

/</:637+<387 80 92@;38-2/63-+5 9+:+6/
</:; The soluble solid values (SS) of the samples
were measured by a portable refractometer (Hanna
HI 96801, USA). The sample titratable acidity (TA)
were determined to titration of the 10 mL grape
juice. For this, samples were titrated until achieving
pH 8.2 with 0.1 N NaOH. Results were expressed g
tartaric acid in the liter and TA was determined according to Muñoz-Robredo . [16]. A calibrated
pH meter (Sartorius Docu-pH meter, Germany) was
used to measure the pH values. Taste balance
(Brix/acidity) was calculated as the ratio between SS
(brix) and TA (percentage).

/</:637+<38780-858:9:89/:<3/;To measure the grape color parameters of the grapes were
used CR 300 Minolta Chroma meter (Japan). 
(lightness),  (redness),  (yellowness),  
and  values were measured by chrome meter and
Color Index of Red Grapes (CIRG = (180-h) /
(L*+C*)) was calculated according to Carreño et al.
[17]. For each parameters, the measuring was conducted least 20 berries.

/</:637+<38780<8<+592/7853--87</7<+7.
05+>8783.;Total phenolic content (TP) of the samples were evaluated according to Folin-Ciocalteu
colorimetric method [18]. For each 4 mL diluted
sample extract, 100 µL reagent was added to a tube.
Then, 500 µl sodium carbonate (20 % saturated
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430, TU-1880 Double Beam UV-VIS, PG). All investigated mineral amounts were given as mg in 100
g DW [23].

#<+<3;<3-+5 +7+5@;3; One way ANOVA test
was used to statistical analysis the data and also Duncan multiple comparison test was performed to determine the differences between the mean values.
The significance level as p < 0.05 was considered for
the comparisons.

and blank solution absorbance was read against to
xylene at 500 nm with the spectrophotometer. The
results were expressed mg ascorbic acid in the 100 g
DW.

/</:637+<387 80 +7<38?3.+7< -+9+-3<3/; It
was used two methods to determine antioxidant capacities of the samples. These methods were presented below.

$#6/<28.This method [2,2′-azinobis-(3ethylbenzothiazoline-6- sulfonic acid)] was performed as previously described by Re . [21]. 7
mM ABTS and 2.45 mM potassium persulfate were
mixed and kept at room temperature for 12-16 h, to
prepare the ABTS•+ stock solution. Then, ABTS•+
solution was diluted with ethanol to 0.700 (± 0.02)
until absorbance (734 nm). Each 60 µL diluted samples or standards was added to 940 µL ABTS•+ solution, and the absorbance of these solutions was
read at t = 0 and t = 6 min using a Uv-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo scientific, Multiskango, Finland). The results were given as inhibition percentage and µmol TE in g DW.

!!6/<28.The principle of 2,2-Diphenyl1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH•) method [22] base on the
measurement of the ability scavenging the DPPH
radical of compounds. To analysis, different volumes of the diluted samples was added to 1 mM
DPPH radical solution and incubated 30 min in dark
condition. Then, absorbance values of the sample
was measured at 517 nm using the Uv-vis spectrophotometer. The results were given as inhibition percentage and EC50 (efficiency capacity; required
sample volume to scavenging 50 % the radical). To
calculate the inhibition percentage was utilized the
blank sample absorbance (formula 1). 
Inhibition % = [(ADPPH – ASAMPLE) / ADPPH] * 100
1
The curve and equation belonging to each sample was performed obtained from result of linear regression of sample volumes and inhibitions. The
EC50 values were calculated using these equations
with below the formula 2: (DF: dilution factor)
EC50 = [(a * Sample volume) ± b] / DF
2

37/:+5-8698;3<387;80<2/;+695/;To determine the mineral composition of grapes, filtrates
of the samples were attained using a hot plate according to wet oxidation method. Then, these filtrates were diluted with ultrapure water and their K,
Ca, Mg, Fe, Zn, Mn and Cu contents were detected
by an atomic absorption spectrophotometer. (Perkin
Elmer, Analiyst 400, USA). The Kjeldahl method
was used to determine total N amount of the grape
samples. Phosphorus contents of the samples were
performed to phosphor vanado molibdo phosphoric
yellow color method using a spectrophotometer (λ

"#%$#%## 
Physicochemical properties of the samples are
shown in the Table 1. The significant statistical differences at p < 0.05 level were determined for SS,
pH, acidity and taste balance (TB) values among the
samples. The SS values of the samples ranged from
14.84 to 21.00 °brix. At harvest, the pH values
changed between 3.49 and 4.19, while TA values
were between 2.92 and 6.31 g/L. The highest pH and
TA values was observed in the O39 and S1 samples,
respectively. The TB values were calculated between 34.62 and 69.61 for all samples.
The color is one of the most important characteristics for grape quality and consumer demand. Especially, it is very effective on consumer appreciation and purchasing behavior. The sample color
properties were presented in Table 2. At this study,
color properties were investigated as separately for
eight white and five red grapes. The differences
among the L*, hue and CIRG values of the red
grapes were statistically significant (p < 0.05), however these statistical differences were no observed
for  * and   values (p > 0.05). The , 
and CIRG values of red grapes were ranged from
29.37 to 44.34, 45.45 to 331.84 and 3.58 to 5.29. The
highest  measurement and the lowest  and
CIRG values were found in the PG9. CK1, CK2,
CK10 and KS were in the same statistical groups for
 and CIRG values. The   and CIRG values of
white grapes were different as statistical at p < 0.05
level. The highest   and CIRG values were observed in MS, I4 and R6, respectively. The using of
a color index such as CIRG allowed an objective definition between grapes. Carreño et al. [24] classified
the grapes into five groups (green-yellow, pink, red,
dark red, blue-black) according to CIRG values.
PG9 was pink, CK1 was red according to this classification. On the other hand, CK2, CK1 and KS were
in dark red group. The white grape varieties were
surprisingly taken part in the pink group with 3.093.63 CIRG values. The our findings regarding white
grape CIRG values were no compatible with Carreño
et al. [24] classification.
The changes of TP values in the samples are indicated in Table 3 and on Figure 1. These values
ranged from 128 to 1501 mg/100 g in DW, and the
highest value was found in I4 and the lowest value
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in MS. The significant differences were determined
for TP values among the samples (p < 0.05). Generally, the TP amounts were in the more seeded samples than seedless ones. In many studies, it is reported that grape seeds have more phenolic content
than other grape parts [25, 26, 27]. The previous
findings support our TP results. Moreover, CK1-210 and I4 samples had more TP amounts, and this
situation were graphically presented on Figure 1. On
the other hand, the seedless grape samples such as
S1, S7, MS, AS and SB had very similar TP

amounts, and these were in the same statistical
group. The PG9 TP amount was similar the results
of Kök et al. [28].TF values of the samples were
changed between 38 and 544 mg/100 g. Expectedly,
TF amounts in the seeded grape samples were higher
than seedless samples. The highest TF was observed
in the I4 clone, while the lowest TF was found in the
S7 clone. KS grape variety had also more TP and TF
amounts than other seedless grapes. It was estimated
that the color variations caused these differences.
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&+:3/<@587/
Sultan 1
Sultan 7
Manisa Sultanı
Altın Sultani
Saruhanbey
Kişmiş
Çal Karası 1
Çal Karası 2
Çal Karası 10
İpek 4
Osmanca 39
Razakı 6
Pembe Gemre 9

##C:3?
21.00a
19.40cd
19.42cd
20.63ab
20.60ab
19.73bc
18.57d
18.92cd
19.05cd
16.68e
19.52cd
16.08e
14.84f

9
3.62def
3.49f
3.56def
3.74bcde
3.54ef
3.55ef
3.66cdef
3.60def
3.77bcd
3.62def
4.19a
3.85bc
3.93b

$1
6.31a
4.77bcd
4.99bcd
5.57ab
4.80bcd
5.26bc
4.42cde
4.96bcd
4.16de
3.71ef
2.97f
3.57ef
2.92f

:3?-3.
34.62d
40.86bcd
41.39bcd
37.56cd
42.99bcd
37.74cd
42.56bcd
38.39cd
45.97bcd
45.43bcd
69.61a
46.89bc
51.10b

'23</:+9/;

"/.:+9/;

*Values indicating with different letters in each column are different as statistical.

"/.'23</1:+9/;
Çal Karası 1
Çal Karası 2
Çal Karası10
Pembe Gemre 9
Kişmiş
Sultan 1
Sultan 7
Manisa Sultanı
Altın Sultani
Saruhanbey
İpek 4
Osmanca 39
Razakı 6


30.89b
30.24b
29.37b
44.34a
30.29b
46.79a
43.49b
46.77a
44.41ab
43.94ab
43.08b
44.91ab
39.76c

$ 
858:9:89/:<3/;80<2/1:+9/;

5.52
5.86
5.99
4.06
3.48
-2.33
-2.32
-3.44
-2.43
-2.38
-3.3
-2.23
-3.39


-0.08
0.18
0.17
4.08
-1.73
10.70b
11.28b
11.35b
11.36b
10.68b
19.02a
8.04b
9.43b

  
5.90
6.04
6.22
5.89
4.08
11.24
11.57
11.98
11.64
11.01
14.32
8.32
10.25

 
245.11ab
188.49b
199.4ab
45.45c
331.84a
100.37
101.18
106.38
102.04
100.74
103.51
105.18
108.42


4.95a
5.04a
5.10a
3.58b
5.29a
3.17bc
3.31bc
3.09c
3.25bc
3.30bc
3.22bc
3.42ab
3.63a

*Values indicating with different letters in each column are different as statistical.
** The statistical analysis of color parameters were performed separately for white and red grapes.
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&+:3/<@587/
Sultan 1
Sultan 7
Manisa Sultanı
Altın Sultani
Saruhanbey
Kişmiş
Çal Karası 1
Çal Karası 2
Çal Karası 10
İpek 4
Osmanca 39
Razakı 6
Pembe Gemre 9

$!
(mg/100g DW)
208f
160f
128f
161f
180f
446e
962b
945b
920bc
1501a
686d
837bcd
735cd

$
(mg/100g DW)
55d
38d
39d
43d
40d
130d
427b
437ab
470ab
544a
272c
362bc
270c

*Values indicating with different letters in each column are different as statistical.
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(mg/100g DW)
185.49a
31.91bc
40.67b
43.99b
9.27c

&3<+637
(mg/100g DW)
21.34d
22.60d
29.92cd
22.40d
32.09bcd
29.08cd
63.21a
50.35abcd
60.25ab
58.59abc
25.60d
35.52abcd
41.17abcd
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$8<+592/7853--87</7<-2+71/;
(Sultan 1: S1. Sultan 7: S7. Manisa Sultanı: MS. Altın Sultani: AS. Saruhanbey: SB. Kişmiş: KS. İpek4: I4. Çal Karası 1-2-10:
CK1-2-10. Osmanca 39: O39. Razakı6: R6. Pembe Gemre 9: PG9)

Anthocyanin contents of the samples ranged
from 9.27 to 185.49 mg/100 g in DW. The statistical
differences were found among the samples for anthocyanin amounts (p < 0.05). While the PG9 had
the lowest anthocyanin content, the highest amount
was in the KS. The CK10 clone had higher anthocyanin content than other CK clones. In a study, total
anthocyanin contents of the sixteen grapes were between 40.3 and 990.8 mg/kg in fresh weight [4]. In
another, Pembe Gemre anthocyanin content was
32.37 mg/100 g [28]. The current study anthocyanin
findings were lower for PG9 than the previous studies. It is thought that these differences can be based
on variety and clonal variations and factors such as
location, growing applications, and climatic conditions.
The vitamin C contents of the samples, which
are statistically different (p < 0.05) with respect to it,
presents in the Table 3. The amounts changed between 21.34 and 63.21 mg/100 g DW in all samples.
The CK clones had more vitamin C content than
other samples, and the lowest value was in the S1.
This study vitamin C results were similar Eyduran et
al. [29] findings and higher than Çağlarırmak [30]’s.
The differences could be caused because of the drying application, since vitamin C is the most sensitive
vitamin against physical and chemical factors like
heat, exposure to oxygen and Maillard reaction [30].
Additionally, variety variations may affect the vitamin C amount also.
Antioxidant properties of the samples are
shown in the Table 4. The differences between the
samples with respect to all investigated parameters
were found statistically significant (p < 0.05). DPPH
and ABTS inhibitions of the samples were present as
graphically on the Figure 2. The inhibition values
varied from 27.93 to 79.08 for ABTS and from 25.07
to 89.69 for DPPH method. The highest inhibition
value was observed in the I4 clone for both methods

whereas the lowest value was monitored in the AS
for ABTS and in the S7 for DPPH. The ABTS and
DPPH inhibition values was lower in the seedless
samples according to seeded ones. TEAC amounts
ranged between 17.59 and 182.83 µmol/g in the all
samples, and the S7 had the lowest value and the
CK1 the highest. It was determined that CK clones
had more TEAC values than other samples, and
these values were lower the seedless samples than
the seeded ones. On the other hand, PG9 had the lowest TEAC among the seeded samples. The EC50 values ranged from 1.34 to 9.83 µg, and the highest antioxidant activity was in the I4 clone in terms of
EC50. Samoticha et al. [3] determined the antioxidant activity of thirty grapes growing in Poland. The
TEAC results were lower than their findings. On the
other hand, these values were higher than Eyduran et
al. [29] evidences. It is thought that variety, soil,
growing conditions and location could be affect the
antioxidant properties.
To determine the mineral compositions of the
samples, five major (N, P, K, Ca and Mg) and four
minor (Fe, Zn, Mn and Cu) minerals were investigated, and obtained results were indicated in Table
5. The differences of N, P, K, Mg, Zn and Mn
amounts in the samples were significant as statistical
(p < 0.05), but these differences for Ca, Fe and Cu
were no important (p >0.05). The minerals N, P, K,
Ca and Mg were the most abundant elements in all
grape samples related to the elemental composition
of grapes. This results were compatible the previous
findings of grape juices [14] and raisins [15]. The N
and P amounts were varied from 380 to 1041 and 103
to 324 mg/100 g in DW, respectively. The K is an
important mineral for human health and grape based
products is rich for it. It was found between 1699 and
2788 mg/100 g in the samples. Ca is an essential element being the most abundant in the human body
[31]. The K and Ca were major minerals among the
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investigated nine minerals in samples. Similarly,
Fabani et al. (2017) reported that raisins were rich
for K and Ca minerals. In the grape samples, the mineral Fe was the most abundant micronutrient, and

ranged from 20.47 to 95.48 mg/100 g. The Mn mineral being between 0.17 and 3.25 mg/100 g in the
grape samples was the lowest mineral concentration.
The Fe and Mn findings in the grapes were compatible with the literature [14, 15].


$ 
7<38?3.+7<9:89/:<3/;80<2/1:+9/;
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&+:3/<@587/
Sultan 1
Sultan 7
Manisa Sultanı
Altın Sultani
Saruhanbey
Kişmiş
Çal Karası 1
Çal Karası 2
Çal Karası 10
İpek 4
Osmanca 39
Razakı 6
Pembe Gemre 9

$#
(% inhibition)
36.01bc
28.63c
28.09c
27.93c
33.51bc
34.54bc
79.08a
63.02a
55.38ab
69.47a
55.27ab
61.55a
36.08bc

$
mol/g DW)
26.67e
17.59e
19.12e
24.92e
20.50e
43.31de
182.83a
143.04abc
149.39ab
95.30cd
90.94cd
123.83bc
47.45de

!!
(% inhibition)
31.62cd
25.07d
25.18d
34.38cd
27.45cd
40.81c
80.15ab
68.16b
71.66b
89.69a
67.94b
78.79ab
86.39a

 
g grape DW)
8.02ab
9.83a
7.04bc
6.46bc
8.60ab
5.18cd
2.05e
2.84de
2.77de
1.34e
2.81de
1.56e
1.54e

*Values indicating with different letters in each column are different as statistical.

%" 
723,3<387-2+7137180<2/;+695/;
(Sultan 1: S1. Sultan 7: S7. Manisa Sultanı: MS. Altın Sultani: AS. Saruhanbey: SB. Kişmiş: KS. İpek4: İ4. Çal Karası 1-2-10:
CK1-2-10. Osmanca 39: O39. Razakı6: R6. Pembe Gemre 9: PG9)
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&+:3/<@587/
Sultan 1
Sultan 7
Manisa Sultanı
Altın Sultani
Saruhanbey
Kişmiş
Çal Karası 1
Çal Karası 2
Çal Karası 10
İpek 4
Osmanca 39
Razakı 6
Pembe Gemre 9

$
37/:+5-8698;3<387;80<2/1:+9/;61


475bc
676abc
434bc
496bc
507bc
380c
677abc
837ab
1041a
697abc
483bc
520bc
688abc

!
147ab
267ab
103b
121b
121b
275ab
127b
114b
135b
274ab
324a
243ab
161ab


2282ab
2258ab
1759b
2113ab
2118ab
2041b
2234ab
2151ab
2341ab
1699b
1794b
1806b
2788a

+
464
991
749
853
512
538
808
757
843
1125
610
308
701

1
206abcd
186abcd
141d
180bcd
187abcd
191abcd
198abcd
251abc
270a
260ab
208abcd
172cd
265ab

*Values indicating with different letters in each column are different as statistical.
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43.47
23.27
20.85
22.23
28.00
27.20
95.48
31.55
32.85
28.55
20.47
27.60
38.17

*7
2.20b
3.47b
2.53b
3.37b
3.95b
4.67ab
6.35ab
1.33b
3.67b
8.87a
3.85b
1.52b
6.15ab

7
0.17d
0.60cd
0.73cd
1.12cd
0.77cd
1.22cd
3.25ab
2.05bc
0.98cd
1.35cd
1.10cd
0.43cd
3.55a

=
6.97
4.73
6.65
6.62
5.88
5.33
5.58
5.98
7.45
5.13
5.20
7.22
5.35
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In the current study, physical and biochemical
properties, antioxidant activity and mineral compositions of the newly developed six grape varieties
and selected seven clones in Turkey were determined. The TP and TF values of seeded samples
were higher than seedless ones. These parameters
were the highest in the I4 sample, and CK clones followed it. Additionally, the highest anthocyanin content was observed in the KS. On the other hand, the
CK clones had more vitamin C content than other
samples. Besides, it was revealed that CK clones had
more TEAC values than other samples and these values were lower the seedless samples than the seeded
ones. Moreover, the minerals N, P, K, Ca and Mg
were the most abundant elements in all samples related to the elemental composition of the grapes. In
the next years, there is need to perform investigations related to determination of the organic acid and
sugar profiles and phenolic compositions of grape
clones and varieties.
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In view of the lack of research on the interaction between hole and crack, the uniaxial compression numerical simulation test of porous and bifractured rock mass under uniaxial compression
was carried out by using the numerical software
RFPA. The crack propagation process, stress-time
curve and acoustic emission law under different
crack dip angles and different non-mean coefficients are obtained. The results show that under
uniaxial stress conditions, the crack propagates near
the tip of the orifice and the upper and lower side of
the orifice, and then the crack propagates along the
direction of the maximum principal stress and
forms a macroscopic shear plane. The specimen
experienced three stages of elastic deformation,
nonlinear deformation and residual deformation
under uniaxial stress, and prefabricated crack inclination. The larger the sample is, the lower the peak
strength is, and the higher the homogeneity coefficient is, the higher the peak strength is. The rule of
acoustic emission has a high consistency with crack
propagation. The larger the average coefficient of
specimen is, the greater the accumulative acoustic
emission energy is, and the larger the accumulative
number of acoustic emissions are, the greater the
angle of precast crack is. The larger the acoustic
emission energy produced by the specimen failure;
The acoustical emission accumulative count increases slightly in the early stage of loading, but
increases sharply during the failure of the specimen.
The results provide a reference for the understanding of rock fracture law and oil resources exploitation.



The long-term geological effect leads to the
existence of a large amount of cracks and holes [16] in the rock mass, and these holes and the fractures extend through the weakened rock mass mechanics parameters under the action of complex
stress, resulting in the catastrophic failure and the
destruction of the rock mass structure [7-15], thus,
the understanding of the crack propagation through
law inside the crack is of great significance to the
correct understanding and the prevention and control of the catastrophic change of the rock mass
structure.
There are many studies on the law of crack
propagation and penetration of rock mass structure
under complex stress conditions. In the aspect of
test: Chen [16] carried out joint blasting model tests
with different thickness on joint blasting model, and
obtained the crack propagation law of joint model.
Wang [17] carried out laboratory tests on the mechanical properties of rock mass under the interaction of parallel joints. The dynamic crack propagation of brittle rock mass with slotted holes under
blasting is studied by Yue [18]. However, the above
research is only aimed at the crack propagation test
law of rock mass with cracks, but there is little
research on the hole-gap interaction between pores
and cracks. In numerical simulation, Li [19] carried
out the numerical simulation of flooding crack
propagation of rock materials under dynamic tensile
load based on ABAQUS software. Li [20] analyzed
the test piece containing non-through type surface
fracture group based on discrete element particle
flow program PFC. Lin [21] introduced the concept
of cohesion element into ABAQUS software, and
based on this, the cracking process of fly ash concrete was simulated, and the crack propagation law
of pore-gap interaction was not studied by the
above numerical simulation.
In this paper, based on the experimental research in reference [22], the crack propagation
penetration law with different angles is further
simulated by RFPA-Basic, and the mean value of
different materials is compared, and the crack propagation penetration and acoustic emission laws are

*(!#$
Oil resources exploitation, uniaxial stress, hole-crack
interaction, crack propagation, numerical simulation,
RFPA
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properties of the medium will change. That is to
say, due to the damage, the bearing capacity of the
medium decreases sharply, or even loses the bearing capacity completely, and the basic element
changes.
In the RFPA, the element damage caused by
the pressure and shear failure is the type I phase
change, and the element damage caused by the
tensile stress is referred to as type II phase change
[12-14]. When the elementary medium has phase
change, the RFPA adopts another crack treatment
method, that is, the air unit is introduced, by using
the air unit to replace the original physical unit, the
mechanical behavior of the solid medium can be
considered to no longer exist due to the extremely
low elastic modulus of the primitive, But may be
such that the overall characteristics of the model
may reflect changes in the physical properties
caused by the rupture of the cells. it is to be noted
that for the already formed. The surface of the crack
(i.e. the air unit), when the medium on both sides of
the slit is pressed or compacted under the action of
the compressive stress, by changing the air unit as
the contact unit, the rigidity thereof is increased to
act as a transmission stress, which is the characteristic of the so-called contact unit.
The workflow of the RFPA program is mainly
completed by the following three parts: (1) Solid
modeling and meshing. The user selects the primitive type (entity, support or cavity), defines the
mechanical properties of the medium, carries on the
solid modeling and the grid generation, (2) Stress
calculation. Stress and strain analysis, according to
the boundary conditions and loading control parameters input by the user, as well as the input primitive property data, the stiffness matrix is formed,
and the finite element calculation results (stress,
node displacement) are solved and outputted, (3)
Elementary phase transition analysis. According to
the phase transition criterion, the phase transition
judgment is carried out according to the results
produced by the solver, and then the phase transition elements are weakened or rebuilt. Finally, the
data file needed for iterative calculation of stiffness
matrix is formed.

,7.?7,>4:9 8:/07 ,9/ .,7.?7,>4:9 ;,<,80
>0<= To study the law of hole-crack interaction
under different fracture angles and consider the
influence of different heterogeneous characteristics
of rock mass, the finite element calculation is carried out by using the test model in reference [22].
The sample is rectangular, the length times width is
50mm×100mm, and there is a circular hole and two
cracks with different inclination angles in the specimen, in which the circular hole is located in the
center of the rectangle, the diameter is 10mm, and
the crack length is 10 mm, which is distributed on
both sides of the circular hole. The crack center is
30 mm from the top of the specimen, 15 mm from

obtained, which provides the corresponding reference for the corresponding experimental study and
the understanding of pore-gap action mechanism.


%#$ %!$

,7.?7,>4:9;<49.4;70. The Griffith's theoretical strength (fracture development theory) can be
written under the action of biaxial stress.

⎧
(σ 1 - σ 3 )2  σ 3 ≥ - 1
S
=
⎪⎪ t
σ1
8σ 1 + σ 3
3
⎨
σ
1
⎪
St = -σ 3 3 ≤ ⎪⎩
3
σ1

(1)

Where, the maximum and minimum principal
stress is 1 and 3, and the uniaxial compressive
strength is St.
If the rock mass is subjected to one-way compression, the 3=0, and 1=c, where c represents
the uniaxial compressive strength, and the unit is
MPa, thus obtaining:
(2)
Sc = 8S1
In order to compare Griffith theory with Coulomb theory and Mohr theory, formula (2) can be
expressed by normal stress  and shear stress , that
is:

τ 2 = 4S
t S t - σ

(3)

Where,  and  are the normal stress and shear
stress on the crack, respectively.
For the same rock material, due to the arrangement of mineral crystals, cements crystals and
various micro defects, the physical properties of the
bonding strength between them cannot be described
by the same characteristic value. In 1939, Weibull
first proposed a method to describe the nonuniformity of materials by statistical mathematics.

ϕ (α ) =

 ⎛α ⎞
⋅⎜
⎟
α0 ⎝ α0 ⎠

 −1

⋅

⎛α ⎞
−⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ α0 ⎠



(4)

Where,  is the parameter of elementary mechanical properties (strength, elastic modulus, etc.)
of rock medium, 0 is the average value of mechanical properties of primitive body,  is the shape
parameter of distribution function, which reflects
the homogeneity of rock medium, and () is the
statistical distribution density of rock elementary
mechanical property .

"<484>4@0 $>,>0 /01494>4:9 ,9/ .,7.?7,>4:9
17:A :1 #" =C=>08 The primitive system in
RFPA refers to the entity medium that currently
functions in the model. Its constitutive relation is
described by stress-strain relationship and failure
criterion. One of the biggest characteristics of brittle media is that when the deformation of the medium reaches a certain threshold, the mechanical
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<,.6;<:;,2,>4:9;<:.0== The crack propagation process of hole-gap interaction under the
condition of crack inclination  =45°, and mean
coefficient m=1.1, 5, 10, 50, 100 is numerically
simulated, and the maximum principal stress cloud
diagram is shown in Figure 2.

the empty surface of the specimen, and the crack
inclination angle  is set to 0 degree, 15 degrees, 30
degrees, 45 degrees, 60 degrees, 75 degrees and 90
degrees. The sample design diagram and the elementary elastic modulus distribution cloud diagram
under the condition of different non-mean coefficient m (m=1.1, 5, 10, 50, 100) are shown in Figure
2 (a) ~ (f). The specimen is loaded by uniaxial
compression stress and the loading rate is set to
0.004mm/ step. The basic parameters of the material are shown in Table 1.
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$,8;70/0=429,9/07,=>4.8:/?7?=/4=><4-?>4:9?9/0</4110<09>9:980,9.:0114.409>=
% 
,>0<4,71:?9/,>4:9;,<,80>0<=
Name
Modulus of Elasticity /MPa
Mean compressive strength/MPa
Pressure ratio
Internal friction angle/°
Poisson ratio
Density/kg·m-3
Mean coefficient

Value
2300
43
10
24.7
0.25
2600
5
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(a) m=1.1

(b) m=5

(c) m=10

(d) m=50

(e) m=100
&#
<,.6;<:;,2,>4:9;<:.0==?9/0</4110<09>80,9.:0114.409>=
<,.6 "<:;,2,>4:9 ,A ?9/0< /4110<09>
;<01,-<4.,>0/.<,.649.749,>4:99270. The crack
propagation law under the conditions of 0 degrees,
15 degrees, 30 degrees, 45 degrees, 60 degrees, 75
degrees and 90 degrees of prefabricated cracks is
shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen from the diagram that when the
inclination angle of the crack is small (α=0°,
α=15°), with the increase of load, the crack propagation occurs at the prefabricated crack and the
orifice. It is worth noting that the crack propagation
of the prefabricated crack does not occur from the
prefabricated crack tip, but occurs in the middle of
the prefabricated crack, and extends gradually to
the orifice, and finally forms shear failure through
the specimen.
When the crack inclination angle is large
(α=30°, α=45°, α=60°, α=75°, α=90°), the crack
propagation occurs from the upper and lower end of
the hole and the prefabricated crack tip, and the
main crack of the hole does not propagate after a
certain distance. The wing crack at the precast
crack tip gradually propagates through the hole,
thus forming a large shear surface, which finally
leads to the failure of the specimen.

It can be seen from the diagram that the crack
propagation law of specimen hole-gap interaction
under different uniformity is different. For the case
of small m value (m=1.1), the prefabricated crack
tip crack propagation finally passes through the
specimen, and the specimen presents typical shear
failure. It is worth noting that the crack propagation
degree of the prefabricated crack near the circular
hole is greater than that of the side far away from
the circular hole, at the same time, there is no main
crack in the upper and lower part of the orifice.
For the case of large m value (m=5, m=10,
m=50, m=100), wing cracks first occur at the tip of
prefabricated cracks. At the same time, a pair of
main cracks are produced at the top and bottom of
the hole due to tensile stress concentration. The
wing crack propagation trajectory near the hole
gradually tends to the hole, but the main crack does
not develop to a certain extent. Finally, the wing
crack passes through the hole, forming obvious
shear zone and specimen failure. It is worth noting
that the larger the homogenization coefficient of the
sample is, the higher the development degree of the
main crack is, but the crack propagation law is the
same when the mean value coefficient is m=50 and
m=100, which indicates that the mean value coefficient m is greater than 50. After that, because of the
high average degree of the sample, the sample is
less affected by the non-mean value.


$><0==>480 .?<@0 ,9,7C=4=. The stress time
curve of specimen loading under different working
conditions is shown in Figure 4.
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It can be seen from the diagram that the stresstime curves of specimens with different crack inclination angles and different mean values go through
three stages: (1) elastic deformation stage: the stress
in this stage basically shows linear distribution with
time; (2) nonlinear deformation stage: the stresstime curve deviates from linear deformation in this
stage, mainly due to the increase of the number of

phase transition elements randomly distributed in
rock mass and the formation of local cracks, the
elastic modulus of rock specimens decreases gradually; (3) residual deformation stage: the stress level
is low in this stage, but the deformation is large,
and the specimen forms a macroscopic shear
surface.

(a)0°

(b)15°

(c) 30°

(d) 45°

(e) 60°

(f) 75°

(g) 90°
&#
<,.6;<:;,2,>4:97,A?9/0</4110<09>;<01,-<4.,>0/.<,.649.749,>4:9














 













 



















































,4110<09>;<0.,=>.<,.6,9270=-4110<09>3:8:20904>C.:0114.409>
&# 
%480.?<@0:11:<.0@,7?0?9/0</4110<09>A:<6492.:9/4>4:9=
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.:?=>4.084==4:97,A. The acoustic emission
law under different mean coefficients is shown in
Figure 5. The cumulative number and cumulative
energy curve of acoustic emission are shown in
Figure 6.

Different prefabricated crack inclination angle
and different homogenization coefficient have great
influence on the peak strength of the specimen, the
larger the prefabricated crack inclination angle is,
the lower the peak strength of the specimen is, and
the higher the homogenization coefficient is, the
higher the peak strength of the specimen is.

am=1.1

bm=5

cm=10

dm=50





am=100
&#
.:?=>4.084==4:9;<:.0==?9/0</4110<09>80,9.:0114.409>=
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According to RFPA, red circles represent tensile failure, while white circles represent shear
failure. It can be seen from the diagram that the
acoustic emission law is consistent with the crack
propagation, but the shear stress concentration
occurs at the original prefabricated crack tip when
the crack propagation runs through. The larger the
mean coefficient of the specimen is, the greater the
cumulative acoustic emission energy after failure is,

and the greater the acoustic emission accumulation
is. However, it is worth noting that the cumulative
energy of acoustic emission is consistent with the
cumulative number of acoustic emissions under the
condition of homogenization coefficient m=50 and
m=100.
The acoustic emission law of different crack
inclination angles is shown in figure 7 and Figure 8.
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?8?7,>4@0090<2C,9/.?8?7,>4@09?8-0<:1,.:?=>4.084==4:9=

aExperiment results
bNumerical simulation
&#
:8;,<4=:9-0>A0099?80<4.,7=48?7,>4:9,9/0B;0<4809>,7<0=?7>=
It can be seen from the diagram that with the
increase of the load, the acoustic emission phenomenon occurs at the tip of the prefabricated crack
near the tip of the orifice and the upper and lower
sides of the orifice, and then the tensile failure
occurs at the outer tip of the prefabricated crack.
When the load increases to the early stage of the
specimen failure, the shear failure occurs at the tip
of the prefabricated crack, which is consistent with
the crack propagation law of 3.1 knots. From the
cumulative energy curve of acoustic emission, it
can be seen that the cumulative energy of acoustic
emission increases little at the beginning of loading,
but a sudden rising process will occur when the
specimen is about to be destroyed. The larger the
angle of prefabricated crack, the greater the acoustic emission energy produced by the failure of the
specimen; the cumulative number of acoustic emissions increases before load. The cumulative number
of acoustic emissions at different prefabricated
crack angles is disordered when the specimen increases sharply when the specimen is destroyed.

:8;,<4=:9 A4>3 0B4=>492 >0=> <0=?7>= The
numerical simulation results (m=1.1, =45°) are
compared with the experimental results in reference
[12], as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from the
diagram that the numerical simulation results are in

good agreement with the experimental results, that
is, the crack propagates at the tip of the prefabricated crack, gradually passes through the hole and
forms a macroscopic shear surface. At the same
time, the formation of the reverse wing crack is
noticed, which corresponds to the experimental
results and verifies the rationality of the numerical
simulation.
! &$! $
(1)Under the condition of uniaxial stress, the
prefabricated crack propagates near the tip of the
orifice and the upper and lower sides of the orifice,
and then the crack propagates along the direction of
the maximum principal stress and forms a macroscopic shear surface.
(2)Under uniaxial stress, the specimen undergoes three stages of elastic deformation, nonlinear
deformation and residual deformation. The higher
the homogeneity coefficient, the higher the peak
strength of the specimen.
(3)The acoustic emission law shows that the
acoustic emission law is highly consistent with the
crack propagation. The larger the mean coefficient
of the specimen is, the greater the cumulative
acoustic emission energy is after the specimen is
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destroyed, and the larger the acoustic emission
cumulative number is, the greater the prefabricated
crack angle is, and the greater the acoustic emission
energy is produced by the specimen failure. The
acoustic emission cumulative number increases
smaller before the load, but increases sharply when
the specimen is destroyed. The results provide a
reference for the understanding of rock fracture law
and environmental research.
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Waterlogging stress is one of the most important environmental factors affecting soybean
yield. Uniconazole is a growth retarding agent,
which can also enhance stress resistance of many
plants. However, little is known about how uniconazole influences soybean growth and physiological
changes under waterlogging stress condition. Here,
two soybean varieties (waterlogging-tolerant vs.
waterlogging-sensitive) were used, and waterlogging condition was simulated. Uniconazole was
also applied to test its mitigative effect on this species during reproductive growth stage under such
condition. The results showed that the dry weights
of Kenfeng14 and Kenfeng16 leaves were both
decreased under waterlogging stress, and uniconazole application increased the leaf dry weight under
waterlogging stress. Under waterlogging stress, the
photosynthetic parameters of both soybean varieties
decreased, and the kenfeng 14 had a higher value
compared with kenfeng 16. Uniconazole application could enhance photosynthetic capacity of these
two soybean plants. The SPAD of two soybean varieties were both increased under waterlogging stress, and uniconazole application inhibited
the enhancement of SPAS under waterlogging
stress during reproductive phases. In addition, the
proline content of two soybean varieties were increased under waterlogging stress, and uniconazole
application further enhanced the proline content
under waterlogging stress during R3 period. In
conclusion, compared with Kenfeng16, Kenfeng14
(waterlogging-tolerant variety) had better recovery
capability and can accumulate more photoassimilates by improving net photosynthetic rate, stomatal
conductance, transpiration rate and intercellular
CO2 concentration after short-term waterlogging
stress. Uniconazole application is an effective way
to increase stress tolerance of soybean under waterlogging condition in production practice.

$"%$
The increase of water in the soil will produce
hypoxic conditions in a short time, which result in
waterlogging stress and considered to be one of the
main constraints of crop production [1]. With the
global climate changes in recent years, extreme
weather events continue to increase and the distribution of rainfall is extremely uneven, increasing
the probability of waterlogging and posing a serious threat to food production [2]. According to the
estimates of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, the global arable land susceptible
to waterlogging stress accounts for about 12% of
the total cultivated land area, resulting in a crop
yield reduction of 20% [3]. China is a flood-prone
country, with 8.21 million tons of grain lost in 2014
and the following years. Therefore, it is of great
significance to improve the waterlogging tolerance
of crops in China.
Soybean (   ) is an important food
crop in China. It is always damaged by waterlogging stress in production process [4]. Soybean
needs large amount of water during growing periods, but this species is not waterlogging resistant,
so it is very vulnerable to waterlogging stress
caused by rainfall during its growing period. Zhou
et al. (2012) have demonstrated that the contents of
soluble sugar and soluble protein in soybean leaf
increased more rapidly under waterlogging conditions during seedling and flowering stages than that
of normal conditions [5]. Song et al. (2014) found
that waterlogging resistant cultivars of soybean had
lower mortality rate and lower relative electrical
conductivity, malondialdehyde and proline contents
in the leaves under waterlogging stress compared
with waterlogging sensitive cultivars of this species
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3*5: 4*:.82*3 *5- 9:8.99 ,65-2:2659 A
pot-controlled experiment was carried out in the
greenhouse of Heilongjiang Bayi Agricultural University in 2017 (Heilongjiang Province, China).
The experiment material was soybean (   
L.) var. ‘‘KenFeng14 (K 14, waterlogging - tolerant)’’ and ‘‘KenFeng16 (K 16, waterlogging-sensitive)’’. Uniconazole (50mg /L, S3307)
was provided by laboratory of chemical control,
Heilongjiang Bayi Agricultural University.
The seeds were sowed into the plastic pots
(32-cm upper diameter, 23-cm lower diameter, and
31-cm depth) that were filled with 22 kg of an autoclaved soil mixture (soil: sand 3:1, v/v). There
were three treatments in the experiment, including
CK (normal water management after spraying water in R1), W-C (waterlogging stress 5 d after
spraying water in R1) and W-S (waterlogging stress
5 d after spraying uniconazole in R1). 12 pots with
uniform seedlings were then selected and randomly
divided into three treatment groups, with four pots
per set. After treatments, photosynthesis and osmotic adjustment substances changes in soybean
leaves were analyzed in R1, R3, R5 and R6 period.

86=:1 4.*9;8.4.5: For each plant, the
height was measured and the leaves were oven-dried at 105°C for 15 min and then dried at
65°C to a constant weight. The dry weights (DW)
were then determined.

*9 .>,1*50. 4.*9;8.4.5: *5- 16:69?5
:1.:2,7204.5:9Fully expanded leaf (out from the
top of soybean) per pot were chosen to measure net
photosynthetic rate (Pn), stomatal conductance (C),
transpiration rate (E) and intercellular CO2 concentration (Int CO2) using a portable open flow
LI-6400XT gas-exchange system (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) with Li-6400-02B
red/blue LED chamber at 09:00-11:00 before harvest. The PAR was 1000 μmol m−2 s−1 (The ratio
between intensities of red (665 nm) and blue (447
nm) light was 9 to 1), and the ambient CO2 concentration, air temperature and air humidity were about
420 μmol mol−1, 25°C and 50%, respectively. In
addition, the relative chlorophyll content of leaves
was obtained from the portable chlorophyll meter
(SPAD-502, Minolta, Japan).

86325. ,65:.5: 4.*9;8.4.5:9 Proline content was estimated using ninhydrin test [12]. Dried
leaves (0.05g) in each treatment were extracted
with 10 mL 3% (w/v) sulfosalicylic acid for 1 h and
then cooled and centrifuged. The supernatant (1 mL)
was added to 1 mL of glacial acetic acid and 1 mL
of ninhydrin reagent (1.25g ninhydrin in 30 mL of

[6]. In addition, with the extension of waterlogging
time, the main and lateral roots of soybean gradually decayed, which seriously inhibited the growth.
Moreover, the number of pods per plant, the number of grains, the weight of grains and other indicators of soybean were also significantly reduced
after waterlogging stress of soybean in the flowering pod stage, and leading to a reduction in the
yield [7]. Shannon et al. (2005) evaluated the effects of flooding on cultivated soybean cultivars in
R1 stage, and found that the yield of the most waterlogging resistant cultivars decreased by 39%, but
the sensitive cultivars decreased by 77% [8]. At the
same time, the leaves of soybean turned yellow, the
chlorophyll content reduced, the development of
roots and root nodules were significantly hindered,
and the dry matter accumulation and nitrogen content in the roots were significantly reduced after
waterlogging. Therefore, how to improve the waterlogging tolerance of soybean has become a difficult problem in soybean production.
Uniconazole is a growth retarding agent,
which has various regulatory effects on the growth
and development of crops, including regulating
endogenous hormones, improving photosynthetic
performance, improving root activity, enhancing
protective enzyme activity, easing membrane lipid
peroxidation and enhancing stress resistance [9-10].
Lin et al. (2006) demonstrated that the application
of uniconazole could improve morphological characteristics, photosynthesis, regulation of hormone
levels and antioxidant system of sweet potato, and
then alleviated the damage effect caused by flooding stress [11]. The contents of chlorophyll, soluble
sugar and total sugar of wheat, rice, corn, soybean
and other crops were significantly increased by
uniconazole soaking or spraying, and the dry matter
and proline content were also increased. These factors are very beneficial to improve crop yield, quality and resistance to stress. In summary, previous
studies on the effects of flooding stress on crops
mainly focused on wheat, corn and other crops.
However, there was little information regarding the
effects of flooding stress on the growth and physiological changes of soybean. In addition, uniconazole plays an important role in improving stress
resistance of crops. However, there are few studies
on the effects of uniconazole on the regulation of
waterlogging stress in different periods of soybean.
Thus, waterlogging resistant and sensitive cultivars
were used as test materials in this study to explore
the regulatory effect of uniconazole on the growth
and physiology of soybean from growth, photosynthesis and osmotic adjustment under waterlogging
stress in order to reveal the internal mechanism of
uniconazole on soybean.
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weight in each soybean variety during R5 and R6
periods.
During waterlogging stress (R1-3d~R1-5d),
the net photosynthetic rate (Pn) of each soybean
variety was decreased compared with CK (Fig. 3).
However, uniconazole application only increased
the Pn in Kenfeng14. In R3 period, the Pn of
Kenfeng14 and Kenfeng16 were both decreased
under waterlogging stress, and uniconazole application increased the Pn under waterlogging stress.
In R5 period, waterlogging stress and uniconazole
application enhanced the Pn of each soybean varieties. For example, the Pn of in Kenfeng14 in W-C
and W-S treatment were increased 46.58% and
10.34%, respectively. In addition, the Pn of in
Kenfeng16 in W-C and W-S treatment were increased 46.26% and 83.00%, respectively.
In R3 period, the transpiration rate (E) of
Kenfeng14 in W-C and W-S treatments were both
higher than that of CK, and the transpiration rate in
W-C was higher than W-S. In R5 period, the transpiration rate (E) of Kenfeng16 in W-C and W-S
treatments were both higher than that of CK, the E
in W-S treatment enhanced 41.84% compared with
W-C treatment (Fig. 3).
In R1-3d, the stomatal conductance (C) of
Kenfeng14 in W-C and W-S treatments were both
lower than that of CK. However, the stomatal conductance (C) of Kenfeng14 in W-C and W-S treatments was both higher than that of CK in R1-5d,
R3 and R5. In addition, the C of Kenfeng16 in W-S
treatment was higher than that of control group in
R1-5d. In R3 and R5 period, the C of Kenfeng16 in
W-S treatment was also higher than that of control
group. For example, the C of Kenfeng16 in W-S
treatment increased 83.32% compared with control
group.

glacial acetic and 20 mL 6M H3PO4) and incubated
at 100 °C for 1 h. After cooling in an ice bath (to
stop the reaction), the absorbance of toluene extract
was measured at 520 nm. The proline concentration
was calculated from a calibration curve performed
by a series of proline solutions.

*:* *5*3?929 The data were analyzed by
one-way ANOVA using SPSS 13.0 (SPSS Inc,
Chicago, IL, USA). The means and standard errors
(SE) were reported.


"#%$#
The plant height of Kenfeng14 and Kenfeng16
soybean plants were all decreased under waterlogging stress, and uniconazole application further
reduced the plant height under waterlogging stress
(Fig. 1). In R3 period, the plant height of
Kenfeng16 was decreased significantly compared
with CK. In R5 period, there was no significantly
difference among the treatments. However, the
plant height of Kenfeng16 was decreased significantly in W-C and W-S treatments, which were
6.49% and 2.22%, respectively. In R6 period, uniconazole application significantly reduced the plant
height under waterlogging stress in each soybean
varieties.
The dry weights of Kenfeng14 and Kenfeng16
leaves were both decreased under waterlogging
stress, and uniconazole application increased the
leaf dry weight under waterlogging stress (Fig. 2).
In addition, the dry weight of Kenfeng14 leaf was
only decreased significantly compared with CK in
R5 period. The dry weight of Kenfeng16 leaf was
decreased significantly in W-C. Uniconazole application only significantly decreased the leaf dry

%" 
//.,:96/;52,65*@63.65:1.1.201:6/:=696?+.*5<*82.:2.9;5-.8=*:.836002509:8.99 
Different letters indicate a significant difference of leaves among the reproductive phases under waterlogging stress. The
differences in each parameter were detected by one-way ANOVA at  < 0.05 level. Bars represent mean-SE (n = 3).
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//.,:96/;52,65*@63.65:1.3.*/-8?=.201:6/:=696?+.*5<*82.:2.9;5-.8=*:.836002509:8.99 
Different letters indicate a significant difference of leaves among the reproductive phases under waterlogging stress. The
differences in each parameter were detected by one-way ANOVA at  < 0.05 level. Bars represent mean-SE (n = 3).

%" 
//.,:96/;52,65*@63.65:1.5.:716:69?5:1.:2,8*:.9 59:64*:*3,65-;,:*5,.:8*59728*:2658*:.
*5-25:.8,.33;3*8 ,65,.5:8*:2655: 6/:=696?+.*5<*82.:2.9;5-.8=*:.836002509:8.99 
Different letters indicate a significant difference of leaves among the reproductive phases under waterlogging stress. The
differences in each parameter were detected by one-way ANOVA at  < 0.05 level. Bars represent mean-SE (n = 3).
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Different letters indicate a significant difference of leaves among the reproductive phases under waterlogging stress. The
differences in each parameter were detected by one-way ANOVA at  < 0.05 level. Bars represent mean-SE (n = 3).
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Variety
K14

K16

Treatment

R1-3d

R1-5d

R3

R5

R6

CK

33.92 ± 3.15a

39.30 ± 2.95a

36.12 ± 5.14a

34.95 ± 3.35b

36.05 ± 1.99b

W-C

34.12 ± 1.29a

34.88 ± 3.85a

29.75 ± 1.76b

35.62 ± 3.63b

39.55 ± 1.55a

W-S

34.50 ± 3.16a

36.15 ± 3.18a

33.90 ± 0.92ab

40.30 ± 1.04a

39.20 ± 1.74a

41.98 ± 1.08a

43.15 ± 3.56a

41.35 ± 3.70a

38.83 ± 3.19b

CK

41.65 ± 1.7a

W-C

36.22 ± 2.69b

35.85 ± 0.54c

33.95 ± 0.95b

40.50 ± 2.17a

45.45 ± 2.66a

W-S

37.50 ± 1.94b

38.87 ± 2.46b

36.77 ± 2.61b

38.57 ± 4.57a

42.10 ± 1.39ab

R1-3d: 3 days after beginning bloom period; R1-3d: 5 days after beginning bloom period; R1: Beginning bloom period; R3:
Beginning pod; R5: Beginning seed; R6: fulling seed period; Values within the same period followed by different letters are
significantly different at 0.05 level.

Kenfeng14 was increased under waterlogging stress,
and uniconazole application further enhanced the
SPAD under waterlogging stress during R3 period
(Table 1).
The proline content of two soybean varieties
were increased under waterlogging stress, and uniconazole application further enhanced the proline
content under waterlogging stress during R3 period,
and the proline in W-S treatment was significantly
difference compared with CK (Fig. 4).


#%##

In R1-3d and R1-5d periods, the intercellular
CO2 (Int CO2) of Kenfeng14 in W-C slightly higher
than that of CK, but the Int CO2 in W-S treatment
was lower than that of CK. The Int CO2 of
Kenfeng16 in W-S and W-C treatments was both
higher than CK in R1-5d. In R3 and R5 periods, the
Int CO2 of Kenfeng14 in W-C significantly higher
than that of CK. Compared with control group, the
Int CO2 in W-C and W-S enhanced 45.94% and
32.91%, respectively. The Int CO2 of Kenfeng16
increased 30.37% compared with CK in R3 period.
The Int CO2 of Kenfeng16 was increased under
waterlogging stress, and uniconazole application
further enhanced the Int CO2 under waterlogging
stress during R3 period (Fig. 3).
The SPAD of two soybean varieties were
both increased under waterlogging stress, and uniconazole application inhibited the enhancement of
SPAS under waterlogging stress during reproductive phases (Table 1). The significant difference
between each treatment was found in Kenfeng16
under R1-5d. In R5 and R6, The SPAD of

Reproductive phase is the most important
stage during entire life cycle of soybean, which is
closely related to the final yield. Understanding the
physiological of leaf is particular crucial to clarify
the adaptive strategy of this species under waterlogging stress. Waterlogging stress induces disorder
of secondary metabolites, which further impacts
plant growth and finally lead to a reduction in pro-
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that waterlogging-sensitive variety (Kenfeng16)
need accumulated more proline in response to osmotic stress caused by waterlogging.


%##

duction [7]. In the present study, we found that waterlogging stress reduced plant height of soybean,
and uniconazole application could further reduce
the plant height under waterlogging stress. The results implied that uniconazole application could
promote the morphological responses to waterlogging stress in crops. In addition, we also found that
uniconazole application could improve the leaf dry
weight under waterlogging stress, indicating that
uniconazole application could promote the growth
of soybean leaves under waterlogging stress. 
Photosynthesis is one of the most important
indicators of physiological sensitivity to abiotic
stress [13]. In this study, uniconazole application
relieved the reduction of the Pn, E and C in soybean leaf caused by waterlogging stress. After waterlogging stress, uniconazole application could
restore the photosynthetic capacity quickly and
improved the photosynthetic performance, further
lead to an enhancement in photoassimilates. Previous study has reported that uniconazole application
could improve the content of photosynthetic pigments and further lead to an enhancement in photosynthetic performance [14]. In the present study,
we found a similar result that uniconazole application could improve the values of SPAD in
Kenfeng14 and 16 in waterlogging stress. The result indicated that uniconazole application could
alleviate the reduction of photosynthetic pigments
caused by waterlogging stress. In addition, we also
found that Kenfeng14 had a better photosynthetic
performance than Kenfeng16. Kenfeng14 was a
waterlogging-tolerant variety, and had better recovery capability and could accumulate much more
photoassimilates after short-term waterlogging
stress. However, Kenfeng16 was a waterlogging-sensitive variety, and the compensation effect
of waterlogging stress was so weak. Hence,
Kenfeng 14 had the lower photosynthetic performance compared with the Kenfeng16 under waterlogging stress. This finding can also explain why
the growth in Kenfeng14 was higher than that in
Kenfeng16 under such conditions.
Proline, an essential amino acid, is known to
accumulate in the protoplasm to maintain osmotic
balance under stress conditions [15]. It can also
participate in stabilize subcellular structures and
scavenge free radicals in case of plant stress [16].
In the present study, we found uniconazole application could increase the proline content of two soybean varieties under waterlogging stress in R3 and
R6 periods, indicating that uniconazole application
could improve the osmotic adjustment capacity and
membrane stabilization in soybean leaf under waterlogging stress. In addition, we found that
Kenfeng 16 had higher proline content than
Kenfeng14 under waterlogging stress and uniconazole application condition. The results indicated

Compared with Kenfeng16, Kenfeng14 (waterlogging-tolerant variety) had better recovery
capability and can accumulate more photoassimilates by improving net photosynthetic rate, stomatal
conductance, transpiration rate and intercellular
CO2 concentration after short-term waterlogging
stress. Uniconazole application could alleviate the
reduction of net photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance, transpiration rate and intercellular CO2
concentration, promote the rapid recovery of photosynthetic capacity after waterlogging stress and
improve soybean growth ultimately.
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ceramics. Rare earth elements, which are accepted
as advanced technological products, are increasing
their usage areas day by day. Especially nan-sized
structures have the characteristics of a new area.
Rare earths are used in many advanced technology
applications. These elements are strategic and rare
materials. One of these expensive and rare elements
is Erbium. The Erbium is a Block F, Period 6 element, while oxygen is a Block P, Period 2 element.
Erbium oxide has excellent electrical, optical and
photoluminescence properties. Erbium oxide nanoparticles appear as pink powder. They are rated as
irritant and may cause serious eye irritation. These
particles are insoluble in water and moderately soluble in strong mineral acids. Erbium-based Erbium
oxide nanoparticles have a wide range of basic applications. These; a) Dispersion of glass or plastic
for display purposes, such as display monitors, b)
The surface may be modified for distribution to
aqueous and non-aqueous media for bioimaging, c)
High temperature resistant corrosion resistant coatings, d) Additives for optical fiber and laser materials, and e) In the conversion material, it is used in
many fields such as capacitors and metal oxide
semiconductor transistors [1-3].
Characterization analyzes are also different
because the nanoscale materials obtained as a result
of engineering products have different and superior
properties. The more techniques or methods used to
describe a material, the more accurate the result is
for determining the properties of that material.
There are some basic characterization analyzes that
need to be done to determine the structure and size
of the nanostructured material. One of these methods is especially XRD, SEM, EDX and FT-IR analysis. For the determination of the dimensions of a
nano-sized material and chemical structure, SEM
and EDX analysis, XRD for the surface and deep
atoms of the material and FT-IR for the characterization of functional groups on the surface of the
material must be performed. In this study, XRD,
SEM, EDX and FT-IR analysis methods were used
for the characterization analysis of Erbium based
nanoparticles which are rare earth elements class
and the properties of this material were determined.

Considering the advantages of nanoscale materials such as being lighter, more robust, programmable materials, less material usage, less energy requirement during production phase, and no
longer producing materials, it is important to produce nanomaterials and determine their properties.
Therefore, the characterization of nanomaterials has
become one of the pillars of material science. An
important aspect of nanoscale material science is
the method of characterization of materials that we
use or study to learn more about them. In recent
years, great importance has been given to rare earth
materials with nanostructures. One of the rare earth
elements is Erbium and it is one of the newly discovered materials that is used in high technology.
Erbium oxide (Er2O3) nanoparticles (NPs) are used
in electronic devices. It is used in capacitors, metaloxide semiconductor transistors, and as dopants for
optical fiber and laser materials. In this study, Erbium based Er2O3 NPs were characterized. The characterization of Er2O3 was realized using X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), and
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR).
The number of specific peaks and their position fit
very well with those from standard XRD spectrum
and revealed pure Er2O3 nano oxide. SEM analysis
of these particles showed their spherical shapes that
are in great extent uniform distributed with nano
sizes ranged between 40-60 nm.
)'!#$
Erbium Oxide, Nanoparticles, Characterization, XRD,
SEM, FT-IR


 %#!&%! 
Advanced technology research on nanoparticles is progressing rapidly due to its unique properties such as increasing electrical conductivity, increasing toughness and ductility, increasing the
hardness and strength of metals and alloys, the luminous efficiency of semiconductors and shaping
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0+D,
+98,
θ+ ,
' θ+ ,
20.56
1103
0.20
4.316
40.40
29.29
8104
0.22
3.044
37.70
33.94
2692
0.21
2.636
39.58
48.79
2747
0.26
1.864
33.58
57.92
1962
0.31
1.590
29.31
#$&%$

(# -9-7B=5= The X-ray diffraction spectrum of Er2O3 is presented in Fig. 1-A. Five main
diffraction peaks were observed at 2θ: 20.56, 29.29,
33.94, 48.79 and 57.920 (Table 1). They are intense,
sharp and narrow peaks that show crystallinity of
Er2O3 NPs. The positions of these peaks fit very
well with those from card file no. 08-0050 of the
Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standard
(JCPDS) data base, which confirms the presence of
cubic crystalline phase of Er2O3 [1-3]. The dimensions of nano crystallites were determined with
Scherrer formula: D = k λ / ß cosθ, where: k is the
shape factor 0.9, λ is the wavelength of X-ray,
0.154056 nm, β is full-width at half maximum of
the diffraction peak (FWHM), θ is the diffraction
angle, D is the crystallite size [4]. The values of
crystallite sizes for the above peaks ranged in
29.31–40.40 nm with the average as 36.02 ± 4.59
nm (Table 1). Also, the average of crystallite sizes
and the lattice strain can be computed with Williamson-Hall equation: β cos θ = k λ / D + 4ɛ cos θ,
where D is the average of the crystallite sizes, ɛ is
the strain and the other letters significance is the
same as above [5, 6]. Using data from Table 1 and
plotting of β cosθ (y axis) against 4 sinθ (x axis) it
was determined a linear fit of data with equation: y
= 0.001x + 0.0027 and R2 = 0.9295 (Fig. 1-B). D
was determined from the plot intercept (kλ/D) with
y axis and ɛ from its slope. The average of crystallite sizes computed in this way was 51.33 nm and

%#$ %!$

Er2O3 (40-50 nm) NPs were obtained from
commercial companies selling SkySpring products
in Turkey. All chemicals of analytical reagent class
are used without any purification or distillation. The
characterization of Er2O3 was realized using X-ray
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), and
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR).
The diffraction spectrum was recorded with Rigaku
Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.54056 nm), operating at 40 KV and 30
mA. Powder was deposited in the sample holder
and the scanning was investigated between 5-800.
The average of crystallite sizes were computed with
Scherrer and Williamson-Hall equations. The morphology of Er2O3 was observed using for SEM the
instrument KYKY-EM3200 with the resolution of
6.0 nm, magnification 15x-250000x and accelerating voltage 0-30 kV. The instrument is equipped
with the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) system that
allows chemical identification of elements and their
weight percentage computation. FT-IR spectrum
was recorded in the range of 400-4000 cm-1 with
JASCO FT-IR-4100 spectrometer and it was collected in single beam mode with 16 scans at 4 cm-1
resolution. Sample and potassium bromide were
ground in a mortar to prepare transparent pellets.
The background and the spectrum of sample were
recorded successively and final spectrum was obtained in transmission mode.
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%# 9-7B=5= In the fingerprint region of
Er2O3 FT-IR spectrum were recorded two absorption bands, Fig. 4. They show sharp maxima at
565.14 cm-1 assigned to asymmetric stretching vibration of Er-O-Er and at 474.49 cm-1, 439.77 cm-1,
414.8 cm-1 due to symmetric vibration of Er-O [1,
9, 10]. These maxima are most intense in spectrum
and have high values of transmittance from 0.10 to
0.18 % that prove purity of Er2O3 nanoparticles,
Table 2. There are a few small peaks at 669.3,
846.7, and 1067 cm-1 corresponding to stretching
mode of Er-O and to deformation and stretching
vibrations of C-O from carbonate, respectively [1].
The next band show a shoulder at 1635.7 cm-1 attributed to OH bending vibration of water adsorbed
in potassium bromide pellet, maxima at 1508.3 cm-1
and 1398.4 cm-1 which are typical to asymmetric
and symmetric stretching vibration of C-O bond
from carboxyl group, respectively [2]. Er2O3 adsorbs carbon dioxide and water from atmosphere
because it is hygroscopic [9]. Small peaks were
observed in erbia FTIR spectrum at 2335.1 cm-1,
2361 cm-1 with very low values of transmittances as
0.92 and 0.90%, respectively, due to traces of carbon dioxide. Also, a small band with maximum at
3446.8 cm-1 is assigned to OH stretching vibration
of water.

the lattice strain as 10-3 %. The low value determined for strain is closed to those reported for erbia
[4]. The interplanar distances were computed with
Bragg law: d = λ / 2 sinθ, where d = interplanar
distance λ= 0.1542 nm, θ = diffraction angle; the
results match with earlier published data for pure
erbia NPs (Table 1) [2, 7].
91<3B05=;1<=5@1(<-B-90$-9-7B=5=
The energy dispersive X-ray spectrum (EDX) of
Er2O3 sample is shown in Fig. 2. The presence of
erbium at 1-2 keV and 7-9 keV and of oxygen at
0.5 keV was observed [8, 9]. The weight percentage
of erbium and oxygen determined from EDX analysis were 87.17% and 12.83%. These data match to
stoichiometric composition of Er2O3: Er = 87.02%
and O = 12.98% and show the purity of erbia. Due
to traces of water and carbon dioxide there is a very
small oxygen concentration higher then stoichiometry.
The SEM micrograph of erbium nano oxide
with the scale bar of 5 μm is presented in Fig. 3A,
where 1mm = 100 nm. It may be observed small
clusters with different forms and sizes in the range
of 250-700 nm. By their association both bigger
clusters and agglomerations with irregular forms up
to 1.5-3 μm are formed similar with those reported
[8]. In order to estimate nano dimensions of Er2O3
Fig.3A was enlarged five times and selected zones
are shown in Fig. 3B, where 1 mm = 20 nm. The
particles reveal spherical shape, are in great extent
uniform distributed with nano sizes ranged between
30-50 nm. In the SEM image of erbia with the scale
bar of 10 μm similar clusters and agglomerations
were recorded, Fig. 3C. After this image was
resized five times, 1 mm corresponds to 40 nm in
Fig. 3D. Spherical nanoparticles have diameters
from 40 nm to 60 nm and most of them appear to be
surrounded by others.

! &$! $
The number of specific peaks and their position fit very well with those from standard XRD
spectrum and revealed pure Er2O3 nano oxide. The
average of crystallite sizes determined with Scherrer formula was 36.02 ± 4.59 nm and using Williamson-Hall equation 51.33 nm. SEM analysis of
these particles showed their spherical shape that are
in great extent uniform distributed with nano sizes
ranged between 40-60 nm. Elemental composition
of erbia determined by EDX spectroscopy revealed
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transmittances, specific to FT-IR spectrum of
Er2O3. Also, small bands for carbon dioxide and
water showed their presence in traces.

the presence of Er and O in weight percents corresponding to Er2O3. In the fingerprint region were
recorded absorption bands with high values of
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439.8
474.5
565.1
669.3
846.7
1067

/8 
1398.4
1508.3
1635.7
2335.1
2361
3446.8

%
0.10
0.11
0.18
0.77
0.89
0.97

## $

%
0.81
0.77
0.91
0.92
0.90
0.71
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is in agricultural land and urban use, while 37% is
forest land [1].
While the modernization brought about by urbanization gives rise to industrialization, the environment must be kept under strict control and protection. Since modern and developed countries consider to keep green simultaneously while industrializing, environmental headaches are the problems of
developing countries. The natural resources that are
utilized to endless as if they do not exhaust are the
problems of our future. Freshwater should not be
sacrificed to neo-liberal [2] industrialization. If environmental management cannot be achieved, pollution should be reduced by relatively low-cost
measures such as the use of sulfate-reducing bacteria
[27]. The laws cannot protect the environment and
natural resources. (Green) Environmental awareness
that comes from childhood is the key role in this conservation.
The Gediz Basin of the Aegean Region is one
of the industrial centers of the area besides agricultural activities. The uncontrolled industrialization of
the Alaşehir-Manisa-Menemen line where agricultural activities are clustered and the concentration of
the population increases the need for fresh water.
Clean water, which is consumed unconsciously,
causes more excess wastewater discharge and reveals unsolvable problems. The industrial and domestic wastes along the Gediz Basin route are discharged into the Gediz River. As a result, serious
pollution occurs in the river. The wastewater treatment plants in Alaşehir, Akhisar, Foça, Çiğli, Manisa, and İzmir cannot prevent this contamination.
Heavy metals [3-16] pour into the river water
through domestic waste and industrial discharge. To
prevent contamination, the anthropogenic effect
must be rigidly observed. One of the tasks of the
thought society [17-28, 15, 16] is to create scientificsocial pressure on the authorities by sharing the conclusions of the observations.
Chromium (and derivatives) used by metal processing, tanneries, coating plants, steel industry, ferrochrome, chromium pigment, and coal industry
come inside the body through the skin and respiration, but also through the digestion. Cr usually affects the skin and respiratory [32]. Cr, which is taken
from skin wounds and abrasions, causes a corrosive
effect on the skin and motives allergic reactions. Cr

This paper drives the mathematical discussion
of heavy metals level of As, Pb, Cd, Ni, Cu, Co and
Cr in the samples collected from the Gediz Delta. In
2006, several scientists from Ege University Faculty
of Fisheries declared the data of eight different stations belonging to the basin to observe the natural
and anthropogenic effect in the sediment of the delta.
Based on these data, we try to look at the results with
a more comprehensive mathematical perspective and
attract the attention to the Gediz Basin with holistic
discussions. Land use in the watershed and a data set
comprised of observations of 7 heavy metals from 8
locations are described. In order to interpret the 
 effect of contamination of the river, statistical analyses are performed. In the study, by investigation a covariance matrix indicates the
strength of bivariate relationships, a dendrogram
shows hierarchical clustering into different groups,
and factor analysis indicates three distinct eigenvectors. In addition, one can find three indices  
    (CF),    (EF), and
  (PLI) developed by Canadian
sedimentologists. The fact that the findings in the
discussion belong to 2006 permits the authors to understand the recent condition more clearly. The level
of pollution from the past is comparable.
)(!#$
Gediz River, mathematical approach, sediment pollution,
contamination factor, enrichment factor, pollution load index.



 %#!&%! 

The Gediz Basin has an area of 17,500 km2 and
its east latitudes are between 38° 41-39° 13 north latitudes and 26° 41-29° 41 eastern longitudes. The
Gediz River, which has a length of 401 km and starts
from Murat Mountain and flows from Old Foça to
the Aegean Sea, is a substantial source of livelihood
for the Aegean Region. Basin with a usage area of
40000 hectares is located on Manisa, İzmir, Kütahya
and Uşak provinces. Approximately 63% of the delta
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ulcers in the skin enhance the risk of cancer. Since
Cr is absorbed through the skin, it can cause kidney
complications and cause respiratory irritation which
may lead to lung cancer. Dust vapor from Cr may
damage the eye cornea. Cobalt, which is profited in
magnetic and stainless-steel production, alloys used
in jet and gas turbines generators, may lead (with Cu)
to lung cancer [32] and asthma [29-31]. Exposing
high doses of Copper, widely utilized in metallurgical activities (coal, mining, metal coating, etc..), can
lead to anemia, liver failure, kidney damage, stomach, and intestinal cancers. Anthropogenic effects
such as chemical-based industrial activities, metal
smelting, mining, coal use, coal-fired power plants
reason Arsenic contamination. Arsenic pollution
leads to circulatory disorders, skin cancer, etc. [18].
For many years Nickel and Nickel's alloys have been
benefited in many areas of the industry. It is used as
a heater because it doesn't oxide at high temperatures. Corrosion resistance is higher than steel and it
is utilized in welding can be turned into wire, sheet.
Gas turbines, jet engines, ships, other places where
Ni is advantaged. Allergic reactions, obstruction of
the lungs, respiratory failure, birth problems,
asthma, and chronic bronchitis, heart disease and
skin rash are some of the serious problems caused by
Ni. Lead, which can cause severe damage to the neural system and kidneys, is taken into the body
through respiration and mouth and may reason
death. Children are suffered from a developmental
disorder, mental retardation, difficulty in perception,
and hyperactivity [18]. Cadmium, which is widely
benefited in batteries, fertilizer industry, mining,
plastic materials, metal melting, and thermal plants,
causes impairments in kidney with chronical problems [33].
In the early 1960s, Canadian scientists initiated
geochemical discussions to define the standards and
behaviors of heavy metals in rivers and coastal

sediments. Herewith, they have evolved exact analytical procedures which facilitate the detection of
contamination and they still have an effective guide
[34]. For the assessing of anthropogenic effects and
natural source effects in the sediment, EF, CF, and
PLI values are benefited. EF is based on the normalization principle utilized to control the metal contamination in the sediment. The Al, Fe, Li and Sc
conservative elements [34] are used for normalizing
of heavy metals. The PLI value is obtained by multiplying the CF valuations.
The authors focus on data of Parlak [24]. By
examining the work [24], the authors gain the opportunity to compare with the 2015 Gediz River [48]
data. Their helpful discussion introduces measurements including Cr, Co, Cu, As, Ni Pb, Cd heavy
metals of eight different points of the Gediz River in
2006 (February, April, May, July, and Septemberfive months). This paper starts with descriptive analysis, correlation matrix, dendrogram and component
analysis of the measured values after that it continues with the show of some linear models. Lastly, it
is finalized with the conclusions of EF, CF and PLI
values.
%#$ %!$

Fieldwork was carried out by scientists at Ege
University. Sediment samples collected from eight
different stations in February, April, May, July, and
September were analyzed in detail. The researchers
concentrated on the areas where the anthropogenic
effect was intense when selecting stations. The laboratory analysis results obtained by obeying rigorously to analytical chemical procedures were shared
with the reader [24]. Figure 1 indicates the locations
of sampling points.
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-80"?-6>1<. In this study, the CF,
EF, and PLI values are considered for seven (Cr, Co,
Cu, As, Ni, Pb, Cd) heavy metals and they are assessed for five months (February, April, May, July,
September). One of the measurements used to classify toxic substances in river or to detect the degree
of pollution of the sediment is the Contamination
Factor (CF) [35]. This value is:

CF =

revealed after determining the CF value for each region. In this paper, the PLI value is designed for
seven heavy metals.

PLI =  CF1xCF2 xCF3 x....xCFn .
According to Tomlinson [46], if the PLI value
is greater than one, the site is , if it is less or
equal to one, the site is  . More specifically, if 1<PLI≤2, sediment is  ! polluted
and if 2<PLI≤3, sediment is ! polluted.

Metal Concentration in Sediment
.
World Shale Average for the Metal

With the CF value, the contamination of the
sediments is elucidated. If the Metal Concentration
in Sediment is greater than World Shale Average for
the Metal, one can define the material as contaminating or enriched. If the Metal Concentration in Sediment is less than World Shale Average for the Metal,
then it is more suitable not to qualify element as contaminating source [35-37]. For a more detailed analysis, the categorization suggested by Hakanson [30]
in the early 80s should be utilized. According to this
classification:
1. If CF<1,  contamination factor,
2. If 1≤CF<3,   contamination factor,
3. If 3≤CF<6,   contamination factor and
4. If 6≤CF, ! contamination factor.
Enrichment Factor (EF) is a technique used to
define heavy metal contamination in the sediment.
By the EF analysis, the anthropogenic effect of sediment pollution is calculated by geochemical normalization (enrichment) of trace metal data with the
help of   elements [38]. The commonly
used   elements are Al [39, 40], Cr [41],
Fe [42], Li [43], Mn [44], Sc [45] and Ti [36]. EF
value is:

#$&%$ $&$$! 
For the data of the discussion, descriptive analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis are demonstrated in Table 1 and Figure 2, respectively. The descriptive analysis discusses the change interval,
standard deviation, and variance of the data. As the
standard deviation value increases, variables move
away from the mean which means that is instability.
Mathematically, high standard deviation indicates
that the samples obtained from the basin are not homogeneously scattered at all points of the river. This
circumstance must be considered when discussing
the pollution problem. Contamination is proportional to the distance of the sample points to the industrial zone. In the dendrogram way, there are two
main blocks. Variables heap as in Figure 2. Hierarchical cluster of the variables is given in Figure 2.
With this analysis, the heap of the heavy metals in
the sediment gathered February, April, May, July,
and September are visualized.
The display of correlation coefficients for five
different months can be seen in Table 2. The Pearson
correlation matrix indicates the instant correlation of
the variables and the strength of their binary relations. The ± signs in front of the coefficients refer to
the direction of the relationship. When the values in
Table 2 close to ± 1, the binary relationships
strengthen.
Factor analysis operates the Principle Components Analysis and Varimax with Kaiser Normalization for the rotation (converged in 3 iterations) to
apart the variables into subgroups and to categorize
those who have the highest contribution to the contamination discussion. In this analysis which doesn't
include composite variables, each variable is considered separately. The data are monitored in a more
specific way with Basic Component Analysis. In Table 3, when the seven variables are substituted into
the data reduction method according to five months,
two maximum eigenvalues (separately for each
month) of the covariance matrix describe 74%, 82%,
89%, 80%, 74% of the total change of the discussion,
respectively. It means that, by looking at Table 3,
one can conclude that it can be explained by modeling the percentages of the data.

Metal Concentration
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
⎝ Conservative Metal Concentration ⎠Sample
EF =
Metal Concentration
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
Conservative
Metal
Concentration
⎝
⎠Shale
Sutherland [38] proposes a five-type contamination status enrichment factor system as follows:
1. EF<2 Depletion to   enrichment suggestive of no or minimal pollution
2. EF 2–5   enrichment, suggestive of
moderate pollution
3. EF 5–20   enrichment, suggestive
of a significant pollution signal
4. EF 20–40 !! enriched, indicating a
very strong pollution signal
5. EF>40  ! enriched, indicating an extreme pollution signal.
In order to crown the CF and EF values, it
would be appropriate to examine the Pollution Load
Index (PLI). The PLI value is an index that controls
the quality of the environment. With the discussion
on the metal ratios in the sediment is determined PLI
is calculated nth root of the product of the n CF [46].
The PLI values and the sediment pollution are
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September

July

May

April

February



Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd

N
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Minimum
46.91
9.10
13.92
3.93
30.03
8.31
.02
9.89
3.48
.23
3.54
14.50
1.38
.03
5.87
2.57
.65
1.19
8.68
1.04
.02
8.90
2.21
.39
.028
9.83
2.52
.04
11.59
2.63
2.340
2.18
11.70
1.83
.01

% 
1</;5:=5?1-8-6B<5<
Maximum
Mean
2565.49
628.0775
14.51
11.0813
28.22
19.3650
22.09
11.8975
66.78
46.4775
79.30
29.1312
.18
.0863
665.70
198.3200
14.30
6.5375
29.15
9.6588
10.37
5.5875
42.04
28.0200
29.50
12.2288
.09
.0538
1264.98
238.1787
6.32
4.3775
7.79
3.7413
6.41
4.1138
34.04
18.8400
57.85
12.3475
.08
.0500
663.27
136.4175
15.22
6.8337
30.98
12.3075
15.930
6.34813
46.01
28.0138
27.72
13.3387
.54
.3087
879.84
290.0063
10.48
6.4625
21.32
10.46550
7.18
5.3675
42.69
28.4725
46.96
16.6113
.20
.0837

Std. Dev.
987.25234
1.77127
5.81893
6.93341
12.04618
25.87410
.05236
287.19049
3.51794
10.00302
2.48153
9.16444
11.28869
.01923
453.66498
1.31738
2.43092
1.82394
8.20341
19.90661
.01852
221.01974
3.72630
9.67194
5.062575
10.36800
10.72585
.16864
376.11979
2.32302
7.046335
1.67833
10.85612
16.02804
.05975

Variance
974667.181
3.137
33.860
48.072
145.110
669.469
.003
82478.380
12.376
100.060
6.158
83.987
127.435
.000
205811.912
1.735
5.909
3.327
67.296
396.273
.000
48849.726
13.885
93.546
25.630
107.496
115.044
.028
141466.099
5.396
49.651
2.817
117.855
256.898
.004

the Alpha value is 0.733 (good) in February first
axis, in April first axis is 0.842 (high), in May first
axis is 0.901 (high), in July first axis is 0.884 (high)
and in September first axis 0.804 (high).
The linear models that can occur with the
weights of the data presented in Table 4 are as follows:
Axes1= -(0.023)Cr+(0.969)Co+(0.638)Cu+(0.931)
As+(0.813)Ni+(0.347)Pb-(0.118)Cd
Axes2= (0.913)Cr+(0.126)Co-(0.193)Cu-(0.027)As
+(0.418)Ni+(0.861)Pb+(0.657)Cd
Axes1= -(0.028)Cr+(0.950)Co+(0.962)Cu+(0.483)
As+(0.814)Ni+(0.189)Pb+(0.689)Cd
Axes2= (0.986)Cr+(0.027)Co+(0.009)Cu+(0.561)
As+(0.535)Ni+(0.953)Pb+(0.219)Cd
Axes1= (0.346)Cr+(0.977)Co+(0.894)Cu+(0.847)
As+(0.918)Ni+(0.338)Pb+(0.122)Cd
Axes2= (0.907)Cr+(0.101)Co+(0.326)Cu+(0.321)
As+(0.348)Ni+(0.901)Pb+(0.849)Cd

Figure 3 is ranked from the maximum between
the data, with the demonstrating a factor between
every two points.
With the Kaiser Normalization method, Varimax examines the linear clustering of data. The
weight values of the linear grouping are shown in the
table in which the variables are considered as factors.
Two main axial linear groups tables of the sediment
variables can be seen in Table 4. If one needs to discuss the internal consistency, harmony, and reliability of the variables in the table, (s)he should consult
the Cronbach's Alpha value. This constant, showing
the internal consistency and reliability of the data in
an experiment, is   after <0.40, is called
 !   when it is between 0.41 <α
<0.60, is called    when it is between 0.61
and 0.80 and is called   when it is 0.81
<a <1.00. For the boldly marked variables in the linear models formed by this data of the Gediz River,
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September

July

May

April

February

Axes1= (0.072)Cr+(0.932)Co+(0.916)Cu+(0.954)
As+(0.905)Ni+(0.771)Pb+(0.045)Cd
Axes2= (0.890)Cr+(0.032)Co-(0.232)Cu+(0.097)
As+(0.057)Ni+(0.523)Pb-(0.695)Cd

Cr
1

Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd

Axes1= (0.183)Cr+(0.979)Co+(0.701)Cu+(0.806)
As+(0.901)Ni+(0.438)Pb+(0.046)Cd
Axes2= (0.961)Cr-(0.022)Co+(0.284)Cu+(0.284)
As+(0.313)Ni+(0.849)Pb+(0.377)Cd

% 
"1-;<98D</9;;16-=5987-=;5A29;=41;5?1;?-;5-.61<
Co
Cu
As
Ni
.059
-.010
-.116
.301
1
.578
 
 
1
.381
.228
1
 
1

Pb
 
.403
.142
.206
.642
1

1

.037
1

-.018
 
1

.453
.378
.555
1

.482
 
 
.704
1


.272
.203
.510
.636
1

1

.416
1

.556
 
1

.659

 
1

.598
 
 
 
1


.412
.546
.646
.584
1

1

-.031
1

-.093

1

.217
 
.846**
1

.035
 
 

1

.601
.629
.601
 
.629
1

1

.150
1

.374
 
1

.426

.421
1

.474
 
.554

1

 
.442
.547
.494
.678
1

Cd
.410
.088
-.274
.002
.110
.308
1
.226
.581
.483
.169
 
.327
1
.688
.240
.489
.214
.481
.669
1
-.315
-.206
.230
.102
-.141
-.139
1
.193
.035
.195
.271
.104
.121
1

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Component
February
April
May
July
September

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Total
3.265
1.978
3.983
1.780
4.887
1.371
4.101
1.553
3.958
1.225

% 
%9=-6?-;5-8/11A:6-5810
Initial Eigenvalues
% of Variance Cumulative %
46.646
46.646
28.255
  
56.906
56.906
25.422
  
69.811
69.811
19.584
 
58.568
58.586
22.187
 
56.543
56.543
17.501
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Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Total % of Variance Cumulative %
3.009
42.979
42.979
2.235
31.922
  
3.235
46.211
46.211
2.528
36.117
  
3.563
50.900
50.900
2.695
38.496
 
4.037
57.673
57.673
1.617
23.100
 
3.137
44.619
44.819
2.046
29.224
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February

April

May

July

September

&# 
$/;11:69=29;15318?-6>1<

% 
#9=-=10/97:9818=7-=;5A
February
Cr
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
Cd

1
-.023

.638
 
 
.347
-.118

2
.913
.126
-.193
-.027
.418
.861
.657

Component
May
1
2
.346
.907

.101
 
.326
 
.321
 
.348
.338
.901
.122
.849

April
1
-.028
 
 
.483
 
.189
.689

2
.986
.027
.009
.561
.535
.953
.219

July
1
.072
 
.916
 
 
.771
.045

2
.890
.032
-.232
.097
.057
.523
-.695

September
1
2
.183
.961

-.022
.701
.284

.284
 
.313
.438
.849
.046
.377

% -
-80"?-6>1<92<1?18161718=<58=41<105718=92=41105C#5?1;1.;>-;B:;56
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Min.
Max.
Mean

Cr
0.4
15.5
22.1
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.5
3.2
0.4
22.1
5.41

February
Contamination Factor (CF)
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.1
0.8
0.5
0.5
1.3
1.2
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.5
1.1
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.3
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.5
0.6
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.8
0.6
0.5
1.3
1.2
0.58
0.41
0.28
0.88
0.44

Cd
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.11

"
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
0.30
0.97
0.46
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Cr
0.1
5.7
5.7
0.7
0.2
0.2
0.7
0.4
0.1
5.7
1.71

April
Contamination Factor (CF)
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.8
0.6
0.1
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.8
0.6
0.2
0.8
0.4
0.35
0.21
0.14
0.55
0.13

Cd
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.10

"

 
 
 

 
 
 
0.09
0.60
0.27
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February

April

May

July

September

&# 
-/=9;69-058329;<96>=598
(maximum PLI:0.97) and in April (maximum
PLI:0.60), there is no danger of widespread pollution
for the Gediz Delta. When looking at CF values, general low contamination is observed. In February observations, the CF values of Ni and Pb are at moderate levels, while in the April observations CF values
of heavy metals are remained low, as well. While
this is the general situation, the incredible peaks of
Cr's CF values are one of the serious problems. Unfortunately, in February, Cr's CF value reaches 15.5
in the second station, 22.1 in the third station and indicates high-level contamination. In April, both the

Scattering plot of variables can be seen in
Figure 4.
Table 5a, 5b, 5c and Table 6a, 6b, 6c are analyzed according to the Gediz Basin variables [24].
The Canadian Certified Reference Materials Project
(STSD-2) standard values are utilized for the quality
control of the elements in the sediment. The elements standardized with reference international
standard values (STST-2) are normalized with Chromium (Cr) in Table 6a, 6b, 6c.
According to the results of Table 5a; In the
samples collected from sediment in February
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second and the third stations again show significant
contamination by pointing to a CF of 5.7.
According to the results of Table 5b; In the
samples collected from sediment in May (maximum
PLI:0.36) and in July (maximum PLI:0.47), there is
no hazard of widespread pollution for the Gediz
Delta. When looking at the CF values, general low
contamination is observed. As in Table 5a February
and April, the values of Cr are remarkable in May
and July in Table 5b, as well. In May, the CF value
of Cr points out considerable contamination level by
reaching to 4.7 at the second station and belong to
the third station the CF value indicates high-level
contamination by reaching to 10.1. In July, Cr's CF
value demonstrates moderate contamination level by
reaching to 1.7 at the second station and belong to
the third station the CF value indicates considerable
contamination by reaching to 5.7.
According to the last CF and PLI results of Table 5c; In the samples collected from sediment in
September (maximum PLI:0.45), there is no risk of
widespread pollution for the Gediz Delta. When
looking at the CF values, general low contamination
is observed. As in Table 5a and 5b, the values of Cr
are notable in Table 5c of September. In September,
the CF value of Cr points out high-level contamination level by reaching to 7.6 at the second station and
at the third station by reaching to 6.9. In the eighth
station, Cr's CF value indicates considerable contamination level by reaching to 4.2.

It would be appropriate to glance with a chemical perspective to the results of Table 5 a, b, c. The
basin formed by the Gediz River, which houses the
wastes of the surrounding settlements and collects
the big amount of drainage water, is discharged into
the İzmir Bay. Some problems, such as cumulative
fish death or contaminated vegetables, usually arise
because of dirty water. This situation a serious problem for public and animal health. It is important to
minimize the level of heavy metal pollution in the
delta of the river. Because second and third stations
are severely contaminated with Cr, they can potentially be harmful in the future. Relative pollution of
the Gediz Basin caused by Cr is mainly due to the
presence of industrial activities [47]. Manisa and
Menemen Organized Industrial Zones, Menemen
leather, olive factories, quarries and a large number
of leather factory are the main industrial activities.
The heavy metal Chromium is used as a pigment for
materials for metal alloying, paints, cement, paper,
rubber. Low levels of Cr exposure occur skin irritation and ulceration. Prolonged exposure may cause
damage to the kidneys and liver as well as circulatory system and nerve can destroy the tissues. Because Cr accumulates in more aqueous media, eating
fish exposed to high levels of chromium is quite dangerous. In Table 6a, b, c, the EF values resulting
from enrichment (normalized) with Chromium can
be discussed.

% .
-80"?-6>1<92<1?18161718=<58=41<105718=92=41105C#5?1;-B>6B
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Min.
Max.
Mean

Cr
0.1
4.7
10.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
10.1
2.05

May
Contamination Factor (CF)
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.9
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.9
0.23
0.08
0.10
0.36
0.19

Cd
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.10

"

 
 
 

 
 
 
0.08
0.36
0.18

Cr
0.3
1.7
5.7
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.1
5.7
1.18

July
Contamination Factor (CF)
Co
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.4
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.9
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.9
0.4
0.36
0.26
0.15
0.53
0.20

Cd
0.7
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.7
0.10

% /
-80"?-6>1<92<1?18161718=<58=41<105718=92=41105C#5?1;$1:=17.1;
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Min.
Max.
Mean

Cr
0.2
7.6
6.9
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.5
4.2
0.1
7.6
2.49

Co
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.1
0.6
0.34

September
Contamination Factor (CF)
Cu
As
Ni
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.8
0.24
0.14
0.53
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Pb
0.1
0.7
0.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.7
0.28

Cd
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.14

"
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0.13
0.45
0.29

"
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0.10
0.47
0.29
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8;5/4718=2-/=9;<@5=4;92<1?18161718=<58=41<105718=92=41105C#5?1;1.;>-;B:;56
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Min.
Max.
Mean

Cr
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Co
1.3
0.1
0.1
1.1
1.3
1.1
1.1
0.2
0.1
1.3
0.79

February
Enrichment Factor (EF)
Cu
As
Ni
Pb
0.8
0.7
1.5
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.8
0.8
1.7
0.3
0.7
0.6
1.9
0.6
0.7
0.5
1.9
1.1
0.6
0.4
1.7
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.8
0.8
1.9
1.1
0.50
0.41
1.14
0.36

Cd
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.19

Cr
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Co
2.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
1.4
1.2
1.1
0.6
0.1
2.1
0.9

April
Enrichment Factor (EF)
Cu
As
Ni
0.1
1.0
3.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.3
0.9
0.5
0.5
2.3
0.4
0.4
2.3
0.9
0.2
1.0
0.2
0.2
1.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.9
1.0
3.2
0.36
0.35
1.38

Pb
0.2
0.1
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.7
0.33

Cd
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.6
0.23

%.
8;5/4718=2-/=9;<@5=4;92<1?18161718=<58=41<105718=92=41105C#5?1;-B>6B
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Min.
Max.
Mean

Cr
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Co
3.0
0.1
0.1
1.0
2.7
1.3
1.6
1.4
0.1
3.0
1.41

May
Enrichment Factor (EF)
Cu
As
Ni
0.3
1.7
4.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.4
1.3
0.3
0.6
3.2
0.5
0.6
1.9
0.4
0.8
2.4
0.4
0.4
1.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
1.7
4.4
0.31
0.59
1.90

Pb
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.2
1.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.1
1.1
0.33

Cd
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.3
1.2
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.1
1.2
0.45

Cr
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Co
1.0
0.2
0.1
1.7
1.5
1.2
1.4
0.5
0.1
1.7
0.95

July
Enrichment Factor (EF)
Cu
As
Ni
1.6
0.6
1.6
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.4
0.8
1.9
0.1
0.4
2.4
0.6
0.6
2.1
0.5
0.1
2.3
0.3
0.1
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.6
0.8
2.4
0.6
0.35
1.44

Pb
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.9
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.9
0.36

Cd
2.4
0.3
0.1
0.6
4.6
1.5
0.2
1.0
0.1
4.6
1.34

%/
?-6>1<@5=4;92<1?18161718=<58=41<105718=92=41105C#5?1;$1:=17.1;).
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Min.
Max.
Mean

Cr
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Co
1.5
0.1
0.1
2.2
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.1
0.1
2.2
0.95

September
Enrichment Factor (EF)
Cu
As
Ni
0.6
0.7
2.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.8
2.5
0.5
0.5
2.2
0.6
0.5
2.1
0.8
0.3
1.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.8
0.8
2.5
0.41
0.39
1.36

Pb
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.25

Cd
1.3
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.3
0.30

reaches 2.7 at the fifth station. In May, the EF values
of Cr and Ni indicate the moderate enrichment level.
The EF value of Ni catches 4.4 at the first station,
runs 3.2 at the fifth station and reaches 2.4 at the seventh station. The situation for the other heavy metals
is stable at a low enrichment level, as well.
One can finish the Enrichment Factor values
discussion with Table 6c. In September, the EF value
of Co reaches 2.2 just in the fourth station. The values of Ni rise to 2.4 in the first station, 2.5 in the
fourth station, 2.2 in the fifth station and 2.1 in the
sixth station. In this context, the EF values of Co and
Ni indicate a moderate level of enrichment while the
other heavy metals remain low.


In Table 6a, the EF values belonging to Co, Ni,
and Pb are some bigger from other heavy metals. All
the EF values of heavy metals are in the minimal
limit. Although the results of Ni push the limits, they
cannot exceed. In Table 6b, Co and Ni exceed the
minimum level of the EF. In April, the EF values of
Cr and Ni reach the moderate enrichment level. The
EF value of Co catches 2.1 at the first station and
runs 3.2 at the fifth and sixth stations. The situation
for the other heavy metals is stable at a low enrichment level.
The situation in May and July is also similar to
Table 6a. In Table 6b, the EF values belonging to Co,
Ni are some bigger from other heavy metals. The EF
value of Co catches 3.0 at the first station and
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This paper motivates on the Gediz River sediment from the Ege University scientists’ data. It focuses on heavy metal data obtained by a group of
scientists (Ege University) in 2006 from the Gediz
River Sediment. The reason for the discussion of the
Gediz Sediment data is that it provides a 10-year
comparison opportunity. In this study, the data of
heavy metals are analyzed from a mathematical perspective and the results of environmental behavior
are presented to the reader. Descriptive analysis of
the data is performed, the change intervals are given
and then the directions (strength) of their relationship are discussed via the correlation matrix. Variables are clustered by hierarchical cluster analysis.
Linear equation groups are formed for each month.
If the above-mentioned analyzes are accepted as the
first group analysis, the variables whose behavior
styles are discussed are presented in the second
group analysis with the contribution of the contamination. In this section, the authors take attention to
anthropogenic effect. In this context, CF, EF, and
PLI values are meticulously obtained. The results
obtained about ten years ago enable the comparison
to be made more objectively by evaluating today's
data. EF, CF, and PLI values are calculated separately for each season and the pollution level is determined. Normalization with Cr is used to calculate
EF values of heavy metals. It can be seen that sediment and soil samples belonging to different stations
increase the contamination. Manisa Organized Industrial Zone has an important role in pollution.
If the paper draws attention to the pollution results of the Gediz Basin 10 years ago, it will be
achieved its aim. In this way, the authors may be
evaluated together with the heavy metal analyzes of
the Gediz River in 2015 and they can see the difference. The results raise awareness of the pollution of
the Gediz River.
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Theproblem of water scarcity is currently one
of the inhibitory factors affecting crop production
and adaptation. In Lebanon, the adoption of a suitable irrigation system for annona cultivation is still
unpracticed. Therefore, this study aims to compare
drip and mini sprinkler irrigation systems in order to
recommend the optimal one. The experiment was
done during two consecutive years 2017-2018 on
sugar apple (     L) scion cleft
grafted on cherimoya (    Mill.)
rootstock. Water requirement of annona was calculated and applied through mini-sprinkler and drip irrigation. The vegetative and reproductive growth of
irrigated trees were compared to those of non-irrigated trees (control). As a result, in the second experimental year, plant height, leaf number, leaf area
and internodal length were significantly higher in the
trees irrigated by drip compared to the control respectively by 40cm, 20leaves, 8cm2 and 1.7cm. In
addition, a significant improvement in flower number and diameter of primary roots and number of secondary roots was observed following mini-sprinkler
irrigation compared to control. Fruit weight and
number were most significantly improved by drip irrigation system by 10 fruits and 77g compared to
control. However, in both experimental years sugar
apple trees irrigated by drip system yielded the most
(31kg in the second year) compared to the remaining
treatments (29kg for trees irrigated by mini-sprinkler
and 22kg for the control in the second year). The
choice of both systems improved all growth traits of
sugar apple and ameliorated the adaptation of this
culture to Lebanese conditions.

$" %$ 

The cultivation of tropical and subtropical
crops in the Mediterranean region is witnessing high
interest by farmers. Annona species is one of these
crops belonging to the family Annonaceae. This
family which includes more than 2000 species is
originated from tropical lowland of Central and
South America [1]. The most commercial species are
   (sugar apple),   (cherimoya),   (atemoya: a hybrid between 
 and    ),    (sursop)
and    (custard apple) [2]. In Lebanon, in
the last decades, areas cultivated with annona trees
are constantly increasing. These commodities are
gaining high prices in the local market facing high
demand from consumers. The adaptation of such
commodity to local climatic and soil conditions is
lately a subject of interest for researchers and farmers. Previous works were done aiming to improve the
adaptation and the performance of annona tree. Cleft
grafting on   rootstock was reported [3,
4] to improve vegetative and reproductive growth of
  . In addition, iron fertilization has been
also effective on enhancing the adaptation of annona
cultivars obtained by self and cross grafting of both
    and   [5] which was reflected by a better height, trunk diameter, leaf biomass, and root growth compared to non-fertilized
plants.
In fact, many environmental factors affect also
annona adaptation and performance to orchard conditions such as temperature [6] and soil humidity
which includes drought, flooding and salinity [7].
Global warming and climate change will occur more
frequently causing a shortage in water resources and
leading to an increase in the incidence of drought
stress [8]. Normally, stomatal conductance and CO2
assimilation decreases under drought stress in annona trees [9]. However, the endogenous accumulation of abscisic acid (ABA) and ascorbic acid under
water deficient conditions was previously demonstrated to confer tolerance. ABA reduces water loss
by triggering stomatal closure [10] and ascorbic acid
reduces the reactive oxygen species caused by stress
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[11]. In Lebanon, nowadays, the problem of water
scarcity is causing a drastic reduction in crop productivity mainly in the coastal and internal regions. Annona orchards that are concentrated in the coastal
zone are subjected to such conditions. The majority
of farmers either do not adopt a scheduled irrigation
regime or do not use irrigation at all. Therefore, the
aim of the current study is to evaluate the effect of
different irrigation methods (mini-sprinkler and
drip) on the vegetative and reproductive growth of
  and to compare it to water deficit conditions (no irrigation).

were measured: Trunk diameter (using a measuring
tape), number of lateral shoots, and internodal length
(on each lateral shoot). During the growth, a continuous monitoring was done for determining flower
number and yielding capacity (fruit number, individual fruit weight and yield/plant). Leaf number
(through visual counting) and area (length x width)
were measured after the removal of the plants at the
end of the harvest season (each experimental year, 9
plants were removed from each treatment using a
bulldozer). At this period, the fresh and dry weights
of plant parts (shoots, leaves and roots) were measured after oven-drying at 100°C until obtaining of a
constant weight. Finally, parameters regarding primary (number, length and diameter) and secondary
(number) roots were measured. 

#;*;2:;2,*4*6*4?:2:Trees were organized in a
randomized block design consisting of three treatments and three repetitions per treatment. Each repetition consisted of 30 trees (10 plants/line x 3lines).
Data analysis was done using STATISTICA10 Program and consisted on means ± SE compared by
Fisher's least-significant differences test (LSD) with
a <0.05.


"#%$##%## 

&.0.;*;2=.097>;1The effect of irrigation on
plant height was only significant in Year 5 experiment; this indicator was improved by 20 cm and 40
cm by the use of mini-sprinkler and drip irrigation
respectively compared to control. Both irrigation
systems improved intermodal length significantly
starting from Year 4 to Year 5 with the best effect
obtained always with drip irrigation (Fig. 1). However, the effect of irrigation despite the system was
not significant on the average of lateral shoots
( =0.099) while it was significantly ameliorative
only in Year 4 on trunk diameter ( =0.000021) (Results not shown).
Leaf number and leaf area were mainly enhanced by drip irrigation system (Fig. 2). Mini-sprinkler system only significantly improved the leaf area
rather than leaf number compared to control.
Sugar apple trees irrigated by drip system had
significantly higher leaf number and area compared
to the control in Year 4 (respectively 360 leaves and
129.5 cm2 compared to 315 leaves and 120 cm2) and
Year 5 (respectively 390 leaves and 130 cm2 compared to 370 leaves and 122 cm2).

".897-<,;2=.097>;1The response of flowers and fruit number to the irrigation systems differs
between Year 4 and Year 5 (Fig. 3); in specific, under irrigation (mini-sprinkler or drip) flower number
was inhibited in Year 4 while it was improved in
Year 5 compared to the control. However, the fruit
number of irrigated trees which was equal between

$"#$ #

$9.*;5.6;:Sugar apple (  ) plants
were selected from an orchard (calcareous clay soil)
located in Beblyeh-South of Lebanon. This region is
situated at 150 m above sea level, characterized by a
temperate climate characterized by: a temperature of
25 ±5°C in summer and 10 ±5°C in winter, rainfall
of 900 mm (between October and April) and relative
humidity of 70%. Sugar apple plants were obtained
through cleft grafting on cherimoya rootstock in
2013 (spacing 5x5m). The experiment was conducted during 2 consecutive years 2017 and 2018.
Prior to the experiment, the orchard was irrigated
regularly. Three treatments were applied in the orchard: drip irrigation, irrigation with mini-sprinklers,
and no irrigation (control). Calculations were done
using CROPWAT computer program, which models
crop-specific water requirement based on the Penman–Monteith equation [12]. Crop coefficients (Kc)
were adjusted based on Rodríguez Pleguezuelo et al.
[13] findings on   and were respectively
of 0.63, 0.65 and 0.5 at flowering (February till
April), fruit set (May) and fruit growth (July till October). Irrigation started from February till October.
During calculation, an irrigation efficiency of 95%
was assumed for the drip irrigation system and of
85% for mini-sprinkler system. Three treatments
were applied in the orchard: drip irrigation, irrigation
with mini-sprinklers, and no irrigation (control). For
the drip system, irrigation was done with four emitters per plant (2 emitters per line, and 2 lines on each
plant) with a flux of 4l per hour per each emitter. For
the mini-sprinklers, irrigation was done using two
emitters (1 emitter per line, and 2 lines on each plant)
with a flux of 40l per hour per each emitter. Irrigation in both systems started from February till October. For control (non-irrigated) plants, water was
only applied during iron fertigation. This latter practice was done on all plants, once per month, starting
from May to September, using 25g/plant (including
control plants). 
&.0.;*;2=. *6- 9.897-<,;2=. 8*9*5.;.9:
Plant height was measured on field during the flowering period. At this stage, all vegetative indicators
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the two systems was higher compared to non-irrigated trees (control) in both years (respectively in



Year 4 and 5, 70 fruits and 73 fruits in irrigated trees
compared to 62 fruits and 63 fruits in control).

%" 
//.,;7/29920*;276:?:;.5:7684*6;1.201;4./;*6-26;.967-*44.60;19201;



%" 
//.,;7/29920*;276:?:;.5764.*/6<5+.94./;*6-4.*/*9.*9201;



%" 
//.,;7/29920*;276:?:;.576/47>.9*6-/9<2;6<5+.9
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//.,;7/29920*;276:?:;.576;1./9.:1*6--9?>.201;7/:177;:






and dry weights of leaves and roots (Results not
shown).

"77;26026-2,*;79:The number and length of
primary roots were boosted under irrigation systems
(mini-sprinkler or drip) starting from year 4 (Fig. 6).
The optimal ameliorative effect was observed in
Year 5 for plants irrigated by drip system where the
number and length of primary roots (respectively
124 roots and 143 cm) were significantly higher than
the ones of trees irrigated by mini-sprinkler (respectively 98 roots and 121 cm) and the ones of the control (respectively 82 roots and 88 cm).
In Year 4, the adoption of mini-sprinkler did
not enhance significantly the diameter of the primary
roots or the number of secondary roots (Fig. 7). The
significant effect was observed in Year 5 only. On
the contrary, the drip irrigation system significantly
improved both indicators in both years. Particularly,
in Year 5, the diameter of primary roots

In general, the irrigation of sugar apple using
mini-sprinkler or drip has led to the production of
heavier fruits (Fig. 4) and consequently better yield
compared to the control. In fact, this ameliorative effect was higher in Year 5 than Year 4. Under drip
irrigation system, the weight of the individual fruit
and the yield of sugar apple trees were improved respectively by 77 g and 9 kg compared to control, and
by 20 g and 2 kg compared to trees irrigated by minisprinkler.

'.201;7/84*6;8*9;:Fresh and dry weights
of shoots (Fig. 5) were also affected by irrigation
with an optimal result obtained with drip irrigation.
Between year 4 and 5, the fresh and dry weights of
shoots increased respectively by 263 g and 190 g under mini-sprinkler system while between the same
years, both indicators increased respectively by 295
g and 250 g under drip irrigation. This reflects the
better annual growth of sugar apple under drip irrigation. In fact, a similar trend was observed for fresh
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//.,;7/29920*;276:?:;.5766<5+.9*6-4.60;17/8925*9?977;:



%"
//.,;7/29920*;276:?:;.576-2*5.;.97/8925*9?977;:*6-6<5+.97/:.,76-*9?977;:
and the number of secondary roots were significantly
higher in trees irrigated by drip (respectively 5 cm
and 557) compared to control trees (4.2 cm and 501).
However, when comparing between both systems,
the number of secondary roots was only significantly
higher in drip treatment compared to the mini-sprinkler one, while the diameter of primary roots was
not.
Non-irrigated plants of sugar apple had the
lowest growth and yielding capacity among all treatments. However,    is considered as a
drought tolerant plant [14]. This tolerance was represented by the production of approximately 22 kg
of fruits per tree under water deficit conditions. It
seemed that control plants took benefits from the
very low amount of water that was added during iron
fertigation in drought season. According to Rodrigues et al. [9], drought stress caused a reduction
in stomatal conductance and CO2 assimilation. In addition, the stress condition induced an increase in endogenous ABA which can stimulate H2O2



production (stress signaling). This latter promotes
the maintenance or secretion of ascorbic acid which
confer the antioxidant system in the plant [15, 16].
Compared to irrigated plants (mini-sprinkler or
drip), non-irrigated plants had the lowest number of
leaves, flowers, fruits and consequently yield. In addition, stressed-plants produced less vigorous
shoots. In fact, previous studies reported a correlation between the vigor of annona plants and the capacity of fruit bearing. According to Gonzàlez and
Cuevas [17] the vigor of bearing shoots and the position of flowers on the shoots affects fruit size, as
vigorous shoots and basal flowers potentially produce heavier fruits.
This fact was also validated by George and Nissen [18] and George and Campbell [19] on custard
apple. Furthermore, weak shoots set two fruits while
high vigor shoots could set four to five fruits [20].
This growth pattern is similar in stone fruits and
pomes [21, 22]. Under water deficit conditions, the
low relative humidity inside the canopy will affects
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dissolved salts which is unsuitable with other methods. Thus, it seemed to be the best method used, first
to reduce water volume applied during drought season (facing the limited water resources) and second
to enhance the most yielding capacity of sugar apple.

the floral cycle and anthesis [23] leading to a reduction in fruit set which is dependent on the receptivity
of the stigmas [19].
On the contrary, despite the system, irrigation
induced an improvement in all indicators; this ameliorative effect started by the root zone of the plants
which was reflected by a high number of primary
and secondary roots in the two irrigated treatments
[17]. Consequently, there was a better absorption of
vital elements mainly in that of the chelated iron that
was applied. Irrigation systems also enhanced shoot
elongation and leaf formation in sugar apple which
improved the capability to bear fruits. Actually, irrigation enhances fertilization and fruit set in annona
trees. It leads to a higher relative humidity favoring
anthesis and petal abscission [2]. This latter phenomenon is related to an increase in ethylene concentrations in the anthers accelerating pollen discharge and
advancing male stage [24]. Irrigation increased both
fruit number and weight contradicting previous findings claiming that an increase in production causes a
diminution in fruit size [25]. This ameliorative effect
was attributed to cell enlargement and division during fruit growth [26]. Reproductive organs such as
flowers and fruits are more sensitive to drought
stress than vegetative organs (shoots and leaves). In
a comparison between both irrigation systems, it was
obvious that the efficiency was higher in drip system
compared to mini-sprinkler [27, 28]. Sugar apple
plants irrigated by the drip system had the optimal
vegetative growth, yielding a better capacity and root
distribution. As a matter of fact, many factors affect
root distribution; these include primarily irrigation
systems and the availability of water [29, 30].
Several authors reported earlier the ameliorative effect of water and irrigation of annona under
drought conditions [31, 32]. However, the difference
between irrigation systems was less investigated on
sugar apple or other annona species. But, differences
in efficiency level were studied on other crops. Irrigation with a drip system uses less water than sprinkler irrigation [33, 34]. Fallahi [35] showed that with
less water amount per season (less by 40%), apple
trees irrigated by drip gave similar yield and fruit
weight compared to trees irrigated by sprinkler. This
reflects a better efficiency of the drip system. Moreover, on grapevines, the adoption of drip irrigation
has led to an increase in root length and root area
compared to sprinkler system. This was attributed to
the smaller wetted soil volume in the closer soil proportions (vertical and horizontal directions to trunk)
[36]. Similar findings were observed in the current
study concerning rooting indicators.
The adoption of drip irrigation reduces the
amount of required water, and also increases and expands the wetted area resulting in higher income per
water unit [37, 38]. In fact, with drip irrigation, low
soil moisture can be kept in the root zone due to the
precisely controlled system. This system seems to be
advantageous, especially in case of fertigation with

 %# 

In the current work, it was justified that the use
of localized drip irrigation system is a good method
to reduce water loss and increase the efficiency of a
certain amount of water compared to mini-sprinklers. The adoption of such methods could be improved further by determining the optimal rate and
frequency of irrigation in order to combat the problem of scarcity of water resources worldwide.
 '$#
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During winter, grapevines must experience a
period of cool temperatures to resume growth in the
spring [1]. During endo-dormancy, it is generally understood that exposure to low, non-freezing temperatures, is necessary (chilling requirement) to transition to the third dormancy state, eco-dormancy [2]
and to get uniform bud break [3]. The number of
days required for grapevine bud break declined as
exposure to chilling temperatures <7◦C increased.
Normal winter weather in most temperate regions
typically provides adequate chilling [1]. The negative effect of high winter temperatures on accumulated winter-chill is of particular importance in the
zones with sub-tropical climates as in the coastal
Lebanese zone where it is one major constraint affecting bud-break [4]. When grapevines do not receive sufficient chilling to release buds from dormancy, a delayed and erratic bud break happens,
causing a reduction in shoot and clusters number per
vine and an irregular ripening [3]. This affects negatively fruit yield and quality leading to low commercial production [1].
Hydrogen Cyanamid (HC) is the active ingredient of Dormex® which is a breaking reagent generally applied to mitigate the adversarial effects of
insufficient chilling to vines [5]. A lot of studies reported the beneficial effect of Dormex as breaking
bud reagent. A recent study [4] was conducted in
Lebanon regarding the effect of Dormex on three table grapes cultivars grown under greenhouse or in
open-field conditions. The results had shown that
Dormex induced a more uniform and full budburst
under greenhouse, increased budburst percent on
main shoot under greenhouse and in open-field and
enhanced significantly yield and reproductive parameters. In addition, in open-field, Dormex induced
an earliness of 2 and 3 weeks of harvest. Moreover,
the authors concluded that greenhouse enhanced the
effectiveness of Dormex.
Nowadays, HC is classified within the highest
category of toxicity by the United States Department
of Agriculture [6]. It is potentially harmful to

#$"$

Several studies reported the beneficial effect of
Dormex (Hydrogen Cyanamid) on compensating the
lack of chilling hours required for a normal vines
budburst. It was recently prohibited in many countries due to its toxicity on plants and humans. The
objective of this study was to find alternatives for
Dormex. Gibberellic acid plays a role as endogenous
hormone on budburst. Nano-fertilizers (Amino25)
are known to prevent biotic and abiotic stresses in
plant. No studies were conducted on the effect of
both products on vines in warm winter climate. Two
experiments will be discussed in this paper and compared to previous result of Dormex applied at the
same location. The treatments were: Openfield/Without Products, Greenhouse/Without Products, Open-field/Gibberellic acid, Greenhouse/Gibberellic acid, Open-field/Amino25 and Greenhouse/Amino25. The study was conducted on three
ARRA seedless cultivars. Gibberllic acid was applied at 2ppm and Amino25 were applied at 1.5 g L1
for several times before budburst. Giberellic acid
enhanced bud formation under greenhouse as Dormex did and induced earliness of 2 weeks in budburst while its effect on fruits, flowers and yield was
less efficient than Dormex. It did not have effect in
open-field conditions as well as Amino25 in both
cultivation systems. Gibberellic acid could replace
Dormex to resolve bud burst problem. Since Gibberellic acid and Nano-fertilizers are non-toxic and
could be used on organic farming, advanced research
should take place to enhance the effects of Gibberellic acid in open-field conditions and additional studies are recommended regarding the effect of Nanofertilizers on grapevines.


)' "#
Bud burst, Chilling hours, Gibberellic acid, Lebanon,
Nano-fertilizers, Table grape
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GA application enhanced bud-break percentage in
peach [16] and bursting of dormant buds in apricot
[17]. Additionally, on kiwi fruit, application of GA
prior to chilling enhanced dormancy, while application after exposure to chilling promoted bud break
[18]. On grapes, GA application delayed dormancy
release of buds. Indeed, it was previously reported
that GA application prolonged grapevine dormancy
[19]. However, Zheng et al. [11] found that in-vitro
application of GA on mature buds collected from
cordon-trained grapevines did not stimulate grapevine bud break.
Nano-fertilizers (NFs) are known to prevent
plants from different biotic and abiotic stresses improving soil fertility, plant growth, plant yield, quality parameters and plant productivity. Nanoparticles
can be made from fully bulk materials [20]. They increase nutrient use efficiency and reduce wastage of
fertilizers and cost of cultivation. NFs have higher
surface area due to very low size of particles which
are smaller than root and leaves pores [21]. They
have high reactivity which provides more sites to facilitate different metabolic process in the plant system[22]. It is important that NFs be released in the
correct form and at a rate suitable for plants to minimize losses by leaching, gasification or by competition with other organisms [23]. On the other hand, if
the concentration is more than the optimum it may
show inhibitory effects on the germination and seedling growth of the plant [24, 25].
One study was published where nano-size Ca
based fertilizer was used on grapes. Sabir et al [26]
showed that this type of fertilizer led to remarkable
enhancement in foliar development and chlorophyll
concentration and improvement of vine growth,
yield, berry quality and leaf nutrient content of
grapevines cv. Narince grown under non-favorable
alkaline soil conditions. They recommended using
this product for alleviating the adverse effects of
such abiotic stress condition for sustainable grape
production.
Consequently, this study was conducted in order to resolve the problem of insufficient chilling
hours facing grapes cultivation in Lebanese coast after prohibiting the use of Dormex in this country.
The lack of references and information about the effect of NFs and GA on table grape bud break, the
preventive effect of NFs on plant from abiotic stress
and the unclear role of GA on bud dormancy release
are the pillars on which the study was built. In the
current study, the effects of Gibberellic acid and
Nano-fertilizer on three seedless table grapes cultivars grown in open-field or under greenhouse were
studied and then compared to the effect of Dormex
which was published by El Masri et al [4] regarding
the same place and the same cultivars. Several vegetative and reproductive parameters were collected
and studied.



humans [7] affecting grape growers' health and the
environment. It causes respiratory irritation, contact
dermatitis, headache, and gastrointestinal symptoms
of nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea [8]. Thus, it is recently prohibited in Lebanon. In fact, the lack of alternatives for inducing bud break in deciduous fruit
trees, especially in organic systems might become an
important limitation for deciduous fruit production
in warm climate regions [9]. Hence, there is an urgent need to develop dormancy release agents that
pose no health risks to humans and for organic farming products [10].
Gibberellic acid (GA) is a plant growth regulator found naturally in plants. In fact, there were a few
references indicating the role of GA on regulating
bud dormancy in grapevine. Both negative and positive effects of GA were reported on outgrowth of
para-dormant buds which are carried on actively
growing shoots and are under the control of apical
dominance in various crops other than grapevines.
The exposure of perennial endo-dormant buds to
chilling increased the level of endogenous GA, resulted on up regulation of GA biosynthesis or fluctuations in levels of GA during the natural endodormant buds cycle in grapevine. The period of dormancy induction was accompanied by a gradual decrease in transcript levels of genes coding for GA biosynthetic enzymes, and that their levels were the
lowest during deepest dormancy. Therefore, during
the period of gradual dormancy release, expression
levels of the GA biosynthesis genes generally increased. It was suggested that GA application during
initial activation of the endo- or eco-dormant woody
bud meristem has a negative effect on meristem activation, while its application to an already activated
meristem enhances regrowth [11].
As exogenous application, GA is used on a
wide range in commercial horticulture in several cultivated species worldwide to improve plant growth
and yields [12]. Usually, it is able to be used on Vitis
and on seedless table grape cultivars in vineyards
around the world [13]. This expansion of GA use is
due to its lack of toxicity [14] where it can be used
safely on fruits, vegetables and leaf crops and it is
safe to eat crop and harvest after plant treatments at
recommended concentrations. According to
Teszláka et al [12] the impact of GA treatment on the
grape cluster depends largely on the concentration
and development stage when used. The first published data on efficiency of exogenous GA applications on table grapes were those of Weaver [16]
which found that GA treatments increased fruit set,
fruit size and soluble solids and hastened color accumulation. Although many studies are published regarding the effect of GA application on grapevine,
its effect on bud dormancy release under lack of
enough chilling hours is unclear yet. It was stated
that the application of GA had contrasting effects
(inhibition or induction) on bud break during and after winter dormancy of temperate perennial buds.
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A:/;37/8=+6<3=/This study is a part from a
project started in (2016–2017). It takes place in Lebanese coastal zone at 140 m altitude. This region is
characterized by its temperate Mediterranean climate with a warm winter region. The data showed in
the present paper are the results from the trial carried
out at the end of 2017. For each experiment, the total
area cultivated was 0.6 hectares. It was divided into
0.3 hectares under greenhouse and 0.3 hectares in
open-field conditions. In each system of cultivation,
three seedless cultivars were grown, each one occupying 0.1 hectare. Four years old ARRA 15 (white),
ARRA 19 (red) and ARRA 18 (black) cultivars were
studied. The cultivars were grown in open-field conditions or under greenhouse spaced at 3 x 3 meters
apart, trained on pergola system and drip irrigated
(30 L per vine per 2weeks). Vines of all cultivars
were grafted on the same rootstock: 1103P and were
pruned in December leaving 6 buds per cane. Vines
received around 400 chilling hours in open-field, and
100 chilling hours under greenhouse during the period of bud dormancy.

$;/+=7/8=<In the season 2016-2017 Dormex
was applied and the results were published by El
Masri et al. [4]. Afterward Dormex was prohibited
and then not available in Lebanon. Consequently, it
was not possibleto reapply Dormex in the next season (current study). It should be noted that the range
of chilling hours was almost similar in the two seasons.
Two experiments were conducted at the season
(2017–2018). The first one studied the effects of
Gibberellic acid (GA) and the second one is about
Nano-fertilizer effect. Each experiment consisted of
four treatments. The treatments of the first experiment were: Open-field/Without product (control),
Greenhouse/Without product, Open-field/GA and
Greenhouse/GA. The treatments of the second one
were: Open-field/Without product (control), Greenhouse/Without product, Open-field/With Amino25
and Greenhouse/ With Amino25. Each treatment
consisted of 9 plants (Replicate) of each cultivar.

!;9.>-= +::63-+=398 The first application of
GA was done two weeks after pruning. It was applied by wiping the buds with a sponge already immerged in a GA solution of 2ppm. This application
was repeated after two other weeks. After flowering,
GA was also applied as thinning treatment where the
bunch was sprayed with a concentration of 1.5ppm.
After fruit set, three applications of GA were done as
sizing treatment. The first one was adopted when
berry diameter reached 4–7 mm and the last two applications were applied with an interval of 1 week.
Bunch dipping was the method used in those three
applications with concentrations of 20, 40, 60 ppm
of GA respectively. Bunches were dipped only for 2

seconds. Thinning and sizing application were recommended by El Masri et al. [27, 28].
The organic nitrogen nano-fertilizer used was
under a commercial name: LITHOvit Amino 25®.
It was also applied after 2 weeks after pruning. It was
followed by two applications separated by two
weeks each. Moreover, after budburst two other applications were performed separated by 2 weeks by
foliar spray with a concentration of 1.5 g L-1.

+=+-966/-=398Data was collected for many
vegetative and production traits from February to
December 2018. Date of budburst, fruiting, flowering and harvest were determined through daily visual
monitoring on-site. Budburst percent was evaluated
on the main cane. Buds on the main cane were assigned as a, b, c, d, e and f. The bud position ‘a’ being
the position of the first bud emerging at the base of
the main cane. Measurements carried out were:
length of current season’s shoot (cm) (evaluated
weekly as soon as shoots have emerged), number of
buds (formed on current season’s shoots), bud burst
uniformity (distribution pattern of bursted out and
non-bursted out buds on current season’s shoots),
number of flowers and number of clusters per shoot,
fruit set (%), average weight of individual cluster (g)
and fruit yield (Kg per vine). Additionally, shoots
were collected and oven-dried at 105 ˚C until constant weight for determine their dry weight (g) [4].
Statistical analysis was done using Statistica12
program. A complete full factorial design was
adopted due to the presence of several experimental
factors (Cultivation system, Product and variety).
Factorial ANOVA, Repeated measures ANOVA,
Chi-square test and correlation test were applied. A
  < 0.05 was adopted during data analysis.
"#%$##%## 

>. 09;7+=398 Percentage of bud burst on main
shoot was affected significantly (value=0.00) only by
the single effect of GA, the single effect of cultivation system (in both experiments) and the combined
effect of cultivation system and GA. Without application of any products, greenhouse cultivation decreased significantly budburst percentage for all cultivars. For instance, it was decreased from around
45, 35, and 35 % percent to 24, 25 and 25 % regarding ARRA 19, ARRA 15 and ARRA 18 cultivars
(Fig. 1). GA mitigated the effect of greenhouse
where it increased the percentage of budburst to 100
% without any effect in open-field. GA had almost
the same effect when compared to Dormex under
greenhouse as verified in the previous year However,
Dormex also enhanced this parameter in open-field
conditions [4].
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>.,>;<=.3<=;3,>=39898->;;/8=</+<98C<<299=90"" "" +8."" ->6=3?+;<1;9@838
9:/803/6.-98.3=398<
position (Fig. 3). In open field, the distribution of
bud burst on grapevines cv. ARRA 19 was better
than in the cultivars ARRA 15 and ARRA 18 while
all those distributions are considered abnormal (Fig.
2). It should be noted that despite the effect of products greenhouse cultivation affect negatively this
distribution. The application of GA did not show any
enhancement regarding all cultivars in open-field
conditions. However, GA enhanced significantly the

On the other hand, an abnormal distribution
was recorded in the control and in the treatment
Greenhouse/without product of bud burst among all
bud position on the main shoot. For instance, in the
treatment Greenhouse/ without products, the frequency of released bud on all cultivars at the position
a of the main shoot was 9 plants out of 9 plants and
decreased as the position move away from the trunk
where no bud burst were recorded at d, e and f
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distribution of released bud along the main shoots
under greenhouse cultivation for all cultivars where
a full frequency was recorded in all shoot positions
(Fig.3). In addition, no significant difference was observed under greenhouse among all varieties. It was
almost the similar effect recorded by Dormex application while this product also enhanced the bud burst
frequency in open-field conditions regarding all cultivars [4].
Number of buds on current’s season shoot was
affected significantly by all factors except Amino25.
Greenhouse cultivation increased number of buds on
current’s season shoots regarding all cultivars where

an average of 33 buds was recorded in the treatment
Greenhouse/ without product compared to 16 buds
in the control. Moreover, grapevines ‘ARRA 18’ had
the highest number of buds in the control compared
to other cultivars. GA did not have any effect in
open-field conditions. In contrary, it increased number of buds of grapevines ‘ARRA 19’ and decreased
it for ‘ARRA 15’ and ‘ARRA 18’ (Fig. 4). In the
previous year, Dormex had the same effect of GA
under greenhouse and it also decreased the number
of buds of all cultivars in open-field conditions [4].
Regarding bud formation no effect of Amino25 was
observed.

%" 
>.,>;<=.3<=;3,>=39898->;;/8=</+<98C<>8./;1;//829></

%" 
00/-=909;7/A+8.98:/;-/8=+1/90,>.,>;<=:/;-/8=987+38<299=90"" "" +8.
"" ->6=3?+;<1;9@8>8./;1;//829></9;389:/803/6.
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%" 
00/-=909;7/A+8.98:/;-/8=+1/90,>.,>;<=:/;-/8=987+38<299=90"" "" +8.
"" ->6=3?+;<1;9@8>8./;1;//829></9;389:/803/6.
#299= 6/81=2 The final length of shoots was
affected significantly by all factors except the combined effect of variety and Amino25 and the combined effect of variety, system of cultivation and
Amino25. 
For no treated plants (control), grapevines cv.
ARRA 18 recorded the highest length of shoots compared to other cultivars. The treatment Greenhouse/without products increased length of shoots
from 180, 160 and 150 cm (field conditions) to reach
195, 175 and 180 cm for grapevines ‘ARRA 18’,
‘ARRA 15’ and ‘ARRA 19’ respectively (Fig. 5).
GA did not affect shoot length in open-field conditions. Under greenhouse GA decreased length of
shoots to less than 150 cm for the grapevines cvs.
ARRA15 and ARRA 18 and 170 cm for ARRA 19.
Amino25 increased only length of shoot of ARRA
15 under greenhouse. According to El Masri et al [4],
Dormex decreased length of shoots in open field and
under greenhouse. The effect of products could be
explained by the correlation between length of
shoots and budburst percent. Statistical analysis
showed that length of shoot is negatively correlated
(-0.5546) with bud burst percent. As example, GA
under greenhouse increased percentage of budburst
while it decrease shoot length with a full distribution
of bud burst along all shoot position on the main
shoot. This also explains that GA help nutrient to be
distributed equally between buds. Same finding was
reported for Dormex [4]. In addition, a logic positive
correlation (0.5598) was obtained between length of
shoot and number of buds per this shoot which reflected that this shoot takes the nutrients of others;
while when the shoot is shorter, number of buds per
current season’s shoot also decreased and number of
opened buds and emerged shoots increased on other
position.

Shoot elongation in time was almost similar
among the three cultivars in all treatments. Amino25
did not affect shoot elongation in time in both cultivation systems while GA did not affect it only in
open-field conditions. Under greenhouse, GA induced a faster elongation in time regarding all cultivars especially on ARRA 18 as shown in the Fig. 6.
Therefore, GA had a similar effect compared to Dormex [4].
At the end of the season, dry matter in shoots
(DM) was affected by all factors except variety and
Amino25. Amino 25 did not have effect on DM. DM
was the same in the treatments Open-field/Without
Products, Greenhouse/Without Products and Openfield/ with GA where it ranged between 400 and
1500 g regarding all cultivars. The application of GA
under greenhouse increased DM reaching 2000–
2700 g where ARRA 19 recorded the highest one
(Fig. 7). Dry matter increased also by the application
of Dormex in both cultivation systems but GA increased it under greenhouse more than Dormex did.
Dry matter is negatively correlated to shoot length (0.4785) and positively correlated to percentage of
budburst (0.9768) which indicate that the longer the
shoot, the weaker it is.
!2/896913-+6.+=/<Date of budburst was significantly affected by all single and combined factors. Date of flowering was only significantly affected by the single effect of Amino25 and cultivation system. Date of fruit set was significantly affected by the single effect of variety and cultivation
system, the combined effect of those two factors, the
single effect of Amino 25 and the combined effect of
cultivation system and Amino25. Date of harvest
was significantly affected by all single and combined
factors except GA factors.
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Since the climate and weather was not significantly changed between the seasons 2017 and 2018,
Dormex was applied in the first one and GA and
Amino25 were applied at the second one- the dates
were expressed by weeks to facilitate the comparison
between the effect of the two studied products and
the effect of Dormex on phonological dates. Therefore, “week after first budburst” was the unit used to
calculate all dates where the first bud burst was done
in 2d week of February and considered as date 0.

Greenhouse cultivation induced 1 week, 1–2
weeks, 1–2 weeks and 1–3 weeks of earliness in budburst, flowering, fruit set and harvest respectively in
all treatment (Table 1). Under greenhouse, the products did not affect budburst date, the only exception
was observed on grapevines cvs. ARRA 15 and
ARRA 18 treated with GA where 1 week of earliness
was recorded compared to the treatment Greenhouse/without products. In the literature, it was mentioned that GA induced earliness in flowering [29].
In addition, in open-field conditions, budburst and
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7
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1
1
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7
7
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16
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flowering dates were not affected by any product.
Amino25 and GA did not also have any effect on
fruit set and harvest dates. However, Amino25 induced earliness of one week in harvest of grapevines
cv. ARRA 19. On the other hand, Dormex induced
earliness of 1 week in fruit set regarding all cultivars
and 2 weeks in harvest regarding ARRA19 and
ARRA 15 only. When comparing cultivars in the
control, in grapevines ‘ARRA 15’ fruit set was delayed by one week and for ‘ARRA 18’, harvest was
earlier by 2 weeks compared to other cultivars.

reached 6 flowers and fruits per shoots. In addition,
The treatment Greenhouse/GA significantly decreased fruit set percent of grapevines cv. ARRA 15
from 100 % (Greenhouse/ without) to 50 %. It should
be noted that all treatments recorded 100 % fruit set.
Dormex significantly decreased fruit set in openfield conditions by 20, 25 and 50 % in ARRA 18,
ARRA 19 and ARRA 15 respectively [4]. Furthermore, average of individual fruits and average yield
was only affected by the treatments Greenhouse/
GA. It significantly increased average weight of individual cluster from 150–250 g (all other treatments) to reach 460–540 g in all cultivars. Average
yield was increased from 0.5 kg/plant (all other treatments) to reach 3–4 kg/plant in Greenhouse/GA
treatment. Dormex also increased the last two parameters under greenhouse, but it was more effective
than GA where the average weight of individual
cluster and the average yield reached 700g and 25
kg/plant respectively. Dimovska et al. [30] also
found that GA application was effective in increasing cluster weight. In addition, Khan et al. [30] found
that GA increased yield.
As summary, GA had the same positive effect
of Dormex on bud formation under greenhouse cultivation while only Dormex had a positive effect on
bud formation in open-field. No clear studies were
conducted before on the effect of GA on bud formation and even all other studied parameters of vines
grown in unfavorable weather conditions, thus no results to compare with. In addition, the non-effect of
GA on all studied parameters in open-field conditions could be due the huge fluctuation in temperature between days and nights. The better results
shown by Dormex in open-field could be explained
as follow, GA is directly related to bud dormancy release while Dormex inhibits catalase activity [5] and
then work indirectly on bud break phenomena, thus
fluctuation in temperature could affect GA activity
more than the one of Dormex. However, the effect
of gibberellic acid depends on variety, concentration

"/:;9.>-=3?/ :+;+7/=/;< All single and
combined effects were significant on average number of flowers per shoots, fruit set percent and average yield except single and combined effect of
Amino25. The single effect of variety and cultivation
system and the combined effects of those two factors
were significant on average number of fruit per
shoots. Average weight of individual fruit was significantly affected by the single factor variety, cultivation system and GA and the combined effects of
cultivation system with variety and cultivation system with GA.
The treatments Open-field/ GA, Open-field/
Amino25 and Greenhouse/ Amino 25 did not affect
any reproductive parameters. The treatment Greenhouse/ without products significantly affected only
the average number of flowers per shoots of grapevines ‘ARRA 19’ decreasing (1.0 flower) compared
to control (1,4 flower). The treatments Greenhouse/GA increased average number of flowers per
shoots of grapevines cvs. ‘ARRA 15’ and ‘ARRA
18’, from 1 flower (Greenhouse/ without) to 1.5 and
1.9 in ARRA 18 and ARRA 15 respectively. The
treatment Greenhouse/GA also significantly increased average number of fruits per shoots for
ARRA 18 from 1 fruit (Greenhouse/ without) reaching 1.3 fruits. El Masri et al [4] found that Dormex
significantly increased the 2 averages only under
greenhouse and regarding all cultivars where they
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GA could be a potential alternative for Dormex
to resolve the problem of insufficient chilling hours
on bud burst while other experiment should be conducted without thinning and sizing application to
precise its effect on reproductive parameters at the
same weather conditions of the current site. In addition, higher concentrations of GA in open-field
should be tried. It is also recommended to try other
concentrations of Amino 25 to detect its real behavior in such conditions, but firstly its effect and other
nano fertilizers on vines grown in normal conditions
should be studied to analyze their beneficial effects
on grapes which is one of our next objectives.
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There are a large number of nano-micron pores
in organic-rich shale. The pore development law has
obvious control effects on hydrocarbon accumulation and reservoir evaluation. Based on the fluid injection experiment, the stress response model of
shale reservoir is established, and the pore quantitative characterization and stress response mechanism
of organic-rich shale are studied. The conclusions
are as follows: the pore structure is an important basis for the evaluation of porosity, seepage and effectiveness of shale reservoirs. With the continuous improvement of detection methods, organic matter and
mineral particles are found by means of mercury intrusion, low-temperature nitrogen adsorption and
AFM observation techniques. Micro-nano-scale
pores and micro-cracks are the main reservoir spaces
for shale gas. The trend of shale porosity with effective stress indicates that the initial porosity is 5.00%
and 3.93%, accounting for 54.51% and 48.51% of
the total porosity, respectively, indicating that the
bedding can provide considerable porosity for shale.
As the effective stress increases, the rate of bedding
porosity decreases more than the matrix porosity. As
the effective stress increases further, the bedding porosity tends to zero, and the shale pores are basically
provided by the matrix. The factors affecting the development of shale pores are mainly burial depth,
clay mineral content and organic carbon content.



complex pore-fracture system [1-3]. The shale mesoporous fracture system is both a natural gas reservoir and a natural gas seepage channel [4]. The development degree of natural pore-fracture system
and its reformability are of great significance for
shale gas resource evaluation and industrial exploitation [5-6]. The pore-fracture anisotropy is very
strong, and the formation mechanism is complicated
[7], which brings great difficulties to the research
work [8-11]. In-depth study of microporous fracture
systems and intrinsic factors is of great significance
for shale gas resource evaluation and accumulation
mechanism research [12-15], as well as industrial
mining [16-19]. Therefore, a correct understanding
of the shale pore fissure characteristics is the basis
for studying the occurrence of shale gas, reservoir
properties and fluid interactions, shale adsorption,
permeability, porosity and gas migration.


'%&! '"&

<0:GA8A =5 ;4@2C@G 8<B@CA8=< 4F>4@8;4<B
 The mercury intrusion method is used to
measure the amount of mercury entering the degassed solid under different static pressures. The
pore size, pore size distribution, cumulative pore
volume, pore volume distribution, cumulative pore
specific surface area and specific surface area distribution of the corresponding pressure are obtained by
the Washburn equation. These data analyze the pore
structure of the sample.
The experiment adopts the Model 9510 Mercury Micropore Tester of Micro meritics instrument,
the working pressure of the instrument is
0.0035~206.843MPa, the resolution is 0.1mm, the
volume of the powder expander is 5.1669cm, and the
computer is controlled by point, among which the
high pressure section (0.1655 ≤ Pressure ≤
206.843MPa) Select 108 pressure points, each point
is stable for 5s, and the test volume of each sample
is about 3 grams. Hand-selected pure shale, unified
to crush to about 5mm. The sample was placed in an
oven before being placed on the machine, and dried

,*"%&
Longmaxi Formation, Nano Pore, Micro Fracture, Porosity

!'%"('"!

During the evolution of mud shale, complex
micro-fractures and pores (including nanopores) are
formed due to tectonic action, thermal action and
bio-hydrocarbon removal, which together form a
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at a constant temperature of 70 to 80°C for 12 hours,
and then placed in a dilatometer and evacuated to
Pressure less than 6.67 Pa for testing.

<0:GA8A=5:8?C83<8B@=64<03A=@>B8=<4F>4@
8;4<B#! In addition to the mercury intrusion experiment, the liquid nitrogen adsorption experiment is especially important for the study of
shale micropore structure. Unlike the mercury intrusion experiment, the liquid nitrogen adsorption experiment can test micropores with a smaller pore size
with an accuracy of 0.35 nm. The liquid nitrogen adsorption experiment was carried out on samples
taken from QD1 well, QD5 well and WX2 well.

mineral layers. The total pore volume of shale is
mainly composed of brittle mineral pore volume,
clay pore volume and organic matter pore volume.
The main formula is:
                
(1)
  
Among them is the shale rock density (t / m3),
A is the mineral percentage (%), and V is the unit
mass pore volume (m3 /t) of each layer of rock,
which is the shale porosity (%).
A total of three groups of southern shale samples were selected, and the rock density, mineral
composition and porosity were obtained by mercury
intrusion, X-ray diffraction and helium gas method
respectively, and the pore volume per unit mass of
each mineral component was calculated (Table 1).
The values of Clay, Bri and TOC are 0.0279,
0.0051 and 0.1830 cm3/g, respectively, that is, the
mass per unit mass of organic matter produces the
largest pore volume, followed by clay minerals and
the smallest brittle minerals, indicating that the organic matter has a reservoir porosity when the content of each mineral is equivalent. The contribution
is the biggest.
The porosity provided by each mineral component can be further obtained according to the unit
mass pore volume, thereby obtaining the matrix pore
composition of the shale sample (Fig. 1). The
porphyry matrix pores are mainly composed of organic pores, and the organic matter of 1.37%~8%
provides 19.38%~62.79% porosity, which also indicates that the unit mass organic matter provides more
pores. When the organic matter content changes
slightly, the pores degree of response is obvious.

B=;82=@24 82@=A2=>G The experiment was carried out using the WX20 atomic force
microscope produced by Park Company of the
United States, mainly consisting of a microcantilever
with a tip, a microcantilever motion detecting device,
a feedback loop for monitoring its motion, a piezoelectric ceramic scanning device for scanning a sample, and a computer-controlled image. Acquisition,
display and processing system components. When
the probe and the sample are in close proximity to
each other and there is a short-range mutual repulsive force, the surface repulsive force can be detected by detecting the repulsive force, and the nanoscale surface morphology of the shale can be observed. Due to the high hardness of the shale, this
experiment mainly uses the contact imaging mode.

#=@4>7GA820:;=34:0<3;4B7=3AAccording
to the occurrence state of pores in shale, matrix pores
can be classified into micropores in fragile minerals,
micropores in organic matter, and micropores in clay
' 
&0;>:410A828<5=@;0B8=<
Samples
Y1
Y2
Y3

Clay
mineral
content
(%)
17.48
4.83
11.68

Quartz +Feldspar
+ Calcium (%)

Organic
carbon content (%)

Total
porosity
(%)

Density
(g/cm3)

74.52
91.80
85.68

8.00
3.37
2.64

4.905
2.990
2.244

2.0309
2.1867
2.1999

(%
0B@8F>=@42=;>=A8B8=<
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Unit mass pore volume
(m3/t)
  

 



0.0279

0.0051

0.1830
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(%
&70:4>=@4>7GA820:;=34:

(%
&274;0B823806@0;=5B74D4@B820:0<3>0@0::4:A0;>:4A
Notes: r -- the column radius, h: the column length, d-- the layer width, l -- the length of the intersection between the layer and
the column interface.



' 
0A828<5=@;0B8=<=54F>4@8;4<B0:A0;>:4A
Samples
Parallel sample 1
Parallel sample 2
Vertical sample 1

Diameter (mm)
24.77
25.13
24.77

Length (mm)
27.45
37.78
33.84

Layer density (Each centimetre)
1.8
1.1
0.3


Add porosity layer on the basis of processing
(2014) the physical model shale porosity Wang wait
to establish the presence of the shale pore model bedding [7-8], which is equal to the model shale porosity
and matrix porosity and pore bedding degrees
(Fig. 2).
Select the same shale sample and drill the experimental samples from the vertical and parallel
planes. The sampling diagram of the experimental
sample and the basic information of the sample are
in Fig. 3 and Table 2.


%&('&

10nm~100nm), micropores (aperture <10nm). The
lower limit of the pore size of the mercury intrusion
test is 3 nm, which can basically reflect the pore volume, pore type and distribution, pore structure and
other characteristics of pore cracks with pore diameter greater than 3 nm, but it cannot analyze and describe the pores with pore diameter less than 3 nm.
The test results are shown in Table 3.

%4AC:BA =5 #! 4F>4@8;4<B The maximum relative pressure of liquid nitrogen adsorption
is p/p0 of about 0.99, and the total amount of adsorbed gas under this condition is considered to be
the pore volume of the sample to be tested. The specific surface area of the study area shale in the BET
model is 4.67~31.50m2/g, with an average of
14.78m2/g. The total pore volume of the shale was
calculated to be 6.12~30.47cm3/g, the average pore
size distribution ranged from 3.83 to 4.52 nm, and
the average pore diameter was 4.06 nm (Table 4).
The pore characteristics of the sample can be
discriminated based on the type of adsorption and
desorption curves. The adsorption curve of the
Qiongzhusi group sample is slightly different in morphology, but the whole is anti-S type. According to
the BET classification of the adsorption isotherm,

%4AC:BA=5 4F>4@8;4<BThe pore space
in shale can be divided into two parts: effective pore
space and isolated pore space. The former is the pore
that gas and liquid can enter, the latter is the fully
closed "dead hole", and the pore test is for gas bearing of shale. Evaluation is of great importance. According to the pore diameter, the shale pores can be
divided
into
macropores
(pore
size
1000nm~10000nm),
mesopores
(pore
size
100nm~1000nm), transition pores (pore size
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the curve is close to the type II adsorption isotherm;
coincide in the part with higher relative pressure,
the front curve of the adsorption curve rises slowly,
forming the adsorption loop, and the steep drop pheslightly upward and slightly convex. The latter part
nomenon of the adsorption loop is seen in the middle
rises sharply and continues until the relative pressure
part of the pressure (Fig. 4), with the supply provided
is close to 1.0. It also shows no adsorption saturation
by De Boer. The B-type loops are similar and not
phenomenon, indicating that the sample has a pheidentical, and are close to the H3-type loop recomnomenon of capillary pore coagulation during the
mended by IUPAC, indicating that there are certain
process of adsorbing nitrogen.
narrow bottleneck holes or slit-shaped flat holes in
The adsorption curve and desorption curve of
the sample, which are key structures affecting gas
the adsorption isotherm of the shale sample do not
percolation.


' 
'4AB@4AC:BA=5;4@2C@G8<B@CA8=<8<=<6;0F8=@;0B8=<
Samples

Specific surface area
m2/g
4.6240
15.4390
2.3550
8.0970
10.0300
1.2680
1.1170
0.6020
5.0140
1.8130
2.3480
2.3330
4.9880
3.7650

Stratum

ZM-1
ZM-2
ZM-8
ZM-12
ZM-15
ZM-19
ZM-23
WX2-16
CG13-1
1219-3
PLM-3
CS13-1-10
SH-3
LT-3

S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l

Median aperture
(V)/nm
212.8000
20.6000
38.1000
127.9000
72.6000
93.6000
54.0000
67.0000
38.0000
187.7000
32.4000
76.8000
15.7000
32.9000

Porosity
/%
10.8169
10.1747
2.2110
7.4860
6.4687
2.5616
1.6226
2.7955
4.4012
1.6443
1.6220
7.8274
2.7705
3.5552

Permeability
/mD
2.2715
3.6997
7.6679
26.8743
31.8904
6.9778
4.4092
6.2725
7.3238
5.8852
9.8914
23.4581
4.7915
8.7398

Total pore
volume mL/g
0.0554
0.0508
0.0101
0.0363
0.0319
0.0117
0.0073
0.0123
0.0213
0.0075
0.0074
0.0385
0.0128
0.0164

'
F>4@8;4<B0:30B0=5:8?C83<8B@=64<8<=<6;0F8=@;0B8=<A70:4A0;>:4A
Samples
WX2-8
WX2-55
WX2-16
WX2-33
WX2-47
T-7
1219-3
PLM-3
CS13-1-10
CQ-4

BET specific surface area
/ m2/g
2.23
27.98
2.26
14.49
17.44
56.87
7.65
10.96
1.61
27.6

Stratum
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
S1l
 

BJH average pore diameter
/ nm
13.35
3.43
8.40
4.52
4.21
4.75
5.50
5.54
11.55
3.22

   

 

"!!$ 
"!!$ 

Total pore volume
/10-3cm3/g
7.28
15.30
7.82
12.80
13.92
53.38
8.82
12.74
8.64
15.29
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(%
=;>@474<A8D4>=@4A8H438AB@81CB8=<=5=<6;0F8=@;0B8=<
b

a

c

(%
 8;0640<3AC@5024B=>=6@0>7G0<0:GA8A=5*+ A0;>:4=5=<6;0F8=@;0B8=<

In order to better quantify the shale pore size
pore size distribution range, the statistics are respecdistribution trend, this study combines liquid nitrotively < 2, 2-10, 10-50, 50-100, 100-200, 200-300,
gen and mercury intrusion data to analyze and syn300-400, 400-600, 600-800, 800-1000. The 16 pore
thesize the previous test results. Consider different
size ranges of 1000-1500, 1500-2000, 2000-3000,
experimental methods corresponding to different
3000-4000, 4000-5000 and >5000nm were used to
dominant test pore size ranges, and select liquid nicalculate the pore volume ratio of each pore size
trogen adsorption characterization less than 100nm.
range, and the histogram of the ratio of pore size to
Aperture pores, high pressure mercury intrusion
pore volume contribution was obtained.
characterize pores larger than 100 nm pore size. In
According to the analysis of pore volume ratio
order to more accurately and accurately depict the
of pores with different pore sizes, the dominant pore
size range (<300nm) of Longmaxi Formation is
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characteristics of the sample, and can measure the
three-dimensional shape of the shale nanopore
structure.
In this study, the samples of Wuxi 2 well were
observed by atomic force microscopy. Atomic force
microscopy requires the sample surface to be as flat
as possible, and the sample needs to be argon ion
polished in the early stage.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) are the AFM plane and threedimensional image of the 5×5μm region of the WX28 sample, respectively. The undulations are obvious
in the figure, there is a significant crack in the middle,
the slit width is about 0.30μm, and the pore diameter
in the lower right corner is shown. It is then about
0.18 μm (Fig. 6, c).

8A2CAA0<30<0:GA8A #=@4AB@4AA@4A>=<A4
@4:0B8=<A78> Correlation between porosity and effective stress and simulation (Fig. 7).It shows that
the same shale, the more layers of the sample, the
greater the initial porosity, the greater the attenuation
of porosity with the effective stress; as the effective
stress increases, the pore attenuation decreases, three
sample porosity tends to be the same.
In the actual study, the core shale core of the
Longmaxi Formation was observed to be extremely
developed, and the bedding density was found to be
about 4.5 strips/cm (Fig. 8). The shale reservoir matrix porosity and bedding porosity have the following equations [12-13]:

more developed (Fig. 5), and the distribution of micropores, transition pores and mesopores is more.
This feature is beneficial to the adsorption of shale
gas. Occurrence is also easy to form an effective
communication with cracks caused by artificial fracturing. The migration channel is relatively smooth,
and the gas seepage conditions are better, which is
conducive to the exploitation of shale gas. The difference in pore structure between the two sets of layers may be one of the main factors that cause differences in their exploration results.
It is speculated from the shale pore size distribution that the micro-pore, transitional pores and
mesopores of Longmaxi Formation are relatively developed. This feature is beneficial to the adsorption
of shale gas and the effective formation of cracks
caused by artificial fracturing. The migration channel is more effective. Unobstructed, the gas seepage
conditions are better, which is conducive to the exploitation of shale gas.

%4AC:BA =5   =1A4@D0B8=< Nanopores are
an important part of shale gas reservoirs and migration. However, due to the small pore size of nanopores, it is difficult to observe directly under ordinary optical microscopy and SEM. The emergence
of atomic force microscopy provides a way to understand the microscopic world of shale reservoirs. A
new research tool, which uses the interaction force
between atoms to detect, the resolution can reach nanometer level, can clearly observe the nanopore

(%
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about 3000m and 4500m, respectively. At the same
buried depth of 3000m, the porosity of the overpressure reservoir is significantly higher than that of the
atmospheric reservoir, indicating that the reservoir
overpressure is favorable for pore preservation.
 02B=@A05542B8<6A70:4>=@434D4:=>;4<B
 C@80: 34>B7 The pore development of mud
shale reservoirs is closely related to the burial depth.
Generally, as the burial depth increases, the porosity
will gradually decrease, but the reduction will be significantly smaller, and when the reservoir burial
depth increases to a certain at the limit, the porosity
tends to be stable. In the presence of abnormal overpressure in the reservoir, the porosity will be significantly larger (Fig. 10).

 :0G ;8<4@0: 2=<B4<B Figure 11 shows
that the content of clay minerals is well correlated
with macropores, but the correlation with micropores and mesopores is poor, indicating that
macropores may be affected by clay mineral content,
and micropores and mesopores are affected by clay
minerals. The content is less affected.
(%
%4:0B8=<A78>14BE44<>=@=A8BG0<31C@80:34>B7
. /

"@60<8220@1=<2=<B4<B Organic carbon
is an important parameter to measure the hydrocarbon generation potential of hydrocarbon source
rocks. The logarithm is positively correlated with the
TOC. In the range of less than 5% TOC, the positive
correlation between porosity and TOC is especially
obvious. As the TOC value increases, Mud shale porosity also increases (Figure 12).

Based on the shale reservoir porosity equation
and the basic information of the sample, the parallel
and vertical samples were calculated and analyzed.
According to the calculation results of matrix
porosity, bedding porosity and total porosity and effective stress, the shale porosity changes with effective stress (Fig. 9), which shows that the initial porosity at the initial time is 5.00% and 3.93%, accounting for 54.51% and 48.51% of the total porosity,
indicating that the bedding can provide a considerable porosity for the shale. As the effective stress increases, the rate of bedding porosity decreases more
than the matrix porosity. As the effective stress increases further, the bedding porosity tends to zero,
and the shale pores are basically provided by the matrix. Taking the atmospheric pressure reservoir and
the 1.5 times overpressure reservoir as an example,
the buried depth of the layered porosity tends to 0 is

"!(&"!&

(1) Pore structure is an important basis for the
evaluation of porosity, seepage and effectiveness of
shale reservoirs. With the continuous improvement
of detection methods, advanced by mercury intrusion method, low temperature N2/CO2 adsorption,
He-Hg method, SAXS and NMR Techniques have
found that micro-nano pores and micro-cracks in organic matter and mineral particles are the main reservoir spaces for shale gas.
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(2) The trend of shale porosity with effective
stress indicates that the initial porosity is 5.00% and
3.93%, accounting for 54.51% and 48.51% of the total porosity, indicating that the bedding can provide
considerable shale. Porosity. As the effective stress
increases, the rate of bedding porosity decreases
more than the matrix porosity. As the effective stress
increases further, the bedding porosity tends to zero,
and the shale pores are basically provided by the
matrix.
(3) Taking the atmospheric pressure reservoir
and the 1.5 times overpressure reservoir as an example, the buried depth of the layered porosity porosity
tends to 0 is about 3000m and 4500m, respectively.
At the same buried depth of 3000m, the porosity of
the overpressure reservoir is significantly higher
than that of the atmospheric reservoir, indicating that
the reservoir overpressure is favorable for pore
preservation.
(4) The factors affecting shale pore development are mainly burial depth, clay mineral content
and organic carbon content. As the depth of burial
increases, the porosity will gradually decrease and

eventually become stable. The development of shale
macropores may be greatly affected by clay mineral
content, and the development of micropores and
mesopores is less affected by clay mineral content.
Porosity is positively correlated with TOC. In the
range of less than 5% TOC, the positive correlation
between porosity and TOC is especially obvious. As
the TOC value increases, the porosity of the shale increases.
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and strong drainage efficiency, which is an important
technology for the efficient development of coalbed
methane [4-7]. The previous have conducted many
studies on the naked-eye drilling multi-branch horizontal well technology for different types of reservoirs. With the development of coalbed methane in
China, new horizontal well drilling techniques have
emerged. Some scholars also discussed the impact of
horizontal well type optimization on the productivity
of CBM wells. However, there are few studies on the
optimization of multi-branch horizontal well types in
existing research. There are large differences in naked-eye multi-branch horizontal well types, and engineers usually make well-type adjustments based
on on-site drilling conditions [8-10]. Therefore, the
current scientific design of well types for naked-eye
multi-branch horizontal wells is lacking, which ultimately leads to large differences in single well production, and the development effect is extremely unstable. In this paper, the numerical simulation
method was used to optimize the key parameters of
multi-branch horizontal wells, and the simulation results were verified based on the field results [11-15].
This research can provide support for the application
of multi-branch horizontal wells in coalbed methane
development.


$ #(
%$" ") $'#

'.44;@8.Multi-branch horizontal wells consist of producing vertical wells (cave wells) and horizontal branches. The horizontal branch generally
has two main branches (M1 and M2) and six
branches (L1-L6), and each main branch is connected with three branches. Because there are many
branches in the coal seam, it is called a multi-branch
horizontal well. The advantage of this type of horizontal well is that the horizontal well segment is long,
the single well control area is large (the single well
control area is greater than 0.35 km2). The main
branch and branch with the mesh structure facilitate
the overall depressurization of the reservoir (Fig. 1).
The cave well is mainly for the convenience of drainage. At present, the mature drainage equipment is

In order to improve the development effect of
naked-eye drilling multi-branch horizontal wells and
achieve well pattern optimization, the numerical
simulation method was used to optimize the key parameters of multi-branch horizontal wells. The simulation results were verified based on the field results. The research results show that the output of a
single horizontal well is mainly contributed by the
horizontal segment within 1 000 m, so the optimal
length of the horizontal segment of the horizontal
well is about 1 000 m. Different dip angles of horizontal wells lead to different drainage efficiencies.
The larger the dip angle of the up-dip horizontal
well, the larger the daily gas production. Therefore,
the horizontal segment should use an up-dip well and
the up-tilt angle should be as large as possible. The
larger the angle between the strike of the horizontal
segment and the direction of the maximum principal
stress, the higher the cumulative yield of a single
well, and the cumulative yield is the largest when the
angle is 90°. Horizontal wells with a branch angle of
30° have the highest cumulative production. Field
practice shows that the optimization parameters of
the naked-eye multi-branch horizontal well provided
in this paper can achieve high yield and stable production of horizontal wells.



(' "#
Coalbed methane, multi-branch horizontal well, well type
optimization, naked-eye drilling, field application
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China's coalbed methane (CBM) reservoirs
have the characteristics of low permeability, low resource abundance and low gas saturation. Conventional CBM vertical wells have low single well production, large interwell differences and low economic returns [1-3]. Horizontal well technology is
an effective way to improve the gas production rate
and development benefits of coalbed methane. The
naked-eye drilling multi-branch horizontal well has
a large well control area, high reserve control degree
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The engineering well adopts three drillings.
The first drilling segment uses Φ311.1mm drill bit,
drills through the Quaternary loess layer, enters the
bedrock no less than 10 m, and the well depth is
about 50 m. A Φ244.5mm surface casing is used to
seal the surface loose layer and the gravel layer. The
second drilling uses Φ215.9mm drill bit, and drilled
at a position 2 m above the coal seam. The well inclination is generally 80-86°, and the Φ177.8mm
technical casing is used to cement the well. The cement is returned below the slanting point, leaving
room for the horizontal casing and the sidetracking
horizontal well. The third drilling uses a Φ152.4mm
drill bit to drill the main branch and branches of the
horizontal segment. The cave well uses twice drillings. The first drilling uses a Φ311.1mm drill bit, and
the second drilling uses a Φ215.9mm drill bit. After
the drilling is completed, sandblasting perforations
are used at the coal seam for caves.

mainly suitable for vertical wells. When applied to
horizontal wells with large well deviations, the
equipment is heavily eccentric and cannot run stably,
and cannot meet the requirements of continuous
drainage and pressure reduction. Therefore, the producing vertical well is designed to meet the pressure
reduction requirements of coalbed methane wells.
The vertical wells are used for drainage and gas production. The best stability pumping unit can be used
for drainage and the drainage stability is strong. In
order to realize the effective connection between the
horizontal wells and the vertical wells, a cave with a
diameter of 1 m is built in the coal seam segment of
the vertical well [16-17]. All the branches are connected to the vertical wells through the caves. Therefore, the vertical wells are also called cave wells. The
vertical wells should be located at the lowest point
of each horizontal branch, and the oil pump should
be placed below the vertical coalbed methane 20-30
m to facilitate sufficient drainage and pressure reduction in the horizontal segment.

"#%$#

'.44:;9<,;<9.As shown in Fig. 2, the multibranch horizontal well consists of one engineering
well, one cave well and multiple branches. Among
them, the engineering well is generally a large inclined vertical well. The engineering well is directly
connected to two horizontal main branches, and its
main function is to provide engineering channels for
the drilling of each horizontal branch. The cave well
is a vertical well, connected to the intersection of
each branch, and a cave with a radius of 1 m is constructed at the junction with the coal seam. The main
function of the cave well is drainage and gas production. Due to the large deviation of the well, the conventional pumping unit system is unstable. Therefore, it is necessary to use a cave well to install a
pumping unit and a pumping pump system for drainage and gas production.

The footage of the horizontal segment in the
coal seam, the angle between each main branch or
branch and the inclination of the horizontal segment
all have important influences on production and
drilling, and are important evaluation contents of
well type optimization of multi-branch horizontal
wells [18-20]. In this paper, the Eclipse software was
used to carry out the well type numerical simulation
of the CBM horizontal well. Then, we optimized the
main well parameters based on the simulation results.

792A76;*4 :.05.6; 4.60;1 When the fluid
flows in the wellbore of the horizontal well, there is
flow resistance. The longer the horizontal segment,
the greater the resistance of the fluid flowing from
the end of the horizontal segment to the wellhead,
and the smaller the pressure drop at the end of the
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lower than that at 10 years of production. The average daily gas production at 20 years of production is
2 160 m3, which is 20.0% lower than that at 15 years
of production.
When the production time is certain, the daily
gas production of horizontal wells increases with the
length of the horizontal segment, and it has a linear
relationship (Fig. 3). If we simply look at the daily
gas production, the length of the horizontal segment
should be as long as possible. Taking the production
time of 1 year as an example, the average daily gas
production when the horizontal segment length is
270 m is 230 m3, and the average daily gas production when the horizontal segment length is 1 000 m
and 2 000 m is 1 079 m3 and 2 235 m3, respectively.
The daily gas production increased by 3.7 and 8.7
times respectively. But the longer the horizontal segment, the higher the cost. Therefore, according to the
data of Fig. 3, the relationship between the gas production per 100 meters and the length of the horizontal segment was calculated, and the result was shown
in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows that, in general, the gas production per 100 meters decreases with the increase
of the length of the horizontal segment, but there is a
difference in the extent of gas production when the
length of the horizontal segment is different. When
the length of the horizontal segment is less than 1
000 m, the gas production per 100 meters decreases
sharply with the increase of the length of the horizontal segment. However, when the length of the
horizontal segment is greater than 1 000 m, the daily
gas production per 100 m decreases slowly with the
increase of the length of the horizontal segment. This
shows that the output of a single horizontal well is
mainly produced from the horizontal segment before
1 000 m, and the output of the horizontal segment
after 1 000 m is very low. Therefore, considering the
two parameters of daily gas production and 100-meter daily gas production, the optimal length of horizontal well horizontal segment is 1 000 m.

horizontal segment. The CBM wells reduce the reservoir pressure below the desorption pressure by
continuous drainage. The coalbed methane in the adsorbed state is continuously desorbed and discharged.
The greater the reduction in reservoir pressure, the
greater the production of CBM wells. The longer the
horizontal segment, the smaller the pressure drop at
the end of the horizontal segment. At this time, the
reservoir pressure is not sufficiently reduced, and the
yield is lower. In order to study the effect of the
length of the horizontal segment on the daily gas production, we simulated the daily gas production when
the production period was 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25
years, and the length of the horizontal segment was
300, 500, 1 000, 2 000, 6 000 and 10 000 m, respectively (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 shows that when the length of the horizontal segment is a constant, the average daily gas
production of the horizontal well when the drainage
time is 5 years is the highest, which is mainly because the reservoir pressure continues to decrease
with the increase of the drainage time, and the methane desorption efficiency continues to increase.
However, after more than 5 years, the average daily
gas production continued to decrease with the increase of the drainage time, mainly because the reservoir pressure was reduced to the minimum, and the
gas production boundary was far from the wellbore.
Moreover, the reservoir pressure is lower and the gas
production power is lower, and the coalbed methane
well enters the decreasing stage, so the output continues to decrease. But the data also shows that the
rate of decline in production is getting slower and
slower. Taking the length of the horizontal section of
1000m as an example, the average daily gas production at 5 years of production is 4 550 m3, and the average daily gas production at 10 years of production
is 3 470 m3, which is 23.7% lower than that at 5 years
of production. The average daily gas production at
15 years of production is 2 700 m3, which is 22.2%
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792A76;*4>.44:>2;1-2//.9.6;26,426*;276:
28 *604.7/ 1792A76;*4 >.44 In order to ensure that the horizontal segment of the horizontal
well extends in the coal seam, the well trajectory
needs to change with the change of the coal seam inclination angle [21-22]. Fig. 5 shows horizontal
wells with different inclinations. When the cave well
is in the low part of the coal seam, the horizontal well
is an up-dip well, and the water in the coal seam is
concentrated to the cave well under the action of
gravity. The gravity is the drainage power, and the
drainage pressure reduction efficiency is high.
However, when the cave well is in the high part
of the coal seam, it is a downdip well, the gravity is
the drainage resistance, and the drainage pressure reduction efficiency is low. Therefore, the essential
difference in horizontal well inclination to CBM development is the difference in drainage location and
drainage efficiency. The formation dip in the study
area is generally less than 7°, so we simulated the
effect of horizontal well inclination on productivity
in the 7° range. The inclination angle of the upward
inclined horizontal well is positive, and the inclination angle of the downward inclined horizontal well
is negative, and the simulation result is shown in
Fig. 6.



Fig. 5 shows that for up-dip horizontal wells,
the larger the dip angle, the larger the daily gas production. If the dip angle is 0.1°, the average daily gas
production is 5 300 m3, and when the formation dip
is 0.5°, the average daily gas production is 6 200 m3.
The daily gas production increased by 17% compared to the formation inclination of 0.1°. When the
inclination angle is 1°, the average daily gas production is 9 000 m3, which is 69.8% higher than the daily
gas production when the inclination angle is 0.1°.
Through data fitting, it is found that the dip angle of
the formation is basically linear with the average
daily gas production of the naked-eye multi-branch
horizontal wells. And for every 1% increase in the
dip angle of the formation, the average daily gas production of the naked-eye multi-branch horizontal
well increases by about 2890 m3.
For down-dip horizontal wells, the larger the
dip angle, the smaller the daily gas production. For
example, when the dip angle of the formation is -0.1°,
the average daily gas production is 4 800 m3, and
when the formation inclination is -0.5°, the average
daily gas production is 4 100 m3. The average daily
gas production decreased by 14.6%. When the dip
angle of the formation is -1°, the average daily gas
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production is 3 750 m3, and the average daily gas
production is 21.9% lower than the formation dip angle of -0.1°. This is mainly because, for the up-dip
horizontal well, the larger the inclination angle, the
higher the drainage pressure reduction efficiency,
and the higher the daily gas production. When the
inclination angle is 7°, the daily gas production
reaches 25 000 m3. For the down-dip horizontal well,
the larger the dip angle, the greater the drainage pressure drop resistance, and the lower the gas production capacity of the reservoir. When the inclination
angle reaches 7°, the daily gas production is only 1
500 m3. Therefore, in the horizontal well design process, the upper inclined well should be used as much
as possible, and the upward tilting angle should be as
large as possible.

604. +.;>..6 1792A76;*4 :.05.6; :;923.
*6- -29.,;276 7/ 5*?25<5 8926,28*4 :;9.:: The
principal stress orientation has an important influence on the fracture development of the coalbed methane reservoir [23-24]. The main crack direction of
the reservoir is generally parallel to the direction of
the maximum principal stress, so the maximum principal stress direction permeability is higher than the
other directions. The angle between the horizontal
segment strike and the direction of the maximum
principal stress has an important influence on the
yield of multi-branch horizontal wells. Fig. 7 shows
the relationship between the angle between the horizontal segment strike and the direction of the maximum principal stress on the cumulative production.
Fig. 7 shows that the larger the angle between
the horizontal segment strike and the direction of the
maximum principal stress, the higher the cumulative
yield of a single well. For example, if the horizontal
segment is 1000 m, the cumulative gas volume is
560×104m3 when the angle between the horizontal
segment strike and the maximum principal stress is
0°. When the angle is 45°, the accumulated gas volume is 700×104 m3, which is increased by 25% than
the angle is 0°. When the angle is 90°, that is,

perpendicular to each other, the cumulative yield is
the largest, reaching 845×104 m3. This is mainly due
to the fact that when the angle is 90° (perpendicular
to each other), the horizontal wells connect the natural fracture system of the reservoir, and the artificial
wellbore and natural cracks form a high-permeability network, which promotes high-yield and stable
production of horizontal wells. Therefore, when the
maximum principal stress direction of the reservoir
is specified, the drilling direction of the horizontal
segment should be perpendicular to the direction of
the maximum principal stress.
The monitoring results of a large number of
fracturing cracks indicate that the maximum horizontal principal stress direction in the study area is
20~40° in the northeast, and there are 43 naked-eye
multi-branch horizontal wells. Among them, when
the strike of the naked-eye multi-branch horizontal
wellbore is NE-trending, the average daily gas production is 2 400 m3, and the average single-well single well cumulative production capacity is 960×104
m3, so the gas production effect is the worst. However, when the strike of the naked-eye multi-branch
horizontal wellbore is east-west or north-west, the
gas production effect is the best, the average daily
gas production is 6300 m3 and 7000 m3, respectively,
and the average single-well cumulative production
capacity is 2000×104 m3 and 2200×104 m3, respectively.
9*6,1 *604. 78;252A*;276 As mentioned
above, the coalbed methane reservoir is highly heterogeneous, and there are differences in the degree
of crack development in different directions. For different branch angles, the branching network communicates differently, and the horizontal well production is different. To this end, we simulated the
change in the yield of naked-eye multi-branch horizontal wells when the angles of the branches were
15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, respectively. The results
are shown in Fig. 8.
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production when the angles are 15° and 90°. Among
them, when the angle is 15°, the initial output is
higher, and the later decline is faster. The main reason is that the length of the vertical crack

Fig. 8 shows that, in general, the horizontal
well has the highest cumulative production when the
angle is 30°; the second is the angles of 45° and 60°;
and the horizontal well has the lowest cumulative
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dip angle of the downdip horizontal well, the smaller
the daily gas production. Therefore, the horizontal
segment should adopt the up-dip well, and the up-dip
angle should be as large as possible.
(3) The larger the angle between the horizontal
segment strike and the direction of the maximum
principal stress, the higher the cumulative yield of a
single well. When the angle is 90°, the cumulative
yield is the largest. Horizontal wells with a branch
angle of 30° have the highest cumulative production,
followed by horizontal wells with angles of 45°
and 60°.

development direction is larger, and the small angle
can form the pressure superposition area faster, so
the initial production capacity is larger. However,
due to the small control area, the control reserves are
also small, resulting in a rapid decline in production
in the later period. When the angle is 30°, the length
of the vertical crack development direction is longer,
and the controlled area and pressure superposition
speed are reasonable, so its cumulative production of
the horizontal well is larger than the angle of 45° and
60°. The reason for the smallest production of the 90°
horizontal well is that the length of the development
direction of the vertical crack is the shortest, and the
angle is too large, which is not conducive to the formation of the pressure superposition zone. Although
the control area is large, the yield is still low.

 '$#
The authors would like to express sincere gratitude to those who have helped with this study and
to the authors of the references.

2.4-=.92/2,*;276According to the above research, two main branches and six branches were designed, in which the length of the main branch is
1000 m, and the horizontal well is designed as an updip type. If necessary, part of the coal seam drilling
rate can be lost to ensure that the horizontal section
is always up-dip. The horizontal well inclination angle is between 0.5° and 6.5°, and the maximum horizontal principal stress direction of the study area is
northeast. Therefore, the horizontal direction of the
two main branches of the naked-eye multi-branch
horizontal well is designed to be northwestward, perpendicular to the direction of the maximum principal
stress. The angle between the branches is 30°, and
the coal seam segment has a cumulative footage of
5000m. This well (P1 well) was drilled on December
10, 2012 and put into production on January 1, 2013
(Fig. 9). The pumping unit was used for drainage and
gas production. After 37 days of drainage, the gas
production began to desorb. The gas production was
low at the initial stage of gas production. After 8
months of gas production, the gas production continued to increase. Until November 2016, the daily gas
production reached 20 000 m3 and remained a stable
gas production for 2.5 years. Field practice shows
that the multi-branch horizontal wellbore optimization parameters provided in this paper can achieve
high yield and stable production of coalbed methane.
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(1) The daily gas production of multi-branch
horizontal wells increases with the length of the horizontal segment, and the output of a single horizontal
well is mainly contributed by the horizontal segment
within 1000 m, and the contribution of the horizontal
segment after 1000 m is small. Therefore, the horizontal length of the horizontal well is 1 000 m.
(2) The difference in the dip angles of the horizontal well results in different drainage efficiencies.
The larger the dip angle of the up-dip horizontal well,
the larger the daily gas production; and the larger the
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human health due to the large population and the
multiple producer of pollutant, e.g. NOx from traffic in the cities. Therefore, monitoring the changes
in the air condition in cities not only help to construct a sustainable development for modern cities,
but also for health and habitable cities.
China, contributing one-quarter population of
the world is facing a big challenge of air pollution,
especially the haze occurred in North China [3].
Over recent years, several serious hazes occurred,
especially in Beijing, which has abstracted the most
attention due to the air condition. For instance,
there were 58 days with severely polluted air condition in 2013, which means that there was a severely
polluted episode every six days in Beijing. Under
these days, following the implication to the health
from China's Ministry of Environmental Protection
(MEP), the healthy people can trigger illnesses and
should avoid outdoor activities; the elders, children,
and the sicks should stay indoors with strong protection. As a result, these severe air pollution episodes induced 0.7 billion RMB for the health loss
in 2012, and thus caused the labor production loss
[4]. To overcome the air pollution, the government
of Beijing carried out a series of management to
monitor and reduce the pollutants emission, e.g.
limiting the use of cars, closing the enterprises with
pollutants over-discharged. These management has
been improved the air condition of Beijing since
2013, especially during the vocation due to the deduced the pollutants emission.
However, the air quality in the spring festival
(Chinese New Year) was more severe than the days
before the vocation [5-7]. The spring festival is the
most important days for the Chinese[8], which was
the beginning for a new year. Fireworks display is
the traditional way to celebrate the coming for the
new year. The fireworks were mainly composed by
the gunpowder, which can produce SO2, NOx and
other pollutants after the burning [9, 10]. These
pollutants can cause a rapid increase in the concentration of PM2.5 and PM10 [11]. Consequently,
heavy air pollution during the spring festival oc-

Air pollution is harmful to health. Firework
displays can decrease air quality, and thus enhance
air pollution. As a traditional festival, the spring
festival in China has been illustrated its role in enhancing air pollution due to firework displays.
Moreover, due to the heavy air pollution issue, it is
has been carried out the war on air pollution in Beijing since 2014. The fireworks displays were limited officially for reducing the air pollutant emission in Beijing during the spring festival. However,
it is still unclear to know the effort of this management for air pollution and the spring festival effect.
Here, we analyzed the changes in the concentration
of the main air pollutants (PM2.5, PM10, NO2, SO2,
CO, and O3) and the air quality index (AQI) using
the hourly observed data during the spring festival
from 2014 to 2019 in Beijing. Our results showed
the AQI in 2018 and 2019 decreased compared
with the previous years, Specifically, all the air
pollutants decreased in the 2018 and 2019 except
for the O3. The daily averaged O3 concentration
kept stable over the past years. Our results showed
the changes in the air quality are associated with the
revision of the restrict firework display control
since 2018. These results imply the ban on the
firework display during the spring festival can improve the air quality, and thus reduce the spring
festival effect on the air condition in Beijing.
(&!"
Festival effect, PMs, Beijing, air pollution

#!$#
Air quality plays crucial roles in human health
[1]. More epidemiological evidence had illustrated
the air pollution can induce severe disease, e.g. lung
cancer induced by air pollution [2]. Furthermore,
air pollution can produce more negative effects on
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the most two important days to celebrate in China.
People will display the fireworks on the night of the
first day, and then in the daytime on the fifth day.

";*;1:;1+*3 *5*3?:1: The main aim of this
study is to investigate the changes in the air quality
of the spring festival effect over the past years in
Beijing. Therefore, we only used the averaged air
pollutants data covered the whole region. Furthermore, we divided the data into two stages: day time
and night time, because there have different performances for the firework displays between the
daytime and nighttime according to the traditional
activities. The day time was defined from the 8 am
to the 8 pm for a day; while the night time was defined from the 8 pm to the 12 pm for the day and
from the 0 am to 8 am of the next day. All statistical analysis was performed using R software. The
plot was performed using  packages in R
[13].


!"$#

curred. Further, during this period, following the
Chinese tradition, people usually visit relatives and
friends and thus spend more time outdoors. The
heavy air pollution can not only deduce the visibility impacting the traffic traveling, but also improve
the risk for the health. The severe air pollution
event named as the spring festival effect [12]. To
weaken this effect, the government suggested limiting the firework displays in recent years. Specifically, all urban region in Beijing has forbidden the
firework display since the end of 2017.
Therefore, we hypothesized that the limited
display of firework during the spring festival can
improve the air quality, and thus reducing the
“spring festival effect” on the air condition in Beijing. To verify this hypothesis, we analyzed the
changes in the concentration of the main air pollutants and the air quality index (AQI) using the hourly observed data during the spring festival from
2014 to 2019. The air pollutants include PM2.5,
PM10, NO2, SO2, CO, and O3.
#!"#"

Figure 1 showed the changes in the AQI and
the pollutant concentration in the spring festival
over the past years in Beijing. From the overall
trends, the AQI in the last two year (2018 and 2019)
decreased compared with the previous years, which
implied the efficiency of the governmental management. For the air pollutants, all parts decreased
in the 2018 and 2019 except for the O3. In detail,
the AQI reached a peak in 2015 with a value of 168,
which implied a moderately polluted vacation during the spring festival in 2015. In addition, there
were little differences in the AQI between the day
time (168) and the night time (167) in 2015. While,
for the years of 2016 and 2017, the AQI in the night
time is greater than the value in the day time. The
averaged AQI in the night time in 2016 and 2017
was 142 and 143, respectively. Further, there were
similar trends in the concentration of PM10 and
PM2.5 (Fig. 1). The averaged concentration of
PM2.5 and PM10 in the night time were greater
than the values in the day time. Similarly, trends in
the concentration of CO, NO2, and SO2 had the
same trends as the PMs, which showed the concentration in the night times was greater than that in
the day time. Specifically, the concentration of SO2
decreased dramatically with a value in 2019 of 6.23
μg/m3, while with a value of 32.09 in 2016, which
implied the decreased display of fireworks. Moreover, the daily averaged O3 concentration kept stable
over the past years.

*;*:6<9+- The daily air quality data of Beijing were extracted from China's Ministry of Environmental Protection (http://datacenter.mep.gov.cn/
websjzx/dataproduct/resourceproduct/queryDataTo
Report.vm?id=4&url=/websjzx/report!list.vm?
xmlname=1512382906122&ftype=zyml) and The
Beijing municipal environmental monitoring center
(http://www.bjmemc.com.cn). The data were composed by the AQI, PM10, PM2.5, CO, NO2, O3,
and SO2, respectively. There has a total of 32 observation stations for monitoring the air quality
covered the whole region of Beijing. The data were
quality controlled before public access. In this
study, the daily data for the PM2.5, PM10, and the
AQI was available from 6th, December 2013, and
the daily data for the other air pollutants were
available from 3rd, April 2014.

"7915/ -:;1=*3 ,-.151;165 The spring festival in China is a statutory public holiday. It lasts
seven days in each year according to the lunar calendar, and thus they did not have a fixed calendar
for the solar calendar. The past spring festival from
2014 to 2019 was announced as listed: from 31st,
January to 6th, February, 2014 for the 2014, from
18th to 24th, February, 2015 for the 2015, from 7th
to 13th, February, 2016 for the 2016, from 27th,
January to 2nd, February, 2017 for the 2017, from
15th to 21th, February, 2018 for the 2018, and from
4th to 10th, February, 2018 for the 2018. During
the spring festival, the first day and the fifth day are
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The solid black line represents the trends in the averaged concentration for each pollutant and the AQI. The solid blue line
represents the flexible non-linear changes for each pollutant and the AQI. The vertical line in each plot represents the transition year for the firework display from limiting to banning.

"$""$"

Furthermore, management on the firework display
also evolved to adapt the environmental protection,
and thus changes in the air pollutant can reflect the
endeavor of environmental protection management.
Beijing, with a long history of air pollution issue,
had banned the firework display since 1993, while
the new Beijing regulations on fireworks safety
were changed to control the firework display during
the vocation of Chinese New Year in 2006. Further,
this regulation changes to ban all firework display
in the region of Ring five from 2018. Our study
illustrates that the improved air quality after the
deregulation in 2018 and 2019. A previous study
showed that the mean air pollutant concentration
during the deregulation for firework burning from
2006 to 2014 was greater than that before 2006 in
the first day and the fifth day of the Chinese new
year [14]. Subsequently, our study evaluates the
changes from 2014 to 2019. Compared with the
vacation in the spring festival, the air condition
under a more strict regulation was better than the
days during the years before the regulation.

In this study, we investigated the changes in
the spring festival effect on the air quality in Beijing using the key air pollutants and the AQI from
2014 to 2019. Our results showed that a trend of
deduced spring festival effect was depicted in Beijing, which illustrated an improved air quality during the vacation of the spring festival in Beijing.
Further, this improved air quality implied the connection with the strict governmental managements
for the firework display, and also may mirror the
improved awareness of the air protection for the
public.
Previous studies showed a significant spring
festival effect on the air quality in the key cities in
China [8]. The spring festival can enhance the air
pollution compared with the index after the vacation, because the fireworks displayed in a short
period with more extensive strength to celebrate the
festival. Although studies have illustrated the characters of the air pollutant emission in big cities in
China, the changes in the long term were ignored.
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Furthermore, controlling air pollution is not
only for the benefit at a local scale, but also for a
worldwide scale. A study showed that air pollution
in the Chinese new year has potential associate with
the USA’s pm [15]. For the changes in the AQI, the
mean AQI in Beijing had been from lightly polluted
status (100 < AQI < 150) to good status (50 < AQI
< 100). This implied that, if in a new normal status
of Beijing air condition, some pollutants may
slightly affect very few hypersensitive individuals.
From this viewpoint, as the potential winner in the
“war on pollution” after multiple rigorous management, the reduced spring festival effects on the
air quality in Beijing is an optimal case to prove the
contribution to the air quality control from China.
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which adhere to the red line of cultivated land, implement the grain-landing strategy, and increase
grain production capacity [2]. The realization of Tibetan grain in the land depends on the amount protection of cultivated land and the quality of cultivated land. In June 2016, 10 departments, which include the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of
Finance, jointly issued the “Pilot Program for Exploring the Implementation of the Farmland Rotation System”, and explored the implementation of
the trial system of cultivated land rotation in the
Gansu, Hunan, Guizhou, Liaoning and Inner Mongolia. Cultivated land rotation as a fallow organization method and policy system, is forming a reproducible and scalable rotation system for fallowing,
and improving the quality of cultivated land. The
Central Document No. 1 issued on February 5, 2017
also pointed out that the centralized management of
the agricultural environment is a prominent problem.
The plan for recuperation of arable land, grassland,
rivers, and lakes implemented, and the pilot system
of arable land rotation promoted.

China's land resources are limited, but it feeds
about one-sixth of the world's population. The potential reason is the increasing food production, and the
increase in grain production is the excessive use of
land resources. When food supply exceeds demand,
China proposes a system of arable land fallow rotation, allowing land resources to recuperate and gradually restore land fertility. This paper takes the fallow rotation system as the main research content,
and analyzes the prohibition and significance of fallow rotation. Under the influence of further analysis
on agricultural production, a brief overview of the
typical country and regional fallow rotations in the
world, as well as the analysis of the implementation
of fallow rotation in China.
&$ ! 
Cultivated land fallow, ecological environment, agricultural production


 #!
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(*2.86;5+ 6- -(336= 86:(:065The concept
of ecological civilization is the sustainable development of agriculture. In 2007, the 17th National Congress of the Communist Party of China first mentioned the concept of “ecological civilization”. The
18th National Congress listed as the overall layout of
the “five in one”. The “13th Five-Year Plan” first
proposed the concept of “green” development,
which is taking ecological civilization construction
as the essence of China's economic and social development. The construction of ecological civilization
requires the formation of industrial structure, growth
mode, and consumption mode that save energy resources and protect the ecological environment. The
composite functions of cultivated land quality and
ecological and social values gradually enter the research field. As a natural resource, cultivated land
not only the products grain and vegetables, but also
the economic value of maintaining the necessary

" #"
As a part of natural objects, land is not only the
most basic element of ecological environment, but
also a treasure house of natural resources for people
to live and produce. Land is the source and support
of all production and living materials. China's cultivated land area only accounts for about 7% of the
world's cultivated land area, but the total grain output
ranks first among countries. By the end of 2018, the
grain output has continued to increase in China.
However, the continuous increase in grain output is
behind the excessive use of land resources. The quality of cultivated land degraded through long-term
continuous cropland, excessive use of pesticides,
and fertilizers. The soil is seriously polluted [1]. At
the same time, the domestic food stocks and the burden of storage subsidies increased. The "13th FiveYear Plan" proposal adopted by the Fifth Plenary
Session of the 18th CPC Central Committee and proposed to the strictest farmland protection system,
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changed from two crops a year to the early-season
corn, and one season fallow of wheat is realized. One
season of corn rain fed can take advantage of the
same period of corn rain and heat, and reduce the average water consumption by 180 cubic meters per
mu. The arable land rotation for fallow has driven
the green development of agriculture, the crop layout
is more reasonable, and the industrial structure has
continuously optimized. By reducing the variety of
rotation patterns such as grain beans [7], it has reduced.
Larger grain kernels increase the amount of
soybeans, which are required by the market. Last
year, the country reduced nearly 20 million mu of
grain corn and increased soybeans by more than 8.7
million mu. Through crop rotation and seasonal fallow, the crops have a good soil foundation and sufficient development time, not only the yield is improved, but also the quality is improved.
The second is to improve the soil organic matter content [8]. Soil organic matter is an important
part of soil and an important indicator for measuring
soil fertility. It can be said that there is no soil fertility
without organic matter. At present, the quality of cultivated land in China is seriously degraded, and the
fertility of cultivated land is declining. It is extremely urgent to solve these problems. The data
show that China's cultivated land is further depleted,
11% of the cultivated land organic matter is less than
0.6%, and the middle and low-yield fields account
for 80% of the total cultivated land. Therefore, it is
urgent to increase the soil organic matter content.
The fallow land with weeds is equivalent to planting
green manure, plus animal and microbial activities,
which can effectively increase the organic matter
content in the soil.
The third one is to reduce the use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides. Rotation for fallow reduces
the area of cultivated land and food production,
which is resulting in reducing the farmers' income.
However, in the fallow land, the organic matter is increased, so that the soil fertility is improved and the
yield can be increased, so that the application
amount of the fertilizer and the pesticide can be reduced.

food self-sufficiency rate and basic production materials supply. It also has a society that absorbs and
fixes the rural labor force and maintains a stable social order. Value, as well as ecological value such as
conserving water and soil, regulating climate, improving and purifying the living environment, maintaining ecosystem stability, optimizing and improving urban and rural landscapes, and providing recreational and recreational places for human beings.
The Central No. 1 document for four consecutive
years in 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 continued to
pay attention to the shortage of agricultural resources,
over-exploitation, and the protection and upgrading
of cultivated land quality. The document pointed out
that ensuring the effective supply and quality of agricultural products and improving the sustainable development of agriculture under the hard constraints
of resources and environment is a major challenge
that must have addressed. The document proposes to
implement the national high-standard farmland construction master plan, implement the farmland quality protection and improvement actions, and cultivate land, grassland, river and lake recuperation
planning, carry out heavy metal contaminated farmland restoration and planting structure adjustment pilot, and promote the trial of farmland rotation fallow
system [3].
!0.50-0*(5*,6-0473,4,5:(:065The Chinese
have fewer land and resources, but scant cultivated
land supported more than one billion people with,
but they have also paid a great price. The reduction
of the amount of cultivated land, serious overdraft of
soil fertility, soil erosion, over-exploitation of
groundwater, and the increased soil pollution have
become factors limiting the sustainable development
of agriculture [4]. As the peasants said, “The land is
heavier and thinner today, the agriculture grows
more.” “Skinny” means that the soil layer is gradually thinning. “Greedy” refers to the widespread occurrence of fertilizer dependence in the land. Once
the amount of chemical fertilizer is reduced, the crop
yield will fall or even grow. “Hard” means that the
soil deteriorates and the soil is in a knotted state.
“Coarse” refers to the deterioration of soil physical
and chemical properties [5]. Therefore, at this stage,
the timing of relatively abundant food supply at
home and abroad is great significant for the implementation of arable land fallow rotation in some areas.
The first is the need to consolidate and increase
food production capacity. In Hebei, agricultural water use is the bulk of total water use in the society,
and winter wheat irrigation is the bulk of agricultural
water use [6]. The province's 2 million mu of seasonal fallows reduced the annual exploitation of
groundwater by 360 million cubic meters. "Hebei is
a resource-based water-deficient province, and the
average water resource of per mu is only one-seventh
of the national average. The wheat and corn are

"!#" 
 $ ""
Regarding the type of land for rotation of fallow,
the National Pilot Program for Exploring the Implementation of Cultivated Land Rotating Fallow System demonstrates that the groundwater funnel area,
heavy metal contaminated area and ecologically degraded areas will be piloted for fallow, and the northeast cold area and the northern farming and pastoral
area Conduct a trial of rotation. Therefore, farmers
in the following regions should consider whether to
rotate the fallow.
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1. Heavy metal contaminated area. Some cultivated land has heavily polluted by heavy metals, and
some cultivated land has lost the ability to produce
safe agricultural products. Such cultivated land
should be the focus of fallow cultivation, stop production of agricultural products, and repair and repair the soil, and the production should have carried
out after the heavy metal content of the cultivated
land meets the standard.
2. The suburbs of large and medium cities. Cultivated land in this area is also an important resource
for local economic development. Due to the longterm use of chemical inputs in the cultivated land in
the region, the soil organic matter content decreased.
Seedling stage affects crop emergence and seedling
formation, high nitrogen and phosphorus content, severe nutritional imbalance, soil compaction, soil
degradation, yield and benefits are significantly reduced, so it is necessary to consider rotation and fallow, and gradually restore the soil.
3. Coverage of greenhouse facilities. Cultivated
land covered by greenhouse facilities for a long time,
the environment is closed, the degree of intensification is high, the crops have poorly planted, the
amount of fertilization is large, the soil evaporation
and crop transpiration are large, and the natural rainfall is lacking. The soil salt content of the cultivated
layer is high and salty. The above factors lead to soil
compaction, poor ventilating water permeability, increased acidity, imbalance of nutrients, reduced microbial population, reduced activity, and degraded
arable land function. At this time, it is necessary to
demolish greenhouse facilities, restore natural farming status, and implement rotation and spacing.
4. Areas where the mulch is used for a long time.
In some areas, the mulching film is used for a long
time, and the film residue in the soil is high. The
mulch film destroys the physical structure of the soil,
and the soil porosity decreases, affecting the release
of soil nutrients, hindering the moisture and air circulation in the soil, resulting in a decrease in soil water content and fertility. The seedling stage affects
the emergence of seedlings and seedlings, and the
growth period hinders the growth of roots and the
absorption of nutrients. The yield and quality of
crops have reduced, and fallow cultivation is required.

In 2017, the country piloted 12 million mu of
rotation-failure mechanisms in nine provinces (Guizhou, Yunnan, Hunan, Hebei, Gansu, Liaoning, Jilin,
Heilongjiang, Inner Mongolia), and will increase in
the 2018 plan. 5.84 million mu of rotation trials will
be put into trial, and the national rotation area will
reach 12 million mu. The pilot areas include 9 provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Guizhou, Yunnan, Hunan, Hebei and Gansu.
The subsidy standards for fallow rotation in various
regions in 2018 are shown in Table 1.
"$ "" 
!" "' 
From 2014, the fallow crop rotation was proposed, and the protection of land and cultivated land
resources was proposed. The application of chemical
fertilizers to achieve zero growth in 2020 was proposed, and the application rate of pesticides and fertilizers in China began to decrease. Since 2017, the
total application rate of chemical fertilizers in China
has experienced a trend of increasing first and then
decreasing. From 2008 to 2014, the total application
rate of chemical fertilizers presents an increasing
trend, which is from 52.39 million tons in 2008 to
60.224 million tons in 2015. From 2015, the total
amount of fertilizer began to drop to 2017.58 million
tons. Among them, the total application rate of nitrogen fertilizer changed relatively smoothly from
230.29 million tons in 2008, and it reached the highest application rate of 23.94 million tons in 2013,
which is accounting 40.49% for the total chemical
fertilizer. Since 2013, the total application rate of nitrogen fertilizer has started to decline. By 2017, it
has dropped to 22.218 million tons, accounting for
37.92%. The total application of phosphate fertilizer
was second. In 2008, the total application rate of
phosphate fertilizer was 7.801 million tons, which
increased to 8.453 million tons in 2014. In the same
year, the total application rate of chemical fertilizers
was 14.09%. From 2014, the total application rate of
phosphate fertilizer began to decline. In 2017, it fell
to 7.976 million tons, accounting for 13.61. The
amount of fertilizer applied in each year is shown in
Figure 1.


" 
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Rotation
Half fallow
Full fallow
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Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Inner Mongolia
Underground funnel area in Wuzhou, Hengshui and Xingtai, Hebei
Gansu
Guizhou, Yunnan
Hunan Zhutan
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In terms of the national scope, in 2017, Henan,
as the largest agricultural production province in
China, has the highest application rate of agricultural
chemical fertilizers. For the fallow crop rotation areas of the pilot units, the fertilizer application rate in
Hebei Province is 5%, accounting for the low national proportion. The application rate of chemical
fertilizers in Heilongjiang Province, Inner Mongolia,
Jilin, Hunan, and Yunnan accounted for 4%, the fertilizer application rate in  and Guizhou was
at 2%, and the fertilizer application rate in Gansu
Province was the lowest in the pilot area, which was

at 1%. The proportion of chemical fertilizer application in various regions is shown in Figure 2.
"$ 
"" #"# #"#"
China's grain output has achieved a continuous
growth [9], but the use of land resources overload,
and the emergence of oversupply in the growth of
grain output, increased food inventories, rising inventory costs, and excessive land use. To this end,
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way to reduce soil erosion, improve water quality,
and protect wildlife habitat. An agricultural bill will
have issued every 5 years in the United States, which
will affect the fallow area of each state participating
in CRP [10]. Farmers voluntarily apply to participate
in CRP, and submit the land type, area, expected subsidy price, and plan for applying for fallow [11]. The
EBI index has seven indicators. The seventh indicator is the applicant's minimum willingness to accept
(WTA) subsidy price. The WTA price is lower, the
fallow application is likely more successful [12]. In
order to achieve specific ecological protection goals,
the Ministry of Agriculture began to implement “uninterrupted applications” in environmentally vulnerable areas such as wildlife conservation belts and priority protected areas in 1996, and in 1997 initiated
the conservation reserve enhancement program
(CREP), which is resulting in changing the CRP distribution of some areas [13]. Affected by lower land
rents and higher agricultural prices, CRP registrations fell from 1489×10 4 hm 2 in 2007 to 1 036×10
4 hm 2 in 2013 [14]. In order to avoid the adverse
impact of fallow on the local economy, the Ministry
of Agriculture requires that each county's fallow
limit is 25%, but whether this ratio is reasonable or
not is still controversial [15].
In 1988, the European Union established a 5years voluntary fallow project to control and reduce
food production and budget expenditures. However,
due to imperfect supporting schemes, voluntary fallow implementation rates are lower [16]. In 2003, the
EU subsidy policy model changed, the fallow target
shifted from food control to environmental protection [20], and the fallow rate from 2004 to 2005 has
reduced to 5% [17]. In 2007, the area of mandatory
fallow land was about 370×10 4 hm 2 [21], and the
fall rate in the fall of 2007- 2008 was reduced to 0
[22]. After the food tension was relieved, the fallow
policy was implemented again [23]. Mandatory fallow was abolished in 2009, and voluntary fallows
were retained [24]. Overall, the EU's average fallow
rate is around 10%, which has mainly adjusted according to changes in the food market [25].

China has proposed a system of arable land fallow
rotation, gradually recovering land productivity and
land fertility. China's grain output has shifted from
high-speed growth to medium-to-high-speed growth.
The total grain output of China increased by a large
margin from 2008 to 2015. In 2009, China's grain increased by 5.066 million tons because of total grain
output in 2008, which was 5,394,900 tons, the least
increase. In 2012, the increase was the highest at
23.733 million tons, which has added 61.226 million
tons. In 2105, the total grain output was the largest,
at 66.603 million tons, an increase of 20.955 million
tons. Since 2016, total grain production has started
to decline, with a negative growth of 16.8. The total
grain output and increase are shown in Table 2.
China's major agricultural output also experienced rapid growth followed by medium-to- highspeed growth. Wheat has almost double-digit growth
and production has continued to increase, but the increase has slowly increased after 2015. However, the
total output of cereals continued to grow from 2008
to 2015, and the output reached the largest in 2015,
which was 618.184 million tons. From 2016, it experienced negative growth. In the same year, the
negative growth was 1.5119 million tons, and the
negative growth in 2017 was 1.46 million tons. The
output is 6152 million tons. The yield change of corn
is the most obvious. Before 2105, the total output of
corn increased by four digits. After 2015, it began to
increase negatively. In 2016, the negative growth
was 1.379 million tons, the output was 266.13 million tons, and the negative growth in 2017 was 4.542
million tons. For the number of 259.071 million tons,
the main grain output in each year is shown in
Table 2.


 "$ ""

473,4,5:(:0656-:>70*(3-68,0.5*6;5:80,9
The United States began implementing the “conservation reserve program (CRP)” project in 1986 [9].
For more than three decades, CRP is very important


"
/05(9(.80*;3:;8(36;:7;:05   
&,(89
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

8(05
,8,(3
$/,(:
685
Increase over
10,000 tons
10,000 tons of Increase over 10,000 tons of Increase over 10,000 tons of Increase over the
the same peof output
output
the same period
output
the same period
output
same period
riod
53434.3
48569.4
11293.2
17212
53940.9
506.6
49243.3
673.9
11583.4
290.2
17325.9
113.9
55911.3
1970.4
51196.7
1953.4
11614.1
30.7
19075.2
1749.3
58849.3
2938
54061.7
2865
11862.5
248.4
21131.6
2056.4
61222.6
2373.3
56659
2597.3
12254
391.5
22955.9
1824.3
63048.2
1825.6
58650.4
1991.4
12371
117
24845.3
1889.4
63964.8
916.6
59601.5
951.1
12832.1
461.1
24976.4
131.1
66060.3
2095.5
61818.4
2216.9
13263.9
431.8
26499.2
1522.8
66043.5
-16.8
61666.5
-151.9
13327.1
63.2
26361.3
-137.9
66160.7
117.2
61520.5
-146
13433.4
106.3
25907.1
-454.2

Source: China Statistical Yearbook
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US land fallow
protection plan

Designed to improve the
ecological environment, including reducing soil erosion, improving water quality and protecting wildlife
habitats

EU's “farmland fallow
plan”

Designed to control and reduce food production and
budgetary expenditures;
from food control to environmental protection in
2003 1 mandatory fallow
(cancelled in 2009);

Japan's
“Farmland Fallows
Project”

Designed to reduce the production of rice
And protecting the income
of farmers; 1993
Increased ecological environmental protection goals

It aims to reduce rice production; in 2013, it proTaiwan, China
“Paddy conversion to fal- moted the rejuvenation of
low plan”
agricultural labor structure
and large-scale operation.

473,4,5:(:065 
46+(30:0,9

(336=:04,(5+ 
97(*,*65-0.;8(:065
Area: General application is accounting for 90% of cultivated land area. In 1990, EBI index was used for screening,
and index weights changed dynamically; uninterrupted apVoluntary fallow: 1
plication, accounting for 10% of cultivated land area, 1997
general application; 2 Land Fallow Intensification Project (CREP) and 2000 arauninterrupted applica- ble wetland project (FWP), the object is cultivated land in
tion
vulnerable areas of the environment;
2 Scale: The upper limit of fallow rate in each county is
25%; 1489×10 4 hm 2 in the peak period of 2007 fell to
1036×10 4 hm 2 in 2013; 3 hours: 10-15 a
1 Area: Mandatory fallow, grain yield is greater than 92t,
fallow is at least 15%; voluntary fallow, grain yield is less
than
Designed to control and
92t, the minimum plot of fallow land is 0.3 hm 2; the farmreduce food production
land of 100 hm 2 for multi-year fallow is up to 5 hm 2, and
and budgetary expendithe farm with 100 hm 2 or more is up to 10 hm 2;
tures; from food control
2 Scale: subsidies of 33% of the upper limit of fallow; the
to environmental profallow rate was fixed at 10% in 1999; the fallow rate in
tection in 2003 1 man2004-2005 was reduced to 5%; and the mandatory fallowdatory fallow (canland area in 2007 was about 370×10 4 hm 2 ; In the autumn
celled in 2009);
of 2008 - the spring fall rate was reduced to 0; the average
fallow rate was about 10%; 3 hours:
Quarterly, annual and multi-year fallow (at least 10 years).
1 Area: Individual farmers with a cultivated area of 4 hm 2
or more and agricultural organizations with a cultivated
1 mandatory fallow;
area of more than 20 hm 2;
2 voluntary fallow
2 Scale: almost every year, the area of fallow is more than
(starting in 2007; with 50×10 4 hm 2; the total fallow rate in 1993 is 64.6%, of
permanent fallow)
which, Yong
The long-term fallow rate is 2.6%; the 2010 fallow rate is
10.6%; 3 hours: annual break and multi-year fallow.
1 area: application can be; 2 scale: annual fallow rate is
about 27.5% (about 22 × 10 4 hm 2). In 1988, the paddy
field was converted to fallow 5.12×10 4 hm 2 ; in 2002, the
rest fell 10.5×10 4 hm 2 or more; in 2013, the fallow area
Voluntary fallow
was as high as 26×10 4 hm 2 ; in 2016, each farmer applied
for a maximum of 3 hm 2 per year. And the two-stage arable land must have a period of cultivation;
hours: two periods in one year; adjusted to one year in
2013.


"  
647(809656-*;3:0<(:,+3(5+-(336=73(59(5+:/,0897(:0(3(5+:,4768(3(336*(:06578(*:0*,905:>7
0*(3*6;5:80,9(5+8,.0659
Unit
The province
Qiqiqihar City
Suihua City
Hegang City
Yichun City
Shuangyashan City
Heihe City
Jiamusi City
Qitaihe City

Experimental area in 2018
(10,000 square meters)
766659
175012.41
86775.85
13065.
6842.87
26124.78
168691.07
85426.87
3439.63

2016 pilot area
(10,000 square meters)
166665
0
0
0
2666.64
0
123998.76
0
0

New area in 2017
(10,000 square meters)
166665
46666.2
53999.46
5333.28
1759.98
17893.15
346.66
40666.26
0

New area in 2018
(10,000 square meters)
433329
128346.21
32776.39
7732.31
2416.25
8231.62
44345.64
44760.61
3439.63

hm. 2 or more agricultural organizations [28]. The
annual fallow area of farmers is quite different, and
most of the fallow area is above 50×10 4 hm 2, of
which, in 2010, the total fallow area in Japan is
39.6×10 4 hm 2 and the fallow rate is 10.6% [29]. In
order to meet the requirements of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture, it is necessary to increase the
scale of agricultural operations in order to increase
the market competitiveness of rice and reduce the
government's subsidy expenditure. Therefore, the

Since 1971, Japan has implemented the “rice
field fallow conversion project”, in which fallow
farmers have replanted rice into wheat, soybeans and
rapeseed to reduce the consumption of rice and protect farmers' income [26]. Japan adopts mandatory
fallow farming. Since the size of each cultivated land
of the fallow farmer is small, the hunting task has
issued by the village instead of the individual farmer
[27]. The specific requirements for fallow specific
farmland and cultivated land area are more than 20
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river basin, and ecological compensation of mineral
resources. The main body of the ecological compensation system for the rotation of cultivated land
should be the central and local governments, the
market and the farmers and other relevant interest
groups. The compensation standard should adopt the
opportunity cost loss method, embody efficiency and
fairness, and achieve dynamic adjustment. The
source of compensation funds should be mainly
borne by the public finances, which is in line with
the ecological and environmental benefits as a characteristic of the supply of public goods, while taking
into account the source of market funds and respecting the market regulation of environmental effects.
The ecological compensation system plays an important role in the construction of China's environmental legal system. It is conducive to improving the
agricultural series of ecological compensation system, which is accelerating China's pace of green agriculture and ecological agriculture and achieving
the goal of agricultural modernization.
The agricultural and rural sectors of the policy
implementation should cooperate with the departments of natural resources, water conservancy, and
ecological environment, which help to improve the
efficiency and scientificity of the time and space allocation of fallow. The spatial and temporal allocation of cultivated land fallow at different scales requires comprehensive consideration and scientific
planning. The following control ideas can be considered: 1) Planning from top to bottom. The central
government formulates the fallow plan, clarifies the
annual fallow area, fallow (total) scale, and fallow
length, and implements the decomposition indicators
to the provincial units. The fallow plan has the advantage of maintaining national control and low cost
of fallow operation, but the farmers' active participation and the size of the regional fallow are limited. It
is possible that the actual fallow size of the area is
larger or smaller than the release target. 2) Apply
from the bottom up. Each provincial unit submits an
application for fallow area, fallow scale, and fallow
time every year, and centrally adjusts and regulates.
The fallow plan has the advantage of adapting to local conditions and stimulating local flexibility and
mobilizing farmers to participate in fallow enthusiasm, but the cost of fallow operation is too high and
the state control has weakened. 3) Combine up and
down. In fact, the current fallow pilot in China
mainly adopts a top-down enforcement approach. In
order to take advantage of the above two implementation methods, China's cultivated land fallow can
combine with the forced fallow and voluntary fallow
from the practical experience of typical countries
and regions. On the one hand, the urgency and feasibility of fallow Areas with higher degrees of sexuality can adopt top-down mandatory control methods.
On the other hand, it is useful for areas with low urgency and low degree of feasibility, bottom-up vol-

2007 paddy field fallow conversion project was
mandatory from voluntary to voluntary, and the price
subsidy was direct subsidy replaced [30].
The Taiwanese region launched the “Rice Production and Rice Field Conversion Program” in
1984 to reduce rice production. In 1988, the fallow
size reached 5.12×10 4 hm 2, but it was not until
1997 that the fallow was officially a basic policy in
Taiwan. The total area of cultivated land in Taiwan
is about 80×10 4 hm 2 (the area of paddy field is
26×10 4 hm 2), and the annual fallow area is about
22×10 4 hm 2, which is different from the area of
rice paddy. The fallow application subsidy can be applied twice a year. From 1984 to 2007, four fallow
plans were launched. In 2002, Taiwan joined the
WTO and decided to fall back to paddy fields of
10.5×10 4 hm 2 or more. In 2013, the area of fallow
was as high as 26×10 4 hm 2, but each farmer had an
average of only 1 hm 2 of cultivated land [31]. In
2013, the “Adjustment of Farming System to Activate the Medium-Range (2013-2016) Plan” [32] was
launched, and the application for fallow application
was reduced from two-year to one-year, which promoted the rejuvenation and scale of the agricultural
labor structure. In order to prevent a small number of
landowners from ruining agricultural land and receiving subsidies, in 2016, each household will apply for a maximum of 3 hm 2 subsidy per year [3336], and the two-stage arable land must be cultivated
for one period without continuous fallow [37]. A
summary of the typical country and region's cultivated land fallow plan is shown in Table 3.
Heilongjiang Province is an important grain
production base in China [38]. In 2018, the area of
rotation for fallow cultivation continued to expand,
reaching 12.9 million mu, including 11.5 million mu
of cultivated land, 9.4 million mu of rural land, 2.1
million mu of farmland, and 1.4 million mu of rice
fallow pilot. In 2018, Heilongjiang Province issued
a pilot area of 766.659 million square meters, an increase of 599.94 million square meters compared
with 2016. The pilot areas of Yichun City and Heihe
City have implemented simultaneously with the pilot
area of the province, while Qitaihe City began to implement in 2018. In other areas, the trial work of
farmland rotation was started in 2017. The task of
farmland rotation in 2018 is shown in Table 4.


!#"!#! 
The rotation of cultivated land for fallow is an
important measure to maintain the quality of cultivated land and realize the "grabbing of grain in the
land". How to make the arable land rotation fallow
system cannot have separated from the corresponding policy and legal system. The establishment of an
ecological compensation system is used for the rotation of cultivated land, which is an important attempt
to summarize the successful experience of forest,
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